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will they affect my life. "
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Abstract
Abstract
Low spatial resolution thermal data from the Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (AVHRR) have been available for any cloud-free sub-aerial volcano at least 4 
times a day since 1979. Although extensively used to monitor ash plumes injected into the 
atmosphere by volcanic eruptions, this cheap, directly and regularly available data source 
has never been thoroughly examined to determine its utility for real-time monitoring of high 
temperature volcanic activity occurring at the surface. This thesis is therefore concerned 
with developing techniques to locate, measure and monitor high temperature volcanic 
phenomena in AVHRR data.
To locate high temperature phenomena, I develop an automated thresholding 
algorithm which roams an image flagging thermal anomalies. The major advantage of this 
technique over existing thresholding techniques developed for fires is that it requires no 
manual input. By running the algorithm on 90 images acquired during the 1991 to 1993 
effusive eruption at Mount Etna, pixels containing active lava or high temperature open 
vents were located, with the program completing within 1 second. This permitted lava flow 
location to within ±1 km of known topographic features, roads and towns. The flexibility 
of the thresholding algorithm to detect other high temperature sources, over a variety of 
regions and seasons, was demonstrated by applying the algorithm to images containing 
wild-fires burning along the east coast of Australia during January 1994.
Abstract
For quantitative analysis, I develop a new approach capable of estimating the size 
and temperature of at least three sub-pixel thermal components. This approach enables lava 
flow area and thermal flux to be constrained more accurately than is possible using 
established techniques which allow measurement of just two thermal components.
Using the area and thermal flux results, I refine an algorithm to estimate lava 
effusion rates. This in turn allows calculation of lava flow field cumulative and total 
volumes. Application to data for effusive activity at Etna during 1985 and between 1991 
and 1993 gives mean effusion rates of <8 m^ s'^ during both eruptions, building flow 
fields of 16-29 x 10^ and 220-300 x 10^ m^ respectively. Both volume estimates are in 
good agreement with ground-based estimates of 19 x 10^ and 235 x 10  ^m^ respectively. 
In both cases, time series of area, thermal flux, effusion rate and cumulative volume data 
reveal phases of waxing and waning eruptive activity, in close agreement with those 
observed from the ground.
I also present simple approaches which use spectral radiance from the volcanic 
source to monitor volcanic activity through time and to distinguish between different types 
of volcanic phenomena. At Stromboli, troughs and peaks in a spectral radiance time-series 
respectively correlate with periods "normal" explosive activity and less frequent effusive 
events. A scatter plot of spectral radiances from the volcanic source acquired in two thermal 
wavebands, one in the mid-infrared and one in the thermal infrared, allows lava lakes, 
flows and open vents to be distinguished according to their position in the scatter.
I use a number of case studies, drawn from effusive activity at Etna, Krafla, Togo, 
Cerro Negro and Erebus, as well as pyroclastic and degassing activity at Lascar, Vulcano, 
Etna and Stromboli, to show how AVHRR can be used to measure and monitor high 
temperature volcanic phenomena. If data analysis were carried out on reception, regular 
location and monitoring of on-going effusive eruptions, as well as persistent high 
temperature phenomena, would be possible.
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Space-bome volcano monitoring: capabilities and principles
Chapter 1. Space-borne volcano monitoring: 
capabilities and principles
1.1. Introduction
Plans to launch earth orbiting satellites carrying instruments designed to measure 
electromagnetic radiation emitted and reflected by the Earth's surface began during the 
1940s (Bergaust & Beller, 1957). By 1960 the first weather satellite, TIRO S-1, was 
providing coarse views of cloud patterns and the Earth's surface (Lillesand & Kiefer, 
1987).
During these decades, devastating eruptions at two previously unknown and 
unmonitored volcanoes, Paricutin (Mexico) and Mount Lamington (Papua), clearly 
demonstrated the hazard posed by effusive and explosive eruptions. At Paricutin an 
eruptive vent, opening in a maize field in 1943, built a 410 m high cone, effused a 24.8 
km^ lava flow field and ejected up to 6 x 10  ^m^ d  ^ of pyroclastic material during a 9 year 
eruption (Rees, 1979). Impact on the immediate environment and economy was 
catastrophic, leaving 2 villages completely buried and 3 partially abandoned (combined 
population 5916). Residents were relocated in refugee settlements and suffered a number of
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"sociocultural hazards" including psychological breakdown (Nolan, 1979). Adverse 
agricultural effects extended -50  km, with all vegetation within -6  km totally destroyed and 
at least 5000 cattle and horses killed (Rees, 1979). At Mount Lamington in 1951 a Pelean 
eruption sent ash clouds up to 15 km and fed nuée ardentes which, moving at speeds >350 
km h k devastated more than 230 km^ of land killing 2942 people (Taylor, 1958). Prior to 
this eruption the area had no volcanic history. Mount Lamington itself was not even 
considered a volcano (Fisher, 1958).
An average of 60 eruptions occur every year from a total of 1511 potentially active 
volcanoes. Between 1976 and 1994, 414 events produced fatalities and 101 necessitated 
evacuations (Simkin & Siebert, 1994). In spite of this, many volcanoes remain 
inadequately monitored due to deficiencies in economic resources, scientific funding or 
political desire (Tilling, 1989). Consequently many devastating eruptions still occur at 
poorly monitored volcanoes. Even at Mount St. Helens, although intensive monitoring 
occurred after initial phreatic events in March 1980, lack of prior funding thwarted attempts 
to set up base-line monitoring, and such monitoring as did exist was inadequate for making 
short-term forecasts or eruption predictions (Tilling, 1989; 1995). However, satellite 
remote sensing potentially offers a regular, safe and cheap means of monitoring all of the 
worlds sub-aerial volcanoes.
Reviews by Francis (1979), M ouginis-Mark et a i  (1989), Rothery (1989), 
Mouginis-Mark & Francis (1992) and Rothery & Fieri (1993) have outlined the benefits 
that satellite remote sensing offer volcano monitoring. These being:
(1) Global coverage. By repeatedly orbiting while the Earth rotates beneath 
them, polar orbiting satellites build up coverage of the entire globe (Barrett & Curtis, 
1992). In the case of Landsat's Thematic Mapper (TM) and NOAA's Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), global coverage is achieved in 18 days and 6 hours 
respectively. This permits observation of all the world's sub-aerial volcanoes if they are 
cloud-free at the time of over-pass. Francis & De Silva (1989) demonstrated this capability 
by using 29 images to cover the entire central Andean volcanic province. This regional
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study resulted in the identification of >60 potentially active volcanoes, in comparison with 
the previously catalogued 16.
(2) Repeat capability. Repeated passes allow regular monitoring. In the case of 
geostationary satellites, all volcanoes within the satellite's field of view can be monitored 
once every 30 minutes. This permits baseline and time-series monitoring, as achieved by 
Glaze et al. (1989) and Oppenheimer et al. (1993) at Lascar volcano, using 15 TM images 
acquired between 1984 and 1992. Airborne and ground observations, being dependent on 
availability of aircraft, safety, funds or manpower are often irregular and infrequent. 
Repeated satellite observations may thus allow identification of otherwise unobserved 
events, as shown by Rothery et al. (1988) who used a January 1985 TM image to suggest 
a lava lake at Mount Erebus re-established 10 months earlier than could be proved from 
ground observations.
(3) Synoptic perspective. The satellite view allows the whole of a feature to be 
analysed using a single image, including areas that are remote or dangerous. The size of a 
volcanic ash plume (>1000 km^) or temperature of an active lava flow (>900 °C) make 
such targets difficult to monitor from any other perspective: manpower requirements and 
hazard posed preclude ground-based whole feature analysis. Many published images of 
pyroclastic and effusive eruptions spectacularly illustrate the whole-feature space-borne 
perspective (e.g. Rothery & Francis, 1990; Rothery et al., 1992; Stephens, 1993; 
Stephens, 1995; Denniss et al., in press).
(4) Spectral capabilities. Satellite sensors measure emitted or reflected radiation 
at selected wavebands across the electromagnetic spectrum. Spectral measurements allow:
(a) Analysis of volcanic structure, mapping, identification of units and reconstruction of 
events (e.g. Baker, 1981; Munro & Mouginis-Mark, 1990; Wadge et al., 1995). (b) Ash 
plume tracking and detection of hot-spots (e.g. Robock & Matson, 1983; Holasek & Rose, 
1991; Harris et a i ,  1995c). (c) Measurements of ash plume or lava flow temperature and 
constraint of various parameters, including altitude and velocity of plume tops and radiative 
flux and core temperature of lava flows (e.g. Fieri et a i ,  1990; Oppenheimer, 1991a;
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Holasek & Self, 1995). (d) Quantification of eruptive sulfur dioxide (e.g. Krueger et a l,  
1990; Bluth et a i ,  1994; Schnetzler et a l,  1994). (e) Analysis of environmental impacts of 
ash and aerosol deposition (e.g. Jeyaseelan & Thiruvengadachari, 1993; Tucker & Matson, 
1985). (f) Measurements of ground deformation (e.g. Massonnet et a l ,  1995).
(5) Continuity of data acquisition. Data are provided in a standard, calibrated 
format providing a globally consistent data set. This allows application of standard analysis 
techniques producing comparable results for all volcanoes or of a single volcano over a 
long time-span. AVHRR data have been available for any volcano since 1979.
(6) Safe, re-usable platform. Satellites orbit between -800 and 36000 km, 
protecting them from destruction or damage by the phenomena monitored. Continuously 
recording in situ instruments are liable to destruction during violent events, breakdown in 
harsh, corrosive, volcanic environments or vandalism (e.g. Moxham et a l, 1972; Connor 
et a l ,  1993; Les age et a l ,  1995). Receiving stations are also distanced from the target, 
allowing collection and examination of data in safety.
1.2. Thermal measurements and volcanic activity
During quiescent periods, thermal observations have been shown capable of 
identifying and monitoring pre-cursory eruption activity. Even prior to the lethal 1902 
eruption of Mount Pelée, a precursory increase in fumarolic activity was observed between 
1889 and 1902 (Chrétien & Brousse, 1989). Although surface temperatures do not always 
increase prior to eruptions (Neumann Van Padang, 1963), fumarole, crater lake and surface 
temperature variations have been related to eruptive or magmatic activity at many volcanoes 
(e.g. Suwa & Tanaka, 1959; Naboko, 1960; Yokoyama, 1964; Rose & Stoiber, 1969; 
M enyailov, 1975; Archambault et a l ,  1979; Menyailov et a l ,  1986; GVN, 1990a; 
Bonneville & Gouze, 1992; Ruapehu Surveillance Group, 1996). Temperature data for 
fumaroles and geothermal fields may also be used to estimate valuable volcanic system 
parameters, including heat flux (Sekioka & Yuhara, 1974), magma chamber volume (Rose 
& Stoiber, 1969), chamber depth (Stevenson, 1993) and gas flux (Connor et a l,  1993).
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Thermal measurements of active lavas allow derivation of surface thermal structure 
and heat loss (Head & Wilson, 1986; Crisp & Baloga, 1990; Oppenheimer, 1991a). Such 
thermal measurements are essential inputs for models of lava flow rheology, emplacement 
and cooling (Danes, 1972; Fieri & Baloga, 1986; Dragoni, 1989; Dragoni, 1993; Hardee, 
1993; Dragoni et a l, 1995; Keszthelyi, 1995). Derived parameters include cooling rates, 
effusion rates and heat loss from lava tubes. These can in turn be related to flow length, 
area and morphology (Walker, 1973; Wadge, 1978; Fieri & Baloga, 1986; Kilburn & 
Lopes, 1988; Pinkerton & Wilson, 1994; Keszthelyi, 1995), or used to develop flow 
simulation models (e.g. Young & Wadge, 1990; Barca et a l ,  1993). All are crucial in 
predicting the future course of a flow and hazard posed to down-flow communities (e.g. 
Barberi, 1990; Barberi et a l ,  1993a). Mass eruption rates and thermal energy release are 
also important in constraining models of magma supply and magma system operation (e.g. 
Wadge e ta l ,  1975; Wadge, 1981; Francis et a l,  1993).
1.3. Thermal monitoring of volcanoes from space: principles
At a given instant a satellite radiometer receives radiance from an area of the Earth's 
surface defined by the sensor's instantaneous field of view (IFOV). Usually, rotation of a 
scanning mirror and forward movement of the satellite build up the image in the along- and 
cross-scan directions respectively (Figure 1.1). Radiance reaching the sensor is separated 
into discrete spectral bands. These are directed onto detectors, where an electronic signal or 
voltage is produced, normally proportional to spectral radiance. An analogue to digital 
converter transforms the voltage to a pixel digital number (Schwalb, 1978; Foote & Draper, 
1979; Mather, 1987; Lillesand & Kiefer, 1987; Barrett & Curtis, 1992). Calibration allows 
digital number (DN) to be related to radiance by
Rx = SxD N x-ï-lx  ( 1. 1),
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F ig u re  1.1. Schematic diagram showing how radiance (R) from  discrete areas on the 
Earth's surface reaches the sensor, is split into spectral radiance (Rx), converted to DN, 
transmitted and displayed as pixel Rx^ R depends on surface emissivity and atmospheric 
transmissivity and will be the sum o f radiance emitted by a surface, down welling radiance 
reflected by the surface, up welling atmospheric and space radiance (Rg, pRo, R u  & ^sp)-
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in which Rx, Sx and Ix are the at-satellite radiance, DN, slope and intercept for a 
spectral band with central wavelength X. Total at-satellite radiance can be written as 
(Cracknell & Hayes, 1991; Hurtado et al., 1996)
Rx = ^xi^xRxs + p?iR?id) + R w  + R>-sp (1.2),
where xx, ^X and px are atmospheric transmissivity, emissivity of the surface and spectral 
reflectivity of the surface at wavelength X respectively, Rxs is surface radiation, R;^D and 
R x u  are the down- and up-welling atmospheric radiances, and R;^sp is the space 
contribution (Figure 1.1). The space contribution is due to the background temperature of 
space (3 K), which passes down through the atmosphere and is reflected by the surface to 
the sensor (Cracknell & Hayes, 1991). Since the radiance equivalent of 3 K is vanishingly 
small between 1 and 14 pm, the contribution of R;^ sp is insignificant at these wavelengths. 
At -11 .0  pm the contribution of p ^ R io  is also negligible and, although not entirely 
negligible, R; ,^u is of little importance. Towards 3.0 pm R;i^ u becomes very small, but 
p lR lD  rises to -1 0  % of Rx for environmental temperatures (Singh & Warren, 1983; 
Cracknell & Hayes, 1991).
Detector band-widths are placed in atmospheric "windows", portions of the 
spectrum within which the atmosphere is relatively transparent to radiation. These occur in 
the visible and short-wave infrared (SWIR: 0.4-2.5 pm), mid-infrared (MIR: 3.0-5.5 pm) 
and thermal infrared (TIR: 8.0-14.0 pm). For a blackbody at temperature T, the 
distribution of spectral radiance emitted with wavelength is given by the Planck function
H(XT) = Cl [exp(c2/>.T) - 1] -> (1.3),
in which C] and c% are constants with the values 3.742 x lO"'® W nV and 1.4388 x 10"2 m 
K (Figure 1.2). The wavelength at which a blackbody temperature curve reaches a 
maximum (A^) is defined by Wein's Displacement Law:
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F ig u re  1.2. Planck curves fo r  blackbodies at typical magmatic, active crusted lava 
surfaces and Earth ambient temperatures. White areas give the broad locations o f 
atmospheric windows within which atmospheric transmission is >70 %, within grey zones 
transmission falls sharply to -13 %.
= C3 T"1 (1.4),
constant cg having a value of 2.898 x 10"3 m K.
These relationships mean that in SWIR wavebands R;^S will make a significant, 
measurable contribution to R^ only if T is at-least -120 °C. Coincidence of the SWIR 
window with Xm for bodies at magmatic temperatures (800 to 1200 °C) mean that these 
bodies will contribute measurable R;^ ,s (Figure 1.2). However reflectance peaks occurring 
at -1 .6  to 2.2 pm  (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1987) make by far the largest contributor,
swamping or contaminating R^s by day (Oppenheimer et a i, 1993; Harris et a l ,  1995c). 
Coincidence of the TIR window with Xm for bodies at typical Earth ambient temperatures, 
and negligible contribution of p^iRio, makes this waveband useful for measuring Rxs  
from ambient surfaces. Bodies at ambient temperatures also contribute measurable amounts
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of Rxs in the MIR (Figure 1,2). Coincidence of the MIR window for bodies at -250- 
700 °C makes these wavebands extremely sensitive to thermal emittance from high 
temperature bodies, such as lava lakes or fires (Wiesnet & D'Aguanno, 1982; Matson et 
a i ,  1984). However, day-time measurements are complicated by the contribution of 
P^RlD.
1 .3 .1 .  Satellite-derived tem p era tu res  over a volcanic hot-spot
At-satellite spectral radiance (R;\,) is related to temperature by
R;  ^= L(?iT) = H(A.T) / 71 (1.5).
Pixel brightness temperature (T*) can therefore be estimated by re-arranging 
Equation 1.5 to give
T* = C 2 / W n ( [ c i X - % R x ] + 1) (1 .6) .
However, T* will not be the temperature of the ground surface occupying the pixel 
(Ts). To obtain this, Rxs (Equation 1.2) must be estimated and substituted into Equation
1.5, to give R;^s = L(A,Ts). This can be achieved by estimating and removing all other 
parameters in Equation 1.2 to isolate Rp^ g^. Various procedures have been designed to 
estimate and remove the unwanted atmospheric, reflectance and emissivity contributions, 
allowing accurate, ±0.1 to ±3 °C (McClain et a l ,  1985; Cooper & Asrar, 1989), surface 
temperature estimation (e.g. Singh, 1984; McClain et a l ,  1985; Sobrino et a l ,  1991; 
Oppenheimer a/., 1993; Hurtado et a l,  1996).
The relationship given in Equation 1.5 assumes that the surface occupying a pixel is 
isothermal and can be described by a single temperature, T (Figure 1.3a). Over an active 
lava this assumption is unrealistic. Following the two-thermal component lava flow model
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F ig u re  1.3. Thermal surface o f (a) a pixel occupied by a surface o f uniform temperature 
Ts, (b) a pixel entirely filled by a Crisp & Baloga (1990) model lava surface, where the 
molten core at Th is exposed at cracks in a chilled crust at Tc, and (c) a pixel where the two 
thermal component lava body is o f sub-pixel dimensions.
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given by Crisp & Baloga (1990), a pixel over an active lava will be occupied by at least two 
thermal components: a chilled crust at temperature Tc occupying portion p  of the pixel and 
smaller areas where the molten core at temperature Th is exposed (Figure 1.3b). Applying 
the terminology of Rothery et a l (1988), a pixel entirely filled by such a surface will have a 
"pixel-integrated radiance" described by
RlS = pCiXTc) + ( 1 - p)L(^Th) (1.7).
Alternatively, Th may be the temperature of an isolated volcanic hot-spot such as an 
active degassing vent or high temperature fumarole, in which case Tc will become the 
temperature of the cooler ambient background surrounding that isolated feature. As 
explained by Rothery et a l  (1988), derived "pixel-integrated temperatures" will be 
"considerable underestimates of the true surface temperature" of the hot-spot since although 
the hot feature is much smaller than the pixel its radiance is integrated over the whole pixel 
area.
Dozier (1981) provided the "dual-band method", which allows each of the terms in 
Equation 1.7 to be estimated. The method requires thermal radiance measurements at two 
widely separated wavebands, X\ and Xj, and the assumption or a priori knowledge of any 
one of the three unknowns Tc, p or Th. The remaining unknowns can then be estimated by 
graphical or numerical solution of the simultaneous equations
R?iiS =pL(^iTc) + (1 -p)L(^iTh) (1.8a)
R-AjS = pL(^jTc) + (1 -p)L(AjTh) (1.8b).
The method was initially applied by Matson & Dozier (1981) to estimate the size 
and temperature of sub-pixel industrial hot-spots and gas-flares in AVHRR data. 
Applicability to volcanic hot-spots was first demonstrated using TM data by Rothery et a l 
(1988), and this volcanic application was subsequently developed by numerous studies
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(e.g. Fieri et a l ,  1990; Oppenheimer, 1991a; Oppenheimer et a l ,  1993; Flynn et a l,
1994).
Oppenheimer (1993) and Harris et a l  (1995c) point out that in cases where the lava 
body is of sub-pixel dimensions, the thermal structure given by Equation 1.6 becomes an 
oversimplification (Figure 1.3c). A more realistic model requires inclusion of a third 
component, lava-free ground at an ambient temperature of Ty, to give
Ra.S=PcL(^Tc)+/?/zL(A,Th) + (1 -P h -P c )^h  (1-9),
with pc and ph being the pixel portions occupied by the crusted and molten lava surfaces 
respectively (Figure 1.3c). This creates five unknowns. Consequently, solution by 
simultaneous equations requires either ( 1) thermal radiance at two widely separated 
wavebands and assumption of three unknowns or (2) thermal radiance at four widely 
separated wavebands and assumption of one unknown. Oppenheimer (1993) showed how 
the more realistic three component model can be constrained using three bands of thermal 
data available from the airborne Thematic Mapper Simulator. Emitted radiance has, 
occasionally, been observed in three bands of satellite data, as during eruptions at Etna, 
Kilauea and Krafla (Rothery et a l ,  1992; Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 1994; Harris et a l,  
1995c). However, in all observed cases one or two of these bands have been saturated and 
therefore unusable, precluding application of this more realistic approach.
1 .3 .2 .  A nalysis o f low tem p e ra tu re  anom alies
Bonneville et a l  (1985), Bonneville & Kerr (1987) and Bonneville & Gouze 
(1992) have shown that over low temperature anomalies, such as ground heated by 
permeable convection over an intrusion, the most important atmospheric effect in the TIR is 
due to adiabatic cooling with altitude (Figure 1.4). The strong inverse relationship between 
altitude and surface temperature obscures subtle variations in heat flux. Therefore, to 
remove surface temperature variations caused by cooler air temperatures at higher altitudes
12
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F ig u re  1.4. Ejfect o f adiabatic cooling on low temperature anomalies, (a) Model fo r  heat 
flow  from shallow magma bodies given by Hardee (1982). (b) Idealised temperature image 
fo r  surfaces above the model showing the dominant effect o f surface cooling with altitude, 
(c) Corrected temperature image (6) showing suppression o f altitude effects, enhancing 
low temperature anomalies due to heat flow from subsurface magma bodies.
and distinguish low temperature anomalies, a height independent, corrected temperature (0) 
is calculated for each pixel
0 = Ts + (OT/Oz)z
in which z is surface altitude and OT/Oz is the adiabatic gradient (Figure 1.4).
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1.4. High spatial resolution thermal monitoring from space
Between 1987 and 1988 a series of papers showed how TM's SWIR bands were 
capable of detecting and monitoring thermal emittance from active lava flows, lakes and 
domes (Francis & Rothery, 1987; Rothery & Francis, 1987; Rothery et a l ,  1988). For 
bodies in excess of -160 °C, TM not only provides thermal radiance measurements in two 
wavebands, but also a high (30 m pixel) spatial resolution, allowing constraint of the 
thermal surface (Rothery e ta l ,  1988; Rothery & Oppenheimer, 1991).
Following these initial observations, numerous studies developed techniques to 
extract useful volcanological information from TM data (e.g. Oppenheimer 1991b). Some 
concentrated purely on detecting volcanic hot-spots and application of the dual-band 
method to estimate sub-pixel temperatures, as during effusive activity at Barren Island in 
1991 (Bhattacharya et a l ,  1993; Gupta & Badarinath, 1993; Reddy et a l ,  1993). Other 
studies used dual-band method results to estimate thermal flux (Glaze et a l ,  1989; 
Oppenheimer, 1991a; Oppenheimer et a l ,  1993), derive lava flow core temperature and 
constrain models of flow cooling (Fieri et a l ,  1990), or calculate crustal boundary layer 
thickness (Oppenheimer, 1991a). Single images have been used to map and analyse the 
spatial distribution of thermal areas across active flows and domes (Oppenheimer, 1991a; 
Oppenheimer et a l,  1993; Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 1994), and time-series have been used 
to monitor variations in thermal flux over time (Glaze et a l ,  1989; Oppenheimer et a l,  
1993; Andres & Rose, 1995). The time-series studies of Glaze et a l  (1989) and 
Oppenheimer et a l  (1993) showed how variations in thermal flux from the lava dome at 
Lascar volcano could be related to eruptive cycles.
The TM's TIR band has a pixel size of 120 m, precluding its use in the dual-band 
method with the smaller SWIR pixels. However it has been used to evaluate crater lake 
temperature (Oppenheimer, 1993), measure heat flux from fumarole fields and Strombolian 
vents (Gaonac'h et a l ,  1994) and detect geothermal areas (Jaskolla & Amason, 1989).
Analysis of other high resolution satellite data sources for thermal monitoring has 
been less productive. Chorowicz et a l  (1992) used 10 m SPOT pixels to identify visible
14
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changes at Sabancaya in 1986 due to ice-melt caused by reactivated fumarolic activity, a 
precursor to an eruption in 1990. However, since all three SPOT wavebands are less than 
0.89 pm in wavelength, detection of thermal emission is unlikely. With four 18 m pixel 
wavebands in the SWIR, data from JERS-OPS offered great promise (Oppenheimer, 
1991b). Unfortunately degradation of the data by severe noise problems has made the data 
useless except for qualitative analysis of volcanic hot-spots (Denniss et a i, in press).
1.5. Low spatial resolution thermal monitoring from space: the 
AVHRR
The ease with which active lava bodies could be detected using 1 km MIR pixels 
from the AVHRR was demonstrated as early as 1982, when an image showing a hot spot 
due lava lake activity at Mount Erebus was published (Wiesnet & D'Aguanno, 1982). 
During the 1980s a number of studies also demonstrated how, using processing techniques 
first applied by Bonneville et a i  (1985) and given here in Section 1.3.2, AVHRR could be 
used to identify low temperature volcanic thermal anomalies. At Mount Etna, a 50 km^ area 
of elevated surface temperatures evident on Very High Resolution Radiometer images 
(AVHRR's predecessor) between 1978 and 1979 was assumed to relate to shallow level 
magma storage (Archambault et a l ,  1979; Smithsonian Institution, 1989). Similar low 
temperature anomalies were observed prior to effusive eruptions in 1983 and 1986, in both 
cases coincident with the subsequent eruption site (Bonneville & Kerr, 1987; Bonneville & 
Gouze, 1992).
In spite of these promising results, prior to the start of this PhD (September 1993) 
few attempts had been made to build on these studies. Those that had been carried out 
generally took a limited or negative approach, not attempting to solve any problems 
encountered. Scorer (1986) published a series of images illustrating thermal anomalies in 
AVHRR data due to active lava flows during the December 1985 Etna eruption. He was, 
however, more interested in meteorological phenomena stating, "the eruption was not 
exciting but there are many points of meteorological interest". Oppenheimer (1989) re­
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examined the Erebus image, as well as images of Stromboli, Vulcano and Etna. His result 
was a list of reasons why "AVHRR is clearly not an ideal tool for thermal monitoring of 
volcanoes". Problems included: (1) the unrealistic nature of applying the 2 component 
model assumed by the dual-band to a 1 km pixel, (2) smearing of radiance from the hot­
spot pixel into adjacent non-hot spot pixels, (3) contamination by sub-pixel cloud or plume 
and by sunlight in day-time MIR images, (4) confusion with fires or industrial hot spots, 
(5) differential atmospheric absorption in the MIR and TIR channels, and (6) failure to 
detect transient explosive activity at Stromboli on 3 out of 4 images examined or the low 
temperature Vulcano fumarole field on any of his images.
I . 5 . 1 .  A V H RR: poten tia l fo r real tim e therm al volcano m onitoring
Considering the genuine capabilities of the AVHRR in terms of volcano 
monitoring, it is surprising that no rigorous study has yet examined whether AVHRR can 
provide anything more than a visual identification of volcanic hot-spots. In fact AVHRR 
can offer the following:
(1) Thermal capability. As demonstrated by Wiesnet & DAguanno (1982), the 
AVHRR MIR channel (channel 3: 3.55-3.93. pm) is extremely sensitive to high 
temperature volcanic features. The availability of two bands of TIR data (channels 4: 10.3-
II.3  pm, and 5: 11.5-12.5 pm) mean that development of approaches for analysis of high 
and low temperature anomalies are feasible (Section 1.3). The lack of use of AVHRR 
thermal data by the volcanic community is even more mystifying when the large body of 
work carried out by the fire community is examined. Successful applications include fire 
detection (Flannigan & Vonder Haar, 1986; Lee & Tag, 1990; Langaas, 1993), fire area 
derivation (Flannigan & Vonder Haar, 1986; Matson & Holben, 1987; Cahoon et a i ,  
1991; Cahoon et a l,  1992), time series analysis, fire growth monitoring and fire mapping 
(Langaas, 1992; Dousset et a l ,  1993; Chuvieco & Martin, 1994; Arino & Melinotte,
1995).
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(2) Temporal capability. The return period of the NO A A satellite on which the 
AVHRR is flown is 12 hours. Since 1979, NO A A has maintained at least 2 satellites in 
orbit at any one time, ensuring coverage of any sub-aerial point at-least 4 times a day 
(Mather, 1987). This coverage improves towards the poles where satellite tracks converge: 
images from -1 0  passes per day are currently received at the University of Dundee 
receiving station (R. Vaughan, personal communication). When compared with the 16-, 
26- and 44- day return periods of TM, SPOT and JERS-OPS, this greatly improves the 
chances of a pass coinciding with a cloud-free interval or short duration (<1 week) transient 
event.
(3) Real time monitoring capability. Data can be received directly by the user 
and analysed on receipt. This capability is essential if effective monitoring of a dynamic 
feature, such as a developing lava flow or dome, is to be achieved. At the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks, visual analysis of images on reception allows communication of volcanic 
hot-spot observations within 5-10 minutes of a satellite pass (K. Dean, personal 
communication). Automated processing also provides rapid results: automated fire 
detection techniques take between 30 seconds and 1 hour to run on 512 x 512 pixel 
AVHRR images (Fiasse & Ceccato, 1996). TM data, however, must be ordered from the 
supplier and can take more than 2 months to arrive (Rothery et a l,  1992), making real time 
monitoring impossible.
(4) Low cost monitoring capability. Data are freely available at cheap to install 
receiving stations (Gower, 1992). System costs vary depending on sophistication (Table 
1.1), but the cheapest are generally equivalent to the cost of a single TM or SPOT image 
(-US$ 4000 and 15000 respectively based on 1993 prices from the UK's National Remote 
Sensing Centre Limited). Minimum costs are also considerably less than the US$ 35000 
lost when the 1991 eruption of Pinatubo destroyed the entire seismic network installed 
there (Lesage et a l ,  1995). In the absence of a station, image costs are <US$ 30 (based on 
1996 prices for a 600 line sub-scene ordered from the Dundee University Receiving 
Station).
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System
Hard- & soft-ware details
Company
Address
Cost
Date of quote
Bradford University 
Research Limited
Hardware:
Software:
Bradford University, 
Bradford, UK
US$ 2700 upwards 
(1994)
Motorised antenna to track satellite, cable to PC, PC card to convert 
data to PC readable format (HRPT and SEAWiFs compatible). 
Automatic tracking and reception software included.
System installed at Institute 
of Ocean Sciences
Inst. Ocean Sci., Sidney 
V8L 4B2, Canada
US$ 4750 
(Gower, 1992)
Hardware:
Software:
PC in terface  board, receiver feed, com biner & pre- 
amplifier/downconverter, PC, 1.2 m dish, antenna steering device. 
Real time display of central strip of image and data archiving 
(Chinese Feng-Yun satellite FY-1 compatible).
Timestep PROsat 11 system Timestep, Newmarket US$ 4800
CB8 8XB, UK (1995)
Hardware:
Software:
486 PC, 170 Mb hard drive, HR colour monitor, dish antenna with 
all cables and associated hard- & soft-ware, GOES/Meteosat 
capability.
Live display, saves full pass in full resolution, calibration, 
georeferencing, satellite track prediction, image processing.
SeaSpace TeraScan system
Hardware:
Software:
SeaSpace, San Diego 
CA92126, USA
>US$ 20000 
(1995)
1.0 m antenna, 1.5 m protective dome (survival -30 to +55 °C, 162 
km h4 winds, 22 kg m'^ ice), amplifier & downconverter, cable, 
Sun-4/50 SPARCstation, DAT archive tape drive.
Antenna control & data acquisition (includes automatic unattended 
operation), calibration, geo-location, cloud-screening, image 
processing.
Dartcom winHRPT system Dartcom, Yelverton 
PL20 6SP, UK
US$ 38000-62000 
(1996)
Hardware:
Software:
Pentium PCI, 1 Gb fast SCSI 11 hard disk, archiving drives, EST 
monitor, 1.2-1.8 m antenna (survival -35 to 63 °C and 210 km h  ^
winds), downconverter & receiver, built-in GPS.
Antenna control, image acquisition & quick look, image processing 
including reflectance & temperature calibration and geo-location.
T ab le  1.1. Costs and capabilities o f commercially available AVHRR receiving systems.
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(5) Large area analysis capability. A single AVHRR image covers an area of 
-3000 X 6000 km and all volcanoes therein, allowing simultaneous real time monitoring of 
all volcanoes on a regional scale. At the University of Alaska Fairbanks this large area view 
permits analysis of >50 active volcanoes across Alaska, the Aleutian Islands and 
Kamchatka (C. Wyatt, personal communication).
Since 1993 six studies have indicated that this vast, cheap, directly available and 
largely untapped data source could provide a reliable means of volcano thermal monitoring. 
First, Harris (1992), Harris & Vaughan (1993), Harris et a l  (1995c) showed how the 
temporal resolution of the AVHRR could be used to monitor the evolution of a large fissure 
fed eruption. Then Mouginis-Mark et a l (1994) showed how AVHRR viewing geometry 
may be used to distinguish different volcanic thermal features in off-nadir images. Also in 
1994, Flynn & Mouginis-Mark (1994) reported on the observation of a thermal anomaly on 
an AVHRR SWIR (channel 2: 0.725-1.1 |im) night-time image during effusive activity at 
Kilauea in 1992. They concluded "night-time AVHRR Band 2 images could be used to 
detect extremely vigorous lava flows that represent the greatest local hazards."
1.6. Aims and structure of this thesis
Has a potentially valuable data-set capable of eruption monitoring been largely 
ignored, or are the potential benefits offered by the AVHRR negated by the poor spatial 
resolution? The main aim of this study will be to answer this question through analysis of 
the AVHRR's spatial, spectral and temporal capabilities.
(1) Analysis of spatial and spectral capabilities. Data covering a range of active 
volcanic thermal phenomena are analysed to define (a) the detection and monitoring limits 
of the AVHRR, and (b) what reliable volcanological information can be extracted.
(2) Analysis of temporal capabilities. If variation in time series can be shown to 
relate to variations in dynamic volcanic thermal phenomena, then such an approach offers a 
valuable monitoring tool. Construction of AVHRR time series enable the value of such an 
approach to be assessed.
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(3) Real time monitoring capabilities. Rapid data analysis and dissemination of 
results is best achieved by reliable automation. Techniques are defined using algorithms 
capable of inclusion in an automated ground segment for rapid, real-time, on-reception, 
analysis. Digital data provided by the AVHRR are ideally suited to such an approach.
(4) Improved spatial, spectral and temporal resolution using multiple data-sets. 
Lillesand & Kiefer (1987) define "multistage sensing" where satellite data are analysed in 
conjunction with aircraft data and ground observations. Each data source offers differing 
but complementary spectral, spatial and temporal characteristics, providing a complete 
thermal data set. Such an approach is considered, where it is anticipated that AVHRR will 
fulfil the detailed temporal needs of a multistage volcano thermal sensing data set.
Lillesand & Kiefer (1987) define ground reference data as serving "any or all of the 
following purposes: 1. To aid in the analysis and interpretation of remotely sensed data. 2. 
To calibrate a sensor. 3. To verify information extracted from remote sensing data." 
Ground reference data plays a central role in this study. If extracted information agree with 
reference data then the technique and results are accepted as valid, otherwise the technique 
is plainly in error and must be amended accordingly or rejected. Ground reference data 
allows techniques, developed and tested on ground reference events, to be applied with 
reasonable confidence to similar, but poorly observed, phenomena.
While performing this study, I have taken advantage of opportunities to work with 
several colleagues based at The Open University and elsewhere. Except for the concluding 
chapter, each of the remaining Chapters is reprinted from a paper that is published, in press 
or under review, with only minor editorial changes. Some repetition is therefore inevitable, 
but it means that any chapter can be read without reference to others. Most papers were 
written in collaboration with co-authors; however I was senior author on each of them. 
Table 1.2 indicates thesis structure and the amount of co-author input to each chapter. 
Papers presented as Appendices are either peripheral to the main study, or were written 
with too great a co-author contribution to be included in the main body of the thesis.
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Chapter/ Content
Appendix & Co-author contribution
1
A
B
C
D
Introduction
Defining and understanding an unexpected response of the AVHRR thermal 
channels over high temperature targets.
- 10-20 %: mainly fire data and discussions/details regarding sensor 
operation.
Design, implementation and testing of an automated algorithm for location of 
volcanic hot spots, and definition & filtering of point spread function and 
sensor recovery pixels.
-20-30 %: writing of Excel macro and C++ software to execute the 
procedure, this is given more fully in Appendix B.
Application of automated thresholding and various thermal analysis 
techniques designed for volcano data to a data set containing fires.
No co-authors.
Techniques and results from analysis of a times-series of data for a ground 
reference event (a major effusive eruption at Etna).
-20-30 %: Figure 5.1 used Stevens field-data & SPOT image, and the flow 
outline derived by her, Blake provided input into Section 5.8.
Analysis of a "multistage" data set for Strombolian and fumarolic activity, 
where AVHRR provides the temporal resolution, and air-borne and ground 
data the spatial resolution and validation.
-10-20 %: Stevenson provided model for magma depth estimation, 
implications of results are given more fully in Appendix D.
Demonstration of all techniques, designed to allow near-real time, reliable 
monitoring, on a variety of well and poorly ground referenced events 
(fissure & vent fed lava flows, pyroclastic flows, lava lakes, pyroclastic 
flows and degassing/Strombolian open vents).
-20-30 %: provision of Cerro Negro data and details of the reception, 
calibration and processing systems. Butterworth made a major contribution 
to the geometry section.
Conclusions
Review of remote sensing studies to date, specifically for Mount Etna 
volcano
Details of automated software for processing AVHRR sub-images 
containing volcanoes
Constraints on the shallow magmatic system at Stromboli
Constraints on the magma systems at Vulcano and Stromboli______________
T ab le  1.2. Thesis contents and co-author contribution.
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Chapter 2. Non-zero saturation of the AVHRR 
thermal channels over high temperature targets: 
evidence from volcano data and a possible 
explanation
A.J.L. Harris, D.A. Rothery, R.W. Carlton, S. Langaas, and H. Mannstein 
Published in the International Journal of Remote Sensing, 16(1), 189-196, 1995.
2.1 . Abstract
Our AVHRR volcano and fire data are in agreement with Setzer and Verstraete 
(1994), showing that when channel 3 saturates the digital number (DN) recorded is greater 
than zero. The radiance at which this occurs varies within a single radiometer, and from 
platform to platform. It appears that non-zero saturation has affected all the thermal 
channels on all AVHRR instruments to date and may be due to the design of the analogue- 
to-digital converter circuits. Since the exact relationship between non-zero DN and spectral 
radiance is not known, we suggest that all DN over high temperature targets that are less 
than or equal to the non-zero saturation DN cannot be trusted to be reliable measurements 
of spectral radiance^.
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2.2 . Introduction
Although the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) flown aboard 
the TIROS-N (NO A A) satellites was not designed to monitor high temperature features, the 
sensitivity of channel 3 (3.55 - 3.93 pm) to high temperature sources has allowed heat 
sources such as fires, lava lakes and lava flows to be detected and measured (e.g. Rothery, 
1992; Langaas, 1993; Pereira & Setzer, 1993; Harris et a l, 1995c).
In channels 3, 4 (10.3 - 11.3 pm) and 5 (11.5 - 12.5 pm) the relationship between 
radiance and digital number (DN) is inverse, with increased radiance resulting in decreased 
DN. A cut-off in the conversion from analogue signal to DN, here termed saturation, 
occurs when the spectral flux from a pixel exceeds an upper limit. This occurs at a channel 
3 pixel integrated temperature that varies, depending on the platform, from 49 °C to 58 °C
100 3
Temperature of 
background = 
0°C
f99SATURATION
NO SATURATIONP o .o u
0.001 99.999
600 800 1000400 12000 200
Temperature of hot target (°C)
F ig u re  2.1. Plot o f the minimum pixel portions that need to be occupied by hot targets 
in order to saturate an AVHRR channel 3 pixel, assuming a background temperature o f 0 
°C, a saturation temperature o f 50 °C and no atmospheric contribution.
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(Robinson, 1991). Images analysed here and by Setzer and Malingreau (1993) show that 
the pixel integrated temperature at which the channel 3 sensor saturates also varies with 
time by 3 - 5 °C within a single radiometer.
To achieve saturation temperatures in channel 3, only a small fraction of a pixel 
needs to be occupied by hot material, see Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1. An active lava flow,
Temp.
T O
% of pixel 
occupied
Area (m)
1 2 0 0 0.008 10 X 10 Maximum eruption temperature for basaltic 
lava (Cas & Wright, 1987)
1080 0 . 0 1 11 X 11 Temperature in lava channel at Etna (Barberi 
e ta l ,  1993a)
1 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 1 2  X 1 2 Minimum eruption temperature for basaltic 
lava (Cas & Wright, 1987)
900 0.015 14 X 14 Maximum eruption temperature for rhyolite 
lavas (Cas & Wright, 1987)
790 0 . 0 2 16 X 16 Maximum lava cmst temperature calculated 
by multi-component modelling of spectro- 
radiometer data for the Kupaianaha lava lake 
(Flynn et a l,  1993)
700 0.03 19 X 19
600 0.05 2 4 x 2 4
500 0.09 3 2 x 3 2
400 0 . 2 4 7 x 4 7 Range of possible temperatures of lava crusts
300 0.5 7 7 x 7 7
2 0 0 2 157X 157
1 0 0 18 472 X 472
80 34 638 X 638 Minimum lava crust temperature calculated 
by multi-component modelling of spectro- 
radiometer data for the Kupaianaha lava lake 
(Flynn et a l,  1993)
T ab le  2.1. Minimum portion o f a pixel that must be occupied by hot material, at a 
variety o f lava flow  temperatures, in order to saturate a channel 3 pixel, and the minimum 
area that the temperature source must attain to achieve saturation at nadir. Calculations 
assume a pixel is occupied by two temperature components: lava at a specified temperature, 
surrounded by lava-free ground at an ambient temperature (assumed to be 0 °C fo r  this 
model).
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lake or dome should saturate channel 3 quite easily. Even a lava flow covered by a 
comparatively cool 100 “C crust occupying 0.5 x 0.5 km within a pixel at nadir should 
result in channel 3 saturation.
Studies that have used channel 3 data to monitor active lava lakes and flows, for 
example at Mount Erebus (Antarctica) and Krafla (Iceland), have found that these high 
temperature targets which should saturate channel 3, giving a DN of zero, have instead 
given non-zero DN (C. Oppenheimer, personal communication; Harris e t a l ,  1995c; 
Harris & Vaughan, 1993). A similar phenomenon has been found in channel 3 data for 
savannah fires in Senegal and The Gambia and other channel 3 fire data sets (e.g. Pereira 
& Setzer, 1993; Setzer & Verstraete, 1994).
Here we present AVHRR data for volcanoes, in an attempt to further illustrate and 
understand the "non-zero saturation" problem, and propose an explanation.
2.3 . Non-Zero saturation at Krafla and Etna
The September 1984 eruption at Krafla (Iceland) and December 1991 to March 
1993 eruption at Etna (Sicily) produced active lava flow fields of sufficient size and 
temperature that channel 3 should have been saturated. We estimate that at Krafla the lava 
flow field should have saturated between 21 and 45 channel 3 pixels, creating an area of 
saturation of up to 4 pixels (scan direction) by 13 pixels (cross-scan direction). At Etna 
about 15 channel 3 pixels should have been saturated, forming an area of saturation of 7 - 8 
pixels by 2 - 3 pixels. However, examination of the channel 3 DN (Figures 2.2a and 2.2b) 
shows that where saturated DN of zero are expected, non-zero DN occur.
The pattern of non-zero DN in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b, with a central core of 
uniform DN and lower DN at the periphery, is typical of all images examined for the 
eruptions at Etna (a total of 60 images) and Krafla (7 images in all), and is similar to the 
DN variation across areas of sunglint described by Setzer and Verstraete (1994).
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(a)
835 827 817 790 785 800 792 788 806 804 800
833 808 734 432 9 467 644 726 762 809 786
859 938 38 47 47 47 45 101 703 785 793
830 834 917 45 47 47 47 47 28 765 780
820 795 785 687 594 574 504 36 457 757 776
809 799 815 809 774 744 726 755 773 759 771
(b) (c)
482 651796 695 461
812742 585 197
937697 404
858615 225
324535
818493
378 739
816
184 883139
276 953
393 1019
531 275 997 878
615 509 273 190 738 744
507 503 510 519 517 514 508 500
508 501 506 514 504 504 506 500
509 502 500 490 369 409 505 505
508 499 495 417 11 125 486 510
506 489 476 325 37 20 470 504
505 485 458 127 39 37 444 505
506 489 465 59 39 4 484 500
505 489 430 34 38 280 500 497
502 484 231 39 38 381 503 496
507 488 267 39 38 400 505 494
512 498 436 34 38 315 504 491
510 503 475 7 38 305 505 492
508 507 490 210 73 434 501 493
510 508 503 451 422 489 501 500
516 512 507 499 497 502 505 503
F ig u re  2.2. Typical channel 3 and 5 DN distribution at the Etna and Krafla lava flow  
fields, showing non-zero saturation, (a) NOAA-11 AVHRR channel 3 image o f the active 
December 1991 to March 1993 flow  fie ld  at Etna acquired on 2 January 1992 at 13:51 
GMT. (b) NOAA-7 channels 3 and (c) 5 images o f the active Krafla September 1984 flow  
field  acquired on 5 September 1984 at 04:47 GMT.
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At Krafla on 5 September 1984 the temperature of the active lava flow field was 
high enough to cause a 26 pixel thermal anomaly in channel 2 (Harris et a l ,  1995c). 
Thermal emittance in channel 2 (0.725 - 1.1 p.m) indicates a pixel integrated temperature of 
at least 550 °C, well in excess of the temperature necessary to saturate channel 3. At Etna 
on 2 January 1992 an open lava channel 10 to 15 m wide was radiant in the Landsat 
Thematic Mapper band 4 (0.76 - 0.90 pm) for 700 m downstream from the source 
(Rothery et a l,  1992), and was measured in the field as 1080 °C (Barberi et a l, 1993a). If 
the lava channel were centred in an AVHRR channel 3 pixel, with the remainder of the 
pixel at an ambient temperature of 0 °C, the pixel integrated temperature would be around 
210 °C, well in excess of the temperature necessary to saturate a channel 3 pixel. It can 
therefore be safely assumed that the uniform cores of channel 3 DN of 38 (NOAA-7) and 
47 (NOAA-11) represent a non-zero saturation level. Thus conversion of these non-zero 
saturation DN to spectral radiances, using the linear relationship of Kidwell (1995), will 
give a minimum feasible (often unrealistically low) radiance for the pixel.
For one NOAA-7 Krafla image, acquired on 5 September 1984, we have evidence 
that the non-zero saturation problem affects channels 4 and 5. Pixels central to the anomaly 
have near uniform DN, between 30 and 32 in channel 4 and between 38 and 39 in channel 
5, with lowest DN peripheral to this central core. Figure 2.2c. All of the central core pixels 
were also radiant in channel 2, indicating pixel integrated temperatures well in excess of 
that necessary to saturate channels 4 and 5. We therefore suggest that the non-zero 
saturation problem also affects channels 4 and 5, and that non-zero saturation will occur in 
these channels if the pixel integrated spectral radiance is high enough.
2.4 . Variation in non-zero saturation level between instruments
Setzer and Verstraete (1994) suggest that the non-zero saturation problem may 
affect multiple AVHRR instruments. Our volcano data (10-bit) confirm that it has affected
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F ig u re  2.3. (a) to (d) digital number frequencies fo r  channel 3 lava flow  pixels fo r  the 
entire NOAA-6 (a), -7 (b), -11 (c) and -12 (d) datasets, illustrating the vicinity o f the non­
saturation DN fo r  each AVHRR instrument.
the AVHRR aboard NOAA-6, -7, -11, and -12, and is illustrated by the clearly defined 
peaks in all of the histograms for these NCAA data sets (Figures 2.3a to 2.3d). We 
observe similar peaks in composite histograms for NCAA-10 and -11 Senegalese fire data 
(8-bit), with non-zero saturation causing a clear peak at a DN of 8 for NO A A -10 and at a 
DN of 10 for NOAA-11. Variations in the position of the histogram peaks between each of 
the histograms indicate that for each instrument the level of non-zero saturation was 
different. Since Pereira and Setzer (1993) show non-zero saturation of the NOAA-9 
AVHRR for fires in the Amazon region, it seems reasonable to assume that non-zero
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saturation affects all the thermal infrared sensors of the AVHRR, each sensor having a 
different non-zero saturation level.
2.5 . Non-zero saturation - a possible explanation
Pre-flight testing of the AVHRR thermal channels at ITT Aerospace was based on 
spectral radiances within or only slightly exceeding the analogue-to-digital converter (A/D) 
dynamic range and has never revealed the non-zero saturation problem (Roy Galvin, 
personal communication). However, data here and in Setzer and Verstraete (1994) show 
that spectral radiances strongly in excess of the DN=0 equivalent radiance will give a non­
zero saturation DN. Since the A/D count is not required to have any specific value when the 
scene is in excess of its brightest dynamic range, i.e. "below" a count of 0, (Roy Galvin, 
personal communication) we suggest that the problem lies in the design of the A/D circuits, 
as indicated by Setzer and Verstraete (1994).
Setzer and Verstraete (Fig. 5, 1994) postulate that beyond a threshold radiance, 
increasing radiances are transformed into increasing "spurious" DN. The left skew we have 
found in all except the NOAA-12 frequency distributions. Figures 2.3a to 2.3d, supports 
this hypothesis. The histogram peaks reveal the true DN cut-off of the channel 3 sensor.
Until the sensor is tested on a calibrated high temperature target, the relationship 
between "spurious" DN and spectral radiance is likely to remain undefined. Fortunately, 
the AVHRR/3 instrument (due for launch aboard NOAA-K in September 1995) will have 
an A/D circuit designed such that over-range signals are all mapped to 0 counts (Roy 
Galvin, personal communication). It is therefore unlikely that non-zero saturation will 
affect these instruments.
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DAY-TIME IMAGES NIGHT-TIME IMAGES
Pnad. NZS Image
Date
Image Cloud? Pnad. 
Time
NZS Image
Date
Image
Time
13 47 04/01/92 1328 891 46 03/05/92 0318
21 47 03/03/92 1335 905 46 09/02/92 0311
61 47 07/02/92 1329 907 46 22/05/92 0315
147 47 26/12/91 1332 921 46 11/05/92 0322
201 47 30/01/92 1323 925 46 06/01/92 0309
231 47 23/04/92 1330 927 46 20/12/92 0309
259 47 06/02/92 1341 937 46 30/03/92 0321
289 47 04/03/92 1323 941 46 17/02/92 0317
297 47 03/01/92 1339 947 46 24/04/92 0324
431 47 11/01/92 1346 951 46 31/01/92 0317
505 47 24/04/92 1319 955 45 13/03/92 0322
557 47 02/01/92 1351 961 44 14/01/92 0316
601 46 09/02/92 1306 Cloud 965 46 28/12/91 0315
631 47 13/02/92 1359 967 45 07/04/92 0326
661 47 24/12/91 1356 969 45 25/02/92 0323
693 46 28/04/92 1411 Cloud 981 45 08/02/92 0323
703 47 25/04/92 1307 981 45 21/03/92 0327
747 47 15/12/91 1400 991 45 22/01/92 0322
751 47 01/01/92 1402 993 46 15/04/92 0331
809 44 14/05/92 1420 Cloud 993 45 10/05/92 0334
823 47 23/12/92 1407 995 45 05/01/92 0321
825 47 09/01/92 1409 1007 45 16/02/92 0329
883 46 14/12/92 1412 * 1013 43 23/04/92 0336
885 47 03/02/92 1416 1015 45 30/01/92 0329
887 47 31/12/91 1414
915 47 24/04/92 1426
925 47 13/05/92 1432 Pnad. = Position of lava flow field in the
935 47 08/01/92 1421 scan (given as pixels from nadir)
953 46 26/04/92 1435
961 44 16/01/92 1427 NZS = non-zero saturation DN observed for
979 44 02/02/92 1426 the image
985 47 30/12/91 1426
995 45 07/01/92 1433 * pass coincided effusion of 2 small, <lkm
1023 46 10/02/92 1434 long, flows prior to the main eruption.
T ab le  2.2. NOAA-11 day- and night-time images acquired during the Etna 1991 to 
1993 eruption, listed in order o f increasing distance from nadir.
2.6 . Variations in non-zero saturation between images acquired 
by the same instrument
The histogram for NOAA-11, Figure 2.3c, shows a peak at 47, agreeing with the 
non-zero saturation level of 47 described for the 2 January 1992 image. However, this is a 
composite histogram for 60 images, and masks the fact that the level of non-zero saturation 
varies from image to image. This is demonstrated by Table 2.2, where the variation
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appears to be related to one or more of the following four factors: distance from nadir, 
whether the image is acquired by day or night, dimensions of the heat source, and cloud 
contamination. Similar variations in the non-zero saturation level were also found by Setzer 
and Malingreau (1993). The level of the non-zero saturation DN seems to be determined by 
factors other than simply the intensity of the heat source.
2.7 . Conclusion
It appears that the design of the AVHRR/1 and AVHRR/2 A/D circuits causes the 
thermal channels to saturate at a non-zero level, a problem which has affected all the 
AVHRR detectors to date. Until the sensor is tested on a calibrated high temperature target, 
channel 3 DN of less than or equal to the non-zero saturation levels for areas of high 
temperature sources must be assumed to relate to a minimum feasible radiance for the 
pixeH.
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^The use o f saturated data in quantitative analysis
When radiance from the surface reaches or exceeds the AVHRR saturation point (i.e. at the radiance 
equivalent of DN=0), the maximum radiance that the instrument is capable of recording is given (Figure 
2.4). Therefore, the same radiance will be given whether surface radiance equals the saturation level or 
greatly exceeds it. For example, converting radiance to temperature, if the saturation temperature is 50 °C 
and the temperatures for two pixels are 50 °C and 1000 °C respectively, a temperature of 50 °C will be 
given for both pixels. Saturation radiances must therefore be regarded as the minimum possible for a pixel, 
and since it is likely that actual surface radiance is greater than the saturation radiance, cannot be trusted to
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be a reliable measurement of true surface radiance. Consequently, such radiances should not be used for 
further quantitative analysis.
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F igure 2.4. Hypothetical conversion of DN to radiance taken from Setzer & Verstraete (1994). Two 
conversions exist: a correct conversion where decreasing DN convert to increasing radiance, and a spurious 
conversion where increasing DN convert to increasing radiance. There is currently no way o f defining 
whether values falling within the DN range to which both conversions apply should be subject to the 
correct or spurious conversion. Radiances derived from DN within this range should therefore be regarded as 
saturated, thereby giving the minimum possible, and thereby untrustworthy, radiance for a pixel.
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Chapter 3. Automated thresholding of active lavas 
using AVHRR data
A.J.L. Harris, S.E.J. Swabey and J. Higgins
Published in the International Journal of Remote Sensing, 16(18), 3681-3686, 1995.
3.1 . Abstract
An automated algorithm for thresholding hot pixels in AVHRR data is presented. 
The algorithm, applied to cloud-free sub-images of channel 3 minus channel 4 brightness 
temperature, compares each target pixel with its immediate background and then compares 
this difference with the natural variation in the surrounding region. Application to images 
of Mount Etna identified thermally anomalous pixels containing active lava or vents.
3.2 . Introduction
Simkin and Siebert (1994) list 186 volcanic eruptions between 1990 and 1993, 32 
of which resulted in fatalities or evacuations. Consequently, volcano monitoring is 
essential for civil protection as well as for scientific research. However, due to remoteness, 
inaccessibility or lack of funding, many volcanoes are wholly or partly unmonitored. 
Satellite data, being capable of providing a regular, synoptic view of all sub-aerial 
volcanoes, offer considerable benefits to volcano monitoring. These benefits, together with
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the frequent repeat cycle, low data cost and near-real-time capabilities of the Advanced 
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), make the AVHRR a valuable tool for 
volcano monitoring (Mouginis-Mark et a i,  1994; Harris et a i,  1995c). At the Alaskan 
Volcano Observatory observations of volcanic hot spots on AVHRR images within -10  
minutes of a satellite pass, and their inclusion in reports to various affiliated institutions (K. 
Dean, personal communication), have demonstrated how an AVHRR receiving station 
installed at a volcano observatory can be used for near-real-time volcano monitoring. 
Reliable automation of techniques increases the efficiency and rapidity of data analysis and 
information dissemination. We present an automated method for identifying hot pixels at a 
volcano, which is tested by comparing the results from images of the December 1991 to 
March 1993 eruption at Mount Etna, Sicily, with ground reports.
3 .3 . Automated hot pixel thresholding
Since the locations of most sub-aerial volcanoes are known (Simkin & Siebert, 
1994), a sub-image covering the volcano of interest can be extracted from the image to 
minimise processing. For Etna a 50x50 pixel sub-image centred at 37.73°N, 15.00°E 
would cover the -32x43 km volcano. The threshold is then applied to the sub-image only.
The threshold must be able to distinguish between solar heated and volcanic thermal 
anomalies. This is a problem over inactive unvegetated lava, where solar heating can 
elevate temperatures above the channel 3 (3.55 - 3.93 |im) and 4 (10.3 - 11.3 jim) 
saturation levels. During field-work in June 1994 at Mount Etna we measured surface 
temperatures >60 °C, compared with channel 3 and 4 saturation temperatures of -49  °C. 
This may result in confusion. For example, three pixels, one filled by a solar heated 
surface at a uniform 43.8 °C, one containing a solar heated anomaly at 60 “C occupying 
40% of the pixel, and one containing active lava at 1080 “C occupying -0.0047%, with the 
remainder of the pixel at 25 “C in each case, will all have identical channel 3 brightness 
temperature (T3) of 43.8 °C. However, since channel 3 coincides with the peak spectral 
exitance from blackbodies at -500 °C and channel 4 with that of blackbodies at -0  °C,
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channel 3 has greater sensitivity to sub-pixel hot spots compared with channel 4 sensitivity. 
As a result, channel 4 brightness temperature (T4) for the three pixels given above are 
43.8, 40.1 and 25.2 °C respectively. These three pixels can therefore be distinguished 
using T3 - T4 (=AT), which gives AT of 0, 3.7 and 18.6 °C respectively. Thus, we use AT 
to distinguish solar heated and volcanic anomalies, where, on cloud-free day-time images 
of Etna, we observe AT of -1 to 8 °C for normal ground, including solar heated surfaces, 
and AT > 1 0 °C  for unsaturated pixels containing active lava. This relationship may fail for 
saturated pixels. In the above example, increasing the size of the lava flow to occupy 
0.75% of the pixel gives T3 of 224 °C and T4 of 48 °C, however, T3 now exceeds the 
channel 3 dynamic range, and so will saturate and show its maximum T3 of -49 °C, giving 
A T o f-1  °C.
Our automated thresholding technique^ iteratively scans a cloud-free AT sub-image, 
comparing the AT for each pixel with its non-active background. The non-active 
background is described by ATy, the mean AT of the other 8 pixels in a 3x3 pixel box 
centred on the target pixel. Pixels already flagged by the threshold and anomalously cold 
pixels often encountered at the down scan edge of a thermal anomaly, here termed sensor 
recovery pixels^, are excluded from ATy so that
8 nf %
^ATa; - ^ A T fi - ^ATri
= ^ -------8 ■ n /  (3.1).
In which ATaj is the AT of adjacent pixel i, ATq is the AT of adjacent flagged pixel 
i, ATfj is the AT of adjacent sensor recovery pixel i, and nf and nr are the number of 
adjacent flagged and recovery pixels respectively. Natural variation (co) is then calculated 
using AT - ATb from pixels in a 3 to 5 pixel wide buffer immediately surrounding the sub­
image. Wherever the difference between AT and ATy is greater than the maximum natural 
variation around the sub-image (maxicol) the pixel is flagged as “hot”. At Etna flagged 
pixels are assumed to contain a high temperature volcanic feature.
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The algorithm is scanned across the sub-image, working pixel-by-pixel down each 
column in turn. If the sub-image is scanned only once, pixels with AT which is elevated, 
but lower than that of the hottest pixels, may not be flagged. This is due to the influence of 
adjacent hotter pixels which have not yet been flagged and thereby excluded from Equation
3.1. The sub-image is therefore scanned iteratively with hot pixels already flagged in a 
previous iteration being excluded from subsequent iterations. This allows pixels at 
intermediate elevated AT to be included. The process is terminated when an iteration fails to 
flag any further pixels.
As shown in the above example, saturated pixels which are “hot” may be excluded 
due low AT. Therefore, pixels which are not flagged initially, but are saturated in channel 3 
and adjacent to an already flagged pixel, are also flagged at the end of the first iteration.
The algorithm was tested on 90 images acquired during and after the 1991 to 1993 
Etna eruption. Comparison with field reports and maps of activity at the lava flow field and 
summit craters allowed the accuracy of the results to be assessed. On all images, pixels 
containing active lava flows and summit craters were located, and solar heated anomalies 
discounted. Figures 3.1a to 3.1c. The first iteration, plus adjacent saturated pixels, gave a 
pixel area in agreement with the position, shape and size of the anomalies expected from 
field reports (Calvari et aL, 1994a). Subsequent iterations identified peripheral pixels, and 
gave too large an area. For example, maps of the flow field given by Calvari et al. (1994a) 
suggest a -8x3 pixel thermal anomaly between January and May 1992. On images acquired 
during this period, the first iteration approximates these dimensions, but subsequent 
iterations give too large an area. Figure 3.1a. We suggest that, at lava flow field pixels, the 
first iteration gives a reasonable indicator of lava pixels, subsequent iterations reveal pixels 
which appear hot because of the point spread function (falsely anomalous due to radiance 
being spread into them)^. During the eruption, changes in the size and shape of the flagged 
area match ground observations. Between January and May 1992 lava tubes fed surface 
flows from secondary vents -5  km from the active fissure. At the end of May artificial
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F ig u re  3.1. Pixels flagged by the thresholding algorithm on cloud-free sub-images o f 
Etna acquired during (a to c) and since (d) the 1991 to 1993 Etna eruption.
diversion returned flows to within -3  km of the active fissure, leaving the toe isolated and 
cooling -6  km down flow (Calvari et a l, 1994a). The dimensions of the first iteration pixel 
areas between March and May 1992 (of which Figure 3.1b is an example), and between 
June 1992 and March 1993 (of which Figure 3.1c is an example), are consistent with these 
field reports. On all sub-images acquired during the eruption, pixels flagged to the NW of 
the main flow field locate the active summit craters. Figures. 3.1a and 3.1c, which were
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occupied by high temperature degassing vents during June and October 1992 (J. B. 
Murray, personal communication).
Two anomalies are flagged on the post eruption sub-image. Figure 3 .Id. The 
northern anomaly locates the summit craters, where we observed 3 degassing vents, -10  m 
in diameter, at up to 340 “C on 27/06/94. The southern anomaly coincides with the inactive 
cooling 1991 to 1993 flow field. Although lava flow ceased 14 months prior to this image, 
we measured temperatures up to 221 °C from widespread fissures on the still cooling flow 
field on 23/06/94.
3 .4 . The effect of clouds and fires
The presence of cloud, or volcanic plume, will have three effects: (1) the reflected 
contribution to the channel 3 radiance will increase AT and may set maxicol too high, 
thereby excluding some lava pixels; (2) cloud within the threshold area will elevate AT 
causing cloudy pixels to be flagged; and (3) thick cloud will mask anomalous pixels 
entirely. The algorithm must therefore be applied to cloud-free or cloud masked sub-images 
only. Where channel 3 radiance shines through thin or partial cloud cover lava pixels can 
be located. However, cloud contamination will cause “false flags”. Flagged cloud pixels 
can be distinguished from lava pixels using (1) time series analysis, (2) Tg, where lava 
pixels usually have much higher Tg than cloud pixels, or (3) a cloud-mask (Figure 3.2).
Fires on the volcano flanks may also cause AT to be elevated. This will have two 
effects. (1) Hot pixels due to fires may cause false flags within the sub-image. (2) 
Inclusion of pixels containing fires when calculating maxicol will set maxicol too high and 
result in lava pixels being missed. Therefore a fire pixel correction can be applied to maxicol 
using the frequency distribution for Icol. Figure 3.3. This flags lava pixels which are 
initially excluded (compare Figures 3.1b and 3.3b).
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the 10/05/92 sub-image.
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3.5 . Conclusions
Tests on AVHRR data acquired for Mount Etna indicate that the automated 
thresholding technique is capable of identifying hot pixels containing active vents or lava, 
separating lava pixels from solar heated anomalies. Being automated the technique is time 
efficient, and could be applied for volcano monitoring, or fire detection, using AVHRR or 
similar data, such as that from the Along-Track Scanning Radiometer or the Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer. Now that the technique is proven, we hope that volcano 
observatories and civil protection agencies will install such an algorithm in the data 
processing stream for cheap, frequently available satellite data.
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^ A utom ated thresholding algorithm
See Appendix B for a further description of the automated thresholding algorithm.
 ^ A defin ition  o f sensor recovery
Sensor recovery is the term given here for anomalously high DNs (low temperatures) which often occur at 
the down-scan edge of high temperature thermal anomalies in AVHRR data (Figure 3.4). I have only 
observed this effect in channel 3. Since sensor recovery has not been defined or examined in any other 
published study, I assume that sensor recovery is due to faulty response of the sensor down-scan of zones of 
anomalously high radiance. This faulty response typically affects between 1 and 2 pixels down-scan of the 
high radiance anomaly (Figure 3.4). Radiances derived from sensor recovery DNs will give a radiance 
resulting from faulty operation of the sensor, not the true surface radiance. Such data must therefore he
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Figure 3.4. Pixel DN transects taken from two images of Mount Etna acquired during December 1991 
and January 1992 showing sensor recovery down-scan o f pixels containing active lava flows. In both cases 
pixel maps o f channel 3 DNs for a small portion of each of the images are inset. On each inset saturated 
DN are outlined, sensor recovery DN are marked by an *, and the scan-line along which the two transects 
have been taken given by arrows. Pixels containing active lava flows are marked by anomalously low or 
saturated DN, down-scan of which anomalously high DN associated with sensor recovery are evident.
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identified, masked and excluded from any quantitative analysis. Examination of 10 images of Mount Etna 
acquired during December 1991 and January 1992 showed that active lava flows caused a thermal anomaly 
of up to 7 pixels in length in the scan-direction; sensor recovery pixels occurred down-scan of the anomaly 
on 8 of these images. On the two images where no sensor recovery pixels were apparent, Etna was at the 
extreme edge of the scan. At the scan edge, greater pixel size (~6 x 2 km pixels, as opposed to ~1 x 1 km 
towards nadir) will cause the lava flows to occupy a smaller number of pixels (scan edge anomalies were 
just 2 pixels in length). The occurrence of sensor recovery pixels may therefore be related to the pixel size 
of the anomaly. Analysis of data for the summit vents at Etna and Stromboli between December 1991 and 
October 1994 revealed that sensor recovery pixels were not associated with these thermal anomalies (no 
image analysed showed sensor recovery). At Etna, pixels over the vent area would have contained between 1 
and 4 ten metre wide vents at up to 350 °C. At Stromboli pixels would have contained between 5 and 15 
four metre wide vents at up to 950 °C. Therefore the occurrence of sensor recovery also appears to depend 
on the size and/or temperature of the anomaly: small (less than -100 m )^ and/or low temperature (less than 
-350 °C) anomalies do not cause sensor recovery.
The effect o f pixel overlap and point spread function
Pixel overlap and the point spread function cause smoothing of any image and blurring of boundaries 
(Breaker, 1990; Mannstein & Gesell, 1991; Gaboon e t a l ,  1992). For the AVHRR, pixel overlap occurs 
vertically, horizontally and diagonally (Mannstein & Gesell, 1991), but the percent overlap remains 
essentially constant, at -40%, in the scan direction (Breaker, 1990; Mannstein & Gesell, 1991). In the 
cross scan direction overlap increases from around 15% to 60% with increasing scan position (Gaboon e t 
a l ,  1992). Thus, volcanic radiance falling in the pixel over-lap will contribute to the pixel-integrated 
temperatures of each of the overlapping pixels. The Point Spread Function (PSF) describes the spread of 
radiance from a point source in a pixel into adjacent pixels. An ideal PSF would spread no radiance between 
pixels, however the PSF of actual systems is non-ideal, causing radiance to become spread between pixels 
(Breaker, 1990; Mannstein & Gesell, 1991). The PSF, estimated for the AVHRR by Breaker (1990) and 
Mannstein and Gesell (1991), will result in the spreading of radiance from a source of intense volcanic 
thermal radiance centred in one pixel into adjacent pixels which may not contain sources of volcanic 
radiance. Both effects will cause otherwise non-anomalous pixels to become falsely anomalous (Harris e t 
a i ,  1995c), and account for the spreading of radiance noted on AVHRR thermal imagery of volcanic 
activity at Mount Erebus (Oppenheimer, 1989; Rothery & Oppenheimer, 1994) and Krafla (Harris e t a l ,  
1995c). Here, comparison of the channel 3 thermal anomaly caused by the 1991 to 1993 lava flow field at 
Etna with the dimensions expected from field reports, shows radiance to be spread into one, and 
occasionally two, pixels in all directions. This results in an over-estimation of the dimensions of the 
anomaly, and causes a ring of lower radiance pixels around a core of high to saturated radiances, where 
Ry<Rr<Rc in which Ry are low radiances of the non-active background, Rf are PSF/overlap induced 
radiances at the anomaly periphery and Rc are high radiances of pixels containing active lava at the anomaly
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core. This relationship means that core pixels are likely to be located by the first iteration of the algorithm 
and PSF pixels by subsequent iterations.
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Chapter 4. Towards automated fire monitoring 
from space: semi-automated mapping of the January 
1994 New South Wales wild fires using AVHRR 
data
A J  L. Harris
Accepted for publication in the International Journal of Wildland Fire, 1996.
4.1 . Abstract
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is capable of providing 
low cost thermal data in which wild-fires can easily be detected. Data are available for large 
areas (-3000 x 6000 km) at least 4 times a day, and can be received directly by the user. 
An automated hot-spot detection technique inserted into the data stream could therefore 
provide timely fire information for wild-fire monitoring. Here such an automated technique 
is applied to AVHRR data acquired for the wild-fires that burnt extensive areas in New 
South Wales, Australia, during January 1994. The technique allows rapid production of 
fire maps. These revealed a number of major fires burning mainly within the National 
Parks, impacting on settlements and roads. Such a synoptic view of these fire events 
would be difficult to obtain using any other means.
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4 .2 . Introduction
Between 27 December 1993 and 16 January 1994 an extended period of extreme 
fire weather resulted in excess of 800 fires in New South Wales (NSW), Australia. These 
directly affected 1.2 million hectares of bush land and, at one stage, closed all major roads 
out of Sydney. Extensive areas were affected particularly in the NSW National Parks, 
-98%  of the Royal National Park was burnt, and incursion into urban areas, including 
Sydney, resulted in 4 deaths, 24,864 evacuations and the loss of 188 residential properties 
(NSW Dept. Bush Fire Services, 1994). As a result of a build-up of flammable material in 
wild-lands due to changing land management practises, such fire events may become 
increasingly common and devastating (O'Hanlon, 1995). Consequently, danger to human 
activities, and effects on flora and fauna are likely to increase. This was illustrated by the 
October 1991 Oakland-Berkeley Hills fire, U.S.A., and the January 1994 NSW fires. The 
Oakland-Berkeley Hills fire destroyed or damaged 3,469 homes (Parker, 1992), and the 
NSW fires made considerable impacts on the environment, including the possible loss of 
two rare types of flora and severely affecting a local Koala colony (NSW Dept. Bush Fire 
Services, 1994). Timely detection of such events is extremely important for civil and 
environmental protection.
Remote sensing offers spatial data capable of detecting, monitoring and measuring 
fire events. Such data have been used to (1) estimate fire risk (e.g. Paltridge & Barber, 
1988; Vidal et al., 1994), (2) locate and measure fire areas in forest and savanna 
ecosystems (e.g. Matson & Holben, 1987; Langaas 1992; Gaboon et al., 1992; Prins & 
Menzel, 1992; Kennedy et al., 1994; French et a l,  1995; Kasischke & French, 1995; 
Langaas, 1995) and (3) estimate carbon dioxide and trace gas emissions (e.g. Kaufman et 
a l,  1990; Gaboon et a l, 1994). Here I address a fourth potentially valuable application of 
the data: near-real-time wild-fire monitoring for fire threat assessment. An automated fire 
detection technique, capable of rapid production of wild-fire threat maps, is presented and 
used to map the January 1994 NSW fires in relation to vulnerable human and natural 
features.
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4 .3 .  AVHRR for wild fire monitoring
The AVHRR is a scanning radiometer flown onboard the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NO A A) series of polar orbiting satellites. Data are available at 
a nominal resolution of 1 km in five channels located in the visible, near-infrared (IR), 
mid-IR and thermal-IR portions of the spectrum: channels 1 (0.58 - 0.68 pm), 2 (0.725 - 
1.1 pm), 3 (3.55 - 3.93 pm), 4 (10.3 - 11.3 pm) and 5 (11.5 - 12.5 pm) respectively.
This spectral resolution offers considerable benefits to fire monitoring. Channels 1 
and 2 provide data capable of detecting, monitoring and measuring smoke emissions 
(Kaufman et a l ,  1990; Khazenie & Richardson, 1993), but contain no thermal 
information. However, Kasischke and French (1995) have used a vegetation index 
calculated from channel 1 and 2 data to locate wildfires: by decreasing the vegetation index, 
fires are detectable from their fire scars in time series of vegetation index images. French et 
al. (1995) have used this approach to produce a state-wide map of forest fire locations for 
Alaska in 1990 and 1991. Channel 3 is extremely sensitive to sub-pixel hot spots. For 
example, a “cool” flame front at 1000 °C, just 5 meters wide and 10 meters long, against 
an unburnt background at 25 °C will give a channel 3 pixel-integrated temperature (Tg) of 
42.2 °C. Thus, the channel 3 signal will be elevated anomalously above its background for 
fire pixels (Figure 4.1). As a result, this channel is capable of providing data in which fires 
can easily be detected (e.g. Dousset et a l ,  1993; Chuvieco & Martin, 1994). Channels 4 
and 5 are far less sensitive to sub-pixel hot spots. The fire described above would give a 
channel 4 pixel-integrated temperature (T4) of just 25.2 °C, virtually indistinguishable from 
the background. As a result, fires are far less evident in channels 4 and 5 (Figure 4.1).
The different response of channels 3 and 4 can be used to distinguish between solar 
heated anomalies and fires (Kaufman et a l,  1990; Kennedy et a l,  1994). Solar heating of 
concrete, tarmac, soil or rock can cause hot spots in channels 3, 4 and 5. However, since 
such solar heated anomalies give similar T3 and T4, they can be distinguished from fires 
using T3 minus T4 (= AT), where AT will be more highly elevated over fires than over 
solar heated anomalies (Figure 4.2).
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F ig u re  4.1. Sensitivity o f channels 3 and 4 to small sub-pixel fires, (a) Increase in 
channel 3 and channel 4 pixel integrated temperatures (Ts and T4 ) fo r  a fire  at 1000 °C o f 
increasing size against afire-free background at 25 °C. In reality, T3  and T4  will have an 
upper limit set by the saturation point o f the sensor (-50 °C fo r  the AVHRR). (b) Elevation 
o f T3  and T4  above the background temperature (Tb)for the same fire conditions given fo r  
(a). The T3  - Tt, difference will have an upper limit set by saturation (in this case 25 °C).
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F ig u re  4.2. Sensitivity o f T3  - T4  (= AT) to the fire and background conditions given 
fo r  Figure 4.L In reality, AT will have an upper limit due to saturation o f channel 3. At this 
point T3  becomes constant at 50 °C. The fire  will become distinguishable from  the 
background when its AT exceeds the maximum AT fo r  non-fire pixels ( ATmax)- ^  ^Tfnax 
o f 8  °C, obtained from  an analysis o f 90 images o f Mount Etna (Sicily) acquired over an 18 
month period, has been used.
Four further benefits of the AVHRR for fire monitoring are its temporal resolution, 
image size, near-real-time capabilities and low cost. Each NO A A satellite has a return 
period of 12 hours at the equator. Since NCAA aims to keep two platforms in orbit at any 
one time separated by an interval of 6 to 7 hours, a minimum of 4 images a day will be 
available for any area. Images cover an area of 3000 x 6000 km for an overhead pass, 
allowing entire regions or countries to be monitored at once. These data are free and 
immediately available if access to a ground receiving station is possible. Installation of such 
a facility is relatively cheap, between US$ 4750 and US$ 20000 depending on 
sophistication. Since data can be viewed and analysed as they are received, near-real-time 
fire monitoring of large areas is possible. Full or partial automation of analysis will 
increase efficiency and cut time delays further, allowing fire reports within a few minutes.
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To this end an automated fire detection algorithm has been developed and tested, which 
would be suitable for insertion into the AVHRR data stream at a ground receiving station.
A thorough review of thresholding techniques for fire detection using AVHRR 
thermal data is provided by Langaas (1995). Many of these use pre-defined temperature 
rules or thresholds: if the temperature for a pixel is above a defined temperature threshold, 
or set of thresholds, then the pixel contains a fire. Such an approach was taken by 
Chuvieco and Martin (1994). They used a diurnal Tg threshold of 44 °C, nocturnal of 22 
°C, along with a forest mask to eliminate sun-heated soils, to produce fire growth maps 
from a summer AVHRR data set for a Spanish fire. Their results compared well with 
ground truth. Although successful when applied to the scenarios for which they are 
designed, such thresholds are region or season specific and will have to be re-defined 
accordingly. A summer threshold may fail in winter due to lower pixel background 
temperatures producing lower, possibly sub-threshold, pixel-integrated temperatures over 
fires. Pre-defined thresholds will also fail to take into account temperature variations across 
an image due, for example, to altitude, where higher altitudes will result in lower pixel 
background temperatures, reducing pixel-integrated temperatures over fires. To overcome 
these problems, contextual algorithms have been developed which use relative rather than 
absolute thresholds, locating fire pixels by comparing a pixel with its immediate 
background (e.g. Flannigan & Vonder Haar, 1986; Lee & Tag, 1990; Fiasse & Ceccato, 
1996). Such algorithms, being self-adaptive, are far more flexible and capable of 
application over a variety of regions and seasons.
Here I develop such a contextual approach to define whether the pixel is “hot” or 
not. My intention is to move towards a flexible, automated, globally applicable, algorithm.
4 .4 . Automated mapping of the January 1994 NSW fires using 
AVHRR data
On 5 January 1994 there were 150 fires out of control in NSW. This increased to 
204 on 8 January when the most intense fire activity occurred. Thereafter fire weather
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conditions progressively eased, such that by 16 January the fire fighting operations were 
scaled down (NSW Dept. Bush Fire Services, 1994). During this 12 day period, 12 cloud- 
free images are listed as available from the CSIRO Division of Oceanography, Hobart, 
Tasmania. Two of these images, acquired on 5 and 11 January 1994, were purchased in 
raw format. To reduce processing time, 200 to 300 km wide sub-images, including 
Sydney and Newcastle, were extracted from the full images. These were subsequently 
registered to a map projection to allow accurate spatial location of fires. This geometric 
rectification was carried out using nearest neighbour resampling to avoid changing any 
radiance values.
4 . 4 . 1 .  F ire  detection  a lgorithm
To locate fire areas automatically the data were run through an algorithm, written in 
C4-I-, designed to locate pixels which are thermally anomalous because they contain a high 
temperature source. To distinguish between fire pixels and solar heated anomalies the 
algorithm is applied to the AT image (i.e. Tg minus T4). The algorithm calculates the 
difference in AT between a pixel and its immediate background (ATjiff). The immediate 
background is determined by centring a 3 x 3 pixel window on the target pixel and taking 
the mean AT of the 8 pixels which surround the target pixel in this window. The AT jiff is 
then compared with the sub-image natural variation. Natural variation is the maximum 
ATdiff for a fire-free portion of the sub-image, defined using a fire-screened 45 x 45 km 
area taken from the top NE corner of the sub-image. Fire screening was achieved by 
rejecting any pixels which were detached from the natural variation frequency distribution 
tail (Figure 4.3). If ATdiff is greater than natural variation, then the pixel is flagged as 
“hot”. The algorithm is scanned across the image, working pixel-by-pixel down each 
column in turn. If the image is scanned only once, hot fire pixels, which are adjacent to 
even hotter fire pixels, may be not be flagged due to the influence of their higher 
temperature background. Therefore the image is scanned iteratively, with flagged pixels 
excluded from subsequent iterations, until no further pixels are flagged. Given the mean
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F ig u re  4.3. Natural variation frequency distribution fo r  the 5 January 1994 channel 3 
sub-image. Pixels are taken from  afire-free portion o f the sub-image. Selected pixels are 
also fire  screened by excluding any value detached from  the tail o f the frequency  
distribution (natural variation is set to 4 in this example).
non-fire pixel background temperature for the 5 January 1994 image of 26 °C, a fire 
temperature of 1000 °C, and a maximum natural variation of 8 °C (from Harris et a l ,  
1995b), theoretically, all fires occupying more than 0.002 % of a pixel should be detected 
(i.e. AT for the fire pixel will exceed 8 °C). For a 1 km^ pixel, this gives -20  m^ as the 
smallest fire that can be detected using this technique (Figure 4.2).
The resulting fire image was fitted to a map of NSW, allowing the location of fires 
in relation to major settlements, roads and National Parks (Figure 4.4). Accuracy of fire 
location varied between 0 and 3 km across the image, and was estimated by overlaying the 
image with a map and comparing the distance between known ground control points on the
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image and the map. Operationally, automated geometric corrections are capable of 1 km 
accuracy (Peter Miller, personal communication).
4 . 4 . 2 .  F ire  m aps fo r 5 and 11 Jan u a ry  1994
Ground reports (NSW Dept. Bush Fire Services, 1994) spanning these two dates 
indicate that extensive fires occurred immediately west and north of Sydney. Although 
Sydney metropolitan fires contributed to most of the house losses, few attained significant 
size. Of note for their sheer size were a complex of fires north of Sydney, which eventually 
amalgamated into one continuous belt. A fire in the Blue Mountains also made two
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(c) The Blue Mountains on 11 January 1994.
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successive major runs under north-south-westerly winds on 7 January and slightly more 
westerly winds on 8 January (NSW Dept. Bush Fire Services, 1994).
The 5 January and 11 January fire maps are in close agreement with these reported 
events (Figures 4.4 & 4.5). The 5 January fire map, although not covering all of the Blue 
Mountains, does show two major fire areas to the north of Sydney, (1) within the Yengo 
National Park, and (2) west of Gosford (Figure 4.4). A third area of scattered fires is 
located north and west of Newcastle. Noteworthy for their size are the arcuate, almost 
continuous, line of fires within the Yengo National Park (Figure 4.4).
On 11 January cloud prevented production of a fire map for the entire area, 
however fire maps were produced for three relatively cloud-free areas containing major 
fires: (1) The Yengo National Park (Figure 4.5a), (2) The Broken Bay area (Figure 4.5b), 
and (3) The Blue Mountains National Park (Figure 4.5c). These maps show a notable 
increase in the number, size and area of fires. Within the Yengo National Park fires form a 
number of arcuate, almost continuous lines, north-west of Spencer and Kulnura (Figure 
4.5a). This map not only indicates extensive burning of the Yengo National Park, but also 
threats to Bucketty, Spencer and Wiseman’s Ferry, and possible fire impacts along roads 
south-west of Bulga, north-west of Spencer, and north of Kulnura and Bucketty. A 
number of fires are evident scattered within the National Parks surrounding Broken Bay 
threatening Terrey Hills and roads between Gosford to Hornsby (Figure 4.5b). Within the 
Blue Mountains major fires are burning along continuous fronts south-east of Bell and Mt. 
Victoria and north-west of Kurrajong Hts., threatening these towns and roads linking them 
(Figure 4.5c).
4 .5 . False alarms: causes and solutions
Depending on the size of the image, the algorithm took between 0.4 and 13.4 
seconds to run, and successfully distinguished between solar heated anomalies and fires. 
All fires located visually were located by the algorithm, but false alarms occurred over 
industrial, coastal and cloud-contaminated areas (Table 4.1).
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Image Image
Size
(pixels)
Run
time
(Secs.)
No. of 
fire pixels 
located
No. of
false
alarms
Reason 
for false 
alarm
%of
pixels
misclassified
No. of 
fire
cluxters
Fires
missed
05/01/94 48400 13.4 226 101 IHS,
HRS
31 28 0
11/01/94
Yengo 8000 2.2 399 14 C 3 49 0
Broken Bay 1600 0.4 51 4 C 7 14 0
Blue Mts. 2000 0.6 189 120 C 39 13 0
Total 639 138 18 76 0
IHS = Industrial Hot Spot, HRS = High Reflectance Surface, C= Cloud.
T ab le  4.1. Summary o f fire  location results from applying the hot pixel thresholding 
algorithm to images acquired during the January 1994 NSW fires. Correct location o f fire  
pixels, misclassifications and fires missed were assessed by comparing the algorithm  
results with a visual analysis o f the images.
Industrial false alarms will occur over high temperature industrial sources, such as 
steel mills or gas flares, which cause thermal anomalies in channel 3 (Matson and Dozier, 
1981; Muirhead & Cracknell, 1984). These were particularly evident around the industrial 
centres of Wollongong and Newcastle (Figure 4.4). Coastal false alarms are a result of the 
channel 3 signal being composed of a reflected as well as a thermal component (Flannigan 
& Vonder Haar, 1986). This causes an apparent rise in Tg, but not T4. Thus, over 
reflection anomalies such as white sand beaches, AT will be elevated. Industrial hot spots 
and coastal reflection anomalies were distinguished by placing a mask around all industrial 
centres and water bodies. All pixels flagged by the algorithm within the masked zones were 
given a possible false alarm warning (Figure 4.4). Clouds can also result in elevated AT 
and hence false alarms (Harris et al., 1995b). This resulted in false alarms in cloud 
contaminated areas, for example on the 11 January image (Figure 4.5c). For this image 
cloud screening was carried out by manual inspection of the image, and possible false 
alarm warnings were given to fire pixels coincident with areas of cloud (Figure 4.5).
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Inclusion of an automated cloud mask in the processing stream (e.g. Saunders & Kriebel, 
1988; Gesell, 1989) would cut out this manual step.
Once false alarms had been identified and masked, counts for the total number of 
fire pixels and fire clusters, i.e. contiguous areas of fire pixels, were produced (Table 4.1). 
Between 5 and 8 January 1994 there were 150 to 204 fires out of control in NSW. 
Although conditions eased from the 9 January, fire counts remained high at around 200 
until conditions moderated during and after 14 January (NSW Dept. Bush Fire Services, 
1994). The fire pixel and cluster counts given in Table 4.1 straddle these ground estimates, 
but are spread over a wide range. This is not surprising since the pixel count figure will 
over-estimate the number of fires, with single fires spread over several pixels being 
counted more than once. Conversely, the cluster count will produce an under-estimate, 
where clusters containing a number of separate fires will be counted only once.
An easier to validate and reliable test of algorithm accuracy was obtained using 90 
images of Mount Etna Volcano, Sicily, spanning all seasons. High temperature volcanic 
features such as active lava flows present ideal targets on which to test such an algorithm 
for two reasons: ( 1) they are far less transient than active fires and (2) accurate ground 
measurements for their dimensions are usually available against which the algorithm results 
can be compared. For all 30 x 30 pixel volcano sub-images, analysis was complete within 
0.5 seconds, and all pixels containing active lava flows and relatively cool (340 °C) vents 
as small as 10 m^ were located. All pixel areas defined were in agreement with the 
position, shape and size expected from field measurements made simultaneously with 
image acquisition (Harris & Rothery, 1995; Harris et a l,  1995b). Unfortunately no further 
fire images are available to this study. However, a similar contextual algorithm developed 
by Fiasse and Ceccato (1996) has been tested on a range of ecosystems, detecting 90 % of 
all fires observed visually (Fiasse & Ceccato, 1996).
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4 .6 . Further applications: Local Fire Intensity Maps
As well as hazard monitoring, such fire location maps can be used as a starting 
point for further analysis. Data can be extracted and used for the production of fire statistics 
(e.g. Matson & Holben, 1987; Menzel et a l ,  1991), temporal monitoring of fires (e.g. 
Langaas, 1992; Chuvieco & Martin, 1994) or estimation of trace gas emissions from fires 
(e.g. Kaufman et a l ,  1990; Cahoon et a l,  1994). Here, I continue the fire location and 
monitoring application of the data by producing detailed fire maps for selected fires.
Two fire areas were located by the automated algorithm on the 5 January image 
burning in the north of the Yengo National Park just south of the River Hunter (Figure 
4.4). For these two fires, the thermal data were extracted and used to produce a more 
detailed local fire intensity map (Figure 4.6). For a pixel containing a fire, the intensity of 
the thermal signal in channels 3, 4 and 5 will be a function of the size and temperature of 
the fire: the larger or hotter the fire, the higher the thermal signal or spectral radiance. 
Therefore a measure of fire intensity is possible using spectral radiance. Fire intensities 
were estimated using channel 4 spectral radiances, since the majority (33 out of 44) of the 
channel 3 fire pixels were saturated. First, the spectral radiance attributable to the fire alone 
was calculated. This was achieved by subtracting the fire-free channel 4 background 
radiance, estimated using the mean channel 4 radiance of the nearest fire-free pixels in any 
direction, from that of the fire pixel. The resulting channel 4 fire radiance image was then 
“sharpened” using the technique given by Harris et a l  (1995c). Finally a fire intensity 
image was produced from the sharpened image. Fire intensity was calculated as a relative 
value, expressed in terms of a percentage of the maximum sharpened channel 4 fire 
radiance. Fire intensities were assigned a grey scale depending on their magnitude and 
fitted to a map of the local area (Figure 4.6).
The detailed local fire intensity map shows two fires overlapping the borders of the 
Yengo National Park to the south of Doyle’s Creek and Apple Tree Flats (Figure 4.6). 
Using the approach given by Cahoon et a l  (1992) the maximum possible areas for these 
two fires is estimated by summing the non-overlapping pixel areas for each of the fire
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Figure 4.6. Local fire intensity map fo r  the two fires burning in the north o f the Yengo 
National Park on 5 January 1994 (Figure 4.4).
pixels located by applying the automated threshold on the un-registered (raw) image. This 
gives an area (including burning and recently burnt, but still hot, burn scar) of 9. 6 km^ for 
the northern fire and 30.8 km^ for the southern fire. Analysis of the fire intensities show 
that highest intensities occur within the larger southern fire. However, plotting locations
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where fire intensities are elevated above those of surrounding fire cells shows that a further 
four centres of lesser, but elevated, fire intensities exist (Figure 4.6).
Again, the transient nature of, and lack of detailed ground observations for, these 
fire events makes it difficult to assess the accuracy of this technique using fire data alone. 
However, application of the technique to data for active lava flows have produced thermal 
maps in close agreement with ground observations (Harris & Rothery, 1995; Harris et a l,  
1995c), indicating that the spatial thermal structures identified are accurate.
4.7 . Conclusions
The automated algorithm allowed the January 1994 NSW wild-fires to be located 
and mapped. The technique has also been successfully applied to an 18 month data set of 
90 images containing active lavas at Mount Etna volcano. This indicates that the technique 
is regionally and seasonally flexible, and is capable of automatically locating and mapping 
hot spots in AVHRR data with reasonable accuracy. The NSW fire maps show the 
potential of this technique to monitor the threat posed by wild-fires to the environment. 
Including the algorithm in the data processing stream at an AVHRR receiving station could 
provide timely fire maps, allowing rapid targeting of potentially destructive wild-fires. This 
may be particularly useful for monitoring areas which are unmonitored by any other 
means, such as remote regions, or where large areas must be monitored at once. The aerial 
coverage provided by the AVHRR means that an entire region could be monitored at once 
from a centralised headquarters, and near-real-time information disseminated to local fire 
fighting crews. As well as fire monitoring, the output could serve as a starting point for the 
collection of fire statistics (e.g. fire counts or burning area estimates) or for further analysis 
(e.g. trace gas emission estimates).
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Chapter 5. A chronology of the 1991 to 1993 Etna 
eruption using AVHRR data: implications for real 
time thermal volcano monitoring
A J.L . Harris, S. Blake, D.A. Rothery, and N.F. Stevens 
Paper submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, April 1995.
5.1 . Abstract
Between December 1991 and March 1993 a continuous effusive eruption at Mount 
Etna built a 7.6 km^ lava flow-field. Flows extended to within 1 km of the town of 
Zafferana before a successful artificial diversion was carried out higher up the volcano. 
During this eruption the space-borne Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
(AVHRR) acquired 308 images on which the activity could be detected. Since these data 
can be freely and directly available, such coverage potentially allows regular, real-time 
monitoring. Ground observations and a flow map that we produced using a SPOT image 
and Electronic Distance Measurement allowed us to develop and test data extraction 
techniques. AVHRR radiance maps were consistent with known locations of surface 
activity. These documented the transition from channel- to tube-fed phases, the changing 
threat to Zafferana, and flow diversion. Quantitative analysis of the AVHRR data enabled 
estimation of active lava area, thermal flux, effusion rates and total flow field volume. Our
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estimates for eruption rate and total flow field volume, 5.6 to 7.6 m^/s and 220 x 10^ to 
300 X 10^ m3 respectively, are in agreement with trustworthy ground-based estimates of 
5.8 m3/s and 235 x 10^ m^. These correlations demonstrate the high degree of confidence 
that can now be placed in interpretations of AVHRR time series for eruptions where 
ground-based data are scanty.
5.2 . Introduction
In October 1978 the first spacecraft in the TIROS-N series was launched carrying 
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) into a polar orbit (Table 5.1). 
Three years later Weisnet and D ’Aguanno (1982) used a NOAA-6 AVHRR image of 
Mount Erebus to show how the sensitivity of channel 3 could be used to detect active 
lavas. However, attempts to use AVHRR data to analyse and monitor active lavas were not 
published until 1993 (Harris & Vaughan, 1993; Mouginis-Mark et a l,  1994; Harris et a l,  
1995c). Lack of frequent data analysis and technique development are surprising for two 
reasons. Firstly, the return period of the TIROS-N satellites on which the AVHRR is 
mounted allows a cloud-free sub-aerial volcano to be imaged at least 4 times a day (Table 
5.1). Secondly, the data are available to the user via direct down-link at relatively cheap 
receiving stations (Rothery, 1992; Rothery et a l, 1995).
A station installed during 1995 in Managua (Nicaragua) provides a good illustrative 
example of potential benefits. All hardware and software were installed for US$ 50,000, 
installation and training taking ~2 weeks (I. Downey, personal communication). Currently, 
daily analysis of Nicaraguan volcanoes is achieved visually, and during the November to 
December 1995 eruption of Cerro Negro image data were available to volcanologists within 
30 minutes of acquisition (B. van Wyk de Vries, personal communication). These 
attributes make AVHRR data useful for regular real-time monitoring of volcanoes, 
particularly those that remain un-monitored from the ground due to financial, logistical or 
political problems (Tilling, 1989). Although for our study we used archived data from a
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TIROS-N satellite series: periods of operation
Satellite Launch date Operational date range
TlROS-N 13/10/78 19/10/78 - 30/01/80
NOAA-6 27/06/79 27/06/79 - 05/03/83
03/07/84 - 16/11/86
NOAA-B 29/05/80 Failed to achieve orbit
NOAA-7 23/06/81 19/08/81 - 07/06/86
NOAA-8 28/03/83 20/06/83 - 12/06/84
01/07/85 - 31/10/85
NOAA-9 12/12/84 25/03/85 - 07/11/88
NOAA-10 17/09/86 17/11/86- 16/09/91
NOAA-11 24/09/88 08/11/88- 11/04/95
NOAA-12 14/05/91 14/05/91 - present
NOAA-13 09/08/93 09/08/93 - 21/08/93
NOAA-14 30/12/94 11/04/95 - present
TIROS-N satellite series: orbital parameters
Altitude:
Period:
Repeat cycle:
Orbits per day:
Equatorial crossing 
times (at launch)
833 km (NCAA -6, -8, -10, -12) or 
870 km (NCAA -7, -9, -11, -13, -14)
101.58 minutes (833 km orbit) or 
102.37 minutes (870 km orbit)
12 hours (maintaining 2 satellites in orbit 
ensures a 6 hour repeat cycle)
14.18 (833 km orbit) or 
14.07 (870 km orbit)
02:30 and 14:30 (NCAA -7, -9)
01:30 and 13:30 (NOAA-11,-13,-14) 
07:30 and 19:30 (NOAA -6, -8, -10, -12)
AVHRR sensor: band widths (pm)
Channel TIROS-N NOAA -6, 
- 8,-10
0.55 - 0.90 0.58-0.68
0.725- 1.1 0.725- 1.1
3.55 - 3.93 3.55 - 3.93
10.5-11.5 10.5-11.5
Channel 4 repeated
NOAA-7, -9, 
-11,-12,-14
0.58 - 0.68 
0.725 - 1.1 
3.55 - 3.93 
10.3- 11.3 
11.5- 12.5
NOAA-13
0.58 - 0.68 
0.725 - 1.0 
3.55 - 3.93
10.3-11.3
11.4-12.4
AVHRR sensor: characterisitics
Scan angle from nadir: 
Total swath width: 
Radiometric resolution: 
Line rate:
Infrared channel NEAT: 
Visible channel S/N: 
Infrared saturation: 
Visible saturation:
±55.4 °
-3000 km
10 bits (0 - 1024 counts) 
360 lines per minute 
<0.12 K for 27 °C 
3:1 for 50% reflectance 
-50 °C
100 % reflectance
AVHRR sensor: spatial resolution
Channel
IFOV (milliradians)
Ground resolution at nadir 
Along scan (km) 
Cross scan (km) 
Ground resolution at scan edge 
Along scan (km) 
Cross scan (km)
1 2 3 4 5
1.39 1.41 1.51 1.41 1.30
1.16 1.17 1.26 1.17 1.08
1.16 1.17 1.26 1.17 1.08
6.95 7.05 7.55 7.05 6.50
2.48 2 j2 2.70 2.52 232
(NEAT - Noise equivalent differential temperature) 
(S/N - Signal-to-noise ratio)
(IFOV - Instantaneous field of view)
Table 5.1. Instrument characteristics o f the NOAA AVHRR.
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remote receiving station, we believe that we have demonstrated ways in which data could 
and should be exploited in real-time.
Before AVHRR data can be used to monitor active lavas, data analysis techniques 
and results must be tested at volcanoes for which simultaneous ground observations are 
available. Harris et a i  (1995c) used AVHRR data for the 1984 Krafla eruption coupled 
with ground observations to show how the AVHRR could provide reliable data for 
Iceland-style fissure eruptions. In this paper we perform a more thorough analysis of 
AVHRR data covering the 1991 to 1993 eruption at Mount Etna (Sicily) to show that 
reliable information regarding less-dramatic channel- and tube-fed flow fields can be 
extracted from AVHRR data.
5.3 . The 1991 to 1993 Mount Etna eruption
The 1991 to 1993 Etna eruption, which began during December 1991 and 
continued until March 1993, built a 7.6 km^ lava flow field (Calvari et a i ,  1994a). 
Channel- and tube-fed flows extended 8.5 km down Etna’s east flank to threaten the town 
of Zafferana Etnea (Figure 5.1). The eruption was well documented by ground observers. 
Detailed reports appeared monthly in the Bulletin of the Global Volcanism Network and an 
entire volume of the Italian Volcanological journal, Acta Vulcanologica (volume 4, 1994), 
is dedicated to the eruption. The wealth of ground observations for activity, flow area, 
temperatures, effusion rates and volumes makes this eruption an excellent test site for our 
evaluation of AVHRR data, although (as we specify later) even for such a relatively well- 
documented eruption there are some revisions and refinements to ground-based estimates 
suggested by our AVHRR data analysis.
One 10 m spatial resolution SPOT (Satellite Pour l ’Observation de la Terre) 
panchromatic image of the flow field, acquired 28 months after the eruption had finished, 
was also available to us. This image was used together with results from two Electronic 
Distance Measurement surveys to map the flow field (Figure 5.1). Using this map and 
ground observations we define five major emption phases. This differs from the five phase
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Phase Duration Brief description
1 14 Dec 91 Short-lived lava fountaining along an eruptive 
fissure between the S.E. crater and Belvedere fed 
flows to the east
2 15 Dec 91 - mid-Jan 92 Predominantly channel-fed flows from a fissure 
in the W wall of the Valle del Bove extended 
eastwards into Val Calanna
3 mid-Jan 9 2 -8  Apr 92 Tube-fed flows built up a lava flow field within 
Val Calanna behind a man-made containment 
barrier
4 9 Apr 92 -2 9  May 92 Tube-fed flows overflowed the containment 
barriers and extended towards Zafferana Etnea
5 30 May 92 - 30 Mar 93 Following a man-made breach of the flow high in 
the Valle del Bove, flows remained confined 
within the Valle del Bove, building up a thick 
lava fan
Table 5.2. Dates and descriptions o f the five phases o f activity during the 1991 to 1993 
eruption at Etna.
framework given by Calvari et a l  (1994a) which applies to flow field development in the 
Valle del Bove only. Each phase in our framework is identified by changes in surface 
activity which should be detectable using 1 km resolution thermal data, i.e. major 
variations in location, area or dimensions of surface flows, or transition from channel- to 
tube-fed flows (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.1). This provides a reference-frame against which 
the AVHRR results can be compared.
5 . 3 . 1 .  Phase 1
Following a seismic swarm, an eruptive fissure opened between the S.E. Crater 
and the Valle del Bove during the early hours of 14 December 1991 (Falsaperla et a l ,  
1994). During this first phase of activity, 300 m high lava fountains fed flows extending
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500 m eastwards until around 04:00 GMT on the same day (Calvari et a i ,  1994a). This 
phase is identified as "the initial emptive episode" by Calvari et al. (1994a).
5 . 3 . 2 .  Phase 2
The second phase began -01:45 GMT on 15 December 1991, with lava effusing 
from the location where the fissure system extending from the S.E. Crater intersected the 
western wall of the Valle del Bove (GVN, 199le). Flows, 200-600 m wide, extended 2 
km during the first day, 4.5 km by 23 December 1991 and 5.5 km by 2 January 1992 
(GVN, 199le; Calvari et a i, 1994a). A Landsat Thematic Mapper image acquired on the 2 
January 1992 revealed an extensive flow field, 6.5 km in length, fed by a 10-15 m wide 
channel (Rothery et al., 1992). During January 1992 a containment barrier was constructed 
to impede the lava’s probable path through Zafferana (Barberi et al., 1993a; Barberi & 
Villari, 1994; Di Palma et a i, 1994).
This phase is divided into two by Calvari et al. (1994a), defining flow around the
0.5 km diameter Monte Calanna between the 3 and 10 January 1992 as a separate phase. 
Since it is not reasonable to expect these Monte Calanna flows to be identifiable in AVHRR 
data, we do not make this distinction. Hereafter, since activity remained confined to the Val 
del Bove flow field, our eruption phases agree with the flow-field development phases 
given by Calvari et al. (1994a), with some minor date differences resulting from 
discrepancies between those given by Calvari et al. (1994a) and those given by accounts 
referenced here.
5 . 3 . 3 .  Phase 3 and 4
Between mid-January and early-March open channels in the upper portion of the 
flow field progressively sealed up, forming a complex tube system which opened in the 
lower Val del Bove and Val Calanna feeding flows which built a flow field at the foot of 
Monte Zoccoloro and in Val Calanna (GVN, 1992a; GVN, 1992c; Calvari et a l ,  1994a). 
Lava reached the base of the containment barrier, 2 km from Zafferana, on 14 March
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(GVN, 1992c; Di Palma et a i,  1994). Phase 4 began on 8 April, when lava spilled over 
the containment barrier (GVN, 1992c). During this phase the tube system opened at 
secondary vents within Val Calanna feeding flows which breached three more barriers 
during April, destroying 2 houses, covering orchards and extending to within 800 m of 
Zafferana (GVN, 1992c; Barberi et al., 1993a; Di Palma et al., 1994).
5 . 3 . 4 .  Phase 5
Between 27 and 29 May the main lava tube wall high in the Valle Del Bove was 
destroyed using explosives. This diverted two thirds of the flow into an artificial channel. 
Total diversion was achieved by blocking the natural channel down-stream of the diversion 
(Barberi et a i ,  1993a; Vassale, 1994). Within a few days molten lava was no longer 
evident in Val Calanna, with the active flow front 6-7 km from Zafferana and within the 
Valle del Bove (GVN, 1992f). The diversion marked the beginning of the final phase. 
During this phase, flows extended for no more than 1.5 km, and remained within the Valle 
Del Bove (Barberi et al., 1993a; Calvari et al., 1994a). By February 1993 overlapping 
flow units, fed by a forked lava tube, had built up a 2 km wide lava fan (GVN, 1993a). 
Lava stopped flowing on the south side of the flow field in mid-February 1993. During the 
second half of March flow declined on the north side. The last active flow was observed 
during the morning of 30 March 1993 (GVN, 1993b).
5.4 . AVHRR data: temporal coverage, advantages over TM, and 
processing for volcano monitoring
The main spectral, spatial and temporal attributes of NOAA-AVHRR are given in 
Table 5.1. Data used here were obtained from the AVHRR archive at the University of 
Dundee (UK), which received images from 648 satellite passes during the eruption. 
Thermal radiance from the active flows could be detected on 308 of these (Figure 5.2), the 
remainder being useless because of cloud. This large number of volcano over-passes
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detected on AVHRR and TM images.
demonstrates the value of the AVHRR temporal resolution, allowing daily coverage of the 
volcano.
During the same period just 10 Landsat-Thematic Mapper (TM) images were 
available. Since TM data are available in three short wave infrared (SWIR) bands at 30 m 
resolution, they have been used extensively for quantitative analysis of active lava flows 
and domes (e.g. Rothery et a l ,  1988; Fieri et a l ,  1990; Bhattacharya et a l ,  1993; 
Oppenheimer et a l, 1993; Flynn et a l ,  1994; Andres & Rose, 1995). However, the return 
period of the Landsat spacecraft is 16 days, making even monthly coverage difficult when 
local weather conditions are taken into account. The percentage of emption days on which
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AVHRR and TM obtained cloud-free images are 52% and 2% respectively (Figure 5.2), 
highlighting the superior temporal resolution of AVHRR data.
Spectral radiance in AVHRR channels 3, 4 and 5, integrated across each image 
element or pixel, can be obtained using the calibration procedures given in Lauritson et a l  
(1988), Weinreb et a l (1990) and Kidwell (1995). We located pixels containing active lava 
flows using the automated thresholding technique given by Harris et a l  (1995b). This 
technique has been shown capable of distinguishing true lava pixels from pixels at the 
periphery of the anomaly that are falsely anomalous due to radiance being bled into them 
from adjacent lava pixels. Bleeding of radiance is a result of pixel over-lap and the non­
ideal point spread function of the sensor (Breaker, 1990; Mannstein & Gesell, 1991; 
Cahoon et a l ,  1992). Inclusion of such falsely anomalous pixels would give an overly 
large anomaly pixel area, thereby inducing error, so we discounted these from our 
analysis. This typically excluded a 1 to 2 pixel wide zone at the periphery of the anomaly 
and gave an anomaly in agreement with the flow field dimensions (maximum of ~2 x 8 
km).
5.5 . Derivation of radiance maps
To allow accurate thermal mapping, images were fitted to a map of Sicily, using 
nearest neighbour re-sampling so as to preserve radiance values. Thermal radiance from the 
active lava source alone was then estimated in channels 3 and 4 for each pixel by 
subtracting the mean radiance of the nearest active lava-free pixels from that of the lava 
pixel.
Widespread saturation, i.e. a default value returned when radiance exceeded the 
maximum recordable by the sensor, of lava pixels in channel 3 made it impossible to map 
thermal radiance variations using this channel. However, saturation of channel 4 did not 
occur on any of the images analysed. This is due to differing sensitivity of these two 
channels to bodies at typical active lava temperatures, and results from the relationship
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given by Planck's law defining radiance emitted by a blackbody as a function of 
temperature and wavelength:
H(XT) = Cl V 5[exp(c2/?iT) - l]-l, and L{XY) = H(XT) / n  (5.1),
in which X is wavelength, T is temperature, ci and C2 are constants with values of 3.742 x 
10-16 w  jn2 and 1.4388 x lO'^ m K respectively and L (lT ) is the planck function for 
isotropic radiation. Following the relationship given in Fquation 5.1, although bodies at 
ambient temperatures emit less radiation in channel 3 than in channel 4, bodies at molten 
lava temperatures will emit more radiation in channel 3 than in channel 4 (Figure 5.3a). As 
a result, channel 3 becomes saturated very easily, whereas channel 4 remains un-saturated 
over lava bodies of greater size and temperature (Figure 5.3b). We demonstrate this by 
assuming the thermal surface predicted by Crisp and Baloga (1990) for a lava flow, with 
molten material exposed over 0.1 to 10% of the lava surface, and a representative 
saturation temperature of -5 0  °C for both channels 3 and 4 (Table 5.1). If a pixel were 
occupied by such a flow, with the molten lava at a typical Ftnean tem perature-1070 °C 
(Gauthier, 1973; Tanguy, 1973; Archambault & Tanguy, 1976; Smithsonian Institution, 
1989), the remainder of the lava surface at 250 °C, and a lava-free background at 10 °C, 
channel 3 would reach saturation when the lava body occupied 0.09 to 0.8% of the pixel, 
but channel 4 would not saturate until it occupied 5.7 to 10%.
Therefore channel 4 lava radiances were used to estimate radiance from the lava 
source, and the weighted average method given by Harris et al. (1995c) was applied. The 
resulting radiance map was fitted to a topographic base-map of the east flank of Mount 
Ftna, allowing interpretation in relation to topographic features, roads and towns (Figure 
5.4). The accuracy of the radiance map to the base map fit has been kept to within 1 pixel, 
comparable with accuracies of 0.25 to 2 pixels achieved by published automated geometric 
correction algorithms (Ho & Asem, 1986; Cracknell & Paithoonwattanakij, 1989). The ±1
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pixel maximum error results in some anomalous pixels overlapping the southern rim of the 
Val del Bove by between 0.1 and 1 pixel.
5.6 . A chronology of the eruption using radiance maps
Comparison of Figures 5.4a to 5.4k with ground observations shows that these 
radiance maps identify and locate the main events in each of the eruption phases (Figure
5.1 and Table 5.2), as listed below. We do not claim that interpretation of each radiance 
map is possible in this detail using AVHRR data alone, merely that the AVHRR-derived 
radiance maps are consistent with ground reference data.
5 .6 .1 .  Phase 1
A cloud-free image obtained on 14 December 1991 showed an anomaly located 
west of the Central Craters (Figure 5.4a, inset). The anomaly, not being coincident with 
the Central Craters, and in any case considerably exceeding these in area, suggests 
association with lava effusion rather than active vents. Ground observations identify the 
anomaly as due to the lavas from phase 1 activity, which had begun -12  hours before 
image acquisition.
5 .6 .2 .  Phase 2
A cloud-free image acquired the following day reveal a second anomaly centred on 
the SW floor of the Valle del Bove, with the phase 1 anomaly still apparent as a separate 
anomaly W of the Central Craters (Figure 5.4a). The size and location of the new anomaly 
is consistent with a second lava effusion, presumably beginning sometime during the 24 
hours since the previous image. Ground observations confirm this to be coincident with the 
location of phase 2 lavas. Images acquired until early January (Figures 5.4b and 5.4c)
F ig u re  5.4. Time series o f radiance maps produced from  AVHRR data illustrating the 
changing location o f active flows during the 1991 to 1993 eruption^.
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show expansion of the Val del Bove anomaly, conforming with reports of lava flows 
extending down the Valle del Bove towards and around Monte Calanna during the first 
three weeks of phase 2. By the end of December the phase 1 anomaly can no longer be 
distinguished, suggesting anomaly cooling. This is corroborated by the short-lived nature 
of this phase, which ended during the first day of the eruption, phase 1 flows being 
inactive and cooling thereafter.
5 . 6 . 3 .  Phases 3 and 4
From January through May, we note a gradual change in structure of the thermal 
anomaly and in the location of the highest radiance zone. The highest radiance migrates 
from the west to the east of the anomaly, with the western portion of the anomaly 
becoming narrower and less radiant (Figures 5.4c to 5.4e). Although individual tube 
systems cannot be "seen", this change is consistent with reports of gradual roofing over in 
the Val del Bove (which would have reduced the radiance), while surface flows effused 
from secondary boccas in the lower Val del Bove and Val Calanna. Gradual extension of 
the anomaly towards Zafferana between December and May (Figures 5.4a to 5.4e) 
suggests a potential threat to the town, with the closest radiant pixel ~1 km from the town 
during phase 4 (Figure 5.4e).
5 . 6 . 4 .  Phase 5
Following the successful diversion, a major change in the location of the highest 
radiance zone can be noted. An image acquired just 3 days after the diversion shows the 
zone of highest radiance to have returned to the SW floor of the Val del Bove, coincident 
with the location of the newly-diverted lavas (Figure 5.4f). Subsequent phase 5 activity is 
illustrated by Figures 5.4g to 5.4k, with highest radiance remaining confined to the SW 
floor of the Valle del Bove, which remained the location of active flows until the end of the 
eruption. Over the same period, the now isolated Monte Calanna anomaly became cooler
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and smaller. This is to be expected in the distal portion of this flow field, which was 
starved of supply, inactive and cooling during the final phase.
From the relationships documented above we conclude that although detailed 
interpretation of radiance maps requires a degree of corroboration by ground observations, 
in their absence location of an anomaly to within ±1 km is feasible and qualitative analyses 
of variations in the intensity and location of radiant sources are possible.
5.7 . Estimation of the thermal structure of an AVHRR lava 
pixel
In 1981 Dozier [1981] presented a method to estimate the size and temperature of 
sub-pixel hot spots in AVHRR data. The method assumes that a pixel is occupied by two 
thermal components: a high temperature component at temperature Th occupying portion p 
of the pixel surrounded by a cooler component at temperature Ty occupying the remainder 
(1-p) of the pixel. If any one of these three unknowns can be assumed, then the method 
uses channel 3 and 4 at-satellite radiances (R3 and R4) to estimate the remaining two 
unknowns by solution of simultaneous equations:
R3 = p L 3 ( T h )  +  ( l - p ) L 3 ( T b )  (5.2)
R4 = p L4(Th) + (1-p) L4(Tb) (5.3),
in which L3(T) and L4(T) are the Planck function spectral radiances for a blackbody of 
temperature T at the channel 3 and 4 central wavelengths. Channel 5 could be used in place 
of channel 4, but its similar sensitivity to high temperature sources (Figure 5.3a) will result 
in a similar solution to that obtained using channel 4. The wavelengths of channels 4 and 5 
are too close together to allow reliable solution of the simultaneous equations using these 
two channels together. Note also that channel 5 data are not always available (Table 5.1).
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This method has been applied to estimate the size and temperature of industrial hot 
spots and gas flares using channel 3 and 4 data (Matson & Dozier, 1981). However, it has 
a number of weaknesses, one being that the model allows only two thermal components 
(Langaas, 1993). Over an active lava body a 1.1 km pixel will be occupied by at least three 
components: molten lava at temperature Th occupying portion ph of the pixel, chilled crust 
(which forms rapidly on exposed molten lava) at temperature T^ occupying pc of the pixel, 
and lava-free ground at Ty which occupies the remainder (1-ph-pc) of the pixel. The model 
also fails to consider the effects of emissivity and atmosphere. We therefore adapt 
Equations 5.2 and 5.3 to include a third component, and atmosphere and emissivity effects:
R 3  =  T3 £ 3  [Ph L 3 ( T h )  + Pc L 3(T c) +  (1-ph-Pc) L 3 ( T b ) ]  (5.4)
R 4  = T4  £ 4  [ph L 4 ( T h )  + pc L 4(T c) +  (1-ph-pc) L 4 ( T b ) ]  (5.5),
in which £ 3  and £ 4  are the emissivities of the surface and T3  and T4  atmospheric
transmissivities in channels 3 and 4. We use £ 3  and £ 4  of 0.96 and 0.9 respectively, which 
are the maximum spectral emissivities given for basalt by Salisbury and D’Aria (1994), and 
transmissivities calculated for a standard atmosphere, taking into account pixel altitude and 
path angle to space, using LOWTRAN 6 (Kneizys et a i ,  1983). This leaves five 
unknowns, ph, pc, Th, T^ and Ty. In order to constrain a reasonable model, valid and 
unique estimates are required for at least 3 of these parameters. We therefore estimate Ty 
for each lava pixel using the mean channel 4 temperature of the nearest lava-free pixels and 
assume Ty using in situ observations of typical lava temperatures. During the 1991 to 1993 
eruption, although maximum lava temperatures of 1080 “C were obtained at a depth of -10  
cm, at the surface most frequently measured temperatures were -1000 °C (S. Calvari, 
personal communication). We therefore set Ty to 1000 °C. Although the 1991 to 1993 flow 
was predominantly aa, we note a similar relationship in our own measurements of active 
pahoehoe lobes at Kilauea during October 1995. Although we found core temperatures of
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1130 °C, maximum surface temperatures were 1030 °C, with most common temperatures 
-1000 “C. This indicates that for basaltic aa or pahoehoe flows, use of core temperature 
will set Th too high; in both cases-1000 °C is more reasonable.
This leaves three unknowns, ph, Pc and T^. Field and satellite data show that 
temperatures for Tc can range over several hundreds of degrees centigrade, making Tg 
impossible to define using a single value (Oppenheimer, 1991; Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 
1992; Flynn et a i,  1993). To avoid error that would be introduced by selecting a single Tc, 
we choose to solve Equations 5.3 and 5.4 over a reasonable range of Tc to give a range of 
solutions within which the true solution must lie. Following the results of Oppenheimer 
(1991) and Flynn et al. (1993) we select 100 °C as a reasonable lower limit for the Tc 
range. Tc will have an upper limit, above which ph would have to become negative in order 
to solve Equations 5.4 and 5.5. This approach gave maximum values for Tc typically 
between 150 and 350 °C, with estimates of up to 470 °C in extreme cases. Few crust 
temperature measurements are available. However, the range in Tc for this partially crusted 
basaltic lava flow is in agreement with those calculated by multiple component modelling of 
spectroradiometer data for the basaltic Kupaianaha lava lake (typically 120 to 390 °C), and 
with those obtained for the 1989 Lonquimay andesitic flow (<122 to >258 °C) from two 
component modelling of TM data (Oppenheimer, 1991; Flynn et a i, 1993).
Channel 3 radiance cannot be used if it is saturated. Where channel 4 is not 
saturated, if ph can be assumed to be very small and its contribution to R4 negligible, then 
Pc can be estimated from channel 4 radiance (R4) alone using:
[R4 / T4 £4] - L4(Tb) _
P ‘= -  L 4 ( T c )  -  L 4 ( T b )
Where three-component solutions were possible, fractional areas of the flow surface 
occupied by the molten component, fh [= ph / (pc + ph)], ranged between 0.0001 and 0 .01. 
For such low values of fh, the assumption that contribution of ph to channel 4 radiance is
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negligible is reasonable. This assumption is also supported by non-saturation of channel 4. 
To achieve saturation temperature in channel 4, given typical molten and crustal 
temperatures of 1000 and 250 °C, the contribution of phL4(Th) to R4 varies between ~2 
and 4%, depending on whether a snow covered (~0 “C) winter- or a solar heated (-40 °C) 
summer-background is present. Since during all seasons channel 4 radiances were well 
below saturation, the contribution of phL4(Th) must be less than 4%. We therefore applied 
Equation 5.6 if channel 3 was saturated, with saturation defined as in Harris et al. (1995a). 
To solve Equation 5.6, Ty was calculated as for Equations 5.4 and 5.5 and Tg was ranged 
between reasonable limits to give a range of solutions within which the true solution must 
lie. The lower Tc limit used to solve Equations 5.4 and 5.5 (100 °C) was used, with an 
upper limit set at 500 °C, guided by the maximum Tc calculated by Oppenheimer (1991) 
and Flynn et al. (1993).
5.8 . Lava flow field area and thermal flux estimates
Surface area and thermal flux are important inputs into lava flow models (e.g. 
Dragoni, 1989; Crisp & Baloga, 1990; Fieri and Baloga, 1986). Parameters calculated 
using Equations 5.4 to 5.6 allow us to estimate the area of, and thermal flux from, the 
active lava. The area of the thermal anomaly or thermally active area for each image (Aiava), 
which we assume equates to the area of active flows at the time of over-pass, is given by
n
Alava =  ^  A x  ( P c x  P h x )  ( 5 - 7 ) ,
X = 1
in which n is the number of lava pixels, pc^ and py^ are the crusted and molten portions of 
pixel X and Ax is the area of pixel x. Total radiant flux from active flows for each image 
(Qrad) is calculated using
n
Qrad — ^((TEAx[pcxTcx^ Phx^^hx^]) (5.8),
X = 1
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in which a  is the Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10'^ Wm'^ K'^), e is emissivity 
(0.9887, mean emissivity for basalt from Salisbury & D ’Aria [1992]) and Ty^ and are
the temperatures for the molten and crusted portions of the flow for pixel x.
Area and flux estimates obtained using the cloud-free eruption time series are given 
in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b respectively. We note highest values during phases 1 and 2,
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declining values during phase 3 to lower but steady levels by stage 4, and maintenance of a 
similarly low and relatively constant level throughout the final and longest phase. We 
estimate the total radiative flux from active flows during the entire eruption to lie between 
1.40 X 10  ^* and 2.23 x 10  ^  ^ MJ over 473 days, giving an average flux of 2.96 x 10^ to 
4.71 X 10^ MJ/d. A comprehensive estimate such as this can only be obtained from 
AVHRR, which provided the only time series of thermal radiance measurements spanning 
the entire Etna eruption (Figure 5.5b).
5.9.  Validation, comparison with ground data and error
5 .9 .1 .  V a lidation
We have validated the three-component approach by comparison with the two- 
component approach, ground observations and TM data. Simultaneous AVHRR, TM and 
ground observations are available for 2 January 1992. Active flow areas apparent on the 
TM image (Rothery et a l,  1992) covered an area of -2.8 km^, in exact agreement with the 
ground estimate given in Calvari et a l  (Figure 5, 1994a). We assume that active flow area 
equates to the thermally active area. Previously, solution of the two component approach 
(Equations 5.2 & 5.3) has been achieved by assuming a value for Ty (Oppenheimer, 1991; 
Oppenheimer et a l ,  1993; Harris et a l ,  1995c) or for Ty (Matson & Dozier 1981; Pieri et 
a l,  1990; Reddy et a l ,  1993). Here we apply Equations 5.2 and 5.3 to the AVHRR image 
first by assuming Ty of 1000 °C, and then using Ty estimated as for Equations 5.4 and 
5.5. This gave a thermally active area of 0.002 to 8.2 km^. This compares poorly with the 
estimate given by the three component approach (Equations 5.4 to 5.6) of 0.7 to 5.8 km^, 
the three component approach providing a tighter constraint in the true active area.
Temperatures derived from applying the two-component approach to AVHRR data 
for lava flows are considerably less trustworthy than those derived from a three-component 
approach. Using the 2 January image and assuming a value of 1000 °C for Ty in the two- 
component approach resulted in a calculated Ty of 14 to 50 °C. However, typical ambient
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background temperatures obtained from the image using pixels adjacent to the flow that 
were free of active lava are 9 to 18 °C, and the expected crustal temperature range is 100 to 
500 °C. Thus the Ty range derived by the two-component (14 to 50 °C) approach does not 
accurately represent either thermal source, i.e. it does not give the temperature of the 
ambient or the crusted surface. However, the range of Ty calculated using the two 
component approach is closer to the expected ambient temperature range than the expected 
crustal range. This could prompt the erroneous and unrealistic conclusion that an entirely 
molten body at 1000 °C was present against an ambient background, with no crusted 
surface present. An entirely molten surface is unlikely since crust growth and temperature 
decline are rapid once magma is exposed to air (see Hon et a i ,  1994). Flynn et al. (1993) 
and Flynn and Mouginis-Mark (1994) show that the crustal component composes at-least 
40-70 % of the total lava surface, even at active lava channels and over-turning lava lakes.
5 .9 .2 .  C om parison w ith ground  da ta
Our more realistic three component estimates for the thermally active areas during 
the first two and a half months of the eruption span those for total flow field area given by 
Calvari et al. (Figure 5, 1994a) and generally follow the same trend. Figure 5.6a. Over this 
period, major deviations from the Calvari et al. (1994a) time series can be attributed to two 
factors: cloud contamination and scan angle effects.
F ig u re  5.6. Thermally active area estimates made using AVHRR images acquired 
during the first 2.5 months o f the eruption, with active flow  areas given by Calvari et al. 
(1994a) fo r  comparison. In each case a range o f estimates are given within which the true 
value lies: black and white symbols indicate the lower and upper bounds o f the three- 
component model respectively. The true value is located within the grey zone, (a) Gives 
results using all images on which activity could be detected, (b) excludes anomalous cloud 
contaminated and extreme scan angle images, indicated by triangular and circular symbols 
respectively, and (c) gives the maximum value approach, where all images except cloud- 
contaminated ones are placed into groups o f 3 (group A, B, C, etc.) and the trend is plotted 
through the maximum value o f each group.
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5.9.2.1. Cloud contamination
The intense radiance source presented by the active lava flow is strong enough to be 
detected through thin cloud in channel 3, or between broken cloud in channels 3 and 4. 
This allows detection and location of activity even on cloud contaminated images. 
However, the cloud will contaminate the signal: low warm sub-pixel cloud against snow 
will increase the pixel-integrated radiance, and conversely high cold cirrus will cause a 
decrease. It is therefore not surprising that cloud contamination can have conflicting effects 
on the time series: area estimates for images acquired on 10/1/92 and 13/2/92 being 
examples of cloud-induced rises, those of 6/2/92 and 8/2/92 showing cloud-induced 
decline (Figure 5.6a). Cloud-contaminated images must therefore be identified and rejected 
(Figure 5.6b). This was achieved using standard cloud masking techniques (Saunders, 
1986; Sakellariou & Leighton, 1988; Saunders & Kriebel, 1988; Yamanouchi & 
Kawaguchi, 1992).
5.9.2.2. Scan angle ejects
Adverse radiance effects due to off-nadir viewing have been discussed by Tucker et 
al. (1984), Singh (1985) and Coward et al., (1991). Here we find off-nadir views result in 
anomalously low estimates, the results for images acquired on 22/1/92 and 30/1/92, at scan 
angles of 50° and 55° from nadir (Figure 5.6a) being good examples. To reduce scan-angle 
induced effects, sub-scenes at scan angles greater than 30° from nadir have been rejected 
by Tucker et al. (1984) and Coward et al. (1991). However, this would have greatly 
reduced our temporal resolution, leaving just 4 of the remaining 16 cloud-free images in 
Figure 5.6a. We found that images with a scan angle < 50° gave results in agreement with 
the trend given by Calvari et al. (1994a), and chose to reject only images at scan angles > 
50°, in accordance with Frulla et al. [1995].
Rejection of images with cloud contamination and extreme scan angles removed 
anomalous cloud and scan-angle induced peaks and troughs, resulting in area estimates 
spanning those of Calvari et al. (1994a), and following a similar trend (Figure 5.6b). Since
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this approach rejects apparently reasonable area estimates obtained from some extreme 
scan-angle images, for example that of 8 January 1992 (Figure 5.6b), we have investigated 
an alternative approach which uses all cloud-free images. All cloud-free images in the time 
series were placed into continuous groups of three, and the maximum for each group used. 
A similar approach has been applied to reduce cloud, scan angle, sun-angle, shadow, 
aerosol and water-vapour effects in AVHRR derived vegetation indices (Holben, 1986). 
The result (Figure 5.6c) gave a trend which fitted that of Calvari et al. (1994a) between 14 
December 1991 and 6 January 1992. After this time we note that the Calvari et al. (1994a) 
estimate rises through our range, exceeding the upper bound at the end of January. This is 
a result of the Calvari et al. (1994a) estimate being a cumulative one for the entire flow 
field, active and inactive, whereas ours is for thermally anomalous, active, areas within it.
The maximum value approach was applied to the full cloud-free data set to produce 
an thermally active area time series for the entire eruption. Figure 5.7. This time series 
shows a trend in accordance with ground observations and TM-based estimates. Ground 
observations describe rapid increases in the active flow area during December 1991 and 
January 1992 to reach a maximum area of ~6 km^ (GYN, 1992a). Steady tubing over of 
the flow during the third and fourth phases to feed active surface flows < 1-2 km in length, 
correlates with a steady decline in thermally active area between February and June 1992 
(Figure 5.7). Two estimates of the active area in March and August 1992 derived from TM 
data also fall well within the AVHRR defined range. That the estimates of total flow field 
area and active area derived from TM data differ after phases 1 and 2, when the TM 
estimates of active and total area were identical, is compatible with the divergence between 
our AVHRR-based thermally active estimates and the total flow field estimates of Calvari et 
al. (1994a) after mid-January (Figure 5.7). Between July 1992 and February 1993 
thermally active areas remain small, relating to steady eruption of lava at lower effusion 
rates during phase 5 to produce flows no more than 1.5 km in length (Calvari et al., 
1994a). The decline in thermally active area during March 1993 (Figure 5.7) is consistent 
with a decline in lava effusion observed from the ground at this time (GVN, 1993b).
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F ig u re  5.7. Cloud-free AVHRR time series fo r  thermally active area. Active flow  and 
total flow-field area estimates derived from  TM images are given fo r  comparison (white 
and black diamonds respectively). We assume that thermally active areas should equate to 
active flow  areas. Black and white squares indicate the lower and upper bounds o f  the 
three-component model respectively, where the plot has been extrapolated between points 
obtained from  the maximum value approach. The true value is located within the grey zone.
5 .9 .3 .  E rro rs
We identify three main sources of error: background heterogeneity, non-uniform 
emissivity and unconstrained atmospheric effects.
5.9.3.1 Background heterogeneity
The use of a single temperature to describe the background may be inappropriate. 
During measurements of non-active volcanic surfaces at Etna during summer 1994, the 
typical temperature range across -100 m^ areas of uniform surface type at ambient 
temperatures was -15  °C. Temperature variations resulted from differences in aspect, 
exposure to wind and moisture content. Extreme variations occurred where sharp 
boundaries occurred between two background surface types, e.g. a - 1.6 “C snow patch 
against a 53 °C solar-heated background. We examined possible errors using the 2 January
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image. The highest background temperature range from all pixels surrounding the anomaly 
was 9 to 18 °C, with a mean of 13 °C. We used the mean in the three component approach 
to estimate pixel portion occupied by active lava (piava =  Pc+Ph) for this pixel. Maximum 
errors were then estimated from scenarios where the pixel is entirely filled by the minimum 
or maximum temperature surfaces. This gave a maximum error on piava of -10%.
5.9.3.2 Non-uniform emissivity
Surface emissivity will depend on background surface type. Background emissivity 
at 10-12 p,m can vary between -0.95-0.99 for snow (Salisbury et a l ,  1994), -0.94-0.97 
for vegetation (Salisbury, 1986; Salisbury & Milton, 1988) and -0.85-0.95 for igneous 
rocks (Walter & Salisbury, 1989). Emissivity will also vary across a single surface type, 
Kahle et a l  (1988) and Realmuto et a l  (1992) show age-related emissivity variations 
across flows emplaced within 2 years of each other. We also anticipate a minor emissivity 
difference between molten and solid lava, but to date this is not been measured. 
Consequently radiance in channel i over a three component surface is more accurately given 
by
Ri =  Tj [8hi Ph Lj(Th) +  £ci Pc Li(Tc) +  £bi (l"Ph"Pc) Li(Tb)] (5.9),
where £bi, £ci and £bi are the emissivities of the three thermal components in channel i. 
Assuming uniform emissivity in the test example given above, with worst case errors 
estimated using the minimum and maximum possible emissivities, gives maximum error in 
Piava o f -10%.
5.9 .3 .3 . Unconstrained atmospheric ejfects
Radiance reaching the sensor in channel i is written as
Ri =  Ti[£iL(^Ts) +  p iR io ]  +  RiU ( 5 .1 0 ) ,
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in which T§ is surface temperature, pi is surface reflectivity in channel i, and Rio and Riu 
are down- and up-welling atmospheric path radiances. To obtain radiance emitted by the 
surface [L(^Ts)], all other components must be removed. At -10-12 pm the contribution of 
piRiD is negligible, but piRio rises to 10-15 % of Ri at wavelengths -3  pm (Singh & 
Warren, 1983). We have therefore corrected all channel 3 radiances for this contribution. 
This has been achieved by assuming the difference between the emissivity and 
transmissivity corrected channel 3 and 4 temperatures over background pixels is due to this 
contribution, and subtracting this difference from Rg. Towards 3.0 pm Riu is negligible, 
and at 10-12 pm is small (<9 % of Ri), though not entirely negligible (Singh & Warren, 
1983). Since we have been unable to acquire the atmospheric parameters necessary to 
calculate and correct for Rpj, our estimates remain uncorrected for this effect. Using the 
test example, maximum error on piava due to this unconstrained atmospheric effect is 15%.
In a worst case scenario, maximum error due to background heterogeneity, non- 
uniform emissivity and unconstrained atmospheric effects on piava is 10-20 % (n.b. errors 
are not cumulative). All errors will be equally applicable to the two component approach. 
The presence of such error is implicit in our quoting estimated parameters over ranges, 
rather than giving specific values. Where the resolution of the sensor is insufficient to 
constrain background temperature and emissivity variation, use of mean values, set using 
data from adjacent pixels or prior knowledge of the surface, is the most reasonable 
approach.
5.10.  Effusion rates and flow volume
Effusion rate and flow volume are important controls on lava flow morphological 
parameters and flow length (Walker, 1973; Wadge, 1978; Malin, 1980; Guest et a i ,  1987; 
Kilburn and Lopes, 1988; Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994). Following Pieri and Baloga 
(1986), assuming that the flow is effectively stationary at the moment of image capture, in 
a thermally unmixed case effusion rate (Er) can be written as^
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g  _ Q rM ± Q ç o n v   (5 .11 ),
p [CpAT + (t)CL]
where Qrad and Qconv are the total radiant heat flux (which we have measured) and 
convective heat flux respectively, p is lava density, Cp is specific heat capacity, AT is the 
average temperature drop throughout the active flow (= initial eruption temperature minus 
temperature at which forward movement ceases), (j) is the average mass fraction of crystals 
grown in cooling through AT, and cl is the latent heat of crystallisation. Pieri and Baloga 
(Equation 4b, 1986) derive a simpler model in which Qconv and (])cl are not considered.
For the 1991 to 1993 flow we have used p and Cp of 2600 kg m'^ and 1150 J kg  ^
K'^ respectively (Kilburn, 1993). The average temperature drop throughout the active flow 
(AT) is unlikely to be greater than the difference between the eruption temperature and 
solidus temperature of the lava. We use the maximum temperature measured at the flow,
i.e. 1080 °C (S. Calvari, personal communication) for the eruption temperature and, since 
the difference between liquidus and solidus is 150 to 200 °C for most magmas 
(Archambault & Tanguy, 1976), we choose a solidus temperature of -900 °C. The 
maximum amount of crystallisation (({)) is 40 to 50 %, allowing for 30 % initial phenocrysts 
and 20 to 30 % residual glass in solid lava (Armienti et a l ,  1994). Latent heat of 
crystallisation ( c l ) is set to 2.9 x 10^ J kg'^ following Huppert and Sparks (1988).
Radiative heat loss, Qrad, is given by Equation 5.8. The free convective heat loss, 
Qconv, is estimated for the entire active flow surface following Head and Wilson (1986) 
and Oppenheimer (1991) as
Qconv = 0.14 Aiava k (gap/|LiK)l/3 ATg^/J (5.12),
where g is acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m s'^) and AT§ = Te - Tair, in which Tg is the 
effective surface temperature, as defined by Crisp and Baloga (1990) and Pieri et a l
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(1990), integrated over the entire active flow, and Tair is the air temperature. The properties 
k, [I, K, a  and p are thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, thermal diffusivity, cubic 
expansivity and density of air at a mean temperature of Tair + ATs/2. Following 
Oppenheimer (1991), values for k, |i, K, a  and p are set from tables in Kays and 
Crawford (1980) using Tair of 0 °C.
Effusion rates derived for active flows during the 1991 to 1993 eruptions are in 
agreement with reliable ground measurements and fill the gap in published estimates 
between the 200th and 400th day (Figure 5.8a). We note two anomalously high estimates 
by Barberi et al. (1993a) for flow rate through the successful diversion channel. Because 
of the possibility that this may be affected by the artificial channel dimensions, bottom 
topography and especially drainage of backed-up lava from the tube system, we regard 
these as over-estimates of the actual effusion rate from the vent. Our effusion rates give a 
mean effusion rate over the 473 day eruption, of 5.6 to 7.6 m^/s. This matches that given 
by Calvari et al. (1994a) for the same period of 5.8 m^/s.
Eruptions at Etna typically fall into one of two categories: low effusion rate “quiet 
eruptions” and high effusion rate “paroxysmal eruptions” (Romano & Sturiale, 1982). 
Mean effusion rates estimated by us and Calvari et al. (1994a) for the 1991 to 1993 
eruption are all well below the average effusion rate from all historical eruptions at Etna of 
25 m^/s (Romano & Sturiale, 1982), indicating that the 1991 to 1993 eruption was a 
typical “quiet eruption”.
Guest et al. (1987) note that a reduction in effusion rate during the 1983 “quiet 
eruption” at Etna marked the transition between the formation of long flows and the 
development of a sequence of short flows building a compound flow field, as defined by 
Walker (1972). From Figure 5.8a, we suggest a similar relationship during the 1991 to 
1993 eruption. The reduction in effusion rate given in Figure 5.8a marks the transition 
between long flows during phases 1 to 2 and shorter flows, building a compound flow 
field of overlapping units during phases 3 to 5. The compound flow field was extended at
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Figure 5.8. Time series produced from  cloud-free AVHRR data fo r  (a) elusion rates, 
with effusion rate variation fo r  a hypothetical basaltic eruption given by Wadge (1981) 
inset, and (b) cumulative volume. Ground-based estimates, taken from  Calvari et al. 
(1994a), Barberi et al. (1993a) and all issues o f the Global Volcanism Network published 
during the eruption, are plotted using diamonds. Estimates A and B are those o f Barberi et 
al. (1993a) fo r  flow  rate through the diversion channel. Since these may be affected by the 
artificial channel dimensions, bottom topography and especially drainage o f backed-up lava 
from  the tube system, we regard these as over-estimates o f the actual effusion rate from the 
vent. We also note (1) published ground-based effusion rates are few er than those fo r  
cumulative volume, and (2 ) ground-based volume estimates made during the eruption were 
in error, as indicated by the lower final value obtained by Calvari et al. (1994a).
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its distal end during phases 3 to 4. After the diversion, low effusion rates and the building 
of a compound field continued, but construction was shifted to the proximal portion of the 
flow field. The fall off in effusion rates during the last 40 days of the eruption given in 
Figure 5.8a correlates with a decline in surface flow activity observed on the ground during 
the final two months (GVN, 1993a, GVN, 1993b). A similar progressive decline in 
effusion rate was observed at the end of the 1983 eruption (Guest et a l ,  1987).
The variation in effusion rate with time approximates that given by Wadge (1981) 
for a hypothetical basaltic eruption (Figure 5.8a). Wadge (1981) identifies a waxing phase 
of rapidly increasing effusion rates followed, after maximum effusion rate is reached, by a 
dominant waning phase characterised by steadily declining effusion rates (Figure 5.8a, 
inset). In the case of the Etna 1991 to 1993 eruption, a short waxing phase with a peak 
around 35 days is followed by a longer 438 day waning phase.
By integrating our measured effusion rate over time, we can estimate the cumulative 
lava flow volume. Our results are in good agreement with ground based volume estimates 
given in GVN (199 le) to GVN (1993a), Figure 5.8b. We estimate the total volume of the 
Etna 1991 to 1993 flow to be between 220 x 10^ m^ and 300 x 10^ m^. This is consistent 
with the volume of 235 x 10^ m^ calculated by Calvari et al. (1994a) using GPS 
measurements, and is well under the estimate, given for 31 October 1992, of 500 x 10^ m^ 
by Barberi et al. (1993a). We believe the estimate of Calvari et al. (1994a) to be more 
reliable since it is based on GPS measurements of the total flow field, whereas that of 
Barberi et al. (1993a) is extrapolated from an anomalously high mean effusion rate of -18 
mVs (Figure 5.8a).
5.11 . Conclusions and implications
For effusive eruptions, data from the AVHRR can provide reliable information in 
real time. The data are potentially free and directly available at cheap to install receiving 
stations, allowing daily monitoring of cloud-free volcanoes within 3000 miles of the 
station. Our software locates lava pixels automatically, providing area and thermal flux
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estimates for the located body, and runs in less than 10 seconds on 30 x 30 pixel sub­
images containing the volcano. Although we used archived data in this study, data capable 
of aiding ground-based lava flow monitoring could be in the hands of volcanologists or 
civil defence agencies within minutes of acquisition by the satellite. Possibly one of the 
most useful features of the AVHRR data is the ease with which time series for various flow 
parameters (e.g. area, thermal flux, effusion rate, cumulative volume) can be constructed 
and used to monitor the development of an effusive eruption.
The use of SPOT images to map the flow field in detail shows the value of using 
other, more infrequently collected and expensive, satellite or airborne data in conjunction 
with AVHRR data. Use of multiple, complementary data sources (e.g. AVHRR, Landsat- 
TM, SPOT, and Synthetic Aperture Radar), allows temporally and spatially more complete 
analysis. Using the results of a preliminary AVHRR analysis, sites of particular interest 
may be targeted for more detailed analysis from the ground, air or space.
The good agreement with ground data shows that estimates of active lava flow 
areas, thermal fluxes, effusion rates and volume derived from AVHRR images can be used 
to corroborate ground-based estimates, or to fill gaps for periods or locations where no 
other observations are possible. The value of such information in understanding lava flow 
morphology, flow field development and effusion rates make them valuable in planning 
scientific response or hazard mitigation.
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® Radiance key for Figure 5.4
For each radiance map given in the Figure 5.4a to 5.4k time series, grey tones have been assigned using the 
following procedure: (1) For each image, elevated radiance is calculated for each anomalous pixel (see 
Section 7.7). The resulting pixel values are sharpened as described in Section 7.7. (2) The sharpened image 
is then density sliced by dividing the range of elevated radiance for all pixels into 4 groups and assigning 
each group a grey tone (higher ranges are assigned lighter tones). Since this is applied separately to each 
image in turn, the exact radiance range to which each grey tone relates will differ from image to image. The 
relationship between grey tone and radiance will thus vary from image to image. Radiant intensity is 
therefore not comparable between images, and hence the key has not been assigned any values. However, 
this approach has not been designed to analyse the quantitative variations in radiance from image to image 
(this is shown by Figure 5.5b), but to highlight changes in the location of the zone of highest radiance. 
N.B. Anomalous pixels outside of the Valle del Bove cannot be ignored and must be considered as 
representing the maximum possible zone covered by lava. A fissure extending along the line of the SE 
fissure system which fed this eruption and through the topographic barrier presented by the southern wall of 
the Valle del Bove could feed flows to the south of the Valle del Bove; so this scenario would have to be 
considered if ground truth were absent. However, the zone given by the lightest tones is likely to represent 
the most probable centre of surface flow activity.
 ^ D erivation of effusion rate
For completeness Equation 5.11 should be written as
P [C p A îV  (fcLl
where Qtot = Qrad + Qconv + Qcond + Qrain> i" which Qcond is conductive heat loss through the bottom 
of the active flow and Qrain is the heat lost by evaporation of rain. Following Danes (1972) Qcond is 
assumed to be negligible. Heat loss by evaporation (Qrain) can be crudely estimated by adapting Keszthelyi 
(1995) to give,
Qrain = 3R/9t Aiava PH20 Lh20 (5-14),
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in which 9R/3t is the rate of rainfall, A]ava *s the thermally active area, pH20 is the density of water (958 
kg/m  ^for water at 100 °C following Kays & Crawford (1980)) and Lh20 is the latent heat of vaporisation 
of water (2.5 MJ/kg) plus the heat needed to warm water to 100 °C (-0.3 MJ/kg). Mean annual rainfall for 
the Valle del Bove is 1000 to 1200 mm, however the most notable characteristic of rainfall in Sicily is its 
seasonality: in summer it is common for rainfall to amount to less than 5 % of the annual total (Chester et 
a i ,  1985). Using a mean rainfall of 1100 mm, Qrain will account for 0.5 to 3.7 % of Qtot» resulting in 
error in calculation of Er of between 0.5 and 10.6 % . However, adjusting for seasonality of rainfall means 
that by summer Qrain may contribute as little as 0.04 to 0.15 % to Qtot» resulting in an error on Er of 
<0.2 % (Table 5.3). Obviously, the contribution of Qrain will be more important in wetter climates. 
Setting rainfall to 3000 mm, the maximum annual rainfall recorded at Kilauea by Keszthelyi (1995), 
increases the contribution of Qrain to Qtot to 1.7 to 10.3 %, resulting in an error of on Er of 1.7 to 
11.3 %. However, it is noteworthy that uncertainties in AT or (j) are likely to induce more error into the 
estimation of Er than uncertainty in Qrain (Figure 5.9). Effusion rates should therefore be estimated over a 
range set using the minimum and maximum expected AT and (j). Where daily or monthly rainfall records are 
not available, as at Etna for the 1991 to 1993 time series, error due to not considering Qrain is likely to be 
between 0 and 11 %. However, since such errors are implicit in giving effusion rates over a range of values, 
and are far less than the errors already considered due to uncertainty in AT or (j), it is anticipated that the 
inclusion of Qrain would not have a significant effect on the ranges of effusion rates given.
Image date (rainfall, mm) 2/1/92(1100) 24/8/92 (1100) 24/8/92 (55)
Aiava» km^ 0.7 - 5.8 4.4 - 6.3 4.4 - 6.3
Qrad» MW 6420- 10340 3290 - 4930 3290 - 4930
Qconv» MW 4256 - 3254 1468 - 1860 1468 - 1860
Effusion rates calculated 
using Qrad + Qconv» s'^ 10.02 - 12.75 4.46 - 6.37 4.46 - 6.37
Qrain» MW 69- 571 39- 197 2 - 10
Qtot» MW 10745 - 14165 4797 - 7427 4760 - 6800
Effusion rates calculated 
using Qtot» m3 s' ^ 10.07 - 13.29 4.50 - 6.97 4.46 - 6.38
T able 5 .3 . Heat fluxes and resulting ejfusion rates calculated using AVHRR data during the 1991 to
1993 Etna eruption. Two rainfall values are used for the 24/8/92 image: the mean annual rainfall (1100 
mm) and an adjusted summer value (55 mm, i.e. 5 % of the annual rainfall).
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F igure 5.9 . Sensitivity o f effusion rate (Ef) to variations in mean annual rainfall, AT and (j). Note that 
changes in AT and (j) have a much larger effect on Ef than rainfall.
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8 E ffu sion  rates and cu m ulative volum es for the Etna 1991 to 1993 eruption  
calculated using AVHRR data
Date Er (min) Er (max) Cumul, vol. (min) Cumul, vol.
(m  ^s'^) (m  ^s"^ ) (x 10  ^m )^ (x 10  ^m )^
14/12/91 0.8 0.9 0.03 0.03
15/12/91 1.9 2.3 0.15 0.17
23/12/91 6.3 9.8 2.96 4.35
24/12/91 6.6 8.2 3.52 5.13
31/12/91 7.4 8.8 7.78 10.27
1/1/92 8.4 10.6 8.46 11.11
2/1/92 10.0 12.7 9.25 12.11
3/1/92 12.5 18.2 10.23 13.45
4/1/92 11.2 17.8 11.25 15.00
8/1/92 12.0 14.4 15.26 20.56
30/1/92 9.5 13.7 35.67 47.27
31/1/92 6.9 9.2 36.37 48.26
24/2/92 10.7 17.8 54.59 76.21
10/5/92 5.9 7.7 108.27 158.86
2/6/92 5.4 6.2 119.50 172.68
22/8/92 4.0 4.1 152.61 208.70
24/8/92 4.5 6.4 153.34 209.61
31/10/92 3.9 5.4 177.73 244.16
15/11/92 5.4 7.8 183.72 252.73
22/11/92 4.9 5.9 186.82 256.87
25/11/92 5.7 8.7 188.19 258.77
3/12/92 3.7 4.5 191.45 263.34
20/12/92 4.1 5.0 197.19 270.28
11/1/93 4.6 5.9 205.44 280.59
12/1/93 5.3 7.3 205.87 281.16
13/1/93 4.1 5.4 206.28 281.71
18/1/93 5.5 7.1 208.36 284.42
21/1/93 4.4 5.7 209.65 286.08
22/1/93 5.6 7.3 210.08 286.64
30/1/93 1.3 1.8 212.49 289.79
21/2/93 1.8 2.3 215.47 293.69
20/3/93 1.6 1.9 219.54 298.83
29/3/93 1.2 1.8 220.73 300.46
T able 5.4. M inim um  an d m axim um  effusion ra tes an d  cum ulative vo lum es o b ta in ed  by
E quation  5.11 to lava  f lo w  f ie ld  da ta  fro m  each o f  the cloud-free AVHRR im ages a cqu ired  during
to  1993 eruption a t Etna.
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Chapter 6. Thermal observations of degassing 
open conduits and fumaroles at Stromboli and 
Vulcano using remotely sensed data
A J. L. Harris and D.S. Stevenson
Paper submitted to Journal of Volcanological and Geothermal Research, June 1996.
6.1. Abstract
For volcanoes characterised by activity from open degassing conduits and fumarole 
fields, thermal data from remote sensing instruments can provide an integrated data set 
capable of measuring various volcanic system parameters (e.g. magma depth, thermal flux 
and vent areas) and of mapping the distribution of vents and other thermal features. At 
Stromboli such thermal data define a persistent vent system aligned along a SW-NE 
tectonic line, fed by a shallow (<1 km deep) magma chamber. Total thermal losses from 
the conduit between the magma surface and vent are ~4 MW for high temperature (900 °C) 
degassing vents, and -14 MW for all vents within the crater terrace. At Vulcano, heat from 
a <4 km deep magma body drives a hydrothermal system feeding a 400-470 m^ exhalative 
area. Consistent thermal flux measurements at Vulcano (38.6±2 W m'2) between 1985 and 
1995 are validated by detailed ground measurements. Time series constructed from 
repeated satellite and aircraft over-passes are capable of monitoring fluctuations in activity.
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At Stromboli time-series constructed for 1985 to 1995 distinguish phases of intense 
explosive, lava pond and effusive activity. At Vulcano, a steady level of activity is 
identified over the same period. The good agreement with ground data suggests that the 
techniques presented here could be used at other volcanoes characterised by open conduit 
or fumarolic activity, either where no other data sources are available, or as a reliable 
supplement to existing commonly used data sources (e.g. seismic and chemical analyses).
6.2 . Introduction
At many volcanoes, degassing magma bodies feed open conduits or active 
fumaroles between eruptions. At the surface, the flow of magmatic gases is manifested by 
elevated temperatures at and near the vents. By providing a link to the magma system, 
surface vent temperatures allow qualitative inferences about the magmatic system (e.g. 
Korzhinsky et al., 1994; Taran et al., 1995; Martini, 1986) and calculations of various 
system parameters such as magma depth, volume, mass flux or energy budget (e.g. Birnie, 
1973; Italiano et al., 1984; Giberti et al., 1992; Connor et al., 1993; Stevenson; 1993). 
Further, fumarole temperatures have often been observed to increase prior to eruptions or 
during shallow magma intrusions (e.g. Naboko, 1960; Suwa & Tanaka, 1959; Moxham, 
1967; Menyailov, 1975; GVN, 1990a). The potential contribution of vent temperature data 
for identifying eruption precursors and understanding the volcanic system has resulted in 
efforts to monitor fumarole temperatures at several volcanoes (e.g. Menyailov et al., 1986; 
Connor et al., 1993).
Thermal remote sensing offers a safe means of measuring and monitoring vent 
temperatures on a regular basis using ground-based, air- or space-borne instruments. 
Ground-based instruments, such as hand-held or tripod mounted radiometers, allow 
detailed measurements from a safe distance (e.g. Birnie, 1973; Zettwoog & Tazieff, 1972; 
Oppenheimer & Rothery, 1991; Harris et al., 1996); however, measurements are limited to 
periods when the volcano can be accessed and are temporally irregular. Automatic 
recording stations, with a satellite telemetry link to an observatory, allow safer, continuous
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monitoring (e.g. Moxham et al., 1972; Brivio & Tomasoni, 1980; Connor et al., 1993); 
however, on-site stations are liable to break-down, especially due to the extreme volcanic 
environment, and will be destroyed during eruptions (e.g. Moxham et al., 1972; Connor et 
al., 1993; GVN, 1990a). Some of these problems are overcome by over-flying vent areas 
with aircraft-mounted radiometers. This gives a high spatial resolution, multiple waveband, 
synoptic view, allowing detailed analysis of vent distributions and thermal structure (e.g. 
Moxham, 1971; Gawarecki et al., 1980; Tabbagh et al., 1987; Blanchi et al., 1990; 
Oppenheimer, 1993; Oppenheimer et al., 1993; Mongillo & Wood, 1995). Aircraft and 
helicopter flights may be made during volcanic crises (e.g. Kieffer et al., 1981), but 
frequent monitoring in this way is logistically and financially unreasonable at many 
volcanoes. Regular monitoring is possible using satellite-borne radiometers, such as the 
Thematic Mapper (TM) flown on the Landsat satellite series and the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) flown on the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration's satellites. Multiple waveband data, in which fumarole fields and high 
temperature vents have been observed (e.g. Gaonac'h et al., 1994; Harris et al., 1995b), 
are available for any cloud-free sub-aerial volcano once every 16 days for the TM and once 
every 6 hours for the AVHRR.
Each system offers unique and complementary spectral, spatial and temporal 
capabilities. As a result, the best thermal monitoring approach is one that integrates ground- 
based, air- and space-borne data to provide a spectrally, spatially and temporally complete 
data set, i.e. a data set of increased resolutions. Such an approach is taken here to extract 
data suitable for regularly measuring, monitoring and interpreting of the thermal flux from 
the open conduit system at Stromboli and the fumarole field at Vulcano (Aeolian Islands).
6.3 . An integrated thermal data set
For this study, an integrated thermal data set was constructed from two ground- 
based, one air-borne and two space-borne instruments of complementary spectral, spatial 
and temporal resolutions (Table 6.1).
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(a) G round based
Compac 3 Cyclops 152
Spectral range (pm) 8 - 14 0.8 -  1.1
Temperature range (°C) -50 - 500 600 - 3000
Response time (seconds) 0.5 0 .13-0 .45
Spatial resolution 3.8 mm @ 1 m^ 4.8 mm @ Im^
8.6 m @ 290 m^ 1.7 m @ 290 m^
Instrument dimensions (mm) 90 X 82 X 126 78 X 223.5 X 170
Weight (g) 720 1000
Platform Hand held or tripod mounted
 ^Instrument-target distance at Vulcano,  ^Instrument-target distance at Stromboli
(b) A ir-borne
Channel
TMS
Spectral range (pm) Temperature range (°C)
1 0.42 - 0.45 1160- 1620
2 0.45 - 0.52 1020- 1440
3 0.52 - 0.60 900- 1290
4 0.60 - 0.62 820 - 1200
5 0.63 - 0.69 780- 1160
6 0.69 - 0.75 710- 1090
7 0.76 - 0.90 6 1 0 -9 5 0
8 0.91 - 1.05 470 - 760
9 1.55- 1.75 2 0 0 -4 1 0
10 2.08 - 2.35 90 - 260
11 8.50 - 14.0 Low Gain -30- 110
12 8.50 - 14.0 High Gain -5 -5 0
Spatial Resolution Depends on height of aircraft and terrain
8/7/91: 18 X 18m pixels for Stromboli Crater Terrace
19/7/91: 15 X 15 m pixels for Vulcano Fossa Crater
Image width (km) -15
Platform Aircraft (NASA’s ER-2)
(c) Space-borne
TM AVHRR
Band/Channel (pm) (°C)^ (pm) CO
1 0.45 - 0.52 1050 - 1490 0 .58 -0 .68  800- 1350
2 0 .5 2 -0 .6 0  960- 1410 0.725- 1.10 5 0 0 -9 4 0
3 0 .63 -0 .69  810- 1170 3.55 - 3.93 -70 - 50
4 0 .7 6 -0 .9 0  620- 1000 10.3-11.3  -1 5 0 -6 0
5 1.55- 1.75 2 2 0 -4 3 0 11.5-12.5 -1 5 0 -6 0
6 10.42 - 12.42 -60 - 110
7 2.08- 2.35 120-290
 ^after Flynn et al. (1994) 
Spatial Resolution (m) 30 and 120 (band 6 only) 1100 at nadir
Image width (km) 185 3000
Platform Landsat satellite NOAA satellite
Temporal resolution 16 days 12 hours (6 hrs. by
maintaining 2 satellites in 
orbit at once)
T ab le  6.1, Data set characteristics
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Ground-based thermal surveys were made at Stromboli and Vulcano during 
October 1994 and September 1995 using hand-held Minolta/Land Compac 3 and Cyclops 
152 radiometers (Table 6.1a). Their use to measure fumaroles and open conduits has been 
described by Oppenheimer & Rothery (1989; 1991). These instruments have the 
advantages of being extremely portable and quick to use. However, obtaining a line of 
sight directly into a high temperature degassing vent may be dangerous or impossible, and 
field time limits the spatial coverage and repeatability of observations. Consequently 
important targets or events may be missed.
During July 1991, Stromboli and Vulcano were over-flown by an aircraft carrying 
the Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS, Table 6.1b) as part of the NASA MAC Europe '91 
campaign. These data complement ground-based measurements by giving a high spatial 
resolution synoptic view of the whole volcano, revealing all hot-spots visible to the 
scanner. The use of such data for magma filled vents and active lava flows has been 
described by Oppenheimer (1993) and Abrams et al. (1994).
Since aircraft flights are sporadic, data from two satellite-borne radiometers, the 
TM and AVHRR, were selected to improve the temporal capabilities of the data set (Table 
6.1c). Although of coarser spatial resolution, use of TM and AVHRR data allows a regular 
repeat capability. The high temporal resolution of the AVHRR greatly enhances the chances 
of data acquisition coinciding with short, transient events or cloud-free periods. Using 
cheap to install receiving stations, AVHRR has the additional advantages of being free, 
with near-real-time monitoring permitted by direct reception (Harris et al., 1995b, 1995c). 
Methods to extract thermal data for fumarole fields and craters containing open conduits 
from TM data have been described by Gaonac'h et al. (1994), and detection of high 
temperature degassing vents in AVHRR data have been reported by Harris et al. (1995b).
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6.4 . Remote sensing measurements of surface temperature
Data from the TMS, TM and AVHRR are received in the form of digital numbers 
(DN). These are converted to at-satellite spectral radiance using the linear relationship
R>^  = S a, D N ^ +  !>, (6 .1 ) ,
in which Sx, and I A, are at-satellite spectral radiance, slope, DN and intercept for
a channel of central wavelength X. If not appended to the image as part of a header file, 
coefficients and I A, can be calculated using NAS A/AMES (1991) for TMS, Markham & 
Barker (1986, 1987) for TM, and Lauritson et al. (1988) for AVHRR. Due to the non­
linear response of AVHRR channels 4 and 5, R% should be corrected for non-linearity 
using the method and coefficients given by Weinreb et al. (1990) and Kidwell (1995). For 
measurements in the thermal infrared (8.0-15.0 pm), surface temperature (T) can be 
calculated from
- R m  = Rltherm al =  T1EA,L(^T) (6 .2 ) ,
in which, R^thermal is thermal radiation emitted by the surface received by the sensor, R^u 
and are up-welling atmospheric path radiance and atmospheric spectral transmissivity, 
both of which can be estimated using LOWTRAN atmospheric code (Kneizys et al., 
1983), and ex is surface spectral emissivity; values used here are shown in Table 6.2. 
L(XT) is the Planck function for isotropic radiation, given by:
L(7.T) = c\X-^ {7C [exp(c2/^T) - 1 ] } 1  (6.3),
where ci and C2 are constants with the values 3.742 x 10'^^ W m^ and 1.4388 x lO"  ^m K.
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Channel/
Band
Spectral range (pm) Fmissivity (c%) 
Stromboli Vulcano
TMS
9 1.55-1.75 0.935 Not available
10 2.08-2.35 0.928 Not available
11 & 12 8.50-14.0 0.956 0.974
TM
5 1.55-1.75 0.935 Not available
6 10.42-12.42 0.949 0.970
7 2.08-2.345 0.928 Not available
AVHRR
3 3.55-3.93 0.951 0.965
4 10.3-11.3 0.944 0.977
5 11.5-12.5 0.963 0.984
T ab le  6.2, Spectral emissivity (ex) fo r  volcanic surfaces at Stromboli and Vulcano. 
Emissivities were calculated using the spectral reflectance fo r  scoria taken from  within 
Stromboli’s crater terrace and a trachytic-rhyolitic block taken from Vulcano’s Fossa crater. 
Reflectance spectra were measured between 2.08 and 14 fim using a Nicolet system FTIR 
spectrometer by J. Salisbury (Johns Hopkins University) and between 0.4 and 2.5 pm  
using a GFR IRIS M k IV  spectrometer by A. Denniss (Open University). Spectral 
reflectances (px) were calculated by integrating reflectance spectra over each TMS, TM and 
AVHRR waveband, and used to calculate ex from Kirchhoff’s Law (ex = I - px)-
For daytime measurements in the short-wave infrared (0.4-2.5 pm) and mid- 
infrared (3.0-5.5 pm) the contribution of Ra,u  is not significant, but non-thermal radiation 
reflected by the surface (Rlnon-thermal) must be considered, where
RX,non-thermal — R?iD (6.4),
in which pA, is the spectral reflectivity of the surface and Ra„d is down-welling atmospheric 
path radiance. To obtain surface temperature, RA.non-thermal must be estimated and
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removed. Estimation of RA.non-thermal is achieved here for pixels in the 0.4-2.5 pm 
waveband using the mean Rx, for the nearest pixels which have no thermal contribution. 
For 3.0-5.5 pm waveband pixels R>,non-thennal is estimated by assuming that the 8.0-15.0 
pm minus the 3.0-5.5 pm temperature difference for adjacent non-anomalous pixels is due 
to the non-thermal contribution. Rinon-thermal is then substituted into Equation 6.2 to give
R à, “ R?inon-thermaI — RX-thermal — T'A,GA,L(XT) ( 6 .5 ) .
Hand-held radiometer measurements were corrected for emissivity using the broad­
band (8.0-14.0 pm) volcanic rock emissivities given by Salisbury & D'Aria (1992).
6.5 . Stromboli: activity, magma system and hazard monitoring
Stromboli has probably been in a state of more or less continuous activity since 
observations were first made by Aristotle 2000 years ago (Chouet et al., 1974; Giberti et 
al., 1992). During October 1994 and September 1995 we made detailed observations of 
current activity within Stromboli's crater terrace (Figure 6.1 and Table 6.3). On both 
occasions continuous degassing and frequent explosive events occurred from between 5 
and 15 open vents, sending gas, incandescent ejecta and ash to heights of up to 300 m. 
Frequent observations made over the last 100 years show that this has been the typical 
mode of activity over at least this time (Washington, 1917; De Quervain & Streckeisen, 
1927; Abbruzzese, 1937, 1940; Bullard, 1954). Occasionally activity is punctuated by 
effusive eruptions, the most recent occurring in 1975 and 1985-86 (Nappi, 1976; Capaldi 
et al., 1978; Rosi & Sbrana, 1988; Nappi & Renzulli, 1989), and paroxysms sending ash
F ig u re  6.1. Stromboli's crater terrace in (a) October 1994 and (b) September 1995. (b) 
is produced using EDM and triangulation measurements, (a) is a sketch map which has 
been fitted  to (b) using common ground control points. Labelled vents were observed as 
active during the measurements (Table 6.3), unlabelled vents were observed as active 
during October 1995 (A. Maciejewski, personal communication).
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(a) October 1994
3/la
Craters 3 and 2
2/1 1/1 1/2
Crater 1
1/8 1/9
Tot.
15Vent 3/lb 3/lc 3/2a 3/2b 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6 1/7
Night-glow Y Y N Y Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N N 8
Explosions/hour
Max 0 0 0 0 9 0 5 0 3 2 0 4 3 0 0 17
Min 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 11
Mean 0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0 1.5 1.5 0 2.3 2.5 0 0 14
Ejecta type d d d gb gba d gba d g gb d gba gba d d
Estimated ejecta 0 0 0 50 TO 300 0 200 0 50 150*0 200 150 0 0
height (m)
* oblique ejection
tb) Sept 1995 Craters 3 and 2 Crater 1 Tot.
Vent 3/1 3/2 2/1 1/1 1/2 10^
Night-glow Y Y N Y Y 4
Explosions/hour
Max 0 5 4 5 3 Key 11
Min 0 3 0 3 2 X: total includes Oct 95 vents 7
Mean 0 3.75 1.8 4 2.8 d: continual degassing only 9
g: gas eruption
Ejecta type e gba gb gba gb b: bombs
a: ash
Estimated ejecta 10 150 150 150 50 e: frequent, quiet bomb ejection
height (m)
T ab le  6.3. Summary o f  activity observed at Stromboli during October 1994 and 
September 1995. Total vent count fo r  September 1995 includes vents observed as active 
during October 1995 by A. Maciejewski (Open University).
up to 10 km above the summit (Barberi et al., 1993).
Explosive activity poses hazards to hundreds of tourists who view the activity from 
Pizzo Sopra la Fossa each year (Figure 6.3). This area is frequently reached by pyroclasts 
(Barberi et al., 1993), resulting in injury and access restrictions (SEAN, 1989a; GVN, 
1993d; GVN, 1995b). Historic lava flows affect an uninhabited and inaccessible sector of 
the volcano, however fallout and hot avalanches from paroxysms pose serious hazard, 
having caused property damage and deaths on at-least 8 occasions since 1900 (Arnaud, 
1988; Barberi et al., 1993).
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6 . 5 . 1 .  Ground-based vent measurements
Using the Cyclops 152, vent temperatures were measured by gaining a line of sight 
directly into vent 3 /la  in October 1994 and vent 1/2 during September 1995 (Figure 6.1). 
No lava was visible in either vent, but vent walls were incandescent due to the passage of 
high temperature gas. Vents 3 /la  and 1/2 gave maximum temperatures of 873 and 940 °C 
respectively. During the 1995 observations, the diameter of vent 1/2 was measured as 4 m 
using triangulation. This is identical to the visual estimate made for vent 3 /la  in 1994, and 
compares with diameters between 0.5 and 10 m estimated from other visual observations 
(Chouet et al., 1974; Settle & McGetchin, 1980; Arnaud, 1988; Giberti et al., 1992).
6.5.1.1. Magma depth and feeder system
Stevenson (1993) provides a model which allows magma depth to be estimated if 
gas temperature at the conduit exit (Texit) and conduit radius (rg), along with magma 
surface temperature (Tm agma), distance to ambient temperatures (r%) and mass flow rate per 
unit area are known. Although devised for application to narrow centimetre-radius 
fumarole pipes, the assumptions on which the model are based are equally applicable to 
wider, metre-radius, de-gassing conduits. Following Giberti et al. (1992) a T^agma of 
1000 °C is assumed and the radius of the crater terrace (-100-200 m) used for r^. By 
distributing the time averaged total gas flux of 150+90 kg s 'l given for Stromboli by Allard 
et al. (1994) between ten 4 m diameter vents, a mass flow rate of 0.5-1.9 kg s’  ^ m'^ is 
obtained. This puts the top of a shallow magma body at 250 to 1000 m.
This is in good agreement with estimates made from photoballistic, seismic and 
thermal modelling measurements which place the magma source at 50 to 600 m below the 
crater terrace (Chouet et al., 1974; Giberti et al., 1992; Neuberg et al., 1994; Ripepe & 
Braun, 1994). The presence of a small (<100 m wide), shallow (100-600 m deep) magma 
chamber or feeder dyke to which some vents are linked is postulated to explain 
relationships in statistical, seismic and thermal data (Settle & McGetchin, 1980; Ntepe & 
Dorel, 1990; Harris et al., 1996).
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6.5.1.2. Thermal flux
Using our measurements of vent temperatures and area we calculate radiative and 
convective heat losses at the conduit exit (Qrad and Qconv) and heat loss by conduction 
through the conduit wall between the magma surface and the vent (Qcond)- 
For a roughly circular conduit of radius r^,
Qrad — (6.6),
in which a  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6697 x 10-8 Wm'2 K'^) and e is emissivity 
(here assumed to be 0.9887, the broadband emissivity for basalt after Salisbury & D'Aria 
[1992]). Given Texit of 1143 and 1213 K, and rg of 2 m, Qrad will be 1.2 and 1.5 MW 
respectively.
Following Holman (1992), free convective loss can be estimated from
Qconv = 0.14 Ttre^  k (gOCp/|IK)^^  ^(Texit " Tair) '^^  ^ (6.7),
where g is acceleration due to gravity, and k, a , p, p, and k  are thermal conductivity, 
density, cubic expansivity, dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity for air at a mean 
temperature of (Tair+Texit)/2. Values for these parameters are given by Kays and Crawford 
(1980). For both exit temperatures this gives Qconv of 0.2 MW.
Conductive losses will be expressed by
Qcond — [27tkwL(Tgas ~ Tsurf)] / I^^ (ra/l^ c) (6.8),
in which kw is the wall rock thermal conductivity (3 Wm'^ Giberti et al. (1992)), L is 
the conduit exit to magma surface distance, Tgas is the gas temperature in the conduit, 
approximated from (Tmagma+Texit)/2, and Tsurf is ambient surface temperature. This gives
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total thermal loss from the conduit Qconduit (= Qrad+Qconv+Qcond) of 4.0+1.5 and 4.3+1.5 
MW for the 870 and 940 “C vents. This must be a minimum estimate for total heat loss 
from the conduit (Qtot) since it does not include heat carried by the gas phase or by ejecta 
and gas expelled during eruptions, neither of which can be estimated using vent 
temperature and area data alone (see Harris & Stevenson, 1996).
Although night glow was observed at several other vents (Table 6.3), it was 
impossible to gain a safe line of sight into these. We therefore took advantage of the 
synoptic view of the crater terrace provided by TMS to monitor and measure all crater 
terrace vents.
6 .5 .2 .  TMS therm al m easurem ents
July 1991 was characterised by typical explosive activity at Stromboli, with an 
average of 6 explosions/hour from vents within craters 1 and 3 and gas emission from 
crater 2 (GVN 1991a, 1991b). On 8 July Stromboli was over-flown by an aircraft carrying 
TMS. The image showed the whole crater terrace to be marked by anomalously high 
radiance in bands 11 and 12, within which 5 active vent areas were marked by hot spots in 
bands 9 and 10 (Figure 6.2a). If the surface occupying a pixel is isothermal and can be 
described by L(^T) (Equations 6.2 or 6.5), then thermal emittance in bands 10 and 9 
indicates surface temperatures of at least 90 and 200 °C respectively (Table 6.1). However, 
for a 18 X 18 m pixel over a 4 m diameter Strombolian vent the pixel thermal structure will 
be more accurately described by:
R?ithermal = L(^Th)+ (l-p) L(XTb)] (6.9),
F ig u re  6.2. Thermal maps indicating location o f high temperature vents on 8  July 1991 
produced from  (a) TMS spectral radiance in bands 9, 10 and 12 and (b) radiant flux  
density. Image data have been fitted to the September 1995 crater terrace map (Figure 6.1b) 
and (b) has been mapped using the procedure given by Harris et al (1995c).
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where the pixel with the integrated radiance R i^thermal is occupied by a sub-pixel vent at 
temperature Th occupying portion p  of the pixel surrounded by a cooler background at Ty
occupying the remainder (l-p) of the pixel. In this case, Th can be much higher than the
pixel integrated temperature obtained from Equations 6.2 or 6.5.
Where Rxthermal are available at two widely separated wavebands, x and y, the size 
and temperature of the sub-pixel vent can be calculated by solution of simultaneous 
equations (Dozier, 1981):
Rxthermal — k(A,xTh)+ ( l -p )  L(À.xTb)] (6 .1 0 )
Rythermal — T-ySyip L(À.yTh)+ ( l -p )  L(A.yTh)] (6 .1 1 ) .
Solution requires a value for one of the three unknowns Th, Ty and p  to be 
assumed or derived independently. Using the TMS data, p and Th were estimated using 
emitted radiance in bands 10 and 11 and a value for Ty taken from the mean band 11 
temperature for the nearest non-vent pixels. Solution of Equations 6.10 and 6.11, and 
assuming a magma depth of 625±375 m, allows estimation of all parameters in Equations 
6.6 to 6.8 for all vent areas (Table 6.4) and enables radiant flux density (Qrad/^rea) to be 
mapped (Figure 6.2b).
6.5.2.1. Activity
TMS-based estimates for the diameters of vents 1/1, 1/2 and 2/1 (Table 6.4) were 
between 4 and 8 m, in agreement with ground estimates. However, it is possible that some 
of the vent areas identified in this way are occupied by more than one vent in which case 
the area of each vent would be smaller than estimated here, although the total area of vents 
within each crater would be unaffected. The mapped location of hot-spots (Figure 6.2) 
coincide with those expected from field-reports during August (GVN, 1991c, 199Id). 
These show vents 1/1 and 1/2 to be coincident with 150 m high fountain activity from the
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Vent Temp, 
range (°C)
Vent 
area (m^)
Vent
radius (m)
Qrad
(MW)
Qconv
(MW)
Qcond
(MW)
Qconduit
(MW)
1/1 250-260 60 4 0.3 0.2 2±1 2.5±1
1/2 280-300 30 3 0.1 0.1 1.9+1 2 . 1+1
2/1 290-370 20 2 0.2 0.1 1.8+1 2 .F+1
3/1 460-480 30 3 0.3 0.2 2.2±1.5 2.711.5
3/2 260-310 190 8 1.1 0.9 2.6+ 1.5 4.611.5
Total 250-480 330 20 2.0 1.5 10.5+6 1416
T ab le  6.4. Stromboli vent parameters derived from  TMS data fo r  the active vent 
locations given in Figure 6.2b.
NE of crater 1 and emission of incandescent tephra from a hornito respectively. No 
explosions were reported on the ground from vent 2/ 1, but glow from radial fissures and 
sustained gas emissions were observed (GVN, 1991c, 1991d). Temperatures at these 
vents are lower than those measured in 1994 and 1995 (Table 6.4), but in the temperature 
range of 225 and 700 °C obtained in 1988 for an incandescent vent at Stromboli by 
Oppenheimer & Rothery (1989).
Highest temperatures were obtained for vent 3/1 (Table 6.4, Figure 6.2b). 
Temperatures approach the upper range expected for a crusted lava lake surface (500-800 
°C, Flynn et al. 1993), and may therefore indicate activity at a small lava pond. Ground- 
based observations during August confirm this, showing the vent to be the source of small, 
active lava ponds (GVN, 199Id). Persistence of activity in the vent 3/1 area is noteworthy, 
being the location of high temperature vent 3 /la  measured at 873 “C in 1994 and observed 
to be the site of night-glow in 1994 and 1995 (Table 6.3). Incandescence from a vent in 
this area has been observed regularly since 1990 (B. Behncke, personal communication), 
with frequent reports of incandescence or active lava ponds (GVN 1990b, 1993c, 1994a, 
1994b, 1994c, 1995a, 1995c).
The large area covered by vent 3/2 (Table 6.4, Figure 6.2b) indicate that this is the 
site of a cluster of vents rather than a single vent. This was confirmed by observations in
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late August which revealed a pit in the SW of crater 3 containing at-least three open vents, 
of which two were incandescent (GVN, 199Id).
6 .5.2.2. Thermal flux
Using the TMS data, Qconduit for all open conduits is estimated as 14+6 MW (Table 
6.4). Heat loss due to radiation (Qrad» Table 6.4) is an order of magnitude greater than that 
previously estimated by McGetchin & Chouet (1979), who used data from the 
photoballistic study of Chouet et al. (1974) to estimate 0.2 MW.
Although the TMS data allowed analysis of all vents within the crater terrace, there 
was only one over-flight. To allow a more complete temporal analysis we therefore used 
the regular thermal data available from Landsat's TM (Table 6.1).
6 . 5 . 3 .  TM  therm al m easurem ents
Two cloud-free TM images covering the Aeolian Islands were acquired during July 
and August 1994. On both images, most of the crater terrace was radiant in band 7, with 
two active vent areas apparent as hot spots in bands 5 and 7 (Figure 6.3). Assuming an 
isothermal pixel structure, thermal emittance in bands 7 and 5 implies surface temperatures 
greater than 120 and 220 °C respectively (Table 6.1). During the August pass, three band 5 
pixels were saturated, i.e. the upper limit of the band 5 measurement range had been 
reached, implying a temperature of at-least 430 °C (Table 6.1). Using emitted radiance in 
bands 5 and 7 and assuming Ty, calculated using the mean band 6 temperature for the 
nearest non-vent pixels, vent temperatures and areas were estimated using Equations 6.10 
and 6.11. Unfortunately 8 out of 13 pixels in which there was thermal emittance in bands 5 
and 7 were saturated in band 7. Saturated pixels cannot be used in Equations 6.10 and
F ig u re  6.3. Thermal maps indicating location o f high temperature vents on (a) 18 July 
1994 and (b) 3 August 1994 produced from TM spectral radiance in bands 5 and 7. Image 
data have been fitted to the September 1995 crater terrace map (Figure 6.1b).
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6.11, and bands 5 and 6 cannot be used as a pair because of the difference in pixel size 
(Table 6.1).
However, following Gaonac'h et al. (1994) relative radiative flux (Qrel) can be 
estimated from band 6 alone. To remove surface temperature variations caused by cooler 
air temperatures at higher altitudes, a height independent, corrected temperature (0) is 
calculated for each pixel ( Bonneville et al., 1985; Gaonac'h et al., 1994):
e = T + h a  (6 .12),
in which T is the satellite derived surface temperature (Equation 6.2), h is surface altitude 
and a  is the adiabatic gradient (0.006 °C n rl) . Qrei is then estimated by adapting Sekioka 
& Yuhara (1974):
Qrel = {4.614e[O.52+O.O65(e)O-5]A0} (6.13),
where e is vapour pressure and A0 is the difference between maximum 0 within the 
anomaly and minimum 0 from all pixels adjacent to the anomaly (Gaonac'h et al., 1994).
6 .5.3.1. Activity and structural control
Temperatures obtained using unsaturated pixels within crater 1 and on the western 
side of crater 3 were consistent with high temperature degassing vents (-800 °C). 
However, temperatures obtained for unsaturated pixels on the eastern side of crater 3 gave 
-1000 °C, revealing the persistence of lava ponds at this location since the 1991 TMS over­
flight. As noted, this has been the location of lava activity and incandescence since 1990. 
During March and May 1994 it was reported as the site of a lava pond displaying almost 
continuous spattering (GVN, 1994a, 1994b). The saturation of band 5 pixels within crater 
1 suggests a concentration of high temperature vents; this is supported by the October 
ground observations which located 9 open vents within this crater (Table 6.3).
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Maps produced from ground, TMS and TM data show a persistence of activity 
within craters 1 and 3, and to a lesser extent crater 2, with active vents aligned along a SW- 
NE trend (Table 6.3, Figures 6.1, 6.2 & 6.3). Activity has persisted at these three 
locations since at-least 1768, with activity at crater 2 being far more intermittent than at 
craters 1 and 3 (Washington, 1917; Schick & Mueller, 1988). Vent alignment and 
persistence correlates with a major SW-NE regional tectonic line, the Stromboli-Panarea- 
Lipari fault system, which crosses the centre of Stromboli. Fumaroles, soil gas emission, 
hot springs, dyke trends, elongation of the island, parasitic vents and Strombolicchio, an 
eroded remnant of a pre-Stromboli cone, are also aligned along this axis (Rosi, 1980). 
Main collapse structures occur on either side of this axial line, including the Sciara del 
Fuoco collapse which involved -1.81 km^ of rock <5000 years ago (Kokelaar & 
Romagnoli, 1995). This lineament therefore acts as a major control on the location of 
persistent activity and structural instabilities.
6 .5.3.2. Thermal flux and activity
Using a TM band 6 image of Stromboli acquired on 23 October 1986, 6 months 
after an effusive eruption, Gaonac'h et al. (1994) estimated Qrei from the crater terrace of 
29 W m’2 distributed across 4.3 x 10^ m^. In the present study, plume contamination on 
the July 1994 image excluded this image from quantitative analysis, but the 3 August 1995 
image gave Qrei of 65 W m'^ similarly distributed across 4.3 x 10^ m^, in other words 
three band 6 pixels. This doubling of Qrel since October 1986 reflects differing levels of 
activity on the two dates as indicated by ground observations. Ground reports show that in 
October 1986 activity was recovering from the effects of the effusive event. During the 
eruption, activity within the crater terrace was much weaker than normal, resuming during 
the months following May 1986, and reaching 8-10 explosions/hour by October (Nappi & 
Renzulli, 1989).
Conversely, 3 August 1994 was during of a period of intense activity. Activity 
reached a peak of 36 explosions/hour on 19 July, continuing at high levels until 7 August,
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with pyroclastics often reaching usual tourist zones (GVN, 1995c). The higher level of Qrei 
clearly marks this energetic, and dangerous, phase of activity.
Unfortunately, TM images are expensive (US$ 4000 per scene) and cannot be 
received directly. As a result we were only able to obtain two scenes, with delivery taking 
~4 months. To produce a more complete time-series we therefore took advantage of 
AVHRR data, which are immediately and freely available, and are far more frequent than 
TM (Table 6.1).
6 . 5 . 4 .  AVHRR thermal measurements
Theoretically, ten 4 m diameter vents at 940 °C against a background of 0 °C 
centred in a 1 km AVHRR pixel will give channel 3 and channel 4 temperatures (Tg and 
T4) of 52 and 0.6 °C respectively. However, for ground at ambient temperatures T3 minus 
T4 (T3.4) will be close to zero. This difference in sensitivity to sub-pixel hot-spots makes 
T3.4 a valuable tool for locating sub-pixel volcanic hot-spots and distinguishing them from 
solar heated anomalies (Figure 6.4). Once a volcanic thermal anomaly has been located, the 
sub-pixel thermal structure can be estimated by using channels 3 and 4 and an assumed Th 
in Equations 6.10 and 6.11, with -900 °C being a reasonable Th for activity at Stromboli. 
This allows the Th and Ah (area occupied by Th) to be estimated. By substituting Ah and Th 
as Tcrc^  and Texit in Equation 6.6, Qrad can be estimated.
Where channel 3 is saturated, but the less-sensitive channel 4 is not, radiance in 
channel 4 due to the volcanic target (R4volc) can be estimated from
R4vo1c — T4£4L(X4Tv) - T4£4L(A,4Tnv) (6.14),
where Ty is the temperature for the pixel containing the volcanic source, and Tnv is the 
mean temperature of all non-volcanic pixels immediately adjacent to the volcanic pixel.
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Figure 6.4 T3 . 4  over Stromboli on an 18 June 1994 AVHRR image. Black pixels
contain sub-pixel hot-spots as indicated by highly elevated T3 .4 , and locate activity at the 
crater terrace. Grey and white pixels indicate those pixels containing land at ambient 
temperatures and sea respectively.
6.5.4.1. Activity and hazard monitoring
Analysis of 34 cloud-free AVHRR images between July 1990 and October 1994 
reveals a persistent hot-spot at Stromboli (Figure 6.4). On 14 images the hot spot was 
sufficiently intense to saturate channel 3. However, unsaturated channel 4 data allow a 
R4V0IC time series to be produced (Figure 6.5a). Comparison with ground reports shows
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that the only occasions on which R4volc was elevated by more than one standard deviation 
above the mean were during three periods when lava activity was reported within the crater 
terrace. Periods of elevated R4volc in August 1991 and March - May 1994 correlate with 
lava pond activity (GVN 199Id; GVN 1994a, 1994b) and during May 1993 with short, 
<30 m long, lava flows (GVN, 1993c).
Given a background temperature of 0 °C, a 1 km channel 3 pixel will saturate if it 
conatins a body at 900 °C larger than -200 m^. As the background rises to 40 °C, so the 
area that the 900 “C body must occupy in order to cause saturation decreases to -55  m^. 
Since much of Stromboli's summit consists of vegetation free basalt, on which 
temperatures of 30-52 °C were measured during 1994, channel 3 is frequently saturated 
and unusable during summer or effusive periods (Figure 6.5b). Leaving those dates aside, 
Qrad estimated using unsaturated data varied between 0.2 and 8.8 MW, in comparison with 
2 MW obtained using TMS.
Existing atmospheric correction procedures allow data to be corrected only for a 
standard plume-free atmosphere. Therefore, variations in R4volc and Qrad may reflect 
fluctuations not only in activity, but also the amount of plume contaminating the signal. 
Differential absorption properties of water vapour at the channel 3 and 4 wavelengths 
(Singh, 1984) will cause a water vapour laden plume to attenuate the channel 4 signal far 
more than the channel 3 signal. The effect on the solution of Equations 6.10 and 6.11 of 
decreasing R4 with respect to R3 will be to increase the value of p, and consequently Qrad- 
Dense plumes therefore explain extreme troughs in the R4volc plot and conflicting R4volc 
and Qrad plots. Such points are thus regarded as plume contaminated and unreliable (Figure 
6.5).
Variation in R4volc and Qrad may also result from changes in vent temperature. 
However, Harris et al. (1996) showed vent temperature to be stable over a 5 hour period of 
near-continuous measurements, and our observations show a difference of just 70 °C over 
12 months. We therefore assume maximum vent temperatures to be constant at 900+50 °C.
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Activity at Stromboli between 1990 and 1994 was typical for non-effusive activity 
at this volcano. Therefore the mean and standard deviation for the R4volc and Qrad time- 
series during this period can be regarded as a baseline against which activity during other 
periods can be assessed. The potential of this approach was assessed using data acquired 
before, during and after the effusive eruption which began on 6 December 1985, with 
emission of a hot avalanche and lava flows, and continued until 25 April 1986 covering a 
0.16 km^ area (Rosi & Sbrana, 1988; Nappi & Renzulli, 1989). Using the baseline, the 
onset of activity was clearly detectable, causing channel 3 to saturate and R4volc to be 
elevated by more than two standard deviations above the mean (Figure 6 .6). R4volc 
remained at this high level throughout the eruption. Although the presence of cooling lava 
flows caused R4volc to remain elevated until well after eruption, the end of effusive activity 
was defined by termination of channel 3 saturation and a decline in Qrad- There are 
indications of increases by more than 2 standard deviations above the mean before both the 
1993 and 1985-1986 effusive events, but unfortunately the points are possibly plume 
contaminated and unreliable (Figures 6.5b and 6.6b). However, comparison with ground 
observations shows the baseline to be a reliable tool to detect the onset of effusive activity 
and distinguish normal, minor effusive/lava pond and major effusive activity at Stromboli.
The global coverage provided by the AVHRR means that this approach could be 
used to monitor thermal activity at any sub-aerial volcano. Such an approach was 
suggested by Francis (1979) using repeated airborne surveys, but was viewed as unlikely 
due to the prohibitive cost of sustained use of aircraft. AVHRR data overcome this 
drawback, because they are freely available for all volcanoes.
6.6. Vulcano: activity, magma system and hazard monitoring
Activity at Vulcano typically follows a four phase "Vulcanian" cycle: (1) a quiet 
phase characterised by fumarolic activity, followed by (2) an explosive eruption beginning 
with a surge phase, developing into (3) a Vulcanian phase, with surge and fall deposits, 
ending with (4) a lava effusion phase (Frazzetta et al., 1983; Frazzetta & La Volpe, 1991).
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F ig u re  6 .6 . AVHRR times series fo r  (a) R4 volc and (b) Qrad at Stromboli between April 
1985 and October 1986 spanning a major effusive eruption which began on 6  December 
1985 and continued until 25 April 1985 as indicated. The mean and standard deviation are 
those calculated using the 1990 to 1994 baseline time series given on Figure 6.5. See 
Figure 6.5 fo r  key.
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This cycle is evident from historical records dating from 475 B.C., which show explosive 
activity with repose periods of 30-840 years, interspersed with periods of fumarolic 
discharge (Frazzetta et al., 1984).
During October 1994 and September 1995 we made detailed temperature 
observations at the main fumarole field within the Fossa crater (Figure 6.7 and Table 6.5). 
On both occasions, degassing fumaroles at temperatures of up to 530 °C were observed 
across a 1.63 x 10^ m^ zone stretching from the NE crater rim to the crater floor. This is
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Figure 6.7. Maximum temperature map fo r  the Vulcano Fossa fumarole field, crater 
area inset with spot heights in metres, mapped using EDM and ground-based thermal 
measurements made during September 1995. Temperatures refer to the maximum obtained 
within each 10 x 10 m cell and cover the entire active area. Fumarole zone key: 1 = crater 
rim, 2 = rim rifts, 3 = upper crater, 4 = middle crater, 5 -  lower crater (Table 6.5).
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Fumarole No. of vents Max. Temp. (°C) Mean Temp. (°C)
zone 1994 1995 1994 1995 1994 1995
Crater rim 150 96 453 374 171+5 154±7
Rim rifts 64 33 348 348 260+7 237+14
Upper crater 154 223 337 316 176+4 180±4
Middle crater 136 103 510* 531 284+9 284+9
Lower crater - 68 - 339 - 157+30
Maximum and mean for all fumaroles measured
Total field - 523 - 531 - 196+4
Total without 
lower crater
504 455 510* 531 214+4 203+4
* = saturation point of radiometer
Table 6.5. Summary o f temperature measurements made at the Vulcano Fossa 
fumarole fie ld  during October 1994 and September 1995 (see Figure 6.7 fo r  location o f 
fumarole zones.
typical of the current "quiet phase", which has continued at the Fossa crater since the last 
explosive phase between 1888 and 1890 (Chiodini et al., 1995). However, maximum 
temperatures at the Fossa fumarole field have fluctuated since 1900, with a low of 110 °C 
in 1913 increasing to a high of 536-615 °C between 1921 and 1924, followed by a decline 
to 170 °C by 1937 (Sicardi, 1940). Between 1977 and 1978 the maximum temperature 
rose from 216 to 291 °C, reaching 330 °C in 1987-1988 and 690 °C in 1993 (Martini et al., 
1980; Chiodini et al., 1995; Tedesco et al., 1995). If the typical eruption cycle is followed, 
the current quiescent period should be interrupted by renewal of explosive activity. The 
major hazard from such an eruption would be surge activity that would engulf Porto di 
Levante, a village with a seasonally variable population of 250-15000 lying -1 km from the 
Fossa crater (Sheridan & Malin, 1983; Frazzetta et al., 1984; Coniglio & Dobran, 1995).
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In view of this, continuous temperature and seismicity monitoring, as well as periodic 
geochemical and ground deformation monitoring, are in place (Barberi et al., 1991).
As at Stromboli, we took advantage of the unique and complementary spatial, 
temporal and spectral attributes of the radiometer, TMS, TM and AVHRR data (Table 6.1) 
to measure and monitor the fumarole field at Vulcano.
6 . 6 . 1 .  Ground-based thermal measurements
During October 1994 and September 1995, we made detailed vent temperature 
measurements at over 500 fumaroles distributed across the Fossa fumarole field using the 
Compac 3, or a K-type thermocouple where the Compac 3 saturated (Table 6.1). On the 
second occasion, measurements were made within 100 m^ cells centred using Electronic 
Distance Measurement (EDM), allowing production of a detailed thermal map (Figure 6.7). 
This gave total fumarole field area (Afield) of 1.63 x 10"^  m^, within which fumaroles 
typically covered 2.5 % of the surface, giving a 410 m^ area of exhalation (A gxhal)- This 
compares with estimates made between 1985 and 1987 using steam output which give 
exhalation areas of 232-350 m^ (Italiano & Nuccio, 1992), to which at-least 50 m^ must be 
added due to the growth of a new area since 1990 (Italiano et al., 1994). Maximum 
temperatures were typically <350 °C, except for a high temperature zone located on the 
middle inner flank of the crater (Figure 6.7, Table 6.5). This is the site of a fumarole which 
evolved rapidly between 1988 and 1992, showing a temperature increase from -400 to 692 
°C (Capasso et al., 1994).
6 .6.1.1. Vent temperatures arui activity
Chiodini et al. (1995) used isotopic and chemical data to propose two scenarios 
during which eruption risk at Vulcano is high: (1) opening of fractures by seismic activity 
causing magma degassing to extend to the core of the magma body and an inflow of marine 
hydrothermal fluids, and (2) rise of magma into wet environments at the periphery of the 
fumarole field. Both scenarios could result in a "Vulcanian" eruption. In the former case
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temperature rises would indicate heat input from the core of the magma body, as occurred 
at the Fossa crater during regional seismic activity in 1978, 1986 and 1988 (Falsaperla et 
ah, 1989; Chiodini et al., 1992; Bolognesi & D'Amore, 1993). The latter would cause 
increased fumarole temperatures at peripheral fumaroles. Both scenarios may therefore 
cause precursory temperature increases. It is noteworthy that the 1888-1890 eruption 
represented the climax of an episodic increase in fumarolic activity (Keller, 1980).
Temperature data collected during 1994 and 1995 define two general fumarole 
zones: a zone of highest temperatures extending from the middle of the inner N flank to the 
crater floor and a cooler zone at the crater rim (Figure 6.7, Table 6.5). Statistical analysis 
of the 1994-1995 temperature data shows a decline in temperatures at the rim and stable 
temperatures within the inner flank zone. The temperature decline at the rim accounts for 
the decline in the mean temperature for the whole fumarole field (Table 6.5). While 
fumarole temperatures remain stable or decline, eruption risk is low.
Temperature decline at the rim and stability within the inner zone, indicate a shift in 
activity from the rim, the location of highest temperatures and growing exhalative areas 
during the 1980's (Table 4, Mazor et al., 1988; Italiano & Nuccio, 1992), to the inner 
zone. This is consistent with growth of the inner zone since 1989, with increases in 
exhalative area, stream output and temperature between 1990 and 1991 at this zone 
(Italiano et al., 1994; Capasso et al., 1994).
6 .6 .1.2. Magma depth
Using the porous pipe model of Stevenson (1993) to model gas flow at a fumarole 
field, magma depth can be estimated using the same input parameters as at Stromboli. 
Following Stevenson (1993) the model is centred on a variable number of vent clusters 
(N). Between 3 and 10 clusters were identified for Vulcano, 5 of which are indicated on 
Figure 6.7 (labelled 1 to 5). Input parameters r^ and r  ^are calculated from N7tra^=Afieid and 
N7crc^=Aexhah respectively giving 20-40 m and 3-7 m for the Fossa fumarole field in 
1995. Texit was set to the maximum vent temperature, this being assumed to have the most
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direct link to the deep feeder system, and gas flow rate was estimated at 25120 kg s'^ from 
Bruno et al. (1994), Chiodini et al. (1994) and Italiano et al. (1994). Given these inputs, 
depth to magma at 1000 °C [the crystallisation temperature of rhyolites during the 1888- 
1890 eruption (Clocchiatti et al., 1994)], is 2.111.9 km.
This range coincides with evidence from drill holes, where a temperature of >419 
°C and steep temperature gradient at a depth of 1360-2050 m suggest that magma may only 
be a few hundred metres deeper (Faraone et al., 1986). We thus confirm that current 
activity at Vulcano is driven by heat from a shallow (<4 km deep) degassing magma body. 
This has been the main premise for models of the volcanic hydrothermal system based on 
geochemical data (e.g. Martini et al., 1980; Carapezza et al., 1981; Cioni & D’Amore, 
1984; Tedesco et al., 1991; Bolognesi & D'Amore, 1993; Tedesco et al., 1995).
6 .6 .1.3. Thermal flux
For each 10 x 10 m cell identified in Figure 6.7, the area occupied by active 
fumaroles and mean vent temperature were substituted into Equation 6.6 in place of Tcrc^  
and Texit respectively to give Qrad per cell. Summing all cells gives Qrad for all exhaling 
vents at the Fossa fumarole field of 0.6 MW. Using Equation 6.7 and setting Texit to the 
mean vent temperature for the whole field (Table 6.5) and substituting Tcrc^  with exhalative 
area, Qconv of 0.7 MW is obtained. Qcond is estimated assuming a mean gas temperature of 
200 °C from an indeterminate number of fumaroles with a combined radius of 10 m. This 
gives Qcond of 2 to 70 MW depending on the depth of the source.
6 . 6 . 2 .  TMS thermal and reflectance measurements
On 19 July 1991 the Fossa crater was over-flown by an aircraft carrying TMS. 
Thermal emittance was not detectable in bands 9 and 10, these bands being dominated by 
reflected solar radiation. Although Solar heating in bands 11 and 12 made the anomaly 
difficult to distinguish from the background, two hot-spots were apparent (Figure 6.8). 
These were coincident with sites of persistently high temperature fumaroles observed at the
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Figure 6.8. 19 July 1991 TMS pixel brightness temperatures within the Fossa crater 
fitted to the topographic base created using EDM measurements in 1995 (Figure 6.7). Bold 
line indicates extent o f fumarole field mapped using spectral reflectance in bands 5 and 7.
rim and within middle crater fumarole zone in ground observations. The rim hot-spot 
coincides with a 25-50 cm wide, 60 m long fissure cutting the N end of the rim fumarole 
zone (Figure 6.7). This displayed maximum temperatures of 200 to 240 °C in 1988-1989 
(Oppenheimer & Rothery, 1991) and 348 °C in 1994-1995 (Table 6.5). The second hot 
spot locates a fumarole at which increasingly high (400-690 °C) have been measured since 
1988 (Capasso et al., 1994) and the zone of highest temperatures in 1995 (Figure 6.7).
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Since thermal measurements were only available in one band, Equation 6.13 was 
applied to give Qrei of 43 W m'^. This is similar to Qrei of 37 W m’  ^obtained by Gaonac'h 
et al. (1994) using a TM band 6 image of the Fossa crater acquired on 23 October 1986.
The fumarole field showed up clearly on TMS images as a reflectance anomaly in 
bands 1 to 10 (Figure 6 .8). This is due to the presence of yellow sublimate, which XRD 
analysis showed to be dominated by sulfur. Although impure sulfur melts between 113 and 
150 °C to be replaced by grey-black sublimates, yellow sublimate persists around most 
fumaroles at Vulcano. The high reflectance of sulfur at all wavelengths, compared with the 
low reflectance sublimate-free background, causes a bright reflectance anomaly at the 
fumarole field in all wavebands (Figure 6.9). Using the reflectance anomaly, the fumarole 
field area was estimated at 1.80 x 10  ^m^, in agreement with the ground-based estimates.
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Figure 6.9. Spectral reflectance o f weathered (Vgw) and fresh (Vsf) yellow sublimate 
from  Vulcano, basaltic scoria from Stromboli (S) and a trachytic-rhyolitic block from  
Vulcano (V). Note the much lower reflectance o f S and V. Spectra were obtained using a 
Nicolet system FTIR spectrometer by J. Salisbury at Johns Hopkins University.
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6 .6 .3 .  TM  therm al and  reflectance m easurem ents
No emitted radiance was observed in TM bands 5 or 7, but a thermal anomaly in 
band 6 located the Fossa fumarole field on both the 18 July and 3 August 1994 images. 
However, solar heating of east facing slopes caused anomalies of equal intensity to the 
Fossa anomaly (Figure 6.10). Without prior knowledge of the fumarole field location it 
would have been impossible to distinguish it from the solar heated anomaly. To 
unambiguously identify low temperature geothermal anomalies in TM band 6 or TMS 
bands 10-11, night-time data should be used. However, as with the TMS data, the 
fumarole field was evident as a reflectance anomaly, giving a total fumarole field area of 
1.80-1.89 X 104 m2, agreeing with the TMS and ground based estimates.
N 100 m
F ig u re  6.10. Thermal anomalies, dark grey, in the vicinity o f the Fossa crater on
TM images obtained on (a) 18 July 1994 and (b) 3 August 1994. The anomaly within the 
crater locates the fumarole field, that on the outer flank is a Solar-heated anomaly. Images 
have been fitted to the Figure 6 . 8  inset map o f the crater terrace on which the area o f the 
fumarole field is depicted in light grey.
Application of Equation 6.13 gives Qrei of 37 and 39 W m‘2, nearly identical to the 
1986 estimate by Gaonac'h et al. (1994) and the 1991 TMS estimate. The 1994 TM 
estimate is also validated by the September 1995 ground estimate: Qrad of 0.6 MW 
distributed over the total 1.63 x 10"^  m^ fumarole field area gives a Qrei of 37 W m’2.
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The stability of the radiated thermal flux between 1986 and 1995 (38.6±2 W m"2) 
implies that thermal output integrated over the entire fumarole field has remained stable 
over this period. Assuming Qconv and Qcond have also been constant over this time, to keep 
the thermal flux stable, the development of the new high temperature zone on the inner 
flank must therefore have been matched by cooling of the former high temperature zone on 
the rim, as indicated by the 1994-1995 ground based surveys (Table 6.5). We suggest that 
decline at the rim is the result of a build up of hydrothermal minerals and clays, which 
progressively clog these older, established fumaroles. To maintain thermal flux, activity 
must transfer to new locations, where temperatures increase to balance declining flux from 
sealing zones.
6 .6 .4 .  AVHRR therm al m easurem ents: activity and  h azard  m onitoring
On all 41 AVHRR images of Vulcano analysed between 1986 and 1995, the Fossa 
fumarole field was located by the highest T3.4 on Vulcano (Figure 6.11). Since the thermal 
structure of the fumarole field is too complex to be modelled by the two component thermal 
surface assumed in the application of Equations 6.10 and 6.11, Equation 6.14 was applied 
to channels 3 and 4.
Stability of thermal flux from the fumarole field between 1986 and 1995 implied 
from the TM and TMS data is confirmed by the near horizontal best fit line for the Rsvolc 
time series (Figure 6.12a). A very slight decline may be the result of the area of maximum 
temperatures shifting from the rim towards the crater floor, resulting in a reduced signal 
due to topographic shielding in off-nadir images.
The stability of the radiated thermal flux during this time period suggests that this 
data set can be used as a baseline against which future fluetuations can be assessed. 
Analysis of the R4volc time series indicates that random variation means that R4volc must be 
elevated more than two standard deviations above the mean before any significance is 
placed on the R4volc rise (Figure 6.12b). Due to the unsaturated data and superior 
sensitivity provided by channel 3 for this target, a 450 m^ area at a mean temperature of
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F ig u re  6.11. T3 . 4  over Vulcano on an 18 June 1994 AVHRR image. Black pixels
contain sub-pixel hot-spots as indicated by highly elevated T3 .4 , and locate activity at the 
Fossa crater. Grey and white pixels contain land at ambient temperatures and sea 
respectively.
200 °C against a background at 0 °C will raise T3 and T4 by 3 and 0.2 °C respectively. It 
would therefore be more reasonable to use R3volc as a baseline (Figure 6.12a). Following 
the scenarios given by Chiodini et al. (1995), rises away from the baseline will imply 
increased eruption hazard.
6 .7 . Conclusions
Integrating remotely sensed data from a variety of different instruments allows 
spectrally, temporally and spatially detailed measurements and monitoring of volcanic
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F ig u re  6.12. AVHRR times series fo r  (a) Rsvolc (b) R4 yolc ffo m  Vulcano's 
Fossa crater between 1985 and 1994.
systems that are characterised by activity at open degassing vents and fumarole fields. For 
Vulcano and Stromboli, thermally derived estimates for various volcanic system 
parameters, including magma depth, thermal flux, and vent areas, are in good agreement 
with other published estimates. This excellent agreement with ground data suggests that 
such thermal data sets can not only be used as a valuable supplement at well-monitored 
volcanoes, but can also provide a reliable means of defining and monitoring the volcanic 
system at poorly monitored volcanoes.
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Utilising the increasing stream of data available from an expanding array of ground- 
based, air- and satellite-borne sensors provides a safe, regular and repeatable means of 
measuring and monitoring volcanic activity, even during dangerous or eruptive episodes.
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Chapter 7. Low cost volcano surveillance from 
space: case studies from Etna, Krafla, Cerro Negro, 
Fogo, Lascar and Erebus
A J.L . Harris, A.L. Butterworth, R.W. Carlton, I. Downey, P. Miller, P. Navarro and 
D. A. Rothery
Paper submitted to Bulletin of Volcanology, June 1996.
7 .1 . Abstract
Satellite data provide an ideal means of monitoring sub-aerial volcanoes. Being 
directly and freely available several times a day, the Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (AVHRR) offers great potential for real time monitoring of all volcanoes across 
large (3000 x 3000 km) areas. Thermal data can detect and locate the onset of activity and 
distinguish various styles of activity. Here we describe techniques to estimate lava area, 
thermal flux, effusion rates and cumulative volume. These were first tested on well 
monitored eruptions at Krafla (1984) and Etna (1991-93), known from ground-based 
studies to have produced 24 km^ and 7.6 km^ flow fields respectively. AVHRR-derived 
results gave maximum active lava areas of 24 km^ and 7 km^, with maximum effusion 
rates of 120 m^ s'^ and 18 m^ s"^  respectively. Excellent agreement with ground reference 
data in both test cases indicates that the same techniques can be applied with confidence to
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interpret AVHRR data for other eruptions. Low effusion rate (<4.5 s'^) eruptions are
identified at Etna (1985) and Cerro Negro (1995), building 16-29 x 10^ and 1.0-1.6 x 
1Q6 m3 flow fields respectively, and the magma flux of Erebus' lava lake is estimated as at- 
least 350 kg s"C Radiance maps produced for Krafla (1984) were in agreement with 
ground observations. Those produced from time series data acquired during the 1995 Fogo 
eruption located flows within the summit caldera impacting on settlements and farmland. 
Radiance maps and temperatures obtained from AVHRR data acquired during the April 
1993 Lascar eruption identified uniform temperature (-120 °C) pyroclastic flows extending 
7 km. Time series analysis of Etna's Central Craters defined increased activity since 1993 
and an apparent thermal precursor to renewed activity. All these techniques could be 
incorporated in ground analysis segments of existing, or cheap to install, receiving stations 
allowing automated real time volcano thermal monitoring on a regional scale.
7 .2 . Introduction
At least 1200 eruptions have occurred since the first civilian satellite observation of 
volcanic activity was made at Surtsey in 1967 by Williams & Friedman (1970). During this 
time, explosive blasts, pyroclastic flows, dome collapse, eruption of lava and generation of 
mudflows have caused loss of lives and destruction of entire communities, wild-life, 
habitat, agricultural land, infrastructure and homes. Evacuations have been required in 
many cases and lava diversion has been attempted (Table 7.1). Continuous monitoring of 
all volcanoes from the ground has proved impossible due to logistical, financial and 
political problems. Consequently eruptions have frequently occurred at poorly monitored 
volcanoes (Tilling, 1989). However, over this same period satellite data have been 
continuously available for the whole globe, with the potential to observe all volcanoes and 
eruptions coincident with cloud-free satellite passes from a safe and re-usable platform.
Since 1979 thermal data have been available at least 4 times a day for any sub-aerial 
volcano from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) flown aboard the 
TIROS-N and NO A A satellite series. AVHRR data, and more frequently available (once
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Volcano, eruption date & description References
Arenal 1968 Melson & Saenz (1973)
Explosive eruption emitting pyroclastic flows & bombs causing 60m diameter impact 
craters within 5km: -80  people killed, villages & 12 km^ tropical rainforest destroyed.
Vestmannaeviar 1973 Thorarinsson et al. (1973); Time-Life (1982)
Lava flow at lOOm^s"^ 150m high cone built in 1 week: 300 buildings burnt, 5300 
people evacuated, water pumped onto lava in attempt to stop blockage of fishing port.
Nyiragongo 1977 Smithsonian Institution (1989)
Draining of a lava lake fed flows which moved downslope at 60km/hr: -7 0  people 
killed, 800 homeless, 1200ha of agricultural land destroyed.
St. Helens 1980 Tilling (1989); Smithsonian Inst. (1989)
Laterally directed blast, eruption column to 19 km: 57 lives lost, mud-flows destroy 123 
homes, >1 billion dollars of damage.
Etna 1981 Smiths. Inst. (1989); Chester et al. (1985)
Lava flows extended 5km in 4 hours, covering 6 km^ in 1 week: -$10x10^ damage, 2 
railways & 3 major roads cut, buildings & orchards destroyed, 250 people evacuated.
Galunggung 1982 Hanstrum & Watson (1983); S. Inst. (1989)
Ash up to >15km, pyroclastic flows extending 5km: villages destroyed, -68  people 
killed, 75000 evacuated, 3 passenger aircraft damaged & emergency landings forced.
El Chichon_________ 1982 Smithsonian Inst. (1989); Tilling (1989)
Ash clouds -17km  in height, pyroclastic flows extending 7km: all villages within 7 km 
destroyed, -2000 people killed, >10000 evacuated, $55x10^ crop damage.
Etna_______________ 1983 Colombrita (1984); Chester et al. (1985)
131 day effusive eruption of lOOxlO^m^ of lava: cut arterial roads, damaged tourist 
complex, cable car systems & ski pistes, lava diversion carried out costing 40x108 Lira
Kilauea____________ 1983-96 Weisel & Stapleton (1992); HVO (1995)
1.3km3 of lava, extending up to 12km, erupted by 1995: 181 homes. National park 
natural, archeological & cultural resources lost, $50x10^ public facility damage.
Nevado del Rufz____ 1985 Tilling (1989), Smithsonian Inst. (1989)
Hot ejecta from small volume eruption mixes with snow/ice to feed fast moving mud­
flows: 22000 people killed; 5000 injured; 10000 homeless; $212x106 economic loss.
Pinatubo____________ 1991 GVN (199If), Simkin & Siebert (1994)
Ash clouds up to 16km high, pyroclastic flows extending 18km & rain triggered lahars: 
25000 people evacuated, up to 800 killed, 1.2x 10  ^homeless, 10  ^houses destroyed
Unzen______________ 1991 Yamamoto et al. (1993)
Dome collapse fed pyroclastic flows: 43 people killed, zone evacuated, homes burnt.
Rabaul______________1994 Simkin & Siebert (1994); ABC news
Explosive eruption causing l-2m of ashfall: >50000 evacuated, reports indicate 25% of 
structures in greater Rabaul destroyed (80% in inner zone), 50% significantly damaged.
Femandina__________ 1995 GVN (1995d)
Effusive eruption sending lava flows -5km  to the sea: wildlife impact, iguanas, birds, & 
other marine-life killed, largest Galapagos Fur Seal breeding population endangered.
T ab le  7.1. Eruptions causing major damage: selected examples 1967-1996.
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atmospheric ash plumes from explosive eruptions. Such plumes extend rapidly over 
thousands of kilometres, the April 1982 El Chichon eruption plume encircling the globe in 
3 weeks (Robock & Matson, 1983). The regular, synoptic, global satellite perspective has 
proved the only feasible way to monitor such transient, large scale features, allowing: 
plume location and tracking; measurements of plume height, velocity and dispersion; and 
identification of communities impacted by airfall or aerosols and hazards to aircraft 
(Hanstrum & Watson, 1983; Tucker & Matson, 1985; Sawada, 1989; Holasek & Rose, 
1991; Jeyaseelan & Thiruvengadachari, 1993; Casadevall, 1994; Dean et a i ,  1994;
Holasek & Self, 1995).
Detection of active lava on AVHRR thermal images acquired as early as 1980 was 
first reported by Wiesnet & D'Aguanno (1982), but the use of AVHRR to monitor high 
temperature volcanic thermal anomalies has been less common than for plume studies. 
Since the discovery of a thermal anomaly on two 1985 Thematic Mapper (TM) images of 
Lascar volcano (Francis & Rothery, 1987), interest has instead focused on the use of TM 
to analyse lava domes and lakes (Rothery et a i ,  1988; Rothery & Francis, 1990; 
Oppenheim er et a l ,  1993; Andres & Rose, 1995), lava flows (Fieri et a l ,  1990; 
Oppenheimer, 1991a; Bhattacharya et a l ,  1993; Flynn et a l ,  1994), and fumaroles and 
conduit vents (Abrams e ta l ,  1991; Gaonac'h et a l, 1994).
When the 10  ^m^ and 900 m^ pixel areas of AVHRR and TM are compared, the 
dominance of TM in the analysis of high temperature volcanic features is not surprising. 
However, AVHRR data are freely available at cheap-to-install receiving stations (costing 
US$ 1000 to 60000, depending on sophistication), compared with costs of up to US$ 
4000 for a single TM scene. Once installed, analysis of all cloud-free volcanoes within 
3000 km of the station is possible using a single image. Up to 10 images per day are 
received at the Dundee University receiving station (Scotland, UK) covering all volcanoes 
in Jan Mayen, Iceland, Italy, Greece and Turkey. Direct acquisition also allows image 
analysis on reception, permitting real time monitoring, impossible using TM due to
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delivery delays of several months. Inspection of AVHRR images as they are received at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks allows reports of activity at Alaskan, Aleutian and 
Kamchatkan volcanoes within 10 minutes of the satellite pass (K. Dean, personal 
communication).
If reliable information can be extracted from AVHRR data, its cost, availability and 
real time monitoring capabilities make it an attractive tool for volcano hot spot monitoring. 
To this end we have developed and tested techniques capable of volcanic hot-spot 
identification, analysis and monitoring. These are demonstrated using data for lava flows at 
Etna, Krafla, Cerro Negro and Fogo, a pyroclastic flow at Lascar, the Erebus lava lake and 
degassing open vents at Etna.
7.3 . Volcano hot-spot detection limits of the AVHRR
The AVHRR is a space-borne scanning radiometer which detects reflected and 
emitted radiation in 5 wavebands (Kidwell, 1995). Channels 1 and 2 are situated in the 
short-wave red and infrared regions at 0.55-0.90 and 0.725-1.10 p.m. By day these two 
channels are dominated by reflected radiation. By night the coincidence of the channel 2 
waveband with the peak spectral exitance from bodies at 800-1200 °C means that radiance 
from a lava body will be detectable if its size and temperature are sufficient. To be elevated 
above a noisy channel 2 night-time background, a lava body with high temperature chilled 
cmst (-500 °C) occupying 99% of the lava surface and the remainder occupied by exposed 
molten lava (-1000 °C), must occupy at least 20% of a pixel or -0 .2  km^ for a 1 km^ 
pixel. This scenario is only likely during major effusive eruptions. Indeed, to date only two 
instances of thermal emittance from an active lava in channel 2 have been reported, both 
during major effusive events at Kilauea and Krafla (Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 1994; Harris 
et a l,  1995c). To be detectable in channel 1, lava at 800-900 °C must fill a pixel, i.e. attain 
an area of at least 1 km^. This is highly unlikely during any terrestrial eruption.
In the mid-infrared channel 3 (3.55-3.93 pm), the lower reflected radiation 
contribution and coincidence of the channel with the peak spectral reflectance from bodies
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at 100-1000 °C makes this channel extremely sensitive to active lava by day or night. Only 
a small portion of a pixel ( - 0.002 %) needs to be occupied by a lava body to elevate 
channel 3 radiance above that of the ambient background (Figure 7.1a). However, the 
maximum recordable temperature in channels 3 to 5, here termed saturation, occurs at a 
temperature of about 50 °C. To achieve saturation only a small portion of a pixel needs to 
be occupied by the lava body. The lava body described above for channel 2, against a lava- 
free background at 0 °C, would saturate channel 3 when its area reached just -800 m^. 
Most active lavas therefore saturate channel 3 quite easily.
Channels 4 and 5 lie in the thermal infrared, at 10.3-11.3 and 11.4-10.4 pm 
respectively. These wavebands coincide with the peak spectral exitance for bodies at 
ambient temperatures, and are therefore far less sensitive than channel 3 to high 
temperature (100-1000 °C) lava bodies. Consequently a much larger portion (>0.1%) of a 
channel 4 or 5 pixel must be occupied by a lava body to elevate radiance above ambient 
background (Figure 7.1b). This much lower sensitivity means that channels 4 and 5 
usually provide unsaturated data when channel 3 is saturated (Figure 7.1c), the lava body 
described above for channels 2 and 3 will not saturate channels 4 and 5 until its area 
reaches -45000 m%.
7.4 . Locating volcanic hot-spots
Routine night-time observations using channels 1 and 2 to detect effusive activity 
by means of thermal radiance would miss all but the most exceptional events. However, 
the sensitivity of channel 3 makes this channel extremely useful for detecting volcanic hot-
F ig u re  7.1. Elevation above background o f (a) channel 3 and (b) channel 4 pixel 
temperatures fo r  sub-pixel bodies, at a range o f typical active lava temperatures, o f  
increasing size; and (c) temperature and size o f a sub-pixel body necessary to saturate a 
channel 3 or 4 pixel given a background temperature o f 0 °C.
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spots if ambient background temperatures are sufficiently cool (Figures 7.2a & 7.3a). 
However, by day black vegetation-free basaltic surfaces can heat to >50 °C: we measured 
widespread temperatures of 50-60°C at Etna (Sicily) on sun-heated, inactive, slaby 
pahoehoe, ash and scoria during summer 1994. This reduces the contrast between the 
volcanic anomaly and the background, and if the ambient background reaches saturation 
the anomaly will become indistinguishable using channel 3 alone (Figures 7.2b & 7.3b). 
Due to the lower sensitivity of channel 4, volcanic hot-spots are far less obvious in this 
channel (Figure 7.2). However, the difference in sensitivity between channels 3 and 4 is a 
useful tool for identifying volcanic hot-spots and distinguishing them from solar heating. 
Channels 3 and 4 are equally sensitive giving similar pixel temperatures (T3 & T4 
respectively) over sun-heated surfaces, but over sub-pixel volcanic hot-spots the higher 
sensitivity of channel 3 causes T3 to be much higher than T4 (Figures 7.3a & 7.3b). 
Analysis of 160 images of Etna, Stromboli and Vulcano (Sicily) containing sun-heated 
anomalies, fumaroles, active degassing vents and lava flows shows the T3 minus T4 
difference (AT) to be at most -10  °C for surfaces at ambient and solar-heated temperatures, 
but over volcanic hot spots AT was always higher (typically 12-40 °C). Thus, analysis of 
AT allows volcanic hot-spots to be identified even on sun-heated images, and is the basis 
on which the automated lava thresholding algorithm given by Harris et al. (1995b) operates 
(Figure 7.3c & 7.3d).
7 .5 . Estimation of surface temperature over volcanic surfaces 
using the AVHRR
7 .5 .1 .  P ro ce d u re
For each pixel, the signal from the surface is converted from an analogue signal to a digital 
number (DN), which, following Lauritson et al. (1988), is related to emitted radiance by:
Ri = SiDNi-hIi (7.1a),
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(a) (b)
# 0
(c) (d)
MW
F ig u re  7.2. Channel 3 brightness temperature images acquired during the 1985 Etna 
eruption on (a) 30 March showing a high temperature anomaly due to an active lava flow  
and on (b) 10 July showing solar heating problems. Channel 4 brightness temperature 
images fo r  the same days are given in (c) and (d) showing the inferior sensitivity o f this 
channel to bodies at active lava temperatures.
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F ig u re  7.3. T3 versus AT scatter graphs fo r  (a) the 30 March image and (b) the 10 July 
image, both given in Figure 2, showing the use o f T3  and AT thresholds to distinguish 
pixels containing active lava (white plots) from those occupied by ambient or solar heated 
surfaces (black plots), (c) and (d) give results o f threshold application to flag  "hot" pixels. 
Results are identical to those obtained by application o f the automated thresholding 
technique given by Harris et al. (1995b).
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in which Rj, DNi, Sj and I; are the radiance, DN, slope and intercept in channel i 
respectively. Radiance can be converted to surface temperature (T) using the Planck 
function for isotropic radiation, L(XT), and allowing for surface emissivity (e) and 
atmospheric transmissivity (t), whereby
Ri = EiTi LC i^iT) (7.1b).
Inversion of the Planck function gives
T =  ---------------- ^ --------------  (7.1c),
Xi\n ([EiTiCi^i'VTtRi] + 1)
where X[ is the central wavelength of channel i, c i and C2 are constants with the values 
3.742 X lO'l^ W m^ and 1.4388 x 10’  ^m K. Channel emissivities ( e i) for typical volcanic 
surfaces are given in Table 7.2 and we obtain channel transmissivities (Xi) using 
LOWTRAN 7 atmospheric code (Kneizys et a i, 1983). Temperatures derived for channels 
4 and 5 must be corrected for the non-linear response of these channels using the procedure 
and coefficients given by Weinreb et al. (1990) and Kidwell (1995).
7 .5 .2 .  A ccuracy
We assessed the accuracy of AVHRR surface temperature derivation by making 
surface temperature measurements simultaneous with a cloud-free AVHRR over-pass of 
Etna on 3 June 1994. Fifty surface measurements were made over a >1 km^ area of 
uniform surface type (i.e. scoria field) -1  km west of the summit craters using a 
Minolta/Land Compac 3 infrared thermometer. Measurements were integrated over a 1 km^ 
area to give a simulated AVHRR pixel temperature of 35.6+0.8 °C. AVHRR surface 
temperature was obtained from the AVHRR image using the emissivity of scoria (Table
7.2) and a variety of published atmospheric corrections. Results showed that the majority
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Sample
location
Date Sample description 
collected
£3 £4 £5
Etna 09/95 Slaby pahoehoeb (1991-93 flow field). .9436 .9344 .9534
Etna 09/95 Aa clasts^ (1991-93 flow field). .9627 .9610 .9676
Etna* 09/95 Sconab (1990 air-fall field). .9361 .9590 .9687
Stromboli 09/95 Solidifed spatterb. .9314 .9404 .9611
Stromboli 10/94 Fresh scoriab, <1 year old. .9507 .9442 .9627
Stromboli 10/94 Aa clastsb (1985-86 flow field). .9536 .9474 .9564
Hawaii 10/95 Pahoehoeb (smooth glassy surface). .9254 .9385 .9399
(1969-75 flow field).
Hawaii 10/95 Pahoehoeb (smooth glassy surface) .9001 .8363 .9003
(1995 flows).
Hawaii 10/95 Pahoehoeb (vesicular glassy surface) .9495 .8494 .9089
(1995 flows).
Hawaii 10/95 Ropey pahoehoeb ( 1 9 9 5  flows). .9566 .9055 .9313
Hawaii 10/95 Aa clastb (1969-75 flow field). .9532 .9562 .96068
Vulcano 09/95 Trachytic-rhyolitic block coated with .9650 .9769 .9836
fumarolically altered clay.
Vulcano 09/95 Yellow fumarole sublimate, mainly sulfur:
fresh surface .7540 .8615 .8705
weathered surface .8634 .9056 .9101
Salisbury & D'Aria (1994) Obsidian .9517 .8869 .9452
Salisbury & D'Aria (1994) Andésite .9576 .8959 .9478
Salisbury & D'Aria (1994) Andésite .8813 .9332 .9654
Salisbury & D'Aria (1994) Andésite .9305 .9041 .9582
Salisbury & D'Aria (1994) Rhyolite .8358 .9042 .9518
T ab le  7,2. Channel 3, 4 and 5 (£3 ,8 4  and £5 ) emissivities fo r  typical volcanic surfaces. 
Emissivities were calculated using spectral reflectance measured between 2.08 and 14 pm  
with a Nicolet system FTIR spectrometer by J. Salisbury (Johns Hopkins University). 
Spectral reflectances (p f  were calculated by integrating reflectance spectra over each 
AVHRR waveband, and used to calculate £ifrom Kirchoff’s Law (£[ = 1 - p f .  The sample 
marked * was collected during measurements made with a simultaneous AVHRR over­
pass from  within the measurement site and h denotes basalt.
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of corrections gave surface temperature to ±3 °C of the predicted temperature, many 
achieving an accuracy of ±1 °C, including LOWTRAN 7 (Figure 7.4).
Since LOWTRAN corrects each channel individually, a temperature is obtained for 
each of channels 3, 4 and 5 (T3, T4 and T5 respectively). The LOWTRAN mid-latitude 
summer estimate of T3 is between -2.3 to -4.6 °C higher than T4 or T5 (Figure 7.4), 
because of the reflected contribution to the channel 3 signal by day. To obtain day-time 
surface temperatures in channel 3 this reflected component must be removed. For any 
target pixel, we remove the reflected component from channel 3 by taking the mean T3 
minus T4 difference for all surrounding non-hot spot pixels, assuming that this was due to 
the reflected contribution in channel 3, and subtracting this from the T3 of the target pixel. 
For 20 images of Etna acquired between 1993 and 1995 this gave corrections typically 
between -1.0 and -2.5 °C for the summit pixel. This slightly lower correction than 
predicted is probably because at least 50% of the summit background is composed of 
rough aa lava, which our spectral measurements (Table 7.2) show to have a lower channel 
3 spectral reflectance than scoria (3.7 as opposed to 6.3 %).
7 . 5 . 3 .  Thermal structure of an AVHRR pixel over a volcanic hot spot
Pixel temperatures derived using Equation 7.1 assume that a pixel is occupied by a 
uniform thermal surface. However, where the pixel is occupied by a sub-pixel hot-spot 
Equation 7.1b must be rewritten to give
Ri = EiTi [/?L(XiTh) + (l-p) L(XiTb)] (7.2),
in which Th is the temperature of the hot spot occupying portion p  of the pixel and Ty is the 
temperature of the cooler ambient background occupying the remaining portion (l-p) of the 
pixel. Where measurements are available at two widely separated wavebands (i and j), 
following Dozier (1981) any two of the three unknowns Th, Ty or p  may be estimated by
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AVHRR surface temperture estimate (°C) 
Ground-based estimate = 35.6+0.8
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*V idal(1991)R = 1.86 
*V idal(1991)R = 1.36 
*V idal(1991)R = 1.30 
Price (1984) 
*McClain et al. (1985) 
*Deschamps & Pbulpin (1980) 
*Llewellyn-Jones et al. (1984) A. 
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*Yokoyama & Tanba (1991) 
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F ig u re  7.4. Comparison o f  AVHRR surface temperature estimated by various 
atmospheric and emissivity correction procedures with "true " surface temperature obtained 
by simultaneous ground measurements at Etna. Procedures marked * do not include an 
emissivity correction and have therefore also been corrected fo r  emissivity [emissivity 
corrected radiance = L(À,iT)/£{]; those given in grey type were initially designed to obtain 
sea- or lake- surface temperatures within specific latitudinal zones.
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solution of simultaneous equations if the third unknown can be assumed or derived 
independently:
Ri = EiTj [pL(iliTh) + (l-p) L(^|Tb)] (7.3)
Rj = 8jTj [pL(AjTh) + (l-p) L(XjTb)] (7.4).
Over degassing vents the two component thermal structure generally holds. At Etna in June 
and October 1994 a degassing vent was present on the floor of one of the summit craters. 
On both occasions the vent was measured by us in the field at 300-340 °C against a cooler 
<60 °C ambient background. Using three images acquired between March and August 
1994 and setting Tb in Equations 7.3 and 7.4 to the mean T4 from pixels at ambient 
temperatures surrounding the vent pixel gave Th of 210-300 °C. Differences between the 
satellite and ground estimates will be due mainly to contamination of the signal by variable 
amounts of plume from the degassing vent.
The two component structure will not hold over an active lava. In the most simple 
case the surface of an active lava is composed of two thermal components: a chilled crust at 
temperature Tc broken by much smaller areas, typically covering < 10% of the lava surface, 
where molten material at Th is exposed (Crisp & Baloga, 1990). Within a 1 km^ AVHRR 
pixel, lava-free ground at Tb will also be present. Thus, over an active lava, the thermal 
structure of an AVHRR pixel can be expressed in the most simple case as
Ri = eiTi [phL(XiTO + pcL(X{Yc) + (l-ph~Pc) L(^iTb)] (7.5),
in which ph and pc are the portions of the pixel occupied by molten and crusted lava 
respectively. If Equations 7.3 and 7.4 are applied to a pixel containing such a three 
component surface, the solution will be in error, with the magnitude of the error depending 
on the relative size and temperature of the three components (Figure 7.5). To avoid error.
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Equations 7.3 and 7.4 must be modified to take into account the third thermal component to 
give
Ri = EiTi [p/jL(?iiTh) + p c C ( k \ ï c )  + C - P h - P c )  L(^iTb)] (7.6)
Rj = EjTj [p/iL(XjTh) + pcL{Xfïc) + i'^-Ph-Pc) L(AjTb)] (7.7).
Setting Tb to the mean T4 of surrounding non-lava pixels leaves 4 unknowns: Th, T ^ p h  
and Pc. To be solvable only two unknowns are allowed, we therefore choose to assume 
values for Th and T^. Our field measurements of active lava flows at Kilauea (Hawaii) 
during October 1995 gave maximum surface temperatures on exposed molten lava typically 
-1000 °C, as opposed to a core temperature -1100 °C. This is identical to typical maximum 
surface temperatures measured on active flows at Etna between 1991 and 1993 (S. Calvari, 
personal communication). We therefore set Th to 1000 °C. For Tc, our Hawaii field data 
show that Tc can range from a few degrees less than Th to -80 °C, depending on time since 
the crust formed, agreeing with other field- and satellite-based estimates for crustal 
temperatures (Oppenheimer, 1991a; Flynn et a l, 1993; Flynn & Mouginis-Mark, 1992). 
This makes Tc impossible to define using a single value. We therefore choose to solve 
Equations 7.6 and 7.7 over a reasonable range of Tc, with the lower limit set to -100 °C
F ig u re  7.5. (a) False solution o f Equations 7.3 & 7.4 by assuming Tfi and a two- 
component model fo r  the 3-component model given. Graphical solution occurs where 
curves, giving all possible Tt, and ph combinations that give T3  and T4 , converge. 
However, in the three-component model the cooler background consists o f two distinct 
sources. Since the source at Tc has much higher temperature than the source at Tfy, differing 
channel 3 & 4 sensitivities cause the integrated background temperature {=[pc/(l- 
Ph)]Li(Tc)+[pt/(l-ph)]Li(Tb)} to be much higher in channel 3 (Tt,s) than in 4 (Tt>4 ). Thus 
correct solution will be where Tt,s>Tb4 , not where Th3  = T}y4 . (b) to (e) give errors 
calculated by holding all model parameters constant except the y axis parameter, which is 
variable. Ph & Pc then estimated by assuming Tb and applying a 2 -component solution 
to a number o f 3-component models defined by increasing the y axis component through a 
given range, giving errors resulting from increased (a) Th(b) Tc (c) ph and (d) pc.
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and an upper limit set by the maximum Tq for which Equations 7.6 and 7.7 are still 
solvable. However channel 3 radiance cannot be used if it is saturated.
Where channel 3 is saturated and channel 4 is not, if the contribution of /?/^L(7.4Th) 
to R4 (Equation 7.5) can be assumed negligible, and Ty and Tc are known, then pc can be 
estimated by re-arranging Equation 7.2. Estimates for ph derived from Landsat TM data for 
lava flows, domes and lakes show that ph typically occupies <0.4 % of the surface 
(Rothery et a i ,  1988; Fieri et al., 1990; Oppenheimer er <2/., 1993; Andres & Rose, 1995). 
Even given the unlikely scenario of an AVHRR pixel entirely filled by a lava body with 0.4 
% of the surface at 1000 °C and the remainder at 500 °C, phL{X4 TC) contributes <1 % of 
the total radiance (R4), so the assumption that its contribution is usually negligible is a 
reasonable one. Setting Ty as for Equations 7.6 and 7.7 and ranging Tc between reasonable 
limits gives a range of solutions within which pc must lie, reasonable Tc limits being 100 
and 500 °C following the range of Tc derived by Oppenheimer (1991a) and Flynn et al. 
(1993).
7 .5 .4 .  E stim ation  of a rea
The area of active lava (Aiava) can be estimated by multiplying ph plus pc by pixel 
area. This requires accurate calculation of pixel area, since an AVHRR pixel area varies 
from ~1 to 21 km^ depending on scan angle, instmment and channel (Table 7.3 & Figure 
7.6b). Pixel area is derived using the trigonometric relationships shown in Figure 7.6 and 
calculated by multiplying the along-scan pixel dimension (?a) by the cross-scan dimension 
(Pc), where Pa and Pc obtained from
Pa = {R [sin-1 (H sina2) - « 2]} - {R [sin'l (U sinai) - a i  ]} (7.8)
and
Pc = 2 (V|/tany) (7.9),
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<NOAA> <-----IFOVs------ > <—- Pixel dimensions------ ---------- >
Sat. Ch Scan X-scan Pixel Pa Pc Area Pixel Pa Pc Area
(mrad) (mrad) (n) (km) (km) (km^) (n) (km) (km) (km2)
6 1 1.2995 1.2954 1 1.08 1.08 1.17 1024 6.50 2.31 15.015
2 1.2751 1.2792 1 1.06 1.07 1.13 1024 6 3 8 :L28 15.55
3 1.3299 1.0660 1 1.11 (X89 0.99 1024 6.65 1.90 12.64
4 1.2448 1.2954 1 1.05 1.08 1.13 1024 6 3 8 2.31 14.51
7 1 1.443 1.433 1 1.26 1.25 1.575 1024 T 92 2.71 21.46
2 1.433 L423 1 1.25 1.24 1.55 1024 T 86 2.69 21.14
3 L28 1.463 1 1.11 1.27 1.41 1024 7.02 2.76 19.38
4 1.423 1.423 1 1.24 1.24 1.76 1024 7.81 2.69 21.01
5 1.32 1.31 1 1.15 1.14 1.31 1024 7.24 2.47 17.88
8 1 1.36253 1.36665 1 1.13 1.14 1.29 1024 6.81 2.44 16.62
2 1.35732 1.36338 1 1.13 1.14 1.29 1024 6 3 9 2.43 16.50
3 1.38884 1.10897 1 1.16 0.92 1.07 1024 6 3 5 138 13.76
4 1.21878 L18863 1 1.02 (X99 1.01 1024 6.10 2.12 12.93
9 1 1.301 1.359 1 1.13 1.18 L33 1024 7.14 2.57 18.35
2 1.295 1.370 1 1.13 1.19 1.34 1024 7.10 2.59 18.39
3 1.067 1.470 1 0.93 L28 1.19 1024 5 3 5 2.78 16.26
4 1.165 1.222 1 1.01 1.06 1.07 1024 6 3 9 2.31 14.76
5 1.159 1.257 1 1.01 1.10 1.11 1024 6 3 6 :L37 15.07
10 1 1.13706 1.34010 1 0.95 1.12 1.06 1024 5 3 9 2.39 15.60
2 1.05178 1.27513 1 0.88 1.06 0.93 1024 5 3 6 2.28 11.99
3 1.14315 1.22843 1 0.95 1.02 0.97 1024 5.72 2.19 12.53
4 1.05584 1.28934 1 0.88 1.07 0.94 1024 5 3 8 :L30 12.14
11 1 1.22 1.26 1 1.06 1.10 1.17 1024 6 3 9 2.38 15.92
2 1.30 1.27 1 1.13 1.10 1.24 1024 7.13 2.40 17.11
3 1.34 1.46 1 1.17 1.27 1.49 1024 7.35 2.76 20.29
4 1.14 1.24 1 0.99 1.08 1.07 1024 6 3 5 2.34 14.63
5 1.197 L38 1 1.04 1.20 1.25 1024 6.57 2.61 17.15
12 1 L32 1.34 1 1.10 1.12 L23 1024 6.60 2.39 15.77
2 1.32 L32 1 1.10 1.10 1.21 1024 6.60 2.36 15.58
3 L38 1.42 1 1.15 1.18 1.36 1024 6.90 2.54 17.53
4 1.24 L28 1 1.03 1.07 1.10 1024 6 3 0 2.29 14.20
5 1.32 1.26 1 1.10 1.05 1.15 1024 6.60 2.25 14.85
14* 1 1.40 1.42 1 1.17 1.18 L38 1024 7.00 2.54 17.78
2 1.40 1.42 1 1.17 1.18 L38 1024 7.00 2.54 17.78
3 L38 1.48 1 1.15 L23 1.41 1024 6 3 0 2.24 18.22
4 L28 1.34 1 1.07 1.12 1.20 1024 6.40 :L39 15.30
5 1.48 1.242 1 1.23 1.03 1.27 1024 7.40 2.22 16.43
K idwellfl995f
1 L39 1.39 1 1.16 1.16 1.35 1024 6.95 2.48 17.23
2 1.41 1.41 1 1.17 1.17 1.37 1024 7.05 :L52 17.77
3 1.51 1.51 1 1.26 1.26 1.59 1024 7.55 2.70 20.39
4 1.41 1.41 1 1.17 1.17 1.37 1024 7.05 2.52 17.77
5 1.30 1.30 1 1.08 1.08 1.17 1024 6.50 :L32 15.08
NOAA-13 was launched on 9 August 1993, 
been turned on.
but failed on 21 August 1993 before all of the sensors had
T ab le  7.3. Instantaneous field  o f view (IFOV) fo r each AVHRR sensor and channel, 
with the nadir (pixel 1) and scan edge (pixel 1024) pixel dimensions/areas that these give.
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F ig u re  7.6. (a) Trigonometric relationships used to estimate along- and cross- scan pixel 
dimensions (Pa & Pc), and (b) variations in pixel dimensions and area with scan position.
in which R is the radius of the Earth (6378 km), Q = (Sh+R)/R, where Sh is satellite height 
(833 km for NOAA -6, -8, -10, & -12 and 870 km for TIROS-N, NOAA-7, -9 -11, & -13 
[K. Kidwell, personal communication]), and Œ] and a i  are the angles from nadir to the 
outer and inner edges of the pixel respectively. For a pixel at n pixels from nadir, tt2(n) = 
ao(n)4-|3/2 and a%(n) = ao(n)-(3/2, in which ao(n) is the angle from nadir to the centre of 
pixel n, given by n0-0/2, 0 being the scan increment angle (0.95x10'^ rad), and p is the 
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) angle. The IFOVs given by the manufacturers of the 
AVHRR, ITT Aerospace, vary from channel to channel and from platform to platform.
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therefore the IFOV used will depend on the platform and channel being considered (Table
7.3). In Equation 7.9, y is half of the cross-scan IFOV (Table 7.3) and \}/ = (Rsinô)/sinao, 
where Ô is the angle from the centre of the earth to the centre of the pixel, calculated from Ô 
= [sin'^(Osinao)]-ao.
Using pixel areas calculated in this way along with ph and pc estimated using the 
three component approach, lava flow areas were estimated during the first month of the 
1991 to 1993 eruption at Etna. This effusive eruption, which began on 14 December 1991 
and continued until 29 March 1993 producing a 7.6 km^ flow field (Calvari et a l ,  1994b), 
was well monitored from the ground, providing a wealth of ground data against which the 
satellite based estimates can be compared. The range of area estimates produced by the 
AVHRR data were in good agreement with the ground-based estimates given by Calvari et 
a i  (1994b), straddling them and showing an identical trend (Figure 7.7a).
7.6 . AVHRR estimates of flow-wide thermal flux and effusion 
rates
Total thermal loss (Qtot) from an active lava is given by the sum of the radiative, 
convective and conductive heat losses (Qrad + Qconv + Qcond)- Following Danes (1972), 
heat loss by conduction through the bottom of an active lava flow is assumed to be 
negligible. This is confirmed by the development of active flows on snow-covered surfaces 
without phreatic explosions, suggesting rapid development of basal crust providing 
efficient thermal insulation (Chester et a l,  1985). Qtot rnay therefore be calculated from 
Qrad and Qconv alone, where
n
Qrad = X (c 'e S x [ f c  J c x '*  + fh^T hx"]) (7 -1 0 ),
X=1
and
Qconv = 0.14 Aiava k (gap/pK)l/3 ATg /^S (7.11),
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F ig u re  7.7. Variation in (a) active flow  area and (b) effusion rates during the first 3 
weeks o f the 1991-1993 Etna eruption. Upper and lower bounds o f AVHRR estimates are 
given by white and black squares, where the true value should lie in the grey zone. Dashed 
line and diamonds give ground-based estimates.
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in which c  is the Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.67 x 10'^ Wm'2 K'4), e is emissivity
integrated across all wavelengths (0.9887, mean emissivity for basalt from Salisbury & 
D’Aria [1992]), S% is the lava area in pixel x, Th^ and are the temperatures for the
molten and crusted portions of the lava for pixel x, and n is the total number of lava pixels. 
Parameters fc and fh are the fractions of the lava surface occupied by the crusted and molten 
components respectively, where fc = Pc/(Pc+Ph) and fh = ph/(pc+ph)- In Equation 7.11, g is 
acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m s"2) and ATg = Te-Tair, where Te is the effective surface 
temperature [= (fhTh"^+fcTc^)^-^^, after Fieri et al. (1990)] and Tair is the air temperature. 
Properties k, p., K , a  and p are thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, thermal 
diffusivity, cubic expansivity and density of air at a mean temperature of Tair + ATg/2, and 
are taken from tables in Kays & Crawford (1980) using Tair of 0 °C.
Following Fieri & Baloga (1986), effusion rates can be caleulated by equating Qtot 
with the heat flux supplied by cooling and crystallisation of the mass of active lava, mass 
flux rate (M) can be constrained from
M = -------------   (7.12a),
[CpST + *CL]
for an active lava flow, converting mass flux to volume flux, gives effusion rate (Hr)
Er = --------- ^ ---------  (7.12b),
p  [Cp5T +  ( |)C l]
where p is lava density (2600 kg m'^), Cp is specific heat capacity (1150 J kg-^ K’Q, ÔT is 
the average temperature drop throughout the active flow, (|) is the average mass fraction of 
crystals grown in cooling through 6T and c l  is the latent heat of crystallisation (2.9 x 10  ^J 
kg-Q. Effusion rates obtained using the December 1991 to January 1992 AVHRR Etna 
eruption data set were in good agreement with ground-based estimates (Figure 7.7b). This 
method was also tested on three AVHRR images acquired during the 4-18 September 1984
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fissure eruption at Krafla (Iceland). These gave much higher effusion rates of 50-120 m^ s" 
K These estimates are consistent with ground-based volume estimates which give 1.2 x 10  ^
m^ of lava erupted in just 14 days (Gronvold, 1987).
7 .7 . Radiance maps for eruption monitoring
Using the September Krafla 1984 eruption data, Harris et al. (1995c) showed how 
sharpened images could produce radiance maps capable of monitoring the development of 
an active lava flow field (Figure 7.8). Sharpening improves qualitative visual interpretation 
of lava flow thermal structure (Figures 7.8a & b), producing radiance maps which at Krafla 
were in close agreement with ground observations (Harris et al., 1995c). The Krafla 
radiance map produced from an image acquired just 5 hours after the eruption began late on 
4 September clearly locates an eruptive fissure feeding flows in all directions (Figure 7.8b). 
By the second full day of the eruption, radiance maps indicate shutting down of fissure 
segments, with activity becoming confined to two areas, one at the northern end of the 
original fissure and one towards the centre (Figure 7.8c).
Radiance maps are produced by applying the image sharpening technique originally 
given by Harris et al. (1995c) to each hot-spot pixel. The technique divides a pixel into 9 
equally sized sub-pixels (Figure 7.8d). New, artificial values are calculated for each sub­
pixel, depending on the weighted mean of neighbouring pixels and sub-pixels, by 
application of Equations 7.13a to 7.131 in the following order:
F ig u re  7.8. Thermal maps o f the September 1984 Krafla fissure eruption, with ground- 
based flow  fie ld  map (Smithsonian Institution, 1989) inset, (a) gives flow  fie ld  thermal 
map obtained using a raw image acquired at 04:47 GMT on 5 September 1984, 5 hours 
after the eruption began and (b) gives the sharpened equivalent, (c) shows the sharpened 
thermal map fo r  the following day. In each case the image has been fitted  to a map o f 
Iceland and the active fissure location overlain, note the shut-down o f all bar 2 segments o f 
the active fissure by the second day. (d) shows the partitioning o f original pixel (E) to 
obtain sharpened sub-pixels (spxl to 9).
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V s p x l  =  ( V a  +  V b  +  V d  +  V e ) / 4 (7.13a)
V s p x 3  =  ( V b  +  V c  +  V e  +  V f ) / 4 (7.13b)
V s p x 7  =  ( V d  +  V e  +  V g  +  V h ) / 4 (7.13c)
V s p x 9  =  ( V a  +  V b  +  V d  +  V e ) / 4 (7.13d)
V s p x 2  =  ( V b  +  V e  +  V s p x l  +  V g p x 3 ) / 4 (7.13e)
V s p x 4  =  ( V d  +  V e  +  V s p x l  +  V s p x ? ) / 4 (7.13f)
V s p x 6  =  ( V e  +  V e  +  V s p x 3  +  V s p x 9 ) / 4 (7H3g)
V s p x 8  =  ( V e  +  V h  +  V s p x 7  +  V s p x 9 ) / 4  
8
S  V s p x l  
Vspx9 -  g
(7.13h)
(7.131)
In which Vi is the value for pixel i, where i = A to B and Vgpxi is the value for sub-pixel i, 
where i = 1 to 9 (Figure 7.8d). Vi may be a pixel DN or radiance and V§pxi is a derived 
artificial DN or radiance. We also map two other values: elevated volcanic radiance 
(R ivo ic), calculated by subtracting the mean R i of the nearest background pixels from the Ri 
of a located "hot" pixel, and radiant flux density (= Qrad/Iava area).
7 .8 . A demonstration of technique application using case
studies
To demonstrate the global applicability of these quantitative and qualitative 
techniques for eruption monitoring, we apply them to AVHRR data sets for a second 
eruption at Mount Etna and eruptions at Cerro Negro (Nicaragua), Fogo (Cape Verde 
Islands), and Lascar (Chile), as well as persistent lava lake activity at Erebus (Ross Island, 
Antarctica) and activity from open vents at Etna.
7 . 8 . 1 .  The March to July 1985 eruption of Mount Etna
On 12 March 1985 four effusive vents opened between 2490 and 2620 m on Etna's
south flank (Smithsonian Institution, 1989). Flows continued until 13 July, building a 2.2
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F ig u re  7.9. Ground based maps o f Etna's 1983, 1984 and 1985 flow  fields, with an 
AVHRR thermal map produced during the 1985 eruption, showing the active flow  field  
and the cooler, inactive, cooling 1983 and 1984flow  fields, inset.
km^ flow field, advancing towards the tourist complex at the Rifugio Sapienza and 
destroying ski-lift pylons. Manually-produced AVHRR radiance maps clearly identify the 
presence of an active flow field, locating a highly radiant anomaly on Etna's south flank 
between 2000 and 3000 m (Figure 7.9). Two other anomalies, one to the north and one to 
the south of the flow field anomaly are also evident. These correspond to cooling flow 
fields from previous activity, and are distinguishable from the active flow field by their
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lower radiance (Figure 7.9). The northern anomaly locates a cooling flow the April-October 
1984 SE crater eruption, and the southern anomaly coincides with the thickest portion of 
the 1983 flow field.
The persistence of cooling anomalies is common on AVHRR images. We measured 
temperatures up to 220 “C on the 1991-1993 flow field 13 months after activity ceased, 
with widespread areas of high temperatures (80-100 °C) still apparent at the thickest (75- 
100 m) areas in September 1995. As a result the cooling 1991-1993 flow field caused a 
persistent thermal anomaly on many channel 3 images examined up until the end of 1995. It 
is important not to mistake such cooling anomalies for precursory thermal anomalies.
Analysis of the AVHRR time series identifies two phases characterised by fairly 
steady active lava area and Qtot levels, punctuated by a low point around 13 June preceded 
by a month-long decline in both parameters (Figure 7.10a & b). This agrees with ground 
observations which define two phases of activity (12 M arch-11 June & 13 June-13 July) 
during which activity continued at a steady level. These were punctuated by a brief period 
of quiescence from 11-13 June (Smithsonian Institution, 1989).
The effusion rate time series (Figure 7.10c) shows the same trend, with low (0.5- 
4.5 m3 S'^) effusion rates throughout the eruption. This compares well with ground-based 
estimates made between 11 and 13 July of 0.5-2.5 m^ s'^ (Smithsonian Institution, 1989). 
By integrating effusion rates over time, cumulative volume can be plotted (Figure 7.10d), 
giving a total flow volume of 16-29 x 10  ^m^. This suggests that initial ground-based 
estimates of 30 x 10^ m^ (Smithsonian Institution, 1989) were too high, and is in
F ig u re  7.10. AVHRR time series fo r  (a) active flow area (b) total thermal flux, (c) 
effusion rates and (d) cumulative volume during the 1985 Etna eruption. In each case white 
and black symbols define the upper and lower AVHRR estimates, with true value lying in 
the grey zone, dashed zone is inferred because no images were available during this period. 
Effusion rates have been calculated using ATfiow o f 150-200 °C (Archambault & Tanguy, 
1976) and (j) o f  0.4 to 0.5, allowing fo r  30 % initial phenocrysts and 20 to 30 % residual 
glass in solid lava (Armienti et a i, 1994).
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agreement with more accurate estimates of 19 x 10  ^ m^ obtained at a later date using 
Electronic Distance Measurement (J. Murray, personal communication).
Effusion rate and flow volume have been shown to influence flow length and area, 
higher rates and volumes giving flows of greater length and area (Walker, 1973; Malin, 
1980; Fieri & Baloga, 1986), so reliable estimates made during an eruption are extremely 
important in determining the hazard posed to communities down-flow. At Etna, high 
effusion rate (>50 m^ s'Q  eruptions in 1928 and 1981 fed flows that rapidly advanced 
several kilometres causing great damage, the former advancing 8 km in <26 days 
destroying the town of Mascali, the latter causing costly damage and evacuations (Table 
7.1). However, while effusion rates remain low (<10 m^ s’Q flows are likely to remain 
short and spatially confined, building a compound field (Walker, 1973), as during the 1985 
eruption examined here.
7 . 8 . 2 .  The November to December 1995 eruption of Cerro Negro
Cerro Negro erupted 22 times between 1850 and 1992, causing damage during 9 of 
these eruptions (Simkin & Siebert, 1994). The 1995 eruption began on 19 November with 
a Strombolian phase. On 22 November a growing dome emitted the first lava flow, with 
explosive and effusive activity continuing until 6 December (GVN, 1995e). Humanitarian 
reports indicated that 12000 people were affected, mainly by tephra fall, of whom 6000 
were evacuated. Agricultural damage and evacuation costs totalled US$ 722000 (DHA, 
1995a, 1995b). Field observations were impeded by ejection of bombs, which made the 
upper portions of the active flows dangerous to reach (B. van Wyk de Vries, personal 
communication), making satellite measurements an attractive option. Fortuitously, the UK 
Natural Resources Institute had installed an AVHRR receiving station in Managua 
(Nicaragua) during the preceding summer as part of an Overseas Development Agency 
supported technical project. From this station the eruptive activity could be imaged, with 
images showing ash clouds extending mainly to the west and a major hot spot at Cerro 
Negro itself (Figure 7.1 la). Lava area and effusion rate time series (Figure 7.11b & c)
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Figure 7.11. (a) Thermal maps {see Figure 7.8 fo r  key), (b) active area and (c)
effusion rates derived from AVHRR data during the 1995 eruption o f Cerro Negro. Dashed 
zones in (b) and (c) are inferred as in Figure 7.10.
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define flows of small area (active areas <0.7 km^), and low effusion rate (<2 m^ s‘*), 
indicating that lava flows were unlikely to extend any great distance. Indeed, field reports 
showed that flows reached no more than 1.5 km from the active dome (GVN, 1995e). 
Increases in active area and effusion rate are noted around the end of November (Figure 
7.1 lb  & c), coincident with a peak in lava emission observed in the field (B. van Wyk de 
Vries, personal communication). The AVHRR time series gives a mean effusion rate 
during the eruption of 0.8-1.2 m^ s'^ and a total volume of 1.0-1.6 x 10^ m^. Although 
Electronic Distance Measurements of the flow field made during April 1996 will be used to 
obtain a precise volume estimate (N. Stevens, personal communication), at the time of 
writing the effusion rates and flow volume given here are the only estimates available.
The AVHRR data show that most of the damage caused by this eruption was due to 
air-fall rather than lava flow activity. Comparison of vegetation maps produced using 
AVHRR data before and after the eruption showed a -2 0  km wide zone of damaged 
vegetation extending SW to the coast, damage being due to ash-fall during the eruption.
7 .8 .3 .  The A pril to M ay 1995 erup tion  of Fogo
On 4 April 1995 a major thermal anomaly in AVHRR channels 3 and 4 within 
Togo's Cha Caldera, close to the village Bangaeira, signalled the beginning of a major 
fissure eruption (Figure 7.12). The eruption had begun during the night of 2-3 April, and 
on 3 April the -1300 population living within the caldera left on foot, subsequently being 
housed in tents, schools or with relations (GVN, 1995f; DHA, 1995c). Fire fountaining 
and lava effusion continued from a growing scoria cone on the SW flank of the Pico cone 
until 28 May, building a -6.3 km^ lava flow field (Figure 7.13a). Lava flows cut the main 
caldera road, buried the village of Boca de Fonte (population 56), and covered 5 km^ or 
10% of Togo's of agricultural land. It destroyed a winery and 5 other houses, stopping 
-500  m short of Portela and Bangaeira villages (GVN, 1995f, 1995g, 1995h; DHA, 
1995c). Although we were unable to calibrate the AVHRR images and thereby complete a 
quantitative analysis, the time series of radiance maps clearly charted the development of
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F ig u re  7.12. Channel 3 (light grey) and channel 4 (dark grey) thermal anomalies
during the first days o f the 1995 Fogo eruption located by fitting a map o f Fogo to the 
AVHRR image. Ground-based map o f the flow  fie ld  is overlain in stipple. Channel 3 
anomaly is much larger than that o f channel 4 due to smearing o f radiance along and cross 
scan into otherwise non-radiant pixels (point spread function pixels). Channel 4, being less 
effected, gives a more reasonable location and area. The automated thresholding algorithm 
o f Harris et al. (1995b) similarly excludes point spread function pixels, as well as sensor 
recovery pixels (anomalously cold pixels frequently found on the down scan edge o f 
AVHRR thermal anomalies).
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F ig u re  7.13. {a) Ground-based map o f the flow -field  from  the 1995 Fogo
eruption (GVN, 1995h) and (b) to (f) thermal maps derived from  AVHRR time-series 
acquired during the eruption with base map fitted to the image. The images have not been 
geometrically corrected, hence the different N-S and E-W scales. Key as fo r  Figure 7.8.
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the eruption through April (Figures 7.13b to f). In agreement with ground observations, all 
radiance maps show major lava flows advancing from a source on the SW flank of the Pico 
cone. Figure 13b coincides with the cutting of the main road within a day of the eruption 
beginning, while subsequent maps (Figures 7.13c to f) show extension of the flow field to 
the west and north, burying fertile agricultural land and buildings, and illustrating the threat 
to Portela and Bangaeira.
7 .8 .4 .  The A pril 1993 erup tion  of L ascar
Current activity at Lascar is characterised dome growth punctuated by explosive 
eruptions. Lascar is remote, so ground observations are rare. The most complete record of 
activity since 1984 is from remotely sensed data (e.g. Glaze et al., 1989b; Oppenheimer et 
a i,  1993; Denniss et al., in press; Wooster & Rothery, in press). These have shown how 
time series of thermal data can be used to monitor lava dome activity within Lascar's 
summit crater. Wooster & Rothery (in press) demonstrate how cheap, regularly available, 
1 km^ pixel data from the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) can be used to detect 
variations in the state of the dome. Their 1992-1995 time-series shows changes in detected 
radiance related to dome extrusion, collapse and subsequent explosive events. Here we 
analyse data for pyroclastic flows emplaced during the April 1993 eruption.
Lascar's largest eruption began late on 18 April 1993 and continued until 21 April, 
sending ash up to -25 km (GVN, 1993e). Pyroclastic flows extended 7.5 km to the NW 
and 4 km to the S, being apparent as a major thermal anomaly on an AVHRR image 
acquired during the eruption (Figure 7.14). Pyroclastic flow temperature and area were 
estimated using Equations 7.3 and 7.4. Our assumption that a pyroclastic flow pixel can be 
described by two thermal components is based on measurements made during the 1980 
eruptions of Mount St. Helens by Banks & Hoblitt (1981). These gave pyroclastic flow 
temperatures which were isothermal in cross-section and approximately uniform along the 
flow path. Where channel 3 was saturated, Th derived for the nearest non-saturated flow 
pixel was used in Equation 7.2. Multiplying ph by the pixel area, and summing the results
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F ig u re  7.14. Map o f the pyroclastic flows from the April 1993 eruption o f Lascar
produced from  JERS-OPS data (Denniss et a l, in press), with thermal map produced from  
a syn-eruption AVHRR image inset (Key as fo r  Figure 7.8).
for all pixels, gave an area of recently emplaced hot pyroclastic flow of -13  km^. This 
compares with 18.5 km^ obtained using a high spatial resolution (324 m^ pixel) JERS-1 
OPS image (Denniss et a i, in press). Derived values for Th were near uniform at 120+20 
°C across both the northern and southern flow units. These are somewhat lower than >300 
°C emplacement temperatures measured at Mount St. Helens (Banks & Hoblitt, 1981), 
which could be due to lower emplacement temperatures, surface cooling since 
emplacement, or mantling by fall-out from a cooler co-ignimbrite ash cloud at Lascar.
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The AVHRR radiance map shows (within the limits of its spatial resolution) an 
identical spatial distribution of pyroclastic flows around the summit crater to that revealed 
by high spatial resolution mapping (Figure 7.14). The thermal structure, with radiance 
decreasing very gradually down-flow after an initial rapid decrease, is very different to that 
seen for fissure-fed (Figure 7.8a) or vent-fed (Figure 7.13) lava eruptions. This is in 
agreement with Banks and Hoblitt (1981) who note similar thermal structure in pyroclastic 
flows emplaced during the 1980 Mount St Helens eruptions, suggesting that after initial 
rapid cooling by adiabatic expansion and incorporation of air, little more cool air is 
entrained along the remaining flow path. In the absence of ground monitoring, the thermal 
structure and temperatures obtained from the AVHRR data would have enabled us to 
identify this flow as a high temperature pyroclastic flow (nuée ardente) rather than a lava 
flow, which if impacting on a populated area would cause widespread death and injury 
(Baxter, 1990).
7 . 8 . 5 .  Persistent lava lake activity at Erebus
Two AVHRR images of Erebus were acquired, about one and a half hours apart, 
during the morning of 13 January 1980. At this time a -4500 m^ lava lake was active 
within the summit crater (Smithsonian Institution, 1989). Area and flux estimates were 
identical on both images, giving an hot area of -6-32 x 10  ^m^. This exceeds the ground 
estimate, but is less than that given by Glaze et a l (1989a) of 35 x 10  ^m^ using a January 
1985 TM image. We suggest both apparent over-estimates are due to the presence a 
number of hot targets within the pixel in addition to the lava lake, these include ephemeral 
occasionally incandescent fumaroles (P. Kyle, personal communication) and an active 
Strombolian vent (Smithsonian Institution, 1989). Our Qrad estimate of 60-70 MW (Qtot = 
80-110 MW) is very similar to 58 MW estimated by Glaze et a l  (1989). Consistency in 
Qrad between the two AVHRR images and the TM image indicates activity at a steady level. 
Following Equation 7.12a, thermal loss (Qtot) at the lake surface requires a magma flux of 
270-350 kg s 'l if all degassed magma is recycled as cumulates to a deeper chamber (ÔT =
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200 K, (j) = 1), or 50-70 kg s‘  ^ if degassed magma is emplaced as dykes beneath or within 
the edifice (ÔT = 1200 K, (|) = 0.45). This will be a minimum estimate since it does not 
include heat carried by the gas phase, SO2 flux at Erebus typically being in the range 25- 
230 t d 'l (Kyle et a l ,  1994).
Sporadic ground observations have shown that similar activity has persisted at 
Erebus since the discovery of a lava lake in 1972 (Giggenbach et a l ,  1972). Since 1980 
lava lake activity has been punctuated by a period of increased Strombolian activity, burial 
and re-establishment of the lake and two phreatic eruptions (Smithsonian Institution, 1989; 
GVN, 19951). During this period a number of remote sensing assessments have also been 
made using AVHRR and TM thermal data (Wiesnet & D'Aguanno, 1982; Rothery et a l, 
1988; Glaze et al, 1989a; Rothery & Oppenheimer, 1994). Such satellite observations offer 
an ideal means of regularly monitoring Erebus and other remote and inhospitable 
volcanoes.
7 . 8 . 6 .  Activity at Etna's summit craters 1993-1995
Etna's summit cone or "Central Crater" is occupied by 2 pit craters. La Voragine 
and the Bocca Nuova. Activity within these reflects magma levels in the main conduit. Low 
or falling levels causing pit crater collapse and deepening. Rising levels are typified by 
Strombolian activity and filling with ejecta (Chester et a l, 1985). Two lateral cones on the 
Central Crater's NE and SE flanks, the NE and SE Craters, have also been persistently 
active since opening in 1911 and 1971 respectively. Although Strombolian activity, lava 
fountaining and effusive events were common at the NE and SE Craters during 1970s and 
1980s (Chester et a l ,  1985; Calvari et a l,  1994a), following the December 1991 - March 
1993 flank eruption all craters were active with steady degassing only (GVN, 1994).
These conditions remained characteristic of activity during field work by us in June 
and October 1994. On both occasions the NE Crater floor was ventless showing fumarolic 
activity only. However, conduits were open at two 10 x 10 m degassing vents, one each in
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Location Maximum temperature (°C) 
June 1994 October 1994
Temperature 
increase (°C)
N E  C r a t e r
Fumaroles at N  rim 65 1 1 12
Rifts at N W  rim 141 246 105
Fumaroles at W  rim 97 210 113
Fumaroles at S  rim 86 221 135
B O C C A  N u o v a
Fumaroles on N  flank 76 79 0
Fumaroles & rifts at N  rim 74 74 0
Fumaroles at S W  rim 66 72 6
C e n t r a l  C r a t e r s
Fumaroles at S  rim 83 82 -1
Between S  rim & S E  crater 81 83 2
S E  C r a t e r
Fumaroles & rifts at N  rim 312 482 170
Fumaroles & rifts at W  rim 208 218 10
T ab le  7.4. Changes in maximum fum arole temperatures m easured using a
Minolta/Land Compac 3 infrared thermometer at Etna's summit craters between June and 
October 1994.
La Voragine and the Bocca Nuova at 300-340 °C and 160-170 °C respectively. A third 
degassing vent was located within the SE Crater. Fumarole temperature increases at the NE 
Crater (Table 7.4) are interpreted as a thermal precursor to the re-opening of the NE Crater 
after December 1994. This resulted in sporadic ash and block emission, causing issue of 
aviation notices when a 4200 m high plume was emitted in June 1995 and termination of 
guided summit tours (GVN, 1995j). Subsequently, activity has continued to build, with 
intermittent Strombolian activity resuming from the NE Crater and Bocca Nuova in July- 
August 1995 and lava fountaining episodes causing ash fall on the city of Catania (30 km 
SSE) during November (GVN, 1995k; 19951). As of 11 February 1996 a total of 8 fire 
fountaining episodes had been observed.
We have examined an AVHRR time series acquired over this period to determine 
whether the data could have been used to monitor these developments. For hot spots of this 
nature, (i.e. located at the foot of a shielding feature, in this case 100-120 m high crater
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walls), the effect of topographic shielding must be considered (Figure 7.15a). The hot spot 
will begin to be obscured at a scan angle (cxq) equal to sin'l[Qsin(7i/2-Xin], in which %in is 
the angle subtended by a line of sight from the satellite to the hot spot inner edge and the 
crater floor which just glances the crater rim. This is obtained from %in = tan"^[HAV], H 
being the height of the shielding feature and W the distance from the foot of the shielding 
feature to the hot-spot edge. The scan angle at which the hot spot will be completely 
obscured is obtained by substituting Xm with the angle subtended by a line of sight to the 
hot spot outer edge and the crater floor which just glances the crater rim (%ou)- Angle %ou is 
given by tan'^[H/(W-i-co)], co being the hot-spot width. The Bocca Nuova vent, sited at the 
foot of the crater wall, will become increasingly obscured after aq  ~0 °, disappearing 
around ao 5.5 ° (-100 pixels from nadir). La Voragine v e n t, roughly central in a -100 m 
wide crater, should not begin to be obscured until Oq ~28 ° (-510 pixels from nadir).
To ensure that a time-series is not affected by scan angle induced radiance 
variations, (i.e. increased obscuration of the hot vent will cause decreased pixel-integrated 
radiance), images acquired at similar scan-angles must be used. To monitor Etna's Central 
Crater we therefore selected all images within 500 pixels of nadir, thereby ensuring an 
unobscured view of La Voragine vent. Using images between 100 and 500 pixels of nadir 
also ensured that the Bocca Nuova vent would not be visible, and that variations in 
radiance would not be due to variations in obscuration of this vent. Equations 7.3 and 7.4 
were applied to the selected images to estimate Th. The resulting variations in Th for La 
Voragine vent between 1993 and 1995 are consistent with ground observations (Figure 
7.15b). Low values of Th during 1993 reflect quiet degassing following the 1993 eruption, 
with a rise during 1994 being a possible precursor to renewal of explosive activity. We 
interpret low Th during 1994-1995 as resulting from increases in fume/ash and partial vent 
blockage by blocks produced during explosive events. The beginning of Strombolian 
activity in 1995 is marked by a rise in Th, with highest Th in the series reached around the 
time of the first fountaining event. By this time a 15 m wide pit containing spattering 
magma had developed on the NE Crater floor (GVN, 19951).
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F ig u re  7.15. (a) Viewing geometry and effects o f topographic shielding fo r  hot-
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with phases o f activity observed from the ground indicated.
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Although activity at Etna's summit craters has produced casualties and damage by 
tephra fall, as well as being indicative of magma column level (Chester et a l,  1984; SEAN, 
1987, 1989b, 1989c), published observations of summit activity are scarce (Calvari et a l, 
1994a). Regular ground observations are impeded by deep snow and harsh conditions. 
Here, and at other volcanoes, AVHRR data are capable of providing a reliable means of 
regularly monitoring vent activity when ground observations are impossible or dangerous.
7 .9 . Distinguishing volcanic hot spots
Mouginis-Mark et a l  (1994) show how AVHRR viewing geometry can be used to 
distinguish various hot spot scenarios. For a lava body of constant size, as pc and ph 
decrease with increasing pixel area, so R\ will also decrease. This will bring certain 
scenarios below saturation if they are near the scan edges, improving chances of 
discrimination (Figure 7.16). Whether and where this occurs depends on the body size and 
temperature, background temperatures, waveband, and whether thermal features are 
isolated or widely separated, allowing each feature to be contained within a single pixel. In 
practice we were unable to apply the modelled scenarios given in Figure 7.16 to effusive 
eruption data for Etna or Cerro Negro. Widespread channel 3 saturation occurred on each 
of -100  images examined despite utilisation of the full scan width, a result of features 
being too closely clustered (note the effect of increasing the number of skylights. Figure 
7.16).
We present an alternative method which uses the scatter plot of Rgmax versus 
R4max» these being the differences between the maximum radiance within the anomaly and 
the minimum from the background in channels 3 and 4 respectively. For cool or small 
anomalies such as 100 m^ vents at 340 °C, as at Etna, or 16 m^ vents at 900 °C, as at 
Stromboli, both Rsmax and R4max will be low. For example, assuming a background at 0 
°C for the two cases given above, R3 and R4 for the vent pixel will be 0.31 and 72.36 
mW/m^ sr cm k R3 and R4 for vent-free pixels surrounding the anomaly will be 0.17 and 
72.3 mW/m2 sr c m -\ giving R3max and R4max of 0.14 and 0.06 mW/m^ sr cm’k
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F ig u re  7.16. Scan angle induced decrease in channel 3 p ixel integrated
temperature modelled fo r  a range o f sub-pixel hot-spots typical at Etna between 1991 and 
1993 against (a) a typical cool winter ambient background and (b) a typical solar-heated 
summer background, (c) Gives channel 4 variation fo r  a cool winter background. While 
features remain above saturation they cannot be discriminated.
However, for small lava bodies such as lava lakes or domes elevation above the 
background will be higher, resulting in higher Rsmax and R4max- A 4500 m^ crusted lava 
lake at 750 °C, against a background of 0 °C, will give Rsmax and R^max of 24.39 and 
16.61 mW/m^ sr cm 'k  Major effusive eruptions will produce the highest Rsmax and 
R4max- a 250000 m^ lava flow at 750 °C, against a background of 0 °C, will give Rg,>max
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and R4max of 1354.85 and 867.07 mW/m^ sr cm k Plotting Rsmax against R4max should 
therefore allow each of these features to be distinguished.
We plotted Rsmax against R4max for 120 images containing lava flows of varying 
sizes, lava lakes, pyroclastic flows and active vents at Krafla, Etna, Erebus, Lascar and 
Stromboli (Figure 7.17). The resulting scatter allowed pixels containing active vents to be 
distinguished from those containing active lava on the basis of radiance alone, even on 
saturated images. The lava bodies could be further sub-divided into major flows (channel 
and fissure fed flows extending over >3 km), minor flows (extending <3 km) and small 
lava bodies (such as lava lakes). At Stromboli, the target pixel will consist of a single of 
active vents surrounded by ambient ground, but some pixels in a 9x9 pixel box centred on 
the target pixel will contain sea. By summer sea temperatures are often much lower than 
ambient land temperatures, selecting a sea surface temperature to use as the minimum 
background radiance would consequently set the background too low and Rsmax and 
R4max too high. Therefore, for the Stromboli data, pixels containing sea were identified 
and removed and the minimum background value was taken from the remaining land 
pixels, giving a corrected Rsmax and R4max (Figure 7.17). Placing radiance data from 
future eruptions and other volcanoes into this frame should allow the type of feature 
present to be identified with reasonable confidence.
7.10. Automated real time volcano monitoring from space: 
a real possibility?
To be of value in monitoring a dynamic and transient hazard, such as a lava or 
pyroclastic flow, reporting delays must be kept to a minimum. This prompts the question, 
how quickly could reports similar to those produced here be produced automatically on 
reception at a dedicated receiving station?
Most results given here were obtained using C++ software written at The Open 
University. This automatically locates a volcanic hot-spot in an AVHRR image using the 
procedure given by Harris et a l (1995b) and estimates hot spot area and thermal flux by
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F ig u re  7.17. Rsmax versus R4 max scatter graph fo r  a variety o f volcanic thermal
features, giving the typical space occupied by each feature. Black solid lines delimit feature 
spaces occupied by vent and lava pixels as indicated, grey lines delimit uncorrected vent 
pixels, dashed lines delimit lava lake and small area (<0.25 km?) flows and striped zone 
marks large area (>5 km^) flows.
applying either the two or three component model. Running on 50 x 50 pixel volcano sub­
images extracted from 2048 x 2048 full-images, hot spot identification and location is 
complete within one second, and area and flux estimates are produced within ten seconds. 
To allow cloud-free volcano sub-images to be located, extracted and examined, other 
necessary image processing includes geo-location, cloud-screening and extraction. In this 
study, this was achieved by running the Panorama software developed at the NERC 
Remote Sensing Data Analysis Service. Panorama automatically (1) extracts the whole 
image from the raw satellite data file; (2) geo-locates by applying a satellite orbital model 
(Sandford & Stephenson, 1992) and fitting image features to a library of ground
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landmarks; (3) extracts a sub-image; (4) calculates surface temperature; and (5) cloud- 
screens by applying a hybrid technique based on Roozekrans & Prangsma (1988), 
Saunders & Kriebel (1988) and Thiermann & Ruprecht (1992). Sub-images are located 
and extracted early in the processing so that subsequent computationally intensive 
operations can be restricted to regions of interest. Run times on a Silicon Graphics Indy 
200 MHz workstation are ~4 minutes on a 512 x 512 pixel image and -10  minutes on a 
2048 X 2048 image. Combining these two pieces of software and installing them at a 
receiving station could therefore produce volcanic hot spot hazard reports within 10 
minutes of image reception.
Although automated volcano monitoring software has not yet been installed, the 
operational AVHRR reception and analysis system installed by the NRI at Managua 
(Nicaragua) clearly illustrates the cost and logistics of installing such a system for volcano 
monitoring. All hardware and software (including two PCs, colour printer, antenna and 
backup power supply) were installed for ~US$ 50000, allowing daily monitoring of -130 
active volcanoes in Central and South America (Figure 7.18). Installation and training can 
be completed in 2 weeks, and once installed full data are available within 5-10 minutes of a 
satellite pass, with vegetation and fire monitoring products processed automatically in a 
further 10 minutes. Currently, active volcanoes are monitored visually, but automatic fire 
detection algorithms (Fiasse & Ceccato, 1996) and production of vegetation fire locations 
for real time dissemination is a good analogue for the information dissemination time for a 
similar volcanic hot-spot monitoring system.
Cheap, reliable, real-time automated thermal monitoring of volcanoes on a regional 
scale is a real possibility. Currently NRI AVHRR stations are in use at 22 countries around 
the world, including Chile, Ethiopia, Indonesia and Nicaragua. At many, fire monitoring 
software is already operational. It would take only a small investment of time and money to 
install reliable, automated volcano hot spot monitoring systems at any of these stations, or 
to install stations in any volcanic regions which remain poorly monitored from the ground
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or space. This would allow quantitative and qualitative volcanic hot-spot observations from 
a safe, re-usable vantage point within 30 minutes of image reception.
7.11. Conclusions
The frequency, ready availability and real-time monitoring capabilities of AVHRR 
data make them a resource that the volcanological community cannot afford to ignore. It is 
therefore important to establish the extent to which these data provide useful information on 
high temperature volcanic features. Our case studies show that reliable information can be 
extracted for lava flows and lakes, pyroclastic flows and active vents. Extracted 
information includes location of hot-spots, estimation of hot feature area and thermal flux, 
and lava effusion rates and cumulative volume. All of these parameters can be obtained 
automatically within minutes of image acquisition.
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Chapter 8. Real-time volcano monitoring from 
space: a real possibility?
8.1 . The ideal volcano monitoring satellite
When designing a sensor for a specific application, the temporal, spatial and 
spectral features of the target must be considered and the temporal, spatial and spectral 
resolutions of the instrument chosen accordingly (Mather, 1987; Cracknell & Hayes, 
1991). An active lava body presents a dynamic, high temperature (100 to 1200 °C) target, 
typically extending over tens of metres to many kilometres and developing over hours to 
months. Conversely, an eruptive ash plume presents a dynamic, low temperature (20 to 
-80 °C) target, typically extending over tens to tens of thousands of kilometres and 
developing in seconds to minutes. A satellite-sensor package designed to monitor all types 
of volcanic activity must therefore meet this range of conflicting spectral, spatial and 
temporal demands.
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F ig u re  8.1. Waveband locations fo r  volcano thermal monitoring (dark grey & stipple), 
eruption product mapping, and ash and SO2  plume monitoring (light grey & stipple). Note 
the coincidence o f wavebands <4 pm with peak spectral exitance from  blackbodies at 
typical active lava temperatures (400-1200 °C), and those at 10-12 pm with that from  
bodies at ambient and high altitude ash plume temperatures. This makes wavebands <4 pm  
sensitive to sub-pixel lava bodies. Coincidence o f 8-9.5 pm and 10-12 pm wavebands 
with SO2  absorption and transmission zones make these bands ideal fo r  SO2  monitoring.
8 . 1 . 1 . S p ectra l reso lu tion  fo r volcano m onitoring
8 .1 .1.1. Wavebands fo r thermal monitoring
To allow detection, measurement and monitoring of volcanic thermal anomalies, the 
sensor must provide data in at least four widely spaced wavebands, ideally (1) 1.5 - 1.7,
(2) 2.1 - 2.3, (3) 3.5 - 3.9, (4) 10.3 - 11.3 and (5) 11.5 - 12.5 pm (Figure 8.1). Data 
should also be available in high- and low-gain modes, allowing sufficient sensitivity over 
low temperature anomalies (e.g. geothermal areas), yet avoiding saturation over high
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temperature targets (e.g. active lavas). Data acquired at these wavebands and in these 
modes would allow (1) hot-spot detection, (2) atmospheric correction and (3) numerical 
modelling.
(1) Hot spot detection. Bands at 1.6, 2.2 and 3.7 pm are far more sensitive to 
volcanic hot spots than to sources at ambient temperatures, thus these bands are useful for 
hot-spot detection. On night-time AVHRR band 2 (0.72-1.10 pm) images, where hot spots 
have been large enough and hot enough to be detectable they have been evident as bright 
(highly radiant) spots against a uniformly dark (non-radiant) background, as during the 
September 1984 Krafla fissure eruption (Harris et al., 1995c). Data acquired at 3.7 and 
10.8 pm have allowed automated detection and the filtering out of solar-heated anomalies 
(Chapters 3, 7 & 8).
(2) Atmospheric correction. Provision of the "split window", i.e., division of
the 10-14 pm window into two bands (e.g. 10.3-11.3 and 11.5-12.5 pm), takes advantage 
of differential atmospheric absorption in theses two bands. This allows atmospheric 
correction on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Cracknell & Hayes, 1991).
(3) Numerical modelling. Simultaneous acquisition of data at four widely
separated bands would improve constraints on pixel thermal structure over an active lava, 
allowing unique solution of a three thermal component thermal model (Box 8.1 & Figure 
8.2). Such models are more realistic than widely-used two component models (e.g. 
Rothery et al., 1988; Oppenheimer et al., 1993), and are better constrained than current 
three component models which must work with just two or three widely separated bands of 
data (e.g. Oppenheimer 1993; Chapters 5 & 7).
8 .1.1.2. Wavebands fo r mapping eruption products
To map eruption products, data at visible and short-wave infrared (SWIR) 
wavelengths (0.4-2.4 pm) must be available. Numerous studies have shown how data at 
these wavelengths can be applied to map recently-emplaced pyroclastic and lava flows, pre­
historic debris flows, and fissure and cone distributions (e.g. Francis & Wells, 1988;
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Use of four bands of thermal data to define sub-pixel thermal 
sources
For a pixel occupied by three thermal components: a low temperature source a t Ty  
occupying py of the pixel, a moderate temperature source at Tc occupying pc and a high 
temperature source at Ty occupying (1-py-pc), where thermal radiances are available in 4 
wavebands (Ri to R4), spectral radiance will be given by:
Rl =PbLi(Tb) + PcLi(Tc) + (l-pb-Pc)Li(Th) (8.1)
R2 = pbL2(Tb) + PcL2(Tc) + Ù-Pb-Pc)L2(Th) (8.2)
R 3  = pbL3(Tb) + PcL3(Tc) + 0-pb-pc)L3(Th) (8.3)
R 4  = p b L 4 ( T b )  + PcL4(Tc) + ( l - p b - P c ) L 4 ( T h )  (8.4)
in which Lx is the Planck function spectral radiance for channel x (x = 1 to 4). If Ty can be 
calculated using background pixels and Ty assumed, then py (= 1-py-pc) and pc can be 
calculated in terms of py, Ty, Tc and Ty by rearranging 8.1 and 8.3 respectively to give
and
R l  ~ P b [ L i ( T y ) - L i ( T ç ) ]  - L i ( T ç )  „ _
P h -  L i ( T h )  - L | ( T c )
R 3 - P b [ L 3 ( T y ) - L 3 ( T y ) ]  - L 3 ( T y )
P^  = L3(Tc) - L3(Th)
writing A for [Li(Ty)-Li(Tc)], B for [Li(Ty)-Li(Tc)], C for [L3(Ty)-L3(Ty)] and D for 
[L3(Tc) - L3(Ty)], substituting Equations 8.5 & 8.6 into 8.2 & 8.4 and rearranging, py can 
be calculated from
B R 2 - L 2 (T y )[R i-L i(T c)]  - <P2[R3-L3(Ty)] 
py = ---------------------------------------------------------- (8.7)
B L 2 ( T y )  - A L 2 ( T y )  - Y 2
and
B R 4  - L 4 ( T y ) [ R i - L i ( T c ) ]  - (p4 [ R 3 -L 3( T y) ]
p y = - -------------------------------------------------------------------------  ( 8 . 8 )
B L 4 ( T y )  - A L 4 ( T y )  - Y 4
in which (p2 = [BpcL2(Tc)]/D; 94 = [BpcL4(Tc)]/D, Y 2 = [BCpcL2(Tc)]/D; and Y 4 = 
[BCpcL4(Tc)]/D. Solving simultaneous Equations 8.7 and 8.8, while ensuring that py, pc 
and py remain positive and sum to 1, will give py, pç  py and Tç (Figure 8.2).____________
Box 8.1. One possible approach to estimation o f the size and temperature o f sub-pixel 
thermal sources using a three band thermal model and four bands o f thermal data.
Munro & Mouginis-Mark, 1990; Rowland & Munro, 1992; Denniss et a l ,  in press). Data 
acquired at 9-12 p.m have also been shown capable of mapping individual flow units within 
flow pahoehoe fields (Realmuto et a l ,  1992). My own observations of 8-14 |4m Thematic 
Mapper Simulator images of Mount Etna have shown that solar-heated anomalies, due to
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Pixel model:
Temperature and portion of pixel Pixel-integrated
occupied bv thermal component Temperature
T y  =  0  “C Pb = 0 4 T j (1.7 pm) = 734 °C
T g  =  5 0 0  °C Pc =  0 .4 5 T 2  ( 2 .2  pm) = 6 7 1  °C
T y =  1 0 0 0  T Ph =  0 .1 5 T 3  ( 3 .7  pm) = 5 7 4  °C
T ^ ( 1 0 . 8  pm) = 4 3 9  °C
Assumptions 
T y  =  0  °C
T u  =  1 0 0 0  T
T^ solution
Pr Solution
Py solution
Pu solution
100 900 10002 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0  5 0 0  6 0 0  7 0 0  8 0 0
Temperature of crust component (T ,^, °C)
F ig u re  8.2. Graphical solution o f the three thermal component, fo u r  waveband 
approach given in Box 8.1 on a model pixel containing three temperature sources. The hot 
temperature and background temperatures (T^ and T^) are assumed, and all possible 
combinations ofph, Pb> P c  tind Tc that give the four pixel-integrated temperatures (Tj to T4 ) 
are plotted. For clarity only the 2.2 and 10.8 pm combinations are given, indicated by 
subscripts 2 and 4 respectively. Solution occurs where curves cross, giving a single Tq. 
Convergence also occurs within the grey zones, however these solutions are unreasonable 
since one o f ph, P b  or p c  must become negative or greater than 1 and are therefore rejected.
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preferential heating of sun-facing slopes, can be used to delimit leveed channels and steep 
sided aa flow units. Data at 0.73-1.1 and 0.55-0.68 pm can also be used to map the limits 
of tephra fall, and the impact of volcanic ash and aerosol on vegetation (e.g. Tucker & 
Matson, 1985; Jeyaseelan & Thiruvengadachari, 1993).
8 .1.1.3. Wavebands fo r  ash and gas monitoring
To detect plumes of ash and gas, data must be available at 10-12 pm (Figure 8.1). 
Data within this waveband have been shown capable of detecting ash plumes and 
distinguishing them from meteorological clouds (e.g. Prata, 1989; Holasek & Rose, 
1991). The coincidence of this waveband with peak spectral emittance from blackbodies at 
typical plume top temperatures also make these bands suitable for measuring plume 
temperature, which can in turn be related to plume altitude (e.g. Holasek & Rose, 1991; 
Holasek & Self, 1995). Inclusion of wavebands coincident with the SO2 absorption band 
allows detection and measurement of passive and eruptive SO2 plumes (e.g. Krueger et a l,  
1990; Realmuto et a l ,  1994).
8 .1.1.4. Synthetic Aperture radar (SAR)
Inclusion of SAR would complete the volcano monitoring sensor package. A 
number of studies have shown how SAR data may be used to produce Digital Elevation 
Models (DEMs), map lava and debris flows and monitor volcano deformation (e.g. 
Mouginis-Mark & Garbiel, 1993; Rowland et a l ,  1994; Massonnet et a l ,  1995; or see 
Gens & Van Genderen (1996) for review). Observation through cloud means that inclusion 
of SAR would extend monitoring over cloud-covered periods and volcanoes. SAR 
products, such as DEMs, could also be used in conjunction with thermal data. For 
example, fitting a thermal image of a low temperature volcanic feature to a SAR-derived 
DEM would allow height dependent adiabatic correction (see Chapter 1).
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8 . 1 . 2 .  Spatial resolution for volcano monitoring
The lower size limit of a volcanic feature requiring monitoring is set by active 
fumarole vents which are typically < 1-10 cm across, the upper limit by eruptive ash plumes 
which extend over thousands of kilometres, occasionally encircling the globe. Between 
these bounds are lava flows, domes and lakes which vary between a few tens of meters to 
a few kilometres in dimension. However, active lavas also contain highly localised areas 
of extremely high temperature, such as where the molten (800-1200 °C) core is exposed at 
centimetre wide cracks in a chilled crust or metre wide lava channels, skylights and 
breakouts. Therefore, while the accurate identification of small-scale volcanic features and 
high temperature zones requires pixel sizes of 1-10 m, analysis of entire lava flows and ash 
plumes requires images tens to thousands of kilometres across.
8 . 1 . 3 .  Temporal resolution for volcano monitoring
Volcanic events are dynamic, and often short-lived. The 13 year effusive eruption 
at Kilauea, which began on 3 January 1983 and was continuing at the time of writing, 
progressed through 53 distinct episodes during the first 12 years, each characterised by 
differences in vent location and eruptive style (USGS, 1995). Conversely, the first 9 
explosive events of the 1979 Soufriere of St. Vincent eruption lasted for no more than half 
an hour each, and an effusive eruption beginning at Krafla around 1100 GMT on 20 
December 1975 was over by 1700 on the same day, the main flow being active for just 1 
hour (Smithsonian Institution, 1989). To ensure global coverage, capture of short-lived 
(<1 hour duration) events and identification of changes in eruption location or style during 
longer eruptions, the sensor must image all volcanoes at least once every 1 to 15 minutes.
8 . 1 . 4 .  A volcano monitoring satellite series
A number of features of an ideal volcano monitoring satellite-sensor package 
defined in Table 8.1 are incompatible, making such a package an unrealistic proposition. 
Most importantly there is a trade off between spatial and temporal resolution: higher spatial
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Ideal single platform volcano monitoring satellite-sensor
i . Sensor resolution:
Application
Eruption product mapping 
Eruption product mapping 
Eruption product mapping 
Eruption product mapping 
Thermal monitoring & eruption product mapping 
Thermal monitoring & eruption product mapping 
Thermal monitoring 
SO2 monitoring 
SO2 monitoring 
SO2 monitoring
SO2, thermal & ash plume monitoring 
& atmospheric correction 
SO2, thermal & ash plume monitoring 
& atmospheric correction
DEM production, eruption product mapping 
& deformation monitoring
1 to 10 m 
3000 X 3000 km 
Global
i i i .  T em pora l reso lu tion : Once every 10 to 15 minutes
Wavelength (pm)
0.45 - 0.52
0.52 - 0.60
0.63 - 0.69
0.76 - 0.90
1.55 - 1.75 (High & low gain)
2.08 - 2.35 (High & low gain)
3.55 - 3.93 (High & low gain)
8.00 - 8.50
8.50 - 9.00
9.00 - 9.50
10.3 - 11.3 (High & low gain)
11.5 - 12.5 (High & low gain)
Separate SAR sensor
11. Spatial resolution: 
Swath coverage: 
C overage:
:
Table 8.1. Spectral, spatial and temporal capabilities o f a volcano monitoring satellite­
sensor package.
resolution systems have to operate at lower temporal resolutions and narrower image 
swaths (Cracknell & Hayes, 1991). Also, data rates and power necessary to record and 
transmit the vast amount of data produced would be unmanageable. However, such a 
package would be possible if the system was split between a number of satellites and 
sensors, together achieving all the monitoring function of the single package (Table 8.2). 
High temporal resolution monitoring could be maintained by a low spatial resolution 
sensors mounted on geostationary platforms and/or a series of polar orbiting platforms 
(Table 8.2a). High spatial resolution monitoring would be maintained by a sensor mounted 
on a single polar orbiting low temporal resolution satellite. Giving this satellite a pointable
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Ideal volcano monitoring satellite-sensor series
(a) High temporal resolution, low spatial resolution platform/sensor
Prime function & features. High temporal resolution eruption alarm and time-series 
analysis, either from frequent imaging geostationary platforms or a polar orbiting series.
1. Sensor resolution: not feasible from geostationary platform
Wavelength (pm) Application
1 .5 5  - 1 .7 5 (High & low gain) Thermal monitoring
2.08 - 2.35 (High & low gain) Thermal monitoring
3.55 - 3.93 (High & low gain) Thermal monitoring
8 . 0 0  -  8 . 5 0 SO2
8 . 5 0  - 9 . 0 0 SO2
9 . 0 0  -  9 . 5 0 SO2
1 0 .3  -  1 1 .3 (High & low gain) Thermal, ash plume & atmospheric correction
1 1 .5  - 1 2 .5 (High & low gain) Thermal, ash plume & atmospheric correction
Separate SAR sensor* DEM production, mapping & deformation
i i .  Spatial resolution: 500-1000 m 
Swath width: 3000 km to global
Coverage: global (either through polar orbiting series or geostationary)
i i i .  Temporal resolution: Once every 5 - 6 0  minutes
(b) Low temporal resolution, high spatial resolution platform/sensor
Prim e function & features: high spatial resolution lava body and plume 
measurements, from a pointable sensor
1. Sensor resolution:
Wavelength (pm) Application
0.45 - 0.52 mapping
0.52 - 0.60 mapping
0.63 - 0.69 mapping
0.76 - 0.90 mapping
1.55 - 1.75 (High & low gain) mapping & thermal
2.08 - 2.35 (High & low gain) mapping & thermal
3.55 - 3.93 (High & low gain) Thermal
8.00 - 8.50 SO2
8.50 - 9.00 SO2
9.00 - 9.50 SO2
10.3 - 11.3 (High & low gain) SO2, thermal, ash plume & atmospheric correction
11.5 - 12.5 (High & low gain) SO2, thermal, ash plume & atmospheric correction
Separate SAR sensor DEM production, mapping & deformation
i i .  Spatial resolution: 1-10 m
Swath width / coverage: 200 x 200 km, global
i i i .  Temporal resolution: Once every 20 days, <20 days in pointable mode______
Table 8.2. Spectral, spatial and temporal capabilities o f the ideal satellite-sensor series.
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capability would mean that events located by the geostationary and polar orbiting network 
could be preferentially targeted (Table 8.2b).
8 . 1 . 5 .  Autom ated real time satellite data reception and analysis: one 
function of a model receiving station attached to a volcano observatory?
I envisage remotely sensed data for volcanoes passing through a four stage chain of 
processing, centred on a volcano observatory. The chain begins with (1) collection of raw 
data, which is then (2) processed by an expert system and (3) interpreted by a 
volcanologist who provides (4) information to other scientists, decision makers, media and 
public. The links between each of these stages are illustrated in Figure 8.3. The volcano 
observatory is defined as a group of volcanologists whose role is to increase scientific 
understanding of volcanic processes through relevant research; to monitor activity; prepare 
hazard maps; produce forecasts, etc. (see Tilling, Figure 1, 1989); and to disseminate 
information and advice to decision makers, media and public.
For remotely sensed data, stage 1 (raw data collection) is achieved by the satellite 
which immediately transmits the data to a ground receiving station. Stage 2 (data reception
Figure 8.3. Place o f satellite data within the role o f a model receiving station and 
volcano observatory. Collection and analysis o f remotely sensed data are fitted into a chain 
o f volcano information dissemination based on Peterson (1988). Data passes through a 4 
stage chain o f data analysis centred on the volcano observatory, whereby each stage 
transforms the data passed to it into a form that can be understood by, and is o f use to, the 
next stage. (1) Raw data are collected and (2) processed by an expert individual and/or 
software. (3) Results o f processing are passed to the volcano observatory as data that has 
some meaning to the volcanologist (e.g. stage 2 converts raw digital numbers to effusion 
rates and passes these to the volcanologist). (4) The volcanologist passes his interpretation 
o f the data down the chain in a form  that makes sense to other scientists, decision makers, 
media and public (e.g. the volcanologist converts ejfusion rates to an idea o f how fa r  a 
flow  is likely to extend). Note that by the end o f each o f the 4 stages summarised on the 
right hand side o f Figure 8.3 information should be in a form  which the next stage is 
capable o f interpreting.
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and analysis) occurs at the receiving station, which is either owned by or affiliated to the 
volcano observatory. At the receiving station remotely sensed data are processed by 
dedicated software and/or by a remote sensing specialist with expertise in volcanological 
applications. To be of value for volcano monitoring, results must be made available directly 
and rapidly to stages 3 and 4, allowing real-time analysis, judgement and reaction. 
Automation, especially of routine or repetitive tasks, would maximise processing efficiency 
and speed, and is essential if data for many volcanoes, 4 times an hour, 24 hours a day are 
to be processed rapidly.
Processed data are passed from stage 2 to stage 3 (the volcanologist at a centralised 
volcano observatory) in a form that is understandable to, and usable by, the volcanologist. 
Thus, rather than passing the raw data to the volcanologist, the results of the processing 
stage are handed on, e.g. lava effusion rates or ash plume heights derived from the 
remotely sensed data are passed on. The volcanologist is then able to interpret these data 
and contribute his expertise, possibly in collaboration with the remote sensing expert, to 
either increase scientific understanding or disseminate information. At this stage integration 
of the remotely sensed information into the total stream of data passing through the volcano 
observatory, e.g. seismic, magnetic, gravity, deformation and gas chemistry data gathered 
for a single volcano or a number of volcanoes on regional or global scale, may allow a 
fuller understanding of volcanic processes and/or eruption precursors.
Information derived from all data are communicated to stage 4 (the decision 
makers, media, affiliated bodies, the general public and the wider scientific community) in 
a form that is understandable by these groups. A useful example of the potential 
contribution of information derived from remotely sensed data to this stage can be taken 
from the 1995 eruption of Cerro Negro. During the eruption the local population within 5 
to 10 km of the volcano expressed great concern over the potential burial of their crops and 
houses by lava. Volcanologists monitoring the eruption in the field were convinced that 
effusion rates were not high enough for flows to advance into cultivated or inhabited areas. 
However, in the absence of effusion rate data the population remained unconvinced (B.
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van Wyk de Vries, personal communication). Although a means of calculating the 
necessary parameters was not in place at the time, effusion rates derived from AVHRR data 
received at the Managua receiving station could potentially have been handed to the 
volcanologists, who in turn could have rapidly communicated the results to the local 
population, within half an hour of data reception (Chapter 7).
8.2 . The ideal volcano monitoring satellite: already available?
We will not have to wait long before the ideal volcano monitoring satellite system is 
in orbit: some elements of the series described above have been in orbit since Landsat-1 
carried the Multispectral Scanner into orbit on 23 June 1972 (Lilliesand & Kiefer, 1987). 
Currently a number of sensors offer spectral, spatial and temporal resolutions capable 
meeting many of the requirements outlined above (Table 8.3).
NOAA's Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) has been 
providing for any sub-aerial volcano 4 times a day since 1979. Data are capable of 
detecting volcanic hot-spots and distinguishing solar heated anomalies (Chapters 3 & 7), 
measuring the size of, and thermal flux from hot-spots, effusion rates and cumulative 
volume for active lavas (Chapters 5 & 7) and time series analysis (Chapters 5, 6 & 7). 
Recent analyses of ERS-1 Along Track Scanning Radiometer data for Etna, Lascar and 
Fernandina have shown thermal data from this sensor are similarly capable of hot spot 
detection and time series analysis for lava domes and flows (e.g. Wooster & Rothery, in 
press). Although thermal data available once every 15 to 30 minutes from geostationary 
satellites (METEOSAT, GOES-E & -W and QMS) have been applied to automatically 
detect fires (e.g. Prins & Menzel, 1992), no analysis has yet attempted to locate volcanic 
hot-spots in such data.
The most common volcanological use of both the AVHRR and geostationary 
satellite data has been to locate measure and track ash plumes (e.g. Sawada, 1987; Holasek 
& Rose, 1991; Holasek & Self, 1995). Eruptive SO2 plumes can be measured and tracked
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Current satellite sensors capable of volcano monitoring 
i . NO AA-AVH RR
Wavelength (pm ) spatial resolution Application
0.55 - 0.9 1 km
0.73 - 1.0 1 km
3.55 - 3.93 1 km Thermal
10.3 - 11.3 1 km Thermal & ash plume monitoring.
& atmospheric correction
11.5 - 12.5 1 km Thermal & ash plume monitoring
& atmospheric correction
Swath width/coverage: 3000 x 3000 km, global coverage.
Temporal resolution: Once every 12 hours, maintaining 2 satellites ensures 4 im
i i .  M eteosat
Wavelength (pm) spatial resolution Application
0.4 - 1.1 2.4 km
10.5 - 12.5 5 km Thermal & ash plume monitoring
5.7 - 7.1 5 km Thermal & ash plume monitoring
Swath width/coverage: Earth disc, near global coverage using GOES-E & -W a
Temporal resolution: Once every 15 minutes.
i i i .  Landsat-TM
Wavelength (pm) spatial resolution Application
0.45 - 0.52 30 m Mapping
0.52 - 0.60 30 m Mapping
0.63 - 0.69 30 m Mapping
0.76 - 0.90 30 m Mapping
1.55 - 1.75 30 m Mapping & thermal monitoring
10.4 - 12.5 120 m Thermal monitoring
2.08 - 2.35 30 m Mapping & thermal monitoring
owuin wiuin/cuvcfu^c.  i  o u  a  iviii, g iu i
Temporal resolution: Once every 16 days.
i v .  N im bus-TO M S
Wavelength: Six Ultra-Violet bands, including 2 near 0.3 |L im  capable of SO2 monitoring. 
Spatial resolution: 50 km
Swath width/coverage: 2800 km. Global coverage.
Temporal resolution: Once daily.
V .  E R S l - S A R
Wavelength: VV-polarisation, C-band (6 cm) SAR.
Applications: Deformation monitoring, DEM construction, mapping.
Spatial resolution: 30 m
Swath width/coverage: 100 km. Global coverage.
Temporal resolution: Once every 3 or 35 days.____________________________________
Table 8.3. Spectral, spatial and temporal characteristics o f selected sensors currently 
capable o f volcano monitoring.
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using data from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (e.g. Krueger et a l,  1990; Bluth et 
a l,  1994). Most recently, launches of a number of SAR sensors (e.g. ERS-1 SAR) have 
meant that, potentially, deformation can now also be monitored from space (e.g. 
Massonnet e ta l ,  1995).
The work-horse of high resolution thermal analysis has been Landsat's Thematic 
Mapper. This has provided capable of providing high spatial resolution measurements of 
lava flows, lakes, domes fumaroles fields and crater lakes, as well as mapping and 
identification of eruptive products (e.g. Chapter 6; Rothery et a l,  1988; Francis & Wells, 
1988; Munro & Mouginis-Mark, 1990; Oppenheimer, 1991a; Oppenheimer et a l ,  1993; 
Oppenheimer, 1993). Higher spatial resolution thermal analyses are possible using 
airborne sensors (e.g. Chapter 6; Abrams et a l, 1994), as are measurements of SO2 flux 
(e.g. Realmuto et a l, 1994). However, airborne campaigns are irregular and infrequent.
Using these existing capabilities, a reasonable approach would be to (1) use 
geostationary satellite data for a coarse thermal or plume alarm, (2) use AVHRR data to 
provide preliminary low spatial resolution analysis and regularly up-dated high temporal 
resolution time series, (3) use TM for a detailed survey of targeted eruptions while (4) 
applying TOMS and SAR data for SO2 and deformation monitoring.
8 . 2 . 1 .  Automated real time analysis
Data from both the AVHRR and geostationary satellites are freely, directly and 
immediately available if access to a receiving station is possible. Currently data can be 
processed automatically within 10 minutes of image receipt, with processing including 
atmospheric correction, geolocation and extraction of volcano sub-images (P. Miller, 
personal communication). Automated software to locate hot volcanic pixels and calculate 
hot spot area and thermal flux can be run on extracted sub-images, taking just 10 seconds 
to scan a 50 X 50 pixel sub-image (Appendix B). This suggests that routine, automated 
thermal monitoring at a receiving station is attainable now.
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Routine analysis of AVHRR images for eruption plumes and hot-spots currently 
occurs at University of Alaska Fairbanks, where observations of activity can be released 
within 10 minutes of image receipt (K. Dean, personal communication). Similar stations 
are already operational covering many volcanically active areas, such as Central America 
and Indonesia. In areas still not covered it would cost less than US$ 50000 to install a 
station, with installation and training taking less than 2 weeks (I. Downey, personal 
communication).
Automated alarms for SO2 plume detection have been run on Meteor TOMS data 
(operational until December 1994). Global data were transmitted once a day, with 
processed data available ~1 hour after transmission. An eruptive SO2 alarm took a further 
minute to run, resulting in a response time of 1 to 25 hours (I. Sprod, personal 
communication). Data from the Earth Probe TOMS (due for launch on 29 June 1996) will 
be transmitted as they are collected. This will allow testing of automated, real time SO2 
plume detection and assessment of its utility for air-traffic hazard warning (A. Krueger, 
personal communication).
However, currently the space-home volcano monitoring system faces problems due 
to the cost and availability of high spatial resolution data: single TM scenes cost US$ 3000 
and are subject to delivery delays of at least 2 months. The system also lacks (1) thermal 
data in more than 2 unsaturated wavebands, (2) high-gain capabilities to avoid saturation,
(3) high spatial resolution (<30 m) thermal data, and (4) ability to monitor low 
concentration or passive SO2 plumes.
8.3 . EOS: the way forward
The Earth Observing System (EOS) will be launched from 1998 onwards, with the 
analysis of volcanic activity and its effects on the atmosphere being one of the 28 
interdisciplinary investigations (Mouginis-Mark et a i ,  1991). EOS will consist of a 
number of platforms, which together will come closer than any previous combination of 
satellites to fulfilling the volcano monitoring satellite role (Table 8.4). Using MODIS
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EOS sensors
(a) Surface phenomena & plumes
Sensor Application
GLRS Deformation rates of volcanoes via laser ranging, topography of eruption
plumes, plume height via altimeter.
HIRIS Visible/near infrared (0.4-2.5 |im). 30m pixel. Used to determine energy
output from high temperature bodies (e.g. lava lakes & flows).
ITIR Analysis of thermal properties of crater lakes, ash plumes and fumaroles &
investigation of volcano lithology. Topography of plumes.
MISR Surface reflectance. Stereo images give surface topography. Time-series of
moving flows give velocity of rapidly moving flows (e.g. pyroclastic & 
mud flows).
MODIS Low resolution thermal-IR (7.3-12 p.m) eruption detection, measurement
and search for thermal & SO2 anomalies. Multi-temporal data to determine 
plume dispersal.
SAR* Radar interferometry to determine volcano topography & temporal change
in morphology due to eruptions. Multi-temporal SAR to study lava flow 
advance under any weather conditions, day or night.
Ib) Volcanic em issions
Sensor Application
GOMR Stratospheric SO2 from 0.3050, 0.3125 and 0.3175 pm channels.
MLS Vertical profile of SO2 (15-30 km altitude), HCl (15-60 km), H2O (10-90
km) 100 X 6 km spatial resolution, 3 km vertical resolution.
TES Tropospheric SO2, CO, CCS, HCl, H2S (in high concentrations only) and
qualitative amounts of H2O and CO2.
£çl Volcanic aerosols
Sensor
MISR
SAGE III
A c r o n y m s
Application
Four bands: 0.44, 0.55, 0.67 and 0.86 pm at four look angles fore and aft 
at 28°, 46°, 60° and 72°. Provides aerosol data. Local spatial resolution 240 
m, global 1.9 km.
Tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols, H2O, 1-2 km vertical resolution
GLRS Geodynamics Laser ranging system HIRIS High-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
ITIR Intermediate and Thermal Infrared Radiometer MISR Multiangle Imaging Spectrometer
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
GOMR Global Ozone Monitoring Radiometer MLS Microwave Limb Sounder
TES Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer SAGE III Stratospheric Aerosol & Gas Experiment 3
Table 8.4. Summary o f EOS sensors and their volcanological applications (after 
Mouginis-Mark et a l, 1991). * SAR will no longer be flown aboard EOS, however 
ENVISAT will provide a future SAR capability, as does RADARSAT currently.
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automated thermal alarms will be run on night-time data within 2 hours of data reception, 
providing coverage of the entire globe once a day (L. Flynn, personal communication). 
Data will also be used to produce temperature maps emphasising hot-spot development 
(Flynn, 1996). High resolution analysis will be possible using ASTER, providing 30 m 
pixel data in the visible to thermal infrared. MISR, SAGE III and EOSP will be used to 
study the distribution of volcanic aerosols and MODIS and TES for SO2 measurement 
(Mouginis-Mark & Francis, 1992). The real-time use of these new data, in conjunction 
with existing sources (AVHRR, METEOSAT, ATSR/ENVISAT, SAR and TOMS) offers 
the potential for a near ideal system.
8 .4 . Summary and conclusions
This thesis has concentrated on the potential of the AVHRR for monitoring of on­
going volcanic eruptions. Algorithms capable of running on the data as they are received 
have been developed and tested to allow real time volcano monitoring.
In Chapter 2 an unexpected response of the AVHRR was defined and explained, 
and in chapter 3 an algorithm developed to quickly and automatically locate and extract hot­
spot pixels for analysis (see also Appendix B). This algorithm was initially tested using 
-100  images acquired during an effusive eruption at Mount Etna, Sicily (Chapter 3) and 
wild fires in New South Wales, Australia (Chapter 4), showing the cross-applicability of 
techniques designed for volcano and fire hot-spot analysis. In Chapter 5 techniques were 
developed to map hot spot radiance and estimate hot-spot area and thermal flux, which 
were in turn used estimate effusion rates and cumulative volume for active lava flows. The 
accuracy and potential real time application of these techniques were demonstrated using 
data for the 1991 to 1993 eruption of Mount Etna. In chapter 6 AVHRR time series were 
used for time-series analysis of activity at Vulcano and Stromboli between 1986 and 1995. 
Data from tripod-mounted radiometers, the airborne Thematic Mapper Simulator and 
Landsat's TM were used to improve the spatial detail of the data set. Chapter 7 provided a 
synthesis and demonstration of all techniques for monitoring activity at channel- and
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fissure-fed lava flows, pyroclastic flows, lava lakes and active vents, giving a 
demonstration of the potential of AVHRR as a tool for real time thermal volcano 
monitoring.
One aim of NASA's contribution to natural disaster reduction is to reduce the 
effects of natural hazard by performing "space-based hazard mapping, risk assessment, 
and monitoring, detecting minute changes in topography, measuring volcanic inflation and 
deflation and thermal properties, tracking and modelling volcanic plumes" (U.S. 
Government Agencies, 1994). Prior to this PhD space-bome plume tracking and modelling 
and high spatial resolution thermal analyses were already commonplace. During this PhD 
Massonnet et a l (1995) demonstrated the potential of SAR to measure deflation. This PhD, 
by comparing satellite derived thermal measurements and observations of ongoing volcanic 
activity, has demonstrated how low spatial resolution data can provide reliable data for real 
time volcano monitoring.
Where these techniques fall short is that they have been applied and tested only on 
archived data. To achieve operational real time monitoring, the next step must be to install, 
test and no doubt further refine techniques at operational AVHRR receiving stations. 
Hopefully such operational real time data analysis and information dissemination will 
become increasingly common as the launch of new platform/sensor packages such as EOS 
moves us closer towards attaining a space-bome volcano monitoring system.
In August 1993 a 30 mm screw a few millimetres too long caused NCAA -13 to 
short-circuit and fail after just 12 days in orbit. Space-borne volcano monitoring 
capabilities are improving all the time, let us hope that future missions are not similarly 
screwed up.
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Appendix A. Mount Etna: the view from above
A.J.L. Harris, M.F. Buongiorno, D.C. Pieri, D A. Rothery, and N.F. Stevens 
Paper published in Etna 15 Years On, P. Grave stock & W. McGuire (eds.), 40-46, 1996.
A .I . Abstract
The first observation of thermal emission from volcanic activity using civilian 
satellite data was made during the 1966 eruption of Surtsey. Thirteen years later in 1979 
the first satellite remote sensing analysis of Mount Etna was published. Since these 
observations, the technology available and the data interpretation techniques applied have 
both developed considerably, and Etna has become a major target for remote sensing 
studies. Here we consider the increasing contribution of remote sensing to monitor active 
lavas and other thermal anomalies, passive gas plumes and ground deformation at Etna. 
The complementary use of multiple data sets accurately to document an eruption is 
demonstrated by producing a chronology of the 1991 to 1993 eruption using data of 
various temporal and spatial resolutions.
A .2. Introduction
In 1979 the first satellite remote sensing analysis of Mount Etna was published, 
revealing a thermal anomaly believed to be due to shallow level magma storage (SEAN,
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1989). To date at-least 20 published studies have shown how data from space and air­
borne platforms can be used to monitor Mount Etna. That Etna has become the focus of so 
many remote sensing studies has been the result of four main factors. (1) Synoptic view: 
using just one image the whole of the volcano or volcanic feature can be analysed, 
including remote, inaccessible or dangerous points, as opposed to isolated point 
measurements possible from the ground. This has allowed construction of thermal maps 
(e.g. Bianchi et al. 1990; Bonneville & Gouze, 1992; Harris et a l,  1995), estimation of 
SO2 flux using data for the entire plume (Realmuto et a l,  1994) and attempts to measure 
volcano-w ide deform ation (M assonnet et a l ,  1995). (2) Thermal capabilities: 
measurements in a number of spectral bands permit temperature estimates and thermal 
modelling. For lava flows, thermal parameters can be used in models for mass production 
rate and flow behaviour (Pieri et a l ,  1990). For gas plumes, thermal data allow SO2 flux 
to be measured (Realmuto et a l ,  1994). (3) Repeat coverage: data are available at regular 
intervals, once every 16 days for Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and four times a day for 
NOAA’s Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). This allows time series 
analysis, so that lava flow, plume or deformation developments can be monitored through 
time (e.g. Harris et a l ,  1995; Massonnet et a l ,  1995; Pieri et a l ,  1995). (4) Surface 
activity: Etna is the site of a constant passive gas plume and frequent lava activity, making 
it a profitable target for analysis. Activity is also well documented, providing “ground 
truth” against which the accuracy of remotely sensed results can be assessed.
The principles of thermal remote sensing of active volcanoes are given in Rothery 
et a l  (1995) and elsewhere. Here we review published studies which have used air and 
space-borne remote sensing to monitor Mount Etna’s thermal, plume and deformation 
activity. We use a case study of the 1991 to 1993 eruption to show how data sets from 
multiple sensors can be used to monitor an event.
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A 3. Monitoring of low temperature thermal anomalies
The first published image to show a thermal anomaly on Etna was one from the 
Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) acquired in September 1978, which had pixels 
900 m across. This showed a N-S elongated thermal anomaly, of a few degrees above the 
background, 10 km in length on Etna’s upper eastern flank. The presence of this anomaly 
was confirmed by field measurements and interpreted as being due to storage of magma at 
a shallow depth (Archambault et a l,  1979; SEAN, 1989). Subsequently image processing, 
atmospheric corrections and thermal models were developed allowing low temperature 
thermal anomalies to be located using 1 km pixel data from the VHRR’s successor, the 
A VHRR (Bonneville et a l, 1985; Bonneville & Kerr, 1987). On the images analysed, low 
temperature anomalies were interpreted as being due to cooling lava from the March 1981 
flank eruption, fumarolic and persistent activity at the summit, and an intrusive event prior 
to the March 1983 eruption. Bonneville and Gouze (1992) used A VHRR data jointly with 
TM data to locate five anomalous zones. Two were due to summit activity and cooling 
flows from the 1984 eruption respectively, a third correlated with the location of the 
October 1986 eruption which began one week after the image was acquired, the final two 
coincided with fissure zones and recent lava flow fields.
Low temperature anomalies have also been observed in thermal data from airborne 
scanners. ARIES images acquired from 5 aircraft passes during September 1983 were 
used to map surficial temperature, showing elevated temperatures from the cooling March 
1983 flow field and Central Crater activity (Tabbagh et a l,  1987). A further 3 zones of 
elevated temperatures were mapped, one of which was postulated as being due the dyke 
which produced the 1983 flow.
A .4. High Spatial resolution monitoring of active lava
The first published lava flow analysis using airborne thermal data at Mount Etna 
was by Blanchi et a l  (1990) using data acquired 10 days after the end of the October 1989 
eruptive activity by the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS). This provides 6 to
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14 m pixel data in six wavebands between 8.2 and 12.2 p.m. Bianchi et al. (1990) used 
this data to produce a temperature map of the October 1989 lava flow, and demonstrated 
the value of such data for discriminating lithological units and mapping lava flows.
In the same year Fieri et al. (1990) used spaceborne TM data to analyse an active 
lava flow from the SE crater on 20 June 1984. On the basis of this image, they suggested 
that the flow consisted of a main stalled body, from which a narrower forward lobe 
extended for -500  m eastwards into the Valle del Bove. Fieri et al. (1990) also used the 
data for quantitative analysis by applying a technique known as the “dual-band method”, 
first applied for the analysis of active lavas in TM data by Rothery et al. (1988). The 
method allows analysis of the thermal structure of the flow surface, giving estimations for 
the size and temperature of crusted and molten surface areas. It uses a two component 
thermal model in which a hot spot is surrounded by a cooler background. By assuming the 
temperature o f either of the two components and using two thermal bands of data, 
commonly TM bands 5 (1.55-1.75 |im) and 7 (2.08-2.35 p,m), the size of both 
components and the temperature of the unassumed component can be estimated. For the 
1984 flow, this method gave temperatures for hot fractures in the crusted flow surface of 
177 to 830 “C. Using the thermal observations as boundary conditions. Fieri et al. (1990) 
constructed a thermal model of flow interior temperature, and calculated a maximum 
difference between initial eruption temperature (1050 “C) and internal flow temperature of 
-20  “C. They concluded that for this flow 10-20% of the total radiated thermal output was 
emitted by hot fractures, which constituted <1% of the observed surface area. Only where 
hot fractures occupy >1% of the flow surface area will losses from such features 
significantly reduce internal temperatures. For the 1984 flow they inferred that boundary 
layer and flow thickness effects dominated over radiant zones in controlling the depression 
of core temperature.
Oppenheimer (1993) was able to use radiance measurements in three bands of 
airborne Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) data to extend the two component thermal 
model on which the dual band method is based to include a more realistic three component
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thermal surface. The image, acquired during an aircraft overflight on 19 July 1991, 
showed the largest thermal anomaly within the NE crater. La Voragine contained a smaller 
anomaly, and the Bocca Nuova and SE crater both contained two anomalies. Using the 
hottest pixel within La Voragine, given a background temperature of 16 °C and the 
presence of fresh magma at 1070 °C, Oppenheimer’s (1990) model suggested that a 
crusted surface at -350 °C occupied -5%  of the pixel, with fresh magma occupying 
- 0 .02%.
A different approach was taken Oppenheimer et al. (1993). During the summer of 
1991 Etna was overflown by the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer 
(AVIRIS). This provided data at a nominal spatial resolution of 20 m in 224 spectral 
channels. Using a curve fitting algorithm to match the 224 channel spectra with Planck 
radiation models, Oppenheimer et al. (1993) attempted to derive information on the size 
and temperatures of the thermal anomalies within the Central Craters. As on the TMS 
image, the NE crater and La Voragine contained one hot spot each, and the Bocca Nuova 
and SE crater contained 2 each, with the most intense being in the NE crater. Although the 
method allowed a -15m^ hot spot at -600 °C to be identified within Stromboli’s crater 
terrace, an “unusual” spectrum for the NE crater anomaly could not be interpreted in terms 
of any realistic Planck model.
Rothery et al. (1992) and a report to the Global Volcanism Network (GVN, 1992) 
used a TM image acquired on 2 January 1992, just over two weeks after the beginning of 
the 1991 to 1993 eruption, for a qualitative interpretation of activity. The image showed 
lava flowing from a source in the SW back wall of the Valle del Bove for 6.5 km into the 
Val Calanna. Radiance for 700 m downstream in band 4 (0.76-0.90 p.m) was interpreted to 
be from a 10-15 m wide open channel. TMS images for this flow field were acquired 3 
months later during an overflight on 29 April 1992 (Abrams et a l, 1994). This provides 4- 
12 m pixel data depending on ground elevation and aircraft altitude. Abrams et al. (1994) 
fitted the image to a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Etna to give a 3D view showing 
active surface flows south of Monte Calanna fed by a complex braided tube system from
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the fissure vent. Fieri et al. (1995) used a sequence of four TM scenes to show the 
progression of the lava flows across and out of the Valle del Bove during this eruption. A 
comparison of scenes acquired in February and May 1992 with scenes acquired in August 
and September 1992 showed a progression of most intense activity from the distal flow 
field area to the proximal area. This change corresponded with the successful upstream 
diversion by the Italian authorities between 27 and 29 May 1992.
A .5. Low Spatial resolution monitoring of active lava
Although the first low spatial resolution thermal image of Mount Etna was 
published in 1979, the first report of a thermal anomaly due to an active lava flow was not 
published until 1986 (Scorer, 1986). Scorer (1986) used 1 km pixel A VHRR images to 
show thermal anomalies caused by the December 1985 eruption. Two images acquired on 
25 and 27 December 1985 showed a hot spot due to the 25 to 28 December activity. A 
major plume was also evident on a Coastal Zone Colour Scanner (CZCS) image, showing 
up brightly in the visible channel for -100-150 km to the ESE (Scorer, 1986).
It was not until 1995 that any attempt to go further than simple visual detection of 
thermal anomalies in A VHRR data was made. Given the A VHRR’s poor spatial resolution 
compared with TM and TMS this may not appear too surprising. However, A VHRR 
offers 3 major advantages over data of higher spatial resolution. A VHRR data are far more 
frequently available. A VHRR images are received at least 4 times a day, compared with 
once every 16 days for TM and the infrequent occasions when an airborne campaign is 
organised for TIMS, TMS or AVIRIS. This greatly increases the chances of coinciding 
with a cloud-free period. As a result, during the December 1991 to March 1993 eruption 
308 cloud-free AVHRR images were available on which activity could be detected, as 
opposed to just 10 TM images and 1 TMS sortie. Secondly, AVHRR data are freely 
available at cheap to install receiving stations. A quarter TM image can cost over US$3000 
and has to be recorded by a major receiving station, but degraded AVHRR data can be 
received by a simple antenna costing <US$1000 (Rothery et a i, 1995). Finally, AVHRR
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data can be interpreted as they are received by the user, allowing real time monitoring and 
cutting out data delays. In contrast the January 1992 TM scene used by Rothery et al. 
(1992) took more than two months to arrive.
Due to these advantages a number of studies are now developing algorithms 
capable of locating and measuring volcanic thermal anomalies in AVHRR and similar data. 
Harris et al. (1995) used AVHRR data for Mount Etna develop and test an automated 
method capable of locating thermal anomalies. The algorithm was successfully tested on 90 
images acquired during and since the 1991 to 1993 eruption, locating Central Crater and 
flank activity. Harris and Rothery (1995) analysed 308 cloud-free AVHRR images of the 
1991 to 1993 eruption to produce a time series of thermal maps, lava flow area and thermal 
flux estimates for this eruption. As with the TM time series given by Fieri et al. (1995), the 
AVHRR thermal maps showed a transition of most intense activity from the distal to 
proximal areas of the flow-field following the successful diversion. Area and flux 
estimates use AVHRR bands 3 (3.55-3.93 |im) and 4 (10.3-11.3 p,m) in the dual-band 
method. However the two component thermal surface assumed by the method is 
unreasonable for a 1 km AVHRR pixel. As a result Harris and Rothery (1995) and Harris 
et al. (in press) chose to assume three components: molten lava, chilled crust and lava-free 
land, to produce area and thermal flux estimates for a range of assumed lava crust 
temperatures. Active lava area estimates derived were in agreement with ground based 
estimates. Ridley and Vaughan (1995) used AVHRR data for the March 1981 and April- 
May 1984 eruptions to produce flow field thermal maps and area estimates based on pixel 
counts. Their best estimate for the 1981 eruption lava area was 3-9 km^, compared with a 
ground estimate of 6 km^.
A . 6. Plume monitoring
Although plumes of gas and/or ash are frequently apparent in TM and AVHRR 
images of Mount Etna, such data have not yet been used for any quantitative analysis. 
However, Realmuto et al. (1994) used airborne TIMS data acquired during a July 1986
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over-flight to estimate SO2 plume concentrations. TIMS has three bands in the SO2 
absorption band (8.0-9.5 |im), as well as three bands beyond the absorption band (9.5- 
12.0 |im). Using radiance data from these six bands Realmuto et a l  (1994) developed a 
technique capable of measuring SO2 flux for the entire plume, estimating a flux of 6700 t 
d " \ as well as producing SO2 abundance profiles across the plume.
A .7. Ground deformation monitoring
With the launch of ERS-1 (European Remote Sensing Satellite-1) in July 1991, 
routine observations of centimetre-size changes in ground surface became possible using 
data from the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). This was demonstrated by Massonnet et a l 
(1995) who used pairs of SAR images, along with a DEM constructed using data from the 
SPOT satellite, to produce interferograms apparently revealing volcano wide deformation. 
Twelve interferograms were used in this study, produced spanning the period 17 May 
1992 and 24 October 1993. Analysis of the interferograms suggested a deflation of the 
volcano, with a maximum displacement of ~ 11 cm. By fitting their results to theoretical 
displacements derived from a model of pressure change in a sphere located in an elastic 
half space, they found the best fit was given by a sphere located 2±0.5 km east of the 
Central Craters at a depth of 16+3 km. Massonnet et a l  (1995) concluded that the rate of 
volume change deduced from their observations (3.4 x 10^ m^ per month) was not 
balanced by the production of lava (1.9 x 10^ m^ per month).
A . 8. The 1991 to 1993 eruption: a case study
On 14 December 1991 the most prolonged and volumetrically significant Etnean 
eruption for the last 300 years began (Calvari et a l ,  1994). Here we use high and low 
spatial resolution satellite data acquired during this eruption to show how remotely sensed 
data can be used together to produce a spatially and temporally detailed chronology of an 
eruption.
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The last pre-eruption cloud-free TM image was acquired during September 1991. 
Although it showed thermal anomalies due to activity at the Central Craters, no flank 
activity was apparent. The last pre-emption cloud-free AVHRR image was acquired on 8 
December, also showing no emption related anomaly.
An intense thermal anomaly on an AVHRR image acquired at 14:12 (GMT) on 14 
December, 12 hours after the eruption began, revealed the onset of activity. By the 15 
December thermal maps derived from AVHRR data showed two anomalies. Fig. A la. The 
less intense northern anomaly located inactive, cooling flows from activity in the vicinity of 
the SE crater during the previous day, the southern anomaly located active flows extending 
across the southern floor of the Valle del Bove. By 26 December the inactive flows were 
no longer detectable, however extension of the active flow field towards Monte Calanna 
was evident from the thermal map. Fig. Alb.
The first eruption TM image was acquired on 2 January 1992, the spatial detail 
allowed an extensive channel fed flow field to be mapped. This extended for 6.5 km down 
the Valle del Bove and across the Val Calanna, Fig. A2a. The next TM image acquired, 
during March, revealed a change to tube fed flows. The line of the main tube was 
identifiable from the location of sky-lights and surface break-outs. Fig. A2b. The Valle del 
Bove was now the site of only minor surface break-outs. Major surface activity occurred 
from tube fed vents between Monte Calanna and Monte Zoccolaro. The effectiveness of the 
earth barrier, constructed to impede the flows advance towards Zafferana Etnea, was 
apparent from the straight line defining the toe and from the concentration of surface 
activity in Val Calanna.
Tube fed surface flows in the vicinity of Monte Calanna were also shown by 
AVHRR thermal maps, the location of surface flows being located by the most intense 
radiation. Fig. A le. The threat to Zafferana following the over-flow of the barrier in early 
April was indicated by the proximity of the toe pixel to Zafferana, Fig. A le. However, by 
the 3 June the AVHRR thermal map had identified another change in the thermal structure. 
Active flows had returned to high within the SW Valle del Bove, with the toe isolated and
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cooler. Fig. A id. This was the result of the artificial diversion just 6 days earlier. The 
effects of the diversion were also apparent in the next available TM image, acquired during 
August. Although cloud-contaminated, the image located active flows within the Valle del 
Bove. Flows were fed by a tube marked by a line of 6 skylights. The absence of radiance 
in bands 5 and 7 within the Val Calanna indicated that the distal portion of the flow field 
was no longer active. Fig. A2c.
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F ig u re  A l. Time series o f thermal maps produced from AVHRR data using the method 
given by Harris and Rothery (1995) showing the evolution o f the 1991 to 1993flow  field. 
The location o f active surface flows are indicated by highest radiances (darkest tones).
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Figure A2. Thermal maps produced from 3 TM images. Active flow  areas are mapped 
using emitted radiation in bands 5 and 6: pixels saturated in band 5 are used to indicate 
highest radiance, and pixels radiant in band 7 only to indicate lowest radiance. Location o f 
lava channels are mapped using radiance in band 4, and lava tubes using skylight lines and 
breakouts. Total flow field is mapped from reflected radiation in all bands.
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AVHRR images acquired during the final months of the eruption showed that 
active flows remained confined to the SW corner of the Valle del Bove, with the toe 
isolated and cooling. Figs. A le  to AIg.
Fstimates for the flow field area were made using AVHRR, TM and 10 m pixel 
SPOT satellite data. Area estimates using the AVHRR data were made over a range of 
values following the method given by Harris and Rothery (1995). Using 35 cloud-free 
images this allowed a time series of area estimates to be produced. Fig. A3a. Fstimates 
were in agreement with ground based estimates for total flow field area (Calvari et a l,  
1994) during the first three months, but were lower there-after. This is a result of the 
AVHRR estimate being for active areas only, and the Calvari et al. (1994) estimate being 
for the total flow field, active and inactive areas. Using the 3 TM images more accurate, 
but less frequent, estimates were obtained for ( 1) the total flow field area, by counting 
those pixels covered by fresh lava (very dark tones in TM bands 4, 5 and 7) and (2) active 
flow areas, by counting radiant pixels in bands 5 and 7. Total flow field estimates are in 
agreement with ground based estimates, and active flow estimates fall within, and validate, 
the AVHRR range. Fig. 3a. An initial estimate for the final flow field area, derived using 
pixel counts from a SPOT image acquired 28 months after the activity ended, gives 
7.0±0.2 km^. This does not include the flows erupted in the vicinity of the SF crater, and 
is therefore lower than the ground based estimate of -7 .6  km^ given by Calvari et al. 
(1994) which includes these.
Following Harris and Rothery (1995) a thermal flux estimated using the AVHRR 
data. Fig. A3b, giving a total flux from the flow field of 1.40 x 10  ^  ^ to 2.23 x IQH MJ
F ig u re  A3. Time series estimates fo r  (a) flow  field  area, (b) thermal flux  from  active 
flows, (c) effusion rates and (d) cumulative volume fo r  the 1991 to 1993 eruption. In each 
case the range o f estimates derived from AVHRR data are given by the grey area. In (a) the 
dashed line, black squares and white squares give ground based total flow  field  area, TM 
total flow  fie ld  area and TM active flow  area estimates respectively; the black diamond 
gives the initial SPOT final flow  field area estimate. On (c) and (d) ground based estimates 
are given by white circles.
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over 473 days. Using our AVHRR area and flux estimates in the model given by Fieri and 
Baloga (Equation 4b, 1986), effusion rates were estimated. Fig. A3c. These are in 
agreement with ground based estimates, and give an eruption rate of 5.6 to 7.6 m^/s. By 
integrating our measured effusion rate over time, we also estimate cumulative lava flow 
volume. Fig 3d. These too are in agreement with ground based estimates, and give a total 
volume of 220 x 10^ m^ to 300 x 10^ m^. Taking this volume range and the SPOT derived 
area, we estimate an average thickness for the flow field of 31 to 44 m. A fuller report of 
this study is given in Harris et a l (in press).
A . 9. Conclusions
Remote sensing offers a wide range of data of variable spatial, temporal and 
spectral resolutions. Together these data sets offer a means of monitoring thermal 
anomalies, lava flows, summit crater activity, gas flux and deformation at Etna. By using a 
number of complementary data sets together, an accurate spatially and temporally detailed 
chronology of eruption events can be produced. Future sensors will add to these 
capabilities.
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Appendix B. VAST: a program to automatically 
locate and analyse volcanic thermal anomalies In 
remotely sensed data
Jez Higgins and Andy Harris
Paper submitted to Computers and Geoscience, 1996.
B . l .  Abstract
VAST is a program to calibrate thermal data for active volcanoes from the 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), locate thermally anomalous pixels 
containing active volcanic features, and produce output capable of monitoring activity at the 
target volcano. Testing the software on sub-images of active volcanic features at Mount 
Etna Volcano, Sicily, showed that VAST was capable of rapidly providing reliable data 
for lava flow location, dimensions and thermal flux. Installation of similar software at 
cheap direct read-out stations may allow near-real-time thermal monitoring of many of the 
world's otherwise unmonitored volcanoes.
B .2 .  Introduction
On 10 January 1977, a draining lava lake at Nyiragongo (eastern Zaire) fed lava 
flows which swept down the volcano at speeds of up to 60 km/hr leaving around 70
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people dead, 800 homeless and 1200 hectares of agricultural land destroyed (SEAN, 
1989). Between this event and 1994 at least 1935 deaths and 61465 evacuations have 
resulted from lava and pyroclastic flows alone (Simkin & Siebert, 1994). Such high 
temperature volcanic features are easy to detect using Advanced Very High Resolution 
Radiometer (AVHRR) channel 3 (3.55 to 3.93 p,m) images (Rothery et a l,  1995). This is 
a scanning radiometer flown on-board the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NO A A) series of polar orbiting satellites. Since AVHRR images are 
available for any cloud-free sub-aerial volcano at least 4 times a day, can be received free 
of charge in near-real-time at direct receiving stations, and are available in two other 
thermal channels, channels 4 (10.3 to 11.3 p,m) and 5 (11.5 to 12.5 p,m), the data are of 
great potential for monitoring volcanic thermal phenomena (Harris et a l, 1995b). This has 
been demonstrated at the Alaskan Volcano Observatory where images covering more than 
50 active Alaskan, Aleutian and Kamchatkan volcanoes are checked twice a day for thermal 
anomalies or ash plumes (Chris Wyatt, personal communication). If reliable detection and 
monitoring in near-real-time can be achieved, then satellite data could serve a role in hazard 
monitoring at otherwise unmonitored volcanoes. At well monitored volcanoes, satellite 
monitoring has the benefit of providing regular, synoptic, monitoring from a safe distance 
even in times of crisis, using equipment that will not be destroyed by the activity being 
observed.
If near-real-time volcano monitoring is to be achieved using satellite data, images 
must be routinely received and analysed rapidly. The most time and labour-efficient way to 
do this is by automating the three main steps in the satellite volcano monitoring process: 
calibration, detection and analysis. To this end we have developed VAST (Volcanic 
Anomaly SofTware), an ANSI C program which, after calibrating the data, automatically 
detects and analyses hot-spots in AVHRR images. This has been tested as a stand-alone 
package using 13 AVHRR images acquired during the December 1991 to March 1993 
eruption at Etna (Sicily).
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B .3 .  The program
A simplified flow diagram summarising the program is given in Figure B 1. There 
are a number of parameters required for the analysis, listed in Table B l, and the function 
GetSetup reads these from a configuration file specified on the command line. The user is 
prompted for the values of any parameters still unspecified once the configuration file has 
been parsed.
Two data sets are used in the analysis, the raw channel 3 and 4 digital number 
(DN) images. Since the location of most sub-aerial volcanoes are known (Simkin & 
Siebert, 1994), to minimise processing time we extract -30  x 30 DN pixel sub-images 
covering the volcano only from the full 2048 x 2048 pixel image. The files containing the 
sub-images can be specified on the command line, or alternatively multiple pairs of sub­
images can be specified in a list file, which is also parsed by GetSetup. This allows many 
images with the same parameters to be processed in one batch.
VAST notation Description
V3, V4
DN3, DN4
DN3Slope, DN4Slope
DN3 Intercept, DN4Intercept
DN3MinSat
DN3Max
Masks ize
MaskHow
AreaOfPixel
BroadB andBmissi vity
Emissivity3, Emissivity4
Tau3, Tau4 
CrustedLavaT emp 
MoltenLavaT emp 
MinThermalFeatureT emp 
MaxThermalFeatureT emp
Channel 3 and 4 central wavenumbers (cm’ )^
Channel 3 and 4 DN (DNj, i=3,4)
Channel 3 and 4 slope (Si, i=3,4)
Channel 3 and 4 intercept (Ij, i=3,4)
Minimum channel 3 saturation DN (DN=0)
Maximum channel 3 saturation DN (Defined in Chapter 2) 
Size of mask to be searched for hot pixels 
Method of centring mask (i.e. on saturated 
pixels, maximum Tg or maximum AT)
Pixel area (m^)
Emissivity integrated over all wavelengths (e)
Emissivity in channels 3 and 4 (eg and £4)
Transmissivity in channels 3 and 4 (xg and X4) 
Temperature of crusted lava (T^, °C)
Temperature of molten lava (Th, °C)
Lower limit to crusted lava temperature range 
Upper limit to crusted lava temperature range
Table B l:  Input parameters into VAST.
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B . 3 . 1 .  C alibration
In the AVHRR thermal channels radiance emitted from the Earth's surface is 
detected at the sensor and converted to a DN by an analogue to digital converter. DN is 
related to radiance in the linear relationship,
Rj = Sj DNi + li (B l),
where Ri, Si and I| are radiance, slope and intercept in channel i. The conversion is carried 
out by the DNToRad subroutine. Slope and intercept are input parameters, and can be 
calculated using the procedure given by Lauritson et al. (1988). Conversion from radiance 
(in units of mW/m^ sr cm’ )^ to brightness temperature (in K) in channel i (T|) is then 
achieved by inverting Planck’s radiation equation:
Ri = Cl / [exp (C2 \)/T i) - 1] (B2),
to give
T i=  -3 (B3),
in which c% and C2 are universal constants (1.1910659 x 10'^ mW/m^ sr cm'4 and 
1.438833 cm K respectively) and u is the central wavenumber (in cm'^) of the channel 
filter. The central wavenumbers for the AVHRR thermal channels vary from instrument to 
instrument and are given by Kidwell (1995) and Wooster et al. (1995). Planck’s equation 
is defined in the subroutine TempToRad, and the inverse in RadToTemp.
Since the response of channel 4 is not linear, to give the true channel 4 brightness 
temperature (T4) a non-linearity correction must be applied. Therefore VAST applies the 
non-linearity corrections given by Weinreb et al. (1990) and Kidwell (1995), whereby a 
non-linearity correction is added to T4, depending on the AVHRR internal blackbody 
calibration target temperature and T4.
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At the same time, VAST checks channel 3 pixels for saturation, this being a cut­
off in the analogue to DN conversion which occurs at the maximum recordable signal. This 
occurs at a DN of zero, equivalent to a channel 3 brightness temperature (Tg) of -50  °C. 
However, due to the design of the analogue-to-digital converter, it is impossible to define a 
single saturation DN, instead saturation occurs over a range of DN which varies from 
instrument to instrument (Harris et a i ,  1995a; Setzer & Verstraete, 1995). VAST therefore 
locates and masks saturated pixels by comparing each pixel DN with the saturation DN 
range given by Harris et al. (1995a); pixels within this range are masked.
Finally, VAST applies an atmospheric and emissivity correction to pixel radiances
using
RCj = Ri / £i Ti (B4),
in which RCi is the corrected radiance, £i is emissivity of the surface in channel i and Ti is 
atmospheric transmissivity in channel i. Emissivities for a variety of surfaces, including 
typical volcanic surfaces, can be obtained from Salisbury and D ’Aria (1994), and 
transmissivities can be obtained using the LOWTRAN 7 atmospheric model (Kneizys et 
oA, 1988).
B . 3 . 2 .  Lava pixel detection
To locate thermal anomalies automatically in the AVHRR data a contextual 
approach is applied, which compares a pixel with its neighbours and a threshold calculated 
from within the image, to define whether or not a pixel is “hot”.
The hot pixel detection technique uses the difference between brightness 
temperature in channel 3 (Tg) and in channel 4 (T4), defined as AT (= Tg - T4). Although 
channels 3 and 4 are equally sensitive to solar heated surfaces, channel 3 is more sensitive 
to high temperature (>500 °C) surfaces (Kennedy et al., 1994). Therefore, AT allows 
pixels that are hot due to solar heating, and those that are hot due to their containing a high
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temperature volcanic feature, to be distinguished. For pixels containing high temperature 
volcanic features, AT will be greater than for those containing solar-heated surfaces.
To identify hot pixels within volcanic areas of the image, the variation in AT 
between a pixel and its background is calculated using the mean AT of the 8 pixels 
(excluding saturated pixels) surrounding the target pixel. This variation is then compared 
with the maximum natural variation for the image. The maximum natural variation is 
defined as the greatest variation between a pixel and its background among those pixels 
beyond the volcanic area. Pixels within the volcanic area with a difference in AT greater 
than the maximum natural variation area flagged as "hot" and are assumed to contain a high 
temperature volcanic feature.
VAST breaks this technique down into a 4 step process. In step 1, the AT image 
is created, i.e. the AT for each pixel is calculated. Step 2 defines the volcanic area by 
locating the hottest pixels and placing a mask around them. The user defines the mask size 
and is given the option to place the mask around either saturated pixels, pixels with the 
highest Tg or pixels with the greatest AT. The mask is placed using the Maskit function. 
Step 3 calls the Nat Variation function for each pixel in the unmasked area of the image. 
The maximum value encountered is stored. Finally step 4 searches the masked area 
searching for "hot" pixels. Nat Variation is called for each pixel in the masked area to 
calulate the difference between a pixel's AT and the mean AT of its surrounding pixels. If 
this is greater than the stored maximum variation, the pixel is flagged as being "hot". 
However, pixels which have an elevated AT, but which also have neighbouring "hot" 
pixels may not be detected, due to the influence of the high AT values in their background. 
To detect all "hot" pixels, step 4 is iterated, with pixels flagged as "hot" in previous passes 
being excluded from background AT calculations until no further pixels are flagged as 
"hot". Outputs are the number of iterations and pixel maps showing pixels flagged as "hot" 
after (1) the first iteration and (") all iterations (Figure B2).
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F ig u re  B2. "Hot pixels" flagged by VAST during the first and all iterations o f the hot 
pixel detection algorithm. (See Chapter 3 fo r  definition o f sensor recovery).
B .3 .3 .  H ot pixel the rm al analysis
Thermal analysis is carried out for each "hot" pixel located to give an estimate for 
the size of, and thermal flux from, the thermal feature contained within the pixel. The 
analysis uses the dual-band method, originally proposed by Dozier (1981), as a starting 
point. This method assumes that a pixel is occupied by two temperature components, a low 
temperature component at temperature Ty occupying portion p of the pixel, and a high
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temperature component at Ty occupying the remaining portion, py (= 1 - p), of the pixel. 
For a 1 km AVHRR pixel over a volcano we assume that this thermal structure relates to a 
high temperature volcanic feature surrounded by a cooler background at ambient 
temperatures. If thermal measurements are available in two widely separated wavebands, 
as with AVHRR channels 3 and 4, and any one of Ty, Ty or p is known, then the method 
allows the two remaining unknowns to be calculated by solving the following 
simultaneous equations:
R C g =  p L g (T y ) +  (1 -p )  L g(T y) ( B 5 ) ,
R C 4  =  p L 4 (T y) +  (1 -p )  L 4 (T y) ( B 6 ) ,
in which RCg and RC4 are the corrected channel 3 and 4 radiances and Lg(T) and L4(T) are 
the Planck function radiances for a blackbody at temperature T at the channel 3 and 4 
central wavelengths. To solve Equations B 5  and B 6  VAST estimates Ty using the mean 
channel 4 brightness temperature of the nearest lava-free pixels in any direction. This is 
calculated within the ApplyTwoComponent function. However, the equations will be 
unsolvable if L4(Ty) > RC4. Therefore a trap is included whereby Ty is set equal to the 
minimum channel 4 brightness temperature from the nearest lava-free pixels in such cases. 
If L4(Ty) is still greater than RC4 then no solution is possible and VAST will display a 
“Cannot solve” message. Otherwise ApplyT woComponent continues to solve Equations 
B5 and B6 by iteration. Once solved, the calculated parameters (p and Ty) are used to 
estimate the ground area occupied by, and thermal flux from, the high temperature 
component. The ground area occupied by the high temperature component (Ay) is 
estimated by multiplying py by the pixel area. Pixel area is an input parameter and can be 
calculated using the methodology set out in Cahoon et al. (1992). Thermal flux from the 
high temperature component (Qy) is estimated from
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Qh = ea(T h4A h) (B7),
where £ is the emissivity of the surface integrated over all wavelengths and a  is the Stefan- 
Boltzmann constant. Emissivity is an input parameter, and can be obtained for a variety of 
surfaces, including typical volcanic surfaces, from Salisbury and D ’Aria (1992). All 
calculated values (Ty, Ty, p, py. Ay and Qy) are output.
The two component pixel model is only applicable where the high temperature 
component has a uniform surface temperature. This will apply to a pixel occupied by active 
volcanic features where the surface is broadly isothermal, such as a hot mud or ash flow or 
a high temperature degassing vent. However, many volcanic features do not have 
isothermal surfaces, as is the case for an active lava body, such as a lava dome, lake or 
flow. The surface of these features is commonly composed of at least two thermal 
components: a chilled crust at temperature Tc broken by areas where the molten core at Ty 
is exposed (Crisp & Baloga, 1990). In this case the thermal structure of a 1 km pixel is 
more accurately described by a three component model with a cool lava-free background at 
Ty occupying portion p of the pixel, surrounding an area of crusted lava at Tg occupying pc 
of the pixel and an area of molten lava at Ty occupying the remainder of the pixel [py = (1 - 
p - pc)]. The user is therefore given the option to apply a three component solution if this is 
more reasonable. In such a case. Equations B5 and B6 are modified in the 
ApplyThreeComponent function to include the third thermal component:
RCg = p Lg(Ty) 4- Pc Lg(Tc) + (1-p -pc) Lg(Ty) (B8),
RC4 = p L4(Ty) -k Pc L 4 (T c) +  (1 -p -pc) L4(Ty) (B9),
ApplyThreeComponent estimates Ty as in the two component case and prompts the user to 
input Ty, which can be approximated using field measurements for the incandescent
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portions of the flow (Oppenheimer, 1991). However, crustal temperatures will vary 
between a few degrees above ambient background temperatures to a few degrees below 
molten temperatures. As a result the ApplyThreeComponent subroutine solves Equations 
B8 and B9 by iteration for a range of crustal temperatures, between a reasonable minimum 
crust temperature input by the user and a maximum crust temperature defined by the 
highest crust temperature for which Equations B8 and B9 are still solvable. Typical crust 
temperatures for lava flows and lakes in Hawaii have been calculated from multiple 
component modelling of spectrometer data by Flynn & Mouginis-Mark (1992) and Flynn 
et a l  (1993). The results of ranging Equations B8 and B9 between the two bounds will 
give the upper and lower limits for a range of solutions within which the true solution is 
assumed to lie.
In the three component case the ground area and flux calculations for the high 
temperature volcanic feature must be modified to take into account the two component 
temperature structure of its surface. The ground area occupied by the high temperature 
volcanic feature (Aiava) will now be estimated by multiplying the sum of py plus pc by the 
pixel area. Thermal flux (Qiava) is estimated from
Qlava = e a [ ( T h 4 A h )  +  (Tc4Ac)] (BIO),
in which Ay and Ac are the ground areas occupied by the molten and crust components 
respectively.
Two lines of output are displayed on screen. The first line gives the maximum 
crust temperature calculated, with all parameters estimated using this value (p, pc, py, Aiava 
and Qiava)- The second line gives the same output but with the minimum crust temperature 
used and the parameters estimated using this. These two lines define the upper and lower 
limits of a range for each parameter, within which the true value will lie.
In cases where channel 3 is saturated it will not be possible to use the channel 3 
radiance. In this case a default solution is applied using the channel 4 radiance only. Two
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component lava flow models and analysis of Landsat Thematic Mapper data for lava flows 
and domes have shown that the exposed molten core occupies between 0.0001 and 0.1 of 
the flow surface (Crisp & Baloga, 1990; Fieri et a l ,  1990; Oppenheimer 1991; 
Oppenheimer et a l ,  1993). Therefore, since the fraction of the pixel occupied by the 
molten component at temperature Th is small, and the sensitivity of channel 4 to this 
component is low, the contribution of this component to the channel 4 radiance is assumed 
to be negligible. This allows the pixel portion occupied by the crusted component (pc) to be 
estimated from
Pc =  [R C 4  - L 4 (T b )l /  [L 4 (T c) - L 4(T b )] ( B 11 ),
To solve Equation B 11 a reasonable lower and upper limits for the crust temperature must 
be supplied by the user to give a range of solutions within which the true solution will lie. 
Multiplying pc by the pixel area will give the area occupied by the crusted component (Ac). 
Thermal flux is calculated by substituting Tc and pc into Equation B7. For such pixels 
VAST will give a saturated pixel warning along with two lines of output, one for 
parameters calculated using the minimum crust temperature (p, pc, Ac and Qc), and one for 
those calculated using the maximum crust temperature. The true value for each parameter 
will lie between these upper and lower limits.
B.4. Results
The program has been tested using 13 cloud-free AVHRR images acquired during 
the 15 December 1991 to 29 March 1993 eruption at Mount Etna, Sicily. This eruption 
built a lava flow field of 7.6km^ on the eastern flank of the volcano and fed flows which 
extended to within 850 m of Zafferana Etnea, a village of 7000 inhabitants (Barberi et a l,  
1993; Calvari et a l ,  1994). For each image a 30 x 30 pixel sub-image centred on Mount 
Etna (37.73°N, 15.00°E) was extracted and input into VAST.
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The hot pixel detection algorithm successfully located the volcanic thermal 
anomalies associated with the active lava flow field and summit craters, and distinguished 
these from solar heated anomalies on all 13 sub-images (Figure B2). The main flow field 
was located as a major thermal anomaly on the east flank of the volcano, and the active 
summit vents were located as smaller, 2 to 3 pixel, anomalies to the NW of the flow field. 
The size and structure of the flow field anomalies located by the first iteration of the 
detection algorithm agreed with those expected from ground observations. On the 15 
December 1991 image. Figure B2a, lava pixels flagged during the first iteration show two 
anomalies. The northern anomaly is due to flows which extended eastwards for about 500 
m from fissures in the vicinity of the summit craters on 14 December (Calvari et a l,  1994). 
The southern anomaly is the main flow which reached 2 km from the eruptive fissure 
during 15 December (Calvari et a l ,  1994). By 24 December extension of the flow, 
observed to have reached 4.5 km from the eruptive fissure on 23 December (GVN, 1991), 
is apparent from the increased anomaly dimensions identified by the first iteration (Figure 
B2b). Between January and May 1992 the upper portions of the flow tubed over to feed 
surface flows at lower elevations on the volcano (Calvari et a l ,  1994). This is evident 
from the first iteration lava area on Figures B2c and B2d, where a one pixel wide tubed 
section feeds a l t o  3 pixel wide surface flow section. On both of these images the entire 
flow field anomaly is 9 pixels east to west, corresponding with ground reports which 
observed the flow front at 7.5 km from the eruptive fissure during April 1992 (GVN, 
1992a). All anomalies located after June 1992 show the same structure: a main anomaly 
separated by 1 to 2 pixels from a smaller anomaly to the NW. This is a result of the 
successful diversion attempt that was carried out between 27 and 29 May 1992, which 
returned the active flow front to within 1 km of the eruptive fissure (Barberi et a l ,  1993; 
GVN, 1992b). Subsequently, flows extended for no more than 1.5 km until the final day 
of the eruption on 29 March 1993 (Calvari et a l ,  1993). This left the toe of the flow, 
starved of supply, isolated and cooling (Figure B2e).
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Although the dimensions of the flow field indicated by the first iteration were in 
close agreement with those expected from ground reports, the inclusion of lava pixels 
located by all iterations gave far too large an area (Figure B2). This is a result of the 
inclusion of point spread function pixels around the flow field by subsequent iterations. 
These pixels do not contain active lava, but are anomalous due to radiance being spread 
into them from adjacent lava pixels. Inclusion of such pixels would give lava flow field 
dimension, area and flux estimates that were too large. We therefore only considered the 
first iteration pixels in the thermal analysis.
For each image, the lava area and thermal flux was summed for each pixel located 
by the first iteration of the lava detection algorithm. The results were used to produce a 
time series plot for the lava area and thermal flux during the eruption (Figure B3). Both 
plots are in close agreement with ground observations, showing a rapid increase in flow 
area and flux during December 1991 and January 1992, falling away to a lower and steady 
level which lasted from July 1992 until the end of the eruption. Observations of flow 
lengths and effusion rates during the same period show longest flows and highest effusion 
rates between December 1991 and May 1992. During this period flows reached up to 7.5 
km from the active vent (GVN, 1992a) and effusion rates were 30 m %  (Barberi & Villari, 
1994). However, following the lava diversion at the end of May 1992 flow lengths did not 
exceed 1.5 km (Calvari et a l ,  1994) and effusion rates halved to 15 m^/s (Barberi & 
Villari, 1994).
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F ig u re  B3. Lava area and thermal flux  variations during the 1991 to 1993 Etna 
eruptions, produced using the lava area and thermal flux  output given by VAST fo r  13 
AVHRR images acquired during the eruption.
B.5. Conclusion
For the 30 x 30 pixel sub-images tested, VAST was able to locate active lava 
flows and vents in less than a second, and apply a thermal analysis to the lava pixels 
located in less than 10 seconds. Both analyses produced results which were in close 
agreement with ground observations. If volcano sub-images can be located, extracted and 
cloud-screened just as rapidly, there is no reason why software such as VAST should not 
be capable analysing images as they are received, and provide the operator with reliable 
information about activity at the target volcano within seconds of image acquisition.
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B.7.  Appendix A
C++ code fo r  VAST
__________________________________________________________________________
/*VAST - Automatically calibrates AVHRR thermal data in channels 3 and 4, locates */
/* hot pixels in the image data set and calculates temperature, size and thermal flux from */
/* located hot feature.
/* */
  */
/* AVHRR.c: module to process the image 
/* */
#include "vast.h"
float TBMinSat = 0, TBMaxSat = 0;
float MaxT3=-999, MaxNaturalVariation=-999, MaxDeltaT = -999;
/* pointers to image array */
float *DN3, *DN4; /* pointers to raw DN data */
float *T3, *T4; /* pointers to T3 and T4 images */
float *Delta; /* pointer to AT (T3-T4) image */
float *Rad3, *Rad4; /* pointers to radiance images */
char *Mask, *ResuitMask, *MaskAfterPirstIteration; /* pointers to image masks */
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int ImageWidth, ImageDepth; /* hold size of image */
float NatVariation(const int x, const int y);
void SmackResult(char *c, char *name);
float DNToRad(float slope, float intercept, float DN);
float RadToDN(float slope, float intercept, float Rad);
float RadToTemp(float v, float e);
float TempToRad(float v, float t);
int Masklt(int x, int y);
void ApplyTwoComponent(int x, int y);
void ApplyThreeComponent(int x, int y);
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
int y, x;
int change, iteration = 0;
char key, name[MAX_PATH_LENGTH];
int left=9999, top = 9999, right=0, bottom=0;
int DN3Width, DN3Depth, DN4Width, DN4Depth;
printf("\nAVHRR Hot Pixel Thresholding. \nCopyright Andy Harris, Jez Higgins, The Open 
University\n");
/* loop until GetSetup fails, i.e. until there are no more files to process */ 
while(GetSetup(argc, argv))
{
/* load the source data */
if((DN3 = Load Array (DN3Filename, &DN3Width, &DN3Depth))==NULL)
{
printf("\nCouldn't open \'%sV", DN3Filename); 
return -1 ;
}
if((DN4 = LoadArray(DN4Filename, &DN4Width, &DN4Depth))=NULL)
{
printf("\nCouldn't open \'%sV", DN4Filename); 
return -1 ;
/* check images are the same size */
if((DN3Width != DN4Width) II (DN3Depth != DN4Depth))
{
/* fail if they are not */
printf("\nV%sV & V%sV Images are not the same size", DN3Filename, DN4Filename); 
return -1 ;
}
else
{
/* otherwise allocate and zero memory for the various arrays */ 
int size;
ImageWidth = DN3 Width;
ImageDepth = DN4Depth;
size = ImageDepth * ImageWidth;
T3 = (float *)malloc(size * sizeof(float)); 
memset(T3, 0, size*sizeof(float));
T4 = (float *)malloc(size * sizeof(float));
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memset(T4, 0, size*sizeof(float));
Delta = (float *)malloc(size * sizeof(float)); 
memset(Delta, 0, size*sizeof(float));
Rad3 = (float *)malloc(size * sizeof(float)); 
memset(Rad3, 0, size*sizeof(float));
Rad4 = (float *)malloc(size * sizeof(float)); 
memset(Rad4, 0, size*sizeof(float));
Mask = (char *)malloc(size * sizeof(char)); 
memset(Mask, size*sizeof(char));
ResultMask = (char *)malloc(size * sizeof(char)); 
memset(ResultMask, size*sizeof(char)); 
MaskAfterFirstlteration = (char *)malloc(size * sizeof(char)); 
memset(MaskAfterFirstIteration, size*sizeof(char));
/* image processing starts, at this point DN3 and DN4 point to the source data arrays, */ 
/* and the variables declared in vast.h have been assigned */
/* calculate brightness temperature equivalent of channel 3 saturation radiances */ 
T3MinSat = RadToTemp(V3, DNToRad(DN3Slope, DN3Intercept, DN3MinSat)); 
T3MaxSat = RadToTemp(V3, DNToRad(DN3Slope, DN3Intercept, DN3MaxSat));
/* check the saturation range is minimum to maximum */ 
if(T3MinSat > T3MaxSat)
{
float m = T3MaxSat;
T3MaxSat = T3MinSat;
T3MinSat = m;
/* convert DN to temperature, calculate AT for each pixel */
/* and find maximum value of Tg and AT */
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; x++)
{
T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=RadToTemp(V4, DNToRad(DN4Slope, 
DN4Intercept,DN4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]));
if(DN3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]==SENS0R_REC0VERY)
{
T3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=SENS0R_REC0VERY;
Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=SENSOR_RECOVERY;
ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]='R';
}
else
{
T3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=RadToTemp(V3, DNToRad(DN3Slope, 
DN3Intercept,DN3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]));
Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=T3[x-i-(y*ImageWidth)] -T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)];
ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]='.';
if(T3[x+(y*ImageWidth)] > MaxT3)
MaxT3=T3[x+(y*Image Width)]; 
if(Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)] > MaxDeltaT) 
MaxDeltaT=Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)];
}
/* search image for 'hot' pixels and create image mask */ 
change = 0;
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while(!change)
{
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; X + + )
{
if(MaskIt(x,y)) /* check if pixel is 'hot' */
{
/* if pixel is 'hot', mark the mask around that pixel *! 
int dy, dx;
for(dy = y - MaskSize; dy <= y+MaskSize; dy++) 
for(dx = X -  MaskSize; dx <= x+MaskSize; dx++)
{
if((dy>=0) && (dy<ImageDepth) && (dx>=0) && (dx<ImageWidth)) 
{
if(ResultMask[dx+(dy*Image Width)] !='R') 
ResultMask[dx+(dy*ImageWidth)]='M'; 
change++; /* indicate that a 'hot' pixel has been located */
/* and mark the pixel as 'hot' */ 
ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]='H';
/* If MaskHow == 2 or 3 (MaxT3 or MaxDelta) then a mask will have been created, */ 
/* in which case the while loop will terminate. */
/* If MaskHow == 1 (mask on saturated pixels) a mask may not have been placed, */
/* so change masking method to 2. */
/* If no mask had been placed the while loop will not terminate, causing a mask */
/* to be placed around the hottest pixel. */
if(MaskHow == 1)
MaskHow = 2;
}
/* find the maximum natural variation for unmasked portion of the image */ 
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; x++)
{
if(ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=='.')
{
float NV = NatVariation(x, y);
if(fabs(NV) > MaxNaturalVariation)
MaxNatural Variation = fabs(NV);
/* find and process lava pixels, i.e. located 'hot' pixels */ 
do 
{
change = 0; 
iteration++;
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; x++)
{
if(ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=='M' II 
ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]=='H')
{
/* pixel is masked or 'hot' */
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float NV = NatVariation(x, y);
if(NV - MaxNaturalVariation > 0)
{
/* if pixel AT is greater than background and maximum natural */ 
/* variation, then flag as 'lava' */
Mask[x+(y*ImageWidth)] = 'L'; 
change++;
/* first iteration */ 
if(iteration == 1)
{
/* create result file of first iteration */ 
sprintf(name, "%s.l", ResultFilename); 
printf( "\nWriting result file : %s",name);
SmackResult(Mask, name);
/* copy Mask for use later */
memcpy(MaskAfterFirstIteration, Mask, ImageWidth*ImageDepth*sizeof(char));
/* iterate lava pixel search */ 
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; x++) 
if(Mask[x+(y*ImageWidth)]='L')
{
if(x<left) 
left = x; 
if(x>right) 
right = x; 
if(y<top) 
top = y; 
if(y>bottom) 
bottom = y;
}
left-;
top-;
right+=2;
bottom+=2;
/* (left, top) and (right,bottom) define the smallest rectangle which includes */ 
/* all the lava pixels */
/* flag lava pixels in the result mask */ 
for(y = 0; y < ImageDepth; y++) 
for(x = 0; X < ImageWidth; x++)
if(Mask[x+(y *Image Width)] =  'L')
ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)] = Mask[x+(y*ImageWidth)];
} /* iterate until no more lava pixels are found */
while(change);
/* write final result to file */
sprintf(name, "%s.%d",ResultFilename,iteration);
printf("\nWriting result file : %s",name);
SmackResult(ResultMask, name); 
printf("\nFinished after %d iterations.", iteration);
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if( IDontDoDualComp)
{
/* restore result after first iteration */
memcpy(ResultMask, MaskAfterFirstlteration, ImageWidth*ImageDepth*sizeof(char));
printf("\n\nApply dual band?"); 
do
key = getchO;
while((key!='N')&&(key!='n')&&(key!=y)&&(key!='Y'));
if((key='Y')ll(key='y'))
{
/* apply dual band calculations to lava pixels */ 
float correction[14];
/* load channel 4 non-linearity correction values */ 
printf("\nBlack body tempXnl) 9.2\n2) 13.9 \n3) 19.0"); 
do
key = getchO; 
while((key !=' 1 ')&&(key !=’2')&&(key !='3'));
{
/* reads the appropriate non-linearity correction file */
FILE *file; 
char line[13]; 
int i;
sprintf(line, "a;\\correct%c",key); 
if((file = fopen(line, "rt")) == NULL)
{
printf("\nCannot open file \"%s\".", line); 
return -1 ;
}
for(i=0; i< 14; 1-K4-)
{
fgets(line, 13, file); 
correction [i] = atof(line);
}
fclose(file);
/* apply non-linearity correction to channel 4 and saturation mask to channel 3 */ 
for(y = top; y < bottom; y4-+) 
for(x = left; x < right; x+-h)
{
int k;
/* mask pixel saturated in channel 3 */
MaskHow -  1 ; 
if(MaskIt(x,y))
ResultMask[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] = 'S';
/* apply non-linearity correction to channel 4 */ 
for(k = 0; k < 14; k-n-)
{
int u, 1;
if(k <= 3)
{
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u = k*5; 
u -= 2.5;
1 =  u+5;
)
else
{
u= 10 + ((k-3)*10);
1 = u-t-10;
}
if((T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]-KCconv) > 46.85) 
T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)] += correction [0]; 
if((T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]-KCconv) < -68.15) 
T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)] -(-= correction[13]; 
if(((T4[x-H(y*ImageWidth)]-KCconv) <= 46.85-u) && 
((T4[x-i-(y*ImageWidth)]-KCconv) > 46.85-1))
T4[x-H(y*Image Width)] += correction[k]; 
break;
}
}
{
/* apply emissivity and atmospheric correction */
/* convert corrected temperature to radiance */ 
for(y = top; y < bottom; y++) 
for(x = left; x < right; x-f-+)
{ /* X + (y*ImageWidth) */
if(T3[x-t-(y*ImageWidth)] != SENSOR_RECOVERY)
Rad3[x+(y*Image Width)] = (TempToRad(V3,
T3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (Emissivity3 * Tau3));
Rad4[x+(y*Image Width)] = (TempToRad(V4, 
T4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (Emissivity4 * Tau4));
/* search through all pixels, picking out lava and saturated pixels */ 
for(y = top; y < bottom; y++) 
for(x = left; x< right; x++)
switch(ResultMask[x+(y*ImageWidth)])
case 'L':
{
/* apply two or three component solution */
printf( \nPixel (%d, %d) - apply 2) or 3) component 
solution?", X, y);
do
key = getchO; 
while((key !='2')&&(key !='3’)&&(key !="\27'));
/* \27' is escape character */
if(key == '2')
ApplyT woComponent(x,y); 
if(key == '3')
 ^ ApplyThreeComponent(x,y);
break; 
case 'S':
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printf("\nPixel (%d, %d) is saturated. Dual band not possible 
default solution applied", x, y);
ApplyTwoComponent(x,y);
}
/* free everything */
ffee(T3);
free(T4);
free(DN3);
free(DN4);
ffee(Delta);
ffee(Rad3);
free(Rad4);
free(ResultMask);
free(Mask);
free(MaskAfterFirstlteration);
return 0;
/* N at V ariation: Calculates the difference between pixel and its background for */
/* pixel (x,y) in the AT image. Lava and sensor recovery pixels are excluded from the */
/* calculation. */
float NatVariation(const int x, const int y)
{
int dy, dx, count=0;
float Total=0, AverageBackground;
/* for each pixel around the target pixel, add it to the total */ 
for(dy = y-1; dy<=y+l; dy++) 
for(dx = x-1; dx<=x+l; dx++)
{
if((dy>=0)&&(dy<ImageDepth)«fe&(dx>=0)&&(dx<ImageWidth)) /* checks image */
/* edge has not */
/* been reached */
{
if((ResultMask[dx+(dy*ImageWidth)] != 'R') && 
(ResultMask[dx+(dy*ImageWidth)] != 'L') && !((dy==y) && (dx==x)))
{ /* pixel is not the target pixel, lava or sensor recovery */
Total += Delta[dx+(dy *Image Width) j ; 
count+4-;
I
if(count == 0) 
count++;
AverageBackground = Total/count;
/* avoids divide by zero errors */
return Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)] - AverageBackground;
/* SmackResuIt: Write the result mask pointed at by c to a file given the name in the */
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/* string pointed at by name. The result is a character array of the same size as the original */ 
/* image. A non-lava pixel is denoted by a and a lava pixel by an L' */
void SmackResult(char *c, char *name)
{
int y, x; 
char line[512];
FILE *file;
file = fopen(name, "wt"); 
for(y=0; y<ImageDepth; y+4-)
{
for(x=0; x<ImageWidth; x4-4-)
{
if(c[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] !='L') 
line[x] = 
else
line[x] = 'L';
}
line[ImageWidth]='\n'; 
line[ImageWidth4-l]=W; 
fputs(line, file);
}
fclose(file);
/* D N ToR ad: Converts a raw DN to a radiance */
float DNToRad(float slope, float intercept, float DN)
{
return (slope*DN)4-intercept;
/* RadToDN: Converts a radiance to DN equivalent */
float RadToDN(float slope, float intercept, float Rad)
{
return (Rad-intercept)Zslope;
}
/* RadToTem p: Converts a radiance to brightness temperature */
float RadToTemp(float v, float e)
{
float divisor = log(l 4- ((Cl*v*v*v)/e)); 
return (C2*v)/divisor;
/* Tem pToR ad: Converts brightness temperature to radiance */
float TempToRad(float v, float t)
{
float divisor = exp((C2*v)/t) - I; 
return (Cl*v*v*v)/divisor;
/* M ask it:  Checks that a pixel matches the mask criteria. Returns 1 if it does, 0 if not.*/
int Masklt(int x, int y)
{
int maskit = 0;
switch(MaskHow)
{
case 1:
if((T3[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] >= T3MinSat) && (T3[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] <= T3MaxSat))
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maskit = 1 ; 
break; 
case 2:
if(T3[x+(y*ImageWidth)] == MaxT3) 
maskit = 1 ; 
break; 
case 3:
if(Delta[x+(y*ImageWidth)] == MaxDeltaT) 
maskit = 1; 
break;
return maskit;
/* A p p lyT w oC om p on en t:  solves the two component dual-band solution for the */
/* specifed pixel to find the size and temperature of the hot feature within the pixel */
void ApplyTwoComponent(int x, int y)
{
int masksize = 1 ; /* size around target pixel to use to calculate background temperature */
int dy,dx; /* loop variables */
int n = 0; /* iteration counter */
float Rmin =9999; 
float Rb3= 0, Rb4 = 0; /* radiance of pixel background in channel 3, 4 */
float Tu3, Tu4; /* temperture of hot feature */
float p; /* portion of pixel occupied by background */
float prevratio; /* ratio of feature (hot or background) temperature in each channel */ 
float Ru3, Ru4;
/* calculateRb4 - the background radiance around the target pixel */ 
while(Rb4 == 0)
{
for(dy = y - masksize; dy <= y+masksize; dy-n-) 
for(dx = X - masksize; dx <= x+masksize; dx-n-)
{
if(ResultMask[dx4-(dy*ImageWidth)]='.')
{
Rb4 =Rb4 + Rad4[dx4-(dy*ImageWidth)]; 
if(Rad4[dx4-(dy*ImageWidth)] < Rmin)
Rmin = Rad4[dx-k(dy *Image Width)] ; 
n++;
}
}
masksize+4-; /* increase masksize if RB4 calculation has to be repeated */
}; /* repeat if Rb4=0, i.e. all surrounding pixels are lava */
Rb4 /= n;
if(Rad4[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] <Rb4)
Rb4 = Tmin;
if(Rad4[x+(y*ImageWidth)] <Rb4) /* should not fail in the normal course of events*/
{
printf("\n Cannot solve, background hotter than target !?!?!"); 
return;
if(ResultMask[x4-(y*ImageWidth)] != ’S')
{ /* not saturated */
long count = 0;
/* convert background radiance from channel 4 to channel 3 equivalent radiance */ 
Rb3 = TempToRad(V3, RadToTemp(V4,Rb4));
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p = 0.9; /* arbitrary initial value of p */
/* calculate initial values of the hot feature radiance and equivalent temperature (Th) */ 
Ru3 = (p*Rb3 - Rad3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (p - 1);
Ru4 = (p*Tb4 - Rad4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (p - 1);
Tu3 = RadToTemp(V3, Ru3);
Tu4 = RadToTemp(V4, Ru4);
/* find the hot feature temperature and portion of the pixel it occupies */
/* iterate on p until Tu3 and Tu4 converge */
do 
{
prevratio = Tu3/Tu4 /* calculate temperature ratio */
/* recalculate p from Ru3 or Ru4 depending on which is dominating the ratio */ 
if(prevratio < 1 )
{
Ru3 = TempToRad(V3, Tu4); 
p = (Rad3[x+(y*ImageWidth)] - Ru3) / (Rb3 - Ru3);
}
else
{
Ru4 = TempToRad(V4, Tu3); 
p = (Rad4[x+(y*ImageWidth)] - Ru4) / (Tb4 - Ru4);
}
/* recalculate hot feature radiance in each channel for the new value of p */
Ru3 = (p*Rb3 - Rad3[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (p - 1);
Ru4 = (p*Tb4 - Rad4[x+(y*ImageWidth)]) / (p - 1);
Tu3 = RadToTemp(V3, Ru3);
Tu4 = RadToTemp(V4, Ru4);
count++;
}
/* terminate loop if new temperature ratio and previous temperature ratio are */
/* arbitrarily close or program has looped a very large number of times (indicating */ 
/* that the solution is not converging): ordinarily converges very quickly */
while((fabs((Tu3/Tu4) - prevratio) > 0.000005) && (count < 4096));
/* print results: Th, Tb, ph, pb, lava area and thermal flux from lava area*/ 
printf("\n Th=%d Tb=%d, Ph=%f Pb=%f, Lava area=%ld, Flux=%.8f', (int)(Tu3-KCconv), 
(int)(Tb4-KCconv), 1-p, p, (long)(AreaOfPixel*( 1 -p)), 
((BroadBandEmissivity*SBC*pow(Tu3,4))*(AreaOfPixel*(l-p)))/le6);
/* and calucluates lava area and thermal flux */
}
else
{
/* saturated, so solve for supplied maximum and minimum tempertures to give a range */ 
/* of possible feature sizes */
float pmin,pmax;
float RadMax = TempToRad(V4, MaxThermalFeatureTemp); 
float RadMin = TempToRad(V4, MinThermalFeatureTemp);
pmin = (Rad4 [x+(y * ImageWidth)] -Rb4) / (RadMax -Rb4); 
pmax = (Rad4[x+(y*ImageWidth)] -Rb4) / (RadMin -Rb4);
printf("\n Sat. pixel: Tc = 100 Pb=%f Pc=%f, Lava area=%ld, Flux=%.8f ,  1 -pmax, pmax, 
(long)(AreaOfPixel*pmax), 
((BroadBandEmissivity*SBC*pow(MinThermalFeatureTemp,4))*(AreaOfPixel*pmax))/le6); 
printf("\n Tc = 500 Pb=%f Pc=%f, Lava area=%ld, Flux=%.8f^ ', 1-pmin, pmin.
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(long)(AreaOfPixel*pmin),
((BroadBandEmissivity*SBC*pow(MaxThermalFeatureTeinp,4))*(AreaOfPixel*pmin))/le6);
/* A p p lyT h reeC om p on en t:  solve the three component dual-band solution for the */
/* given pixel, to calculate size and temperature of the hot feature and the feature at an */
/* intermediate temperature (ie crusted lava) */
void ApplyThreeComponent(int x, int y)
{
int masksize = 1; /* size around target pixel used to calculate */
/* background temperature */
int dy,dx; /* loop variables */
int n = 0; /* iteration counter */
float Rmin = 9999;
float Rb3 = 0, Rb4 = 0; /* radiance of pixel background in channel 3, 4 */
float R3 = Rad3[x +  (y*ImageWidth)]; /* channel 3 radiance of target pixel */
float R4 = Rad4[x (y*ImageWidth)]; /* channel 4 radiance of target pixel */
float Tc; /* intermediate (crusted lava) temperature */
float Rh3,Rh4; /* hot feature radiance */
float Rc3, Rc4; /* intermediate feature radiance */
float pc3, pc4 = 0; /* portion of pixel occupied by intermediate */
float pb; /* portion of pixel occupied by background */
float prevratio;
int solved = 0; /* state variable */
int step = 5; /* temperature step */
Tc = CmstedLavaTemp;
/* calculateRb4 */ 
while(Tb4 =  0)
{
for(dy = y - masksize; dy <= y-i-masksize; dy-n-) 
for(dx = X - masksize; dx <= xH-masksize; dx-n-)
{
if(ResultMask[dx4-(dy*ImageWidth)]='.')
{
Tb4 =Rb4 + Rad4[dx4-(dy *ImageWidth)] ; 
if(Rad4 [dx4-(dy *ImageWidth)] < Tmin)
Tmin = Rad4[dx+(dy*ImageWidth)]; 
n4-+;
}
}
masksize-n-;
};
Rb4 /= n; 
if(R4 <Rb4)
Rb4 = Tmin; 
if(R4 <Rb4)
{
printf("\n Cannot solve, background hotter than target !?!?!"); 
return;
/* convert from channel 4 radiance to channel 3 radiance equivalent */ 
Rb3 = TempToRad(V3, RadToTemp(V4,Rb4));
/* calculate initial values of hot feature radiance in each channel */ 
Rh3 = TempToRad(V3, MoltenLavaTemp) ;
Rh4 = TempToRad(V4, MoltenLavaTemp);
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while(solved!=2)
{
/* calulate radiance of intermediate feature in each channel */
Rc3 = TempToRad(V3, Tc);
Rc4 = TempToRad(V4, Tc);
/* set initial value of pb */ 
pb = 0.2; 
n = 0;
/* calculate initial values for pixel portion occupied by intermediate temperature feature */
/* (pc) from the radiance of the feature in each channel */
pc3 = (R3 - (pb*(Rb3 - Rh3)) - Rh3) / (Rc3 - Rh3);
pc4 = (R4 - (pb*(Rb4 - Rh4)) - Rh4) / (Rc4 - Rh4);
/* iterate, so that pc3 and pc4 converge to the same value */ 
do 
{
prevratio = pc3/pc4;
/* adjust pb, depending on whether pc3 or pc4 is dominant in ratio (pc3/pc4) by */
/* cross- substition */
if(prevratio > 1)
pb = (R3 - Rh3 - (pc4*(Rc3-Rh3))) / (Rb3 - Rh3); 
else
pb = (R4 - Rh4 - (pc3*(Rc4-Rh4))) / (Rb4 - Rh4);
/* recalculate pc3 and pc4 based on new value of pb */ 
pc3 = (R3 - (pb*(Rb3 - Rh3)) - Rh3) / (Rc3 - Rh3); 
pc4 = (R4 - (pb*(Rb4 - Rh4)) - Rh4) / (Rc4 - Rh4);
/* increment iteration counter */ 
n-n-;
}
/* terminate loop if new temperature ratio and previous temperature ratio are */
/* arbitrarily close or program has looped a very large number of times (indicating */
/* that the solution is not converging): ordinarily converges very quickly */
while((fabs((pc3/pc4) - prevratio) > 0.(X)0005) && (n < 4096));
if(solved = 1)
{ /* this is the final pass, when Tc has been increased */
/* to its maximum solvable value */
solved = 2; /* set solved state to 2 so that loop terminates */
printf("\n Th=%d Tcmax=%d Tb=%d, Pb=%f Pc=%f Ph=%f, Lava area=%ld,
Flux=%.8f ,  (int)(MoltenLavaTemp-KCconv),(int)(Tc-KCconv),(int)(Rb4-KCconv), pb,
pc3, 1- (pb4-pc3), (long)(AreaOfPixel*(l-pb)), 
((SBC*BroadBandEmissivity*(AreaOfPixel*pc3)*pow(Tc,4)) + 
(SBC*BroadBandEmissivity*(AreaOfPixel*( 1 - 
(pb-hpc3))*pow(MoltenLavaTemp,4))))/le6);
}
if(CrustedLavaTemp == Tc) /* true if this is the first pass, when Tc is at minimum */ 
printf("\n Th=%d Tcmin=%d Tb=%d, Pb=%f Pc=%f Ph=%f, Lava area=%ld,
Flux=%.8f', (int)(MoltenLavaTemp-KCconv),(int)(Tc-KCconv),(int)(Rb4-KCconv), pb,
pc3, 1- (pb+pc3), (long)(AreaOfPixel*( 1 -pb)), 
((SBC*BroadBandEmissivity*(AreaOfPixel*pc3)*pow(Tc,4)) +
(SBC*BroadBandEmissivity *(AreaOfPixel*( 1 - 
(pb4-pc3))*pow(MoltenLavaTemp,4))))/le6);
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/* increase crusted lava temperature */ .  ^ */
if((pb+pc3) > 0.999999) /* arbitrary maximum size of background and crusted feature
/* set solved state to 1, so terminate on next iteration */ 
solved = 1 ;
/* back off Tc, one step */
Tc-=step;
/* otherwise increase crusted lava temperture */else
Tc+=step;
/* repeat while solved state is not 2 */
-*/
/* vast.c: This module parses the command line and loads the configuration file and data */
/* files __*/
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#include "vast.h"
float V3; 
int bV3 = 0; 
float V4; 
int bV4 = 0;
float DN3Slope, DN3Intercept; 
int bDN3Slope = 0, bDN3Intercept = 
float DN4Slope , DN4Intercept; 
int bDN4Slope = 0, bDN4Intercept =
0 ;
0 ;
float DN3MinSat, DN3MaxSat; 
int bDN3MinSat = 0, bDN3MaxSat
int MaskSize; 
int bMaskSize = 0; 
int MaskHow; 
int bMaskHow = 0;
float AreaOfPixel;
int b AreaOfPixel = 0;
float BroadBandEmissivity;
int bBroadBandEmissivity = 0;
float Emissivity3, Tau3;
int bEmissivity3 = 0, bTau3 = 0;
float Emissivity4, Tau4;
int bEmissivity4 = 0, bTau4 = 0;
int DontDoDualComp = 0;
int CmstedLavaTemp;
int bCrustedLavaTemp = 0;
int MoltenLavaTemp;
int bMoltenLavaTemp = 0;
int MinThermalFeatureTemp;
int bMinThermalFeatureTemp = 0;
int MaxThermalFeatureTemp ;
int bMaxThermalFeatureTemp = 0;
= 0;
/* channel 3 central wave number */
/* channel 4 central wave number */
/* channel 3 slope and intercept */
/* channel 4 slope and intercept */
/* limits of channel 3 saturation range */
/* size of masked area to be searched for hot pixels */
/* method by which mask is to be centred */
/* pixel area */
/* Emissivity (e) used in thermal flux calculations */
/* channel 3 emmissivity and transmissivity (63,13) */ 
/* channel 4 emmissivity and transmissivity (64,14) *i
/* lowest expected intermediate (crust) temperature */
/* hot (molten lava) component temperature */
/* lower limit set for intermediate (crust) temperature */ 
/* upper limit set for intermediate (crust) temperature */
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char DN3Filename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH]; /* array to hold channel 3 DN data */
int bDN3Filename = 0;
char DN4Filename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH]; /* array to hold channel 4 DN data */
int bDN4Filename = 0;
char ResultFilename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH]; /* array to hold results */
int bResultFilename = 0;
char FilelistFilename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH];
int UseFilelist = 0;
/* local file handling functions */
int FileLength;
int FilePosition;
char *FileContents;
int file_open(const char * filename);
char *read_file_line(char *buffer, int buffersize);
void file_close(void);
void ProcessConfigFile(char *ConfigurationFilename); 
int isexcelfile(char *line); 
int countcolumns(char *line); 
int GetNextFilenames(void);
/* GetSetup: Parses command line and ensures all required variables are assigned. */
/* Valid cl arguments are [-c <config file>] [-f <list file>]ll[<dn3 file> <dn4 file> <result */ 
/* file>]. Returns 1 if parsed successfully, 0 if it failed. The function can be called */
/* repeatedly until it returns 0, making it possible to specify multiple sets of source */
/* filenames e.g. vast -c config dn3.1 dn4.1 result 1 dn3.2 dn4.2 result2 */
int GetSetup(int argc, char* argv[])
{
static args = 1 ;
if((args != 1) && (UseFilelist == 0)) 
return 0;
/* search for command line arguments */ 
if(args =  1)
{
int i;
for(i=l; i<argc; i-n-)
{
if(!strcmp(argv[i], ”-c"))
{
/* config file specified, so process it */
ProcessConfigFile(argv[i+1 ]); 
args+=2;
}
if(!strcmp(argv[i], "-f ))
{
/* list file specified, so store name */ 
strcpy(FilelistFilename, argv[i+l]);
UseFilelist = 1 ; 
args+=2;
if(!UseFilelist)
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/* a list file has not been specified so get filenames from command line */ 
if(args<argc)
{
strcpy(DN3Filename, argv[args++]); 
bDN3Filename = 1; 
if(args<argc)
{
strcpy(DN4Filename, argv[args-n-]); 
bDN4Filename = 1 ;
if(args<argc)
{
strcpy(ResultFilename, argv[args++]); 
bResultFilename = 1 ;
}
else
/* list file specified so try to get filenames from it */ 
if( !GetNextFilenames()) 
return 0;
}
if(bDN3Filename != bDN4Filename)
{
printf("Wrong number of arguments."); 
return 0;
/* get items not specified in config file from the user */ 
if(!bV3)
{
printf("Central wave number in channel 3 : "); 
scanf("%f ,&V3); 
bV3 = 1;
}
if(!bV4)
{
printf("Central wave number in channel 4 : ");
scanf("%f',&V4);
bV4= 1;
}
if(!bDN3Slope)
{
printf("DN3 Slope : "); 
scanf("%f ,&DN3Slope); 
bDN3Slope = 1;
}
if(!bDN3Intercept)
{
printf("DN3 Intercept : "); 
scanf("%f ,&DN3Intercept); 
bDN3Intercept = 1 ;
}
if(!bDN4Slope)
{
printf("DN4 Slope ; "); 
scanf("%f',&DN4Slope); 
bDN4Slope = 1 ;
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}
if(!bDN4Intercept)
{
printf("DN4 Intercept : "); 
scanf("%f',&DN4Intercept); 
bDN4Intercept = 1 ;
}
if(!bDN3MinSat)
printf("DN3 Minimum saturation value ; "); 
scanf("%f’,&DN3MinSat); 
bDN3MinSat = 1;
}
if(!bDN3MaxSat)
printf("DN3 Maximum saturation value : "); 
scanf("%f',&DN3MaxSat); 
bDN3MaxSat= 1;
}
if(!bMaskSize)
{
printfC'Mask size : "); 
scanf("%d",&MaskSize); 
bMaskSize = 1 ;
}
if(!bMaskHow)
printfC'Select 1) center on saturated pixels\n 2) center on hottest pixel\n"); 
printf(" 3) center on max delta T\n"); 
scanf("%d",&MaskHow); 
bMaskHow = 1 ;
}
if( IDontDoDualComp)
/* these values are not needed if no thermal calculations are to be carried out */ 
if(!bAreaOfPixel)
{
printfC'Area of pixel : "); 
scanf("%f ,&AreaOfPixel); 
b AreaOfPixel = 1 ;
}
if('.bBroadBandEmissivity)
{
printfC'Broad band emissivity : "); 
scanf("%f,(BBroadBandEmissivity); 
bBroadBandEmissivity = 1;
}
if(!bEmissivity3)
{
printf("Emissivity in channel 3 ; "); 
scanf("%f',<feEmissivity3); 
bEmissivity3 = I;
1
if(!bTau3)
{
printf("Tau of channel 3 : ");
scanf("%f',&Tau3);
bTau3 = 1;
)
if(!bEmissivity4)
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printf("Emissivity in channel 4 : "); 
scanf("%f’,&Eftiissivity4); 
bEmissivity4 = 1 ;
}
if(!bTau4)
{
printfC'Tau of channel 4 : ");
scanf("%f',&Tau4);
bTau4 = 1;
}
if( IbCrustedLavaTemp)
{
printf("Crusted lava temperature : "); 
scanf("%d",(BCrustedLavaTemp); 
CrustedLavaTemp += KCconv; 
bCrustedLavaTemp = 1 ;
}
if( IbMoltenLavaTemp)
{
printfC'Molten lava temperature : "); 
scanf("%f,(BMoltenLavaTemp); 
MoltenLavaTemp += KCconv; 
bMoltenLavaTemp = 1 ;
}
if(!bMinThermalFeatureTemp)
{
printf("Minimum thermal feature temperature : "); 
scanf("%f .(BMinThermalFeatureTemp); 
MinThermalFeatureTemp += KCconv; 
bMinThermalFeatureTemp = 1;
}
if( îbMaxThermalFeatureTemp)
{
printf("Maximum thermal feature temperature : "); 
scanf("%f .(BMaxThermalFeatureTemp); 
MaxThermalFeatureTemp += KCconv; 
bMaxThermalFeatureTemp = 1 ;
if(!bDN3Filename)
{
/* if data file names have not been specified get them now */
printf("DN3 File : ");
scanf("%s", DN3Filename);
bDN3Filename = 1 ;
printf("DN3 File : ");
scanf("%s", DN4Filename);
bDN4Filename = 1 ;
}
else
printf("\nDN3 File : %s\nDN4 File : %s\n", DN3Filename, DN4Filename);
if((!bResultFilename) && (lUseFilelist))
{
/* if result filename has not been specified, get it */ 
printf("Result file : "); 
scanf("%s", ResultFilename); 
bResultFilename = 1 ;
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else
printfC’Result file ; %s\n", ResultFilename); 
return 1;
}
/* ProcessConfigFile: Reads through the configuration file, pulling out values and */
/* storing them in the appropriate variables
void ProcessConfigFile(char *ConfigurationFilename)
{
char line[512];
if(file_open(ConfigurationFilename) == 0)
printf("\nCannot open configuration file \"%s\".", ConfigurationFilename); 
return;
}
while(read_file_line(line, 512) != NULL)
char VariableName[128], V ariableV alue[484] ; 
int i=0, j=0;
/* split line into name and value */
/* strip leading spaces, etc */
while(((line[i] == ' ') II (line[i] == '\t')) && (line[i] != \0 )) 
i++;
/* get variable name (everything up to next whitespace or = )*/ 
while((line[i] != ' ') && (line[i] != '\f ) && (line[i] != ’\0’) && (line[i] != '=')) 
VariableName[j++] = line[i++];
VariableName[j]='\0';
/* strip whitespaces and = * !
while(((line[i] == ' ') II (line[i] == ’\f) II (line[i] == '=')) && (line[i] != '\0')) 
i++;
/* get value string (everything up to next whitespace) */ 
j = 0;
while((line[i] != ' ') && (line[i] != '\t') && (line[i] != \0 ))
V ariableV alue = line[i++];
VariableValue|j]='\0';
/* store value in appropriate variable */ 
strlwr(VariableName);
if((!bV3) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "v3", 2)))
{
V3 = atof(VariableValue); 
bV3= 1;
if((!bV4) && (!stmcmp(VariableName, "v4", 2)))
{
V4 = atof(VariableValue); 
bV4= 1;
if((!bDN3Slope) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dn3slope", 8)))
{
DN3Slope = atof( V ariableV alue) ; 
bDN3Slope = 1;
if((!bDN3Intercept) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dn3intercept", 12)))
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DN3Intercept = atof(VariableValue); 
bDN3Intercept = 1 ;
}
if((!bDN4Slope) && (!stmcmp(VariableName, "dn4slope", 8)))
{
DN4Slope = atof(VariableValue); 
bDN4Slope = 1 ;
}
if((!bDN4Intercept) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dn4intercept", 12)))
{
DN4Intercept = atof(Vari able Value) ; 
bDN4Intercept = 1 ;
}
if((!bDN3MinSat) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dn3minsat", 8)))
{
DN3MinSat = atof( V ariable V alue) ; 
bDN3MinSat = 1;
}
if((!bDN3MaxSat) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dn3maxsat", 8)))
{
DN3MaxSat = atof( Variable Value); 
bDN3MaxSat = 1;
}
if((!bMaskSize) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "masksize", 8)))
{
MaskSize = atoi( Variable Value); 
bMaskSize = 1 ;
}
if((!bMaskHow) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "maskhow", 7)))
{
MaskHow = atoi(VariableValue); 
bMaskHow = 1 ;
}
if((IbAreaOfPixel) && (!stmcmp(VariableName, "areaofpixel", 11)))
{
AreaOfPixel = atof(VariableValue); 
bAreaOfPixel = 1 ;
}
if((!bBroadBandEmissivity) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "broadbandemissivity", 19))) 
{
BroadBandEmissivity = atof( V ariable V alue); 
bBroadBandEmissivity = 1;
I
if((!bEmissivity3) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "emissivity3", 11)))
{
Emissivity3 = atof( Variable Value); 
bEmissivity3 = 1;
}
if((!bTau3) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "tau3", 4)))
{
Tau3 = atof(VariableValue); 
bTau3 = 1;
}
if((!bEmissivity4) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "emissivity4", 11)))
{
Emissivity4 = atof(VariableValue); 
bEmissivity4 = 1;
}
if((!bTau4) && (!stmcmp(VariableName, "tau4", 4)))
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Tau4 = atof(VariableValue); 
bTau4 = 1;
if((!bCrustedLavaTemp) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "crustedlavatemp", 15)))
CrustedLavaTemp = atoi(VariableValue) + KCconv; 
bCrustedLavaTemp = 1 ;
if((!bMoltenLavaTemp) && (!stmcmp(VariableName, "moltenlavatemp", 14)))
MoltenLavaTemp = atoi( Variable Value) + KCconv; 
bMoltenLavaTemp = 1;
if((!bMinThermalFeatureTemp) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "minthermalfeaturetemp", 
20)))
MinThermalFeatureTemp = atoi(VariableValue) + KCconv; 
bMinThermalFeatureTemp = 1;
if((!bMaxThermalFeatureTemp) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "maxthermalfeaturetemp", 
20)))
MaxThermalFeatureTemp = atoi(V ariableV alue) + KCconv; 
bMaxThermalFeatureTemp = 1;
if(( ! DontDoDualComp) && (!strncmp(VariableName, "dontdodualcomp", 14)))
{
DontDoDualComp = 1 ;
}
}
file_close();
/* Load Array: Reads a DN data file. The data file should be in rows and columns (like */
/* a spreadsheet) and may be space, comma or tab separated. Sensor recovery pixels should */
/* be marked by the single letter R'. If the rows and columns are labelled (like a Excel file) */
/* then this is detected. The lines can be CR, LF or CR/LF terminated (ie Mac, Unix or */
/* DOS type). The function returns a pointer to a floating point array containing the DN */
/* data, and also sets the width and depth parameters. */
float* LoadArray(const char * filename, int *width, int *depth)
/* This will need modification if file format is not space/tab separated and newline delimited */
float *f; 
char line[1024]; 
int X = 0, wid, y = 0; 
int excelfile;
if(file_open(filename) == 0)
printf("\nCannot open file V%sV", filename); 
return NULL;
}
else
printf("\nReading \'%sV", filename);
read_file_line(line, 1024); 
y = 0;
/* check if the file has row and column names like an Excel-type text file */
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excelfile = isexcelfile(line);
/* count number of data columns */ 
wid = countcolumns(line) - excelfile;
/* if an Excel-type file, discard first line as it contains no data */ 
if(excelfile)
read_file_line(line, 1024);
/* just malloc f to something, so we can realloc it later */ 
f = malloc(sizeof(float));
do
{
int i=0;
/* realloc array to have room for next line */ 
f = (float* )realloc((void *)f, wid*(y+l)*sizeof(float));
/* if Excel-type file, ignore first column, as it contains the row number */ 
if(excelfile)
X =  -1;
else 
X = 0;
/* work along the line, picking out each data value in turn */ 
do 
{
int j = 0; 
char number[20];
/* strip white space and commas */
while(((line[i] == ',')N(line[i]==’ ')ll(line[i]=='\t'))&&(line[ij !='\0'))
i++;
/* get number */
while((line[i] != ',')&&(line[i]!=' ')&&(line[i]!='\t')&&(line[i]!='\0')) 
number|j4-h]=line[i+4-] ; 
if(x!=-l)
{
/* store the number in the array */ 
number[j]='\0';
if(number[0]=='R’) /*sensor recovery pixel*/
f[x-t-(y*wid)] = SENSOR_RECOVERY; 
else
f[x+(y*wid)] = (float)atof(number);
}
X + 4 - ;
}
while(line[i]!='\0');
y++;
}
while(read_file_line(line, 1024)); 
file_close();
*width = wid;
*depth = y;
return f;
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I* i s e x c e l f i le :  Checks if the file contains row and column labels by running along the */
/ *  line until a non-white space is encountered. If first cell is a letter then assume excel /
/ *  type spreadsheet - this will obviously return a false positive if the very first pixel is a */
/* sensor recovery pixel, however this is highly unlikely if the image is centred on the /
/* volcano properly. Returns 1 if the file is Excel-type, 0 if not. /
int isexcelfile(char *line)
{
int i = 0;
while((line[i]==' ')H(line[i]=='\t'))
i++;
return ((line[i]>='A')&&(line[i]<—Z')) I I  ((line[i]>='a )&&(line[i]<= z ));
}
/* countcolumns: Count the number of data items in the line passed to it (including */
/* any label that may be present). Returns number of items. */
int countcolumns(char *line)
{
int i = 0, cols = 0;
while(line[i] !='\0')
{
while((line[i]==' ')ll(line[i]==V)ll(line[i]==',')) 
i++;
while((line[i] !=' ')&&(line[i] !='\t')&&(line[i] !=',')&&(line[i] !='\0’)) 
i++; 
colsH-f-;
}
return cols;
/* G e tN e x tF ile n a m es :  Reads through a list file, and pulls out a pair of source */
/* filenames and the result filename. Each time it is called it reads the next line in the list. */
/* Returns 1 if it successfully read the filenames, 0 otherwise. */
int GetNextPilenames(void)
{
static int linecount = 0; 
int i = 0, ok = 1 ; 
char line[512];
linecount++;
/* open file */
if(file_open(FilelistPilename) == 0)
{
printf("\nCannot filelist file \"%s\".", FilelistFilename); 
return 0;
/* read line */
while((i < linecount) && (ok))
{
i++;
ok = (int)read_file_line(line, 512);
}
file_close();
if(ok)
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/* if next line has been read ok, then get filenames from it 
int i = 0, j, s = 0; 
char str[256];
while((line[i]!=’\0’) && (s!=3))
{
j = 0;
/* strip whitespace */ 
while((line[i]==' ') II (line[i]=='\t’)) 
i++;
/* copy nonwhitespace */
while((line[i]!=’ ') && (line[i]!='\t’)&&(line[i]!='\0')) 
str[j++]=line[i-i-i-]; 
str[j]=0;
/* fill appropriate variable */ 
switch(s)
{
case 0:
strcpy(DN3Filename, str); 
break; 
case 1:
strcpy(DN4Filename, str); 
break; 
case 2:
strcpy(ResultFilename, str); 
break;
)
S + + ;
}
/* if there is a missing name, return 0 */ 
if(s!=3)
{
printf("Missing filename at line : %d", linecount); 
return 0;
else
/* there are no more lines */ 
return 0;
return 1;
}
/* fiIe_open: Reads entire file into memory, which can then be read using */
/* read_file_line. The file should be discarded using file_close. This has been implemented */
/* since the file functions used here (open, Iseek and close) while widely supported, are not */
/* ANSI standard and so may not be available. If this is the case, only this function would */
/* need to be rewritten. Returns 1 if successful, 0 otherwise. */
int file_open(const char * filename)
{
int file;
FileLength = 0;
FilePosition = 0;
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/* open file */
if((file = open(filename, 0_RDONLY10_BINARY)) == -1) 
return 0;
/* find out file size */
FileLength = lseek(file, 0, SEEK_END);
/* return file pointer to beginning of the file */ 
lseek(file, 0, SEEK_SET);
/* allocate memory for entire file */
FileContents = (char *)malloc((FileLength+l) * sizeof(char)); 
read(file,FileContents,FileLength);
FileContents[FileLength]=EOF;
close(file);
return 1;
}
/* read_file_line: Reads the next line of the file buffered into memory by a previous */
/* call to file_open. The returned string is null terminated. The line in the file can be */
/* terminated by CR, LF or CR\LF (ie Mac, Unix or DOS type files). The buffer should */
/* be big enough to accomondate the line, but it will not be overrun if it is too small. */
/* Returns a pointer to buffer if successful and the line read stored in buffer, or a NULL */
/* pointer if no line was read (ie at EOF). */
char *read_file_line(char *buffer, int buffersize)
{
int count = 0; 
int ch;
char *retumpointer;
/* advance position in file */ 
ch = FileContents[FilePosition++];
/* copy everything into the buffer until CR, LF or EOF is found */ 
while((ch != '\n') && (ch != V ) && (ch != EOF) && (count < buffersize))
{
buffer[count++] = (char)ch;
ch = FileContents[FilePosition++] ;
}
buffer[count] = AO’;
/* skip over CRs and LFs */
while(((ch == '\n') II (ch == '\r')) && (ch != EOF))
{
ch = FileContents[FilePosition++];
}
/* rewind in the file one character */
FilePosition—;
if(count == 0)
retumpointer = NULL; 
else
retumpointer = buffer; 
return retumpointer;
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/* file_close: Discards the fde previously buffered into memory by a call to file_open */
void file_close(void)
{
free(FileContents);
/* ---------------
/* VAST.H:
/* ---------------
- * /
*/
- * /
Variables used by AVHRR.c and vast.c
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <io.h> 
#include <fcntl.h>
#defmeC2 1.438833 
#defineCl 1.1910659e-5 
#defme KCconv 273 
#define SBC 5.67e-8
/* Constant ci */
/* Constant C2 */
/* Degrees centigrade to Kelvin conversion */ 
/* Stefan-Boltzmann constant */
#defme MAX_PATH_LENGTH 256 
#defme SENSOR RECOVERY -999
extern float V3; 
extern float V4;
extern float DN3Slope, DN3Intercept; 
extern float DN4Slope, DN4Intercept;
extern float DN3MinSat, DN3MaxSat;
/* channel 3 central wave number */
/* channel 4 central wave number */
/* channel 3 slope and intercept */
/* channel 4 slope and intercept */
/* limits of channel 3 saturation range */
extern int MaskSize; 
extern int MaskHow;
/* size of masked area to be searched for hot pixels */ 
/* method by which mask is to be centred */
extern float AreaOfPixel; 
extern float BroadBandEmissivity; 
extern float Emissivity3, Tau3; 
extern float Emissivity4, Tau4; 
extern char DN3Filename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH]; 
extern char DN4Filename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH];
/* pixel area */
/* Emissivity (e) used in thermal flux calculations */
/* channel 3 emmissivity and transmissivity (£3,13) */ 
/* channel 4 emmissivity and transmissivity (£4,14) */ 
/* channel 3 input data file name */
/* channel 4 input data file name */
extern char ResultFilename[MAX_PATH_LENGTH]; /* Result file name */
extern int DontDoDualComp;
extern int CrustedLavaTemp; 
extern int MoltenLavaTemp; 
extern int MinThermalFeatureTemp; 
extern int MaxThermalFeatureTemp;
/* do dual-band and thermal calculations? */
/* lowest expected intermediate (crust) temperature */
/* hot (molten lava) temperature */
/* lower limit for intermediate (crust) temperature */
/* upper limit set for intermediate (crust) temperature */
int GetSetup(int argc, char* argv[]);
float *LoadArray(const char * filename, int *width, int*depth);
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B .8 .  Appendix B
Inputs into VAST
B . 8 . 1 .  Configuration file
An example configuration file:
Free text can be placed anywhere in the file, providing that the line 
does not begin with one of the variable names.
V3 = 2671.40 
V4 = 927.83
DN3Slope = -0.001493 
DN3Intercept = 1.478117 
DN4Slope = -0.177511 
DN4Intercept = 176.374839
DN3MinSat = 0 
DN3MaxSat = 47
MaskSize = 5 
MaskHow = 1
'DontDoDualComp
AreaOfPixel = 1100000 
B roadB andEmissi vity = 0.9887 
Emissivity 3 = 0.96 
Tau3 = 0.9387 
Emissivity4 = 0.9 
Tau4 = 0.9612 
CrustedLavaTemp =100 
MoltenLavaTemp = 1000 
MinThermalFeatureTemp = 100 
MaxThermalFeatureTemp = 500
Channel 3 central wave number (cm' )^
Channel 4 central wave number (cm' )^
Channel 3 slope 
Channel 3 intercept 
Channel 4 slope 
Channel 4 intercept
Minimum DN for channel 3 saturation range 
Maximum DN for channel 3 saturation range
Size of pixel masked area to be searched for hot pixels 
Method by which mask is to be centred (i.e. on 
saturated pixels, or on the pixel with the maximumTg 
or maximum AT
Remove the leading ' to turn off dual band calculations, 
and to stop VAST from carrying out any thermal 
calculations
Pixel area (m )^
Emissivity for thermal flux calculations
Channel 3 emissivity
Channel 3 transmissivity
Channel 4 emissivity
Channel 4 trasnmissivity
Minimum expected crusted lava temperature ( C) 
Temperature of molten lava thermal component (°C) 
Lower limit of crusted lava temperature range (°C) 
Upper limit of crusted lava temperature range (°C)
B . 8 . 2 .  L ist file
The list file takes the form:
<dn3 image filenamo <dn4 image filename> <output filename> 
For example:
a:\dn3 a:\dn4 a:\imagel
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B . 8 . 3 .  Input data
Input data used here were tab separated and line delimited. Sensor recovery pixels were located and masked 
using "R" prior to input. In each case the first cell gives the file name, the first line contains column 
numbers and the first column contains line numbers. All other cells contain channel 3 (first file) or 4 
(second file) DN or sensor recovery pixels.
DN3 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
5 834 843 857 886 900 914 908 903 886 865 853 822 797
6 835 845 858 884 894 914 917 899 868 855 853 836 807
7 834 847 852 881 899 918 925 897 866 856 853 838 817
8 831 844 842 868 894 917 926 900 872 859 855 835 817
9 829 836 845 861 888 919 927 905 870 847 837 819 814
10 839 836 825 840 857 902 907 909 881 841 821 804 788
11 828 848 840 854 608 303 834 885 863 826 817 798 786
12 843 853 830 836 772 564 828 854 828 806 806 798 793
13 840 838 824 820 785 752 797 816 812 811 801 791 800
14 826 824 R R 45 47 46 752 783 799 805 784 779
15 819 836 R R 211 47 36 788 794 796 798 780 772
16 811 835 836 829 782 765 783 813 811 800 798 788 765
17 808 818 815 807 815 811 811 815 810 785 790 788 773
18 788 791 789 776 779 801 806 811 802 781 784 785 781
19 775 777 773 780 781 802 816 812 804 781 776 784 775
20 778 774 769 774 771 784 801 809 799 786 787 782 781
21 773 770 765 770 782 793 790 787 789 784 780 775 777
22 760 766 769 773 794 796 795 785 785 787 787 776 769
23 750 761 751 766 779 781 778 775 776 782 786 778 759
24 759 763 742 756 757 765 772 773 774 780 788 775 764
DN4 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
5 566 574 591 611 626 632 628 617 594 576 560 539 523
6 566 580 596 616 634 647 643 613 581 570 562 545 526
7 566 576 592 614 636 654 645 604 575 568 563 550 530
8 569 574 589 614 640 657 646 607 582 572 562 546 528
9 566 571 582 609 643 665 654 619 588 568 554 539 525
10 566 568 572 584 619 652 648 626 588 560 547 532 518
11 565 572 570 574 588 610 617 605 571 551 540 526 513
12 565 569 566 571 574 587 603 581 555 541 533 525 513
13 562 563 565 570 575 588 590 559 544 536 528 521 513
14 555 559 567 571 548 517 538 541 533 532 525 513 506
15 554 561 569 568 550 522 560 551 536 530 523 509 503
16 550 557 562 563 569 576 570 554 536 526 520 510 503
17 547 549 550 550 557 557 551 544 531 520 516 510 505
18 534 536 535 529 533 542 543 540 529 517 514 508 503
19 526 526 526 525 527 539 540 536 525 516 510 506 501
20 521 520 519 519 520 528 531 529 522 515 508 505 499
21 517 516 515 516 520 525 523 521 517 513 507 503 496
22 513 514 514 517 524 525 522 516 515 513 509 502 493
23 504 509 510 514 517 517 515 512 510 512 508 500 489
24 505 506 503 507 510 513 513 510 508 509 507 496 482
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B . 8 . 4 .  Channel 4 non-linearity correction file (Correct%)
Non-linearity corrections, in Kelvin, are entered for each range of scene temperatures and internal blackbody 
temperature, n.b. each range of scene temperatures has a unique correction, which depends on scene and 
blackbody temperature. Three correction files (Correct%, % = 1, 2 or 3) should be set up one for each of the 
three blackbody temperatures: (1) 9.2 °C (Correct 1), (2) 13.9 °C (Correct2) and (3) 19.0 °C (Correct3). The 
example given is taken from the corrections in Weinreb e t al. (1990) for a NOAA-11 blackbody 
temperature of 19.0 °C (Correct3).
3.25 Correction for scene temeperture 320 K
2.55 Correction for scene temeperture 315 K
1.91 Correction for scene temeperture 310 K
1.32 Correction for scene temeperture 305 K
0.22 Correction for scene temeperture 295 K
-0.67 Correction for scene temeperture 285 K
-1.15 Correction for scene temeperture 275 K
-1.66 Correction for scene temeperture 265 K
-2.03 Correction for scene temeperture 255 K
-2.22 Correction for scene temeperture 245 K
-2.28 Correction for scene temeperture 235 K
-2.36 Correction for scene temeperture 225 K
-2.20 Correction for scene temeperture 215 K
-1.98 Correction for scene temeperture 205 K
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Appendix C. Thermal evidence for linked vents 
at Stromboli
A.J L. Harris, N.F. Stevens, A J.H . Maciejewski, P J. Rollin 
Accepted for publication in Acta Vulcanologica, 1996.
C .l. Abstract
Near-continuous thermal measurements of a degassing vent within Stromboli’s 
crater terrace showed that gas flux from this vent was reduced during eruptions from other 
vents within the crater terrace. This provides strong evidence that vents within the 
Stromboli crater terrace are linked at a shallow level. We propose that linkage is via a 
shared magma chamber or feeder conduit, to which the surface vents are linked via narrow 
conduits.
C.2. Introduction
Current activity at Stromboli volcano is characterised by repeated mildly explosive 
eruptions from a variable number of active vents (Fig. C l). Explosive events typically 
propel incandescent ejecta and brown or black ash to heights of up to 300 m above the 
crater terrace (GVN, 1990; GVN, 1994). This explosive activity is driven by the bursting
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Figure C la . Stromboli Crater Terrace, October 1994.
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Figure C lb . Stromboli Crater Terrace, September 1995.
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of large gas pockets at the magma-air interface (Blackburn et a l ,  1976; Vergniolle & 
Brandeis, 1994). Experiments by Jaupart and Vergniolle (1988; 1989) indicate that the 
formation of the gas pockets may be the result of the collapse of a foam layer, formed by 
gas bubbles rising through the degassing magma chamber to gather at the chamber roof. 
Intermittent collapse of the foam layer generates gas pockets which flow into the conduit. 
Ntepe and Dorel (1990) speculate that such a foam layer collapse could explain seismic 
signals recorded at Stromboli during 1986. Ripepe et a l  (1993) use this mechanism to 
explain the types of explosive events evident from the temporal flux of ejected matter. They 
distinguish three types of event: (1) “single shot” explosions resulting from the explosion 
of a single pocket, (2) single shot explosions followed by secondary outbursts, caused by 
the rise of a large pocket followed by several smaller ones and (3) “fountain-like 
explosions”, reproduced by simulating many gas pockets of equal size exploding at regular 
intervals with increasing depth. The possibility that vents are fed by a system of linked 
conduits was suggested by Settle and McGetchin (1980) to explain the strong correlation 
they found between the eruption of one vent and the repose period of two other vents.
We present thermal data showing that explosive events at one vent correlate with 
changes in the de-gassing from another. This is strong evidence that the conduits are linked 
at a shallow level, presumably by a common magma chamber, feeder conduit or dyke.
C.3. Visual observations
We made visual observations of the activity within the crater terrace during October 
1994 and September 1995. On both occasions morphological maps were made of the crater 
terrace (Fig. C l). The September 1995 map was drawn from Electronic Distance 
Measurement (EDM) and triangulation measurements using a Wild TC-1600 (Fig. C lb). 
The October 1994 map was initially drawn using compass bearings and field sketches, and 
then fitted to the September 1995 map using common ground control points (Fig. C la). 
Crater and vent numbering corresponds to the naming convention described by Schick and 
Mueller (1988). The three permanent craters, Zolfo, Sciara and Torrione described by
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Washington (1917), are ascribed numbers 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Vents within the craters 
are then named using numbers following the crater number. Since few of the vents were 
identifiable on both dates, vent numbers do not usually correspond to the same features.
During October 1994 we observed recurrent eruptions expelling incandescent ejecta 
and ash to heights of up to 300 m from 6 vents within craters 1 and 3 (Fig. C2a). It was 
possible to view some way into vents 3/4 and 1/5 (Fig. C la). The walls of these vents 
were incandescent and the vents themselves were estimated to be around 4 and 1 meters in 
diameter respectively. Vent 3/4 was the source of regular (-1 per second) gas puffs, but no 
eruptions were observed. Vent 1/5 was the source of vigorous gas jet eruptions sending 
incandescent gas with small amounts of ejecta to 50 m (Fig. C2a). Gas jet eruptions, 
characterised by long lasting (>10 seconds), high pressure degassing events carrying little 
or no ejecta, were observed during April 1990 (Boris Behncke, personal communication) 
and are noted by other workers, including Neuberg et al. (1994) and Chouet et al. (1974). 
Such gas jet eruptions appear to be as much a feature of persistent activity at Stromboli as 
pyroclastic loaded eruptions.
Between 19 and 20 September 1995 eruptions occurred from vents within craters 1, 
2 and 3, sending incandescent ejecta and brown ash clouds up to 100 m (Fig. C2b). From 
Pizzo Sopra la Fossa it was possible to view directly into vent 1/1 (Fig. C lb). The vent 
walls were incandescent and the vent itself was the source of -50  m high incandescent gas 
jet eruptions containing small numbers (1-10) of bombs. Using triangulation measurements 
we estimate the diameter of vent 1/1 to have been -4  m. Since no lava was observed within 
the vent, we infer that incandescence was due to high temperature gas heating the vent 
walls. Incandescence within vents that were visible in 1994 (vents 3/4 and 1/5) is similarly 
attributable to the same process. The site of the 1994 incandescent vent 3/4 was occupied 
by a collapse crater. This was the source of constant night glow and gas emission. By night 
1 to 10 bombs were frequently observed to reach up to 10 m above the crater 3 rim, but 
these ejections were not accompanied by audible explosions.
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C.4. Thermal observations
During the night of 19 to 20 September 1995 near continuous measurements were 
made of incandescent vent 1/1 from a distance of 290 m. Over a 5 hour period 35 
measurements were made with a hand-held Minolta/Land Cyclops 152 infrared (0.8 to 1.1 
pm) thermometer (Fig. C3). This is capable of measuring temperatures in the range 600 to 
3000 °C, and at a distance of 290 m has a field of view (FOV) 1.7 m in diameter. Near 
continuous measurements were also made over shorter (5 to 20 minute) periods using a 
Minolta/Land Cyclops 330 infrared (8 to 14 pm) thermometer mounted on a tripod. This 
measures temperature between -50 and 500 °C, and at a distance of 290 m will have a FOV 
of 8.6 m in diameter. The use of such instruments to produce time-temperature curves for a 
small lava pond at Stromboli and temperature profiles across a fumarole fissure at Vulcano 
has been documented by Oppenheimer and Rothery (1991).
1000 
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y  940 
I  920 
1  900; 
0 880; 
^  860 
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-
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I * = Gas jet eruption from vent 1/1 
------1— 1— 1-----1— 1— 1— 1---- 1 1 1 1 1 I I I  1 I--- r 1
20:30 21:30 22:30
Time (hour:min)
23:30 24:30
F ig u re  C3. Temperature variation at vent 1/1 on 19 September 1995 recorded using a 
Minolta/Land Cyclops 152 infrared thermometer. Each gas je t eruption occurring from vent 
1/1 during the measurement period is marked by an * and the three Cyclops 330 
observation periods (Figs. C4a to C4c) are indicated by thick horizontal lines.
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In spite of 13 gas jet eruptions during the measurement period, temperatures 
obtained using the Cyclops 152 remained stable (Fig. C3). The small variations that did 
occur may have been due to variable amounts of fume drifting between the vent and the 
instrument or due to slightly different points within the vent being measured each time. 
Since the incandescent vent easily filled the Cyclops 152 FOV, we believe that the vent 
temperature was more or less constant during the measurement period at -940 °C.
Temperature measurements using the Cyclops 330 were lower and far more 
variable (Fig. C4). This is a result of the Cyclops 330 FOV being much larger, such that 
the incandescent vent filled only -2 0  % of the FOV. The Cyclops 330 temperature is 
therefore an integrated temperature composed of three thermal components: (1) the 
incandescent vent, (2) the cooler background, measured at 27 °C Just below the vent and 
(3) high temperature gas, which was observed to be incandescent for 1 to 2 m above the 
vent. Since the measurements made with the Cyclops 152 show that vent temperature was 
stable, variations in temperature in Fig. C4 cannot be due to changes in the vent 
temperature, but to variations in the area of the high temperature gas.
240
220 -
U
200 -I
120
0:00 0:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00
Time (min:sec)
F ig u re  C4. Temperature variation at vent 1/1 on 19 September 1995 recorded during the 
first measurement period (Fig. C3) using the Cyclops 330. Steady state limits are marked 
by the horizontal dashed lines.
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The start of the time-temperature measurement series given in Fig. C4 coincided 
with the end of a gas jet eruption from vent 1/1. By increasing the area of the high 
temperature source, such gas jet eruptions will increase the Cyclops 330 integrated 
temperature, as is evident from the initial high temperature of 196 °C which was recorded 
as the vent 1/1 eruption ended. Two trends can be identified in the temperature time series 
following the vent 1/1 eruption; an initial higher temperature trend is replaced by a lower 
temperature trend, following a sharp decline in temperature just after 2 minutes 30 seconds. 
Although no event was detected visually or audibly during the sharp decline at 2 minutes 30 
seconds, it appears that the high temperature gas flux decreased at this time to a lower level. 
Constant variation in the Cyclops 330 integrated temperature around these two trends show 
that the high temperature area was constantly changing. This area variation is explained by 
high temperature gas exiting the vent in puffs, which were observed to exit the vent at 
regular (~1 per second) intervals. Temperature fluctuations may also be the result of 
variations in the amount of fume between the instrument and the vent or events that were 
undetected by visual observations.
Following the eruption from vent 1/1, no major eruptions occurred from any vent 
during the 5 minute measurement period given in Fig. C4. Therefore, for our 
measurements, we use the temperature range given in Fig. C4 to define the upper and 
lower limits of the steady state temperature range of the hot target (vent and gas).
During longer measurement periods, observations coincided with eruptions from 
vent 1/1 and other vents, and a direct relationship was observed between eruptions and the 
Cyclops 330 integrated temperature for vent 1/1 (Figs. C5a and C5b). Gas jet eruptions 
from vent 1/1 elevated the Cyclops 330 integrated temperature by >30 °C above the steady 
state. However, eruptions from either vent 1/2 or 3/2 caused the Cyclops 330 temperature 
to drop by up to 12 °C below the lowest steady state value. This relationship was an 
immediate one, with temperature decreasing the instant vent 1/2 or 3/2 erupted. The 
temperature would then remain depressed for the duration of the eruption, and return to 
within the steady state level at the end of the eruption. In all 14 eruptions occurred during
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F ig u re  C5. Temperature variation at vent 1/1 on 19 September 1995 recorded during (a) 
the second and (b) third measurement periods (Fig. C3) using the Cyclops 330, showing a 
direct relationship between eruptive events and temperature, which in turn is related to gas 
flux. Steady state limits defined in Fig C4 are marked by the dashed lines and eruptive 
periods using solid lines.
simultaneous Cyclops 330 measurements, and this relationship held for 100 % of these 
eruptions: eruptions from vent 1/1 would raise the temperature above steady state, 
eruptions from any other vent would depress the temperature below steady state.
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Since the temperature of the vent was stable, it follows that variations in the 
integrated temperature measured by the Cyclops 330 during eruptions were the result of 
variations in the gas flux causing the area of the high temperature component to vary 
accordingly. During eruptions from vent 1/1 the gas jet increased the high temperature area 
within the Cyclops 330 FOV increasing the integrated temperature. During eruptions from 
vents 1/2 or 3/2 gas flux from vent 1/1 was reduced to well below the minimum steady 
state flux for the duration of the eruption, thereby decreasing the integrated temperature.
We note two other trends in the integrated temperature time series given in Fig. 
C5a. First, immediately preceding the two eruptions from vent 3/2, an increase in the 
integrated temperature is recorded, indicating an increase in the gas flux from vent 1/1 
before the two eruptions at vent 3/2. Second, following the eruption of vent 1/1, the 
integrated temperature steadily declines over the 5 minute period until the eruption at vent 
3/2, indicating a steady decline in gas flux from vent 1/1 following the initial eruption. 
Again, other variations in the time series will be due to visually or audibly undetected 
events, the gas exiting the vent in regular puffs and variable amounts of fume between the 
instrument and the target.
C.5. Implications of the observations
The thermal observations give direct evidence for a linkage between vent 1/1 and 
vents 1/2 and 3/2, the linkage causing a decrease in gas flux from vent 1/1 whenever vent 
1/2 or 3/2 erupts. That the relationship is instant and direct indicates that this link is a 
simple one and occurs at a shallow level within the volcanic edifice. We assume that this 
link is via a common magma chamber, conduit or dyke, to which each vent is linked by a 
narrow conduit. Since eruptions were only observed from three vents, it is impossible to 
determine whether all other vents are similarly linked.
We assume that the shallow linkage is at, or slightly below, the magma level, which 
photoballistic, thermal flux and seismic analyses have already shown to be at a shallow 
depth of 100 to 400 m within the volcanic edifice (Chouet et a i, 1974; Giberti et a i,  1992;
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Chouet & Dawson, 1995). This shallow level is confirmed by Ripepe and Braun (1994). 
They use the difference in the arrival time between the seismic-wave and air-wave 
generated by an explosion to show that the magma level is shallow and variable, varying 
between 50 and 130 m below the crater terrace over a 24 hour measurement period.
One possible mode of linkage is through a shallow (100 to 600 m deep) magma 
chamber to which all three vents are linked via narrow conduits. When an eruption occurs 
from one vent, decreased gas flux occurs at the other vents due to their being fed by a 
common chamber. A similar model is proposed by Settle and McGetchin (1980), who 
suggest that the strong correlation of the repose periods at two vents with the eruption 
frequency at a third may be due to each being directly connected to a near-surface magma 
chamber. This fits with evidence from a broadband seismic survey carried out by Neuberg 
et a l  (1994). This showed eruption epicentres to be situated NW of the craters beneath the 
Sciara del Fuoco at a depth between 100 and 600 m. They suggest that this indicates a 
confined source region common to all craters. Other possible evidence for such a shallow 
magma chamber is given by the formation of a pit crater 60 m deep and 100 m in diameter 
following the 1986 effusive eruption, which has been interpreted as resulting from the 
draining of such a chamber and may give an idea of the chamber dimension (Ntepe & 
Dorel, 1990). Instability resulting from a shallow chamber within the edifice is also one of 
the proposed causes of sector collapse which episodically occur at Stromboli, the latest of 
which formed the Sciara del Fuoco <5000 years ago (Kokelaar & Romagnoli, 1995). 
However, it is also possible that linkage is via the branching of a main feeder conduit or 
dyke, or due to a branching conduit system in which small magma chambers occur in some 
branches.
C.6. Conclusions
Vents, or clusters of vents, at Stromboli are fed by a system of linked conduits, 
presumably joined via a shared magma chamber or feeder conduit. Any model for the 
Stromboli feeder system must therefore be built on the premise that the system is linked at a
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shallow depth, i.e. within the volcano itself. However, definition of the true nature of the 
feeder system is not possible given the available data. Proving how the system is linked 
and operates would benefit greatly from simultaneous thermal, acoustic, seismic and 
photoballistic observations over an extended time (~ 1 month) period.
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Appendix D. Defining the magmatic systems at 
Vulcano and Stromboli volcanoes
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D .l .  Abstract
Explosive activity at Vulcano poses a serious threat to settlements near the active 
crater. At Stromboli activity has injured tourists gathering close to the active craters and 
damaged the island's villages. Defining the magmatic systems which drive activity at these 
two volcanoes and understanding their operation are essential for assessing possible 
eruption precursors and hazard. To this end, we present three generally applicable models 
of the magma budget during steady-state activity. Using thermal and gas flux data we apply 
these models at Vulcano to calculate cooling, crystallisation and degassing of magma at a 
rate of 10-100 kg s'^ of magma from an intrusion at ~2 km depth. This intrusion feeds a 
currently active fumarole field. At Stromboli a steady supply of 300 - 1300 kg s"^  magma 
to shallow depths (<1 km) feeds continuous gas emission and frequent explosions within 
the summit crater and episodic effusive eruptions on the flank. The principles of these 
models may be adapted to volcanoes with similar systems.
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D .2. Defining the magmatic systems at Volcano and Stromboli 
volcanoes
Vulcano and Stromboli (Aeolian Islands, Italy) are currently characterised by 
persistent, steady-state, activity. Since the most recent explosive eruption at Vulcano 
(1888-1890), activity has been characterised by continuous gas discharge from low to 
moderate temperature fumaroles (80-700 °C). Stromboli's activity is characterised by 
continuous gas discharge and frequent explosions from a variable number of vents (5 - 
15), which has persisted at least since first observations were made 2000 years ago.
For volcanoes characterised by persistent non-eruptive degassing, total thermal flux 
(Qnon-erupt) will be the sum of radiative and convective heat losses from the active vents 
(Qrad and Qconv). heat loss by conduction through the conduit and chamber walls (Qcond) 
and heat carried by the gas phase (Qnegas)- At intermittently erupting systems, heat will also 
be carried by gas and ejecta expelled during eruptions, Qegas+Qejecta = Qerupt- Mass flux of 
magma through the system (M) can then be calculated from M = Qtot / (cbAf + cAT), where 
Qtot = Qnon-empt+Qerupt and Cl, Af, Cp and AT are latent heat of crystallisation, crystallised 
mass fraction, specific heat capacity and the temperature through which magma cools 
before removal from the system.
During September 1995 we measured temperatures at Vulcano at over 500 vents 
(Figure D l). By applying a porous pipe model for gas flow at a fumarole f i e l d w e  were 
able to estimate the depth of the magma source and Qtot (Table D l). To estimate depth, we 
divide the field into 6 (N) porous conduits of radius (rg) 5 m (from the total exhalative area.
F ig u re  D l, Maximum temperature distribution fo r  the Vulcano Fossa fumarole field, 
mapped using electronic distance measurement and radiometer-derived temperatures in 
September 1995. Temperatures refer to the maximum obtained within each 10 x 10 m cell, 
and cover the entire active area. Maximum vent temperature was 531 °C, with a mean o f  
203±4 °C. By dividing the fie ld  into 6  porous conduits, these measurements are used to 
constrain inputs to afumarolic flow  model f  which together with gas flux data, give source 
magma depths.
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Aexhal- To = V Aexhal/[N7i] ), which cool to ambient temperatures at a radius (roo) of 25 m 
(based on the total area > 100 °C, Afield: foo = V Afieid/[N7i] ). Total gas fluxes of 5 - 15 and 
15 - 45 kg s'^ are derived respectively from the direct condensation method^, and from 
COSPEC measurements of SO2 flux^ in tandem with gas chemistry^. These data yield 
depths to magma of 0.2 - 2 km, the lower limit giving a deeper source consistent with 
borehole evidence^.
We used these data to constrain the magmatic system which drives persistent 
activity at the fumarole field. Three magma budget models were used to estimate magma 
flux (M) through the magma system: a dyke model, a cumulate model and an intrusion 
model (Figure D2). These respectively give M of 250, 180 and 85 kg s"l. The results are 
equivalent to emplacement of 0.3 km^ of dykes, production of 0.2 km^ of cumulates, or 
cooling and crystallisation of an intrusion of volume 0.1 km^ since the last eruption. All 
these have errors of ±80 %, mainly due to uncertainty in the gas flux (25+20 kg s-1).
T ab le  D l. Heat flux  from  Stromboli and Vulcano. Values fo r  all input parameters were 
obtained using fie ld  measurements made in 1995 or using airborne thermal Thematic 
Mapper Simulator data (TMS) acquired in 1991. For Stromboli Tgxit ro were estimated 
fo r  each vent area identified in the TMS data and fluxes derived fo r  each vent area were 
summed^, and roo to the maximum distance to fumaroles > 100 °C (-120 m). A t Vulcano 
Texit and ro were estimated using vent temperature measurements collected in 1995 (Figure 
D l). The fumarole fie ld  was divided into 100 m^ cells and fo r  each cell Texit '^cis set to the 
mean temperature o f all fumaroles within the cell; Ttro  ^was substituted with total vent area 
fo r  all fumaroles within the cell. Fluxes derived fo r  each cell were then summed. D was 
calculated using the model given by S tevensonf For Stromboli Mg o f 6  kg s'^ was 
calculated from  data fo r  explosive and effusive eruptive activity over the last 1 0 0  years^'^"^. 
Gas and water fluxes fo r  Stromboli were calculated from Allard et al.^^ and fo r  Vulcano 
were taken from  references 2 to 4. Constants k, a, p, p  and K were taken from  tables in 
Kays & Crawford^^, £, k^, c, Ly, Cp and cp were set to 0.9887, 3 W m'^ K 'f  1600 J kg' 
 ^ K'^ (a mixture o f 50 % H2 O and 50 % CO2  at 700 K), 2.26 x 10^ J  k g 'f  1150 J kg'^ K'^ 
and 3 X 10^ J  kg-^ respectively. Magmatic and eruption temperatures o f 1000 °C, the near 
solidus temperature fo r  magma at Stromboli and Vulcano, were used with an ambient air 
and surface temperature ofO °C.
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Heat flux from Vulcano and Stromboli 1890 - 1995
Mode of 
heat loss
Flux (MW) 
Vulcano Stromboli
Derivation
Qrad 1 2 Qrad = Kfo^ " (^ETexit^
(rg = conduit radius, o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e = 
Emissivity, Texit = conduit exit or vent temperature)
Qconv 1 1 Qconv = 0.14 Ttrg^  k (gap/)iK)^^^ (Texit ■ Tair)"^ ^^
(Tair = ambient air temperature, g = acceleration due to 
gravity, k, a , p, |i and k are thermal conductivity, density, 
cubic expansivity, dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity 
for gas at a mean temperature of [Tair+Texitl/2)
Qcond 24+10 11±6 Qcond == [27tkwD(Tgas - Tamb)l i ln(roo/rg)
(kw = wall rock thermal conductivity, D = magma depth, Tgas 
= gas temperature in the conduit [approximated from 
[Tmagma+Texitl/2, in which is the magma surface 
temperature], Tggrf = ambient temperature and roo = distance to 
ambient temperatures)
Qnegas 92+74 400+220 Qnegas = FcgATg + FwLv
(F = total non-eruptive gas flux, Cg = specific heat capacity of 
gas, ATg is gas cooling from magmatic to ambient 
temperature, F^ = water flux, Ly = latent heat of water 
condensation)
Qegas 0 1 Qegas -  FeCgATg + F^gLy
(Fe = total erupted gas flux, Fwe = total erupted water flux)
Qejecta 0 8 Qejecta = (ce^Tg + cl) Mg
(cg = specific heat capacity of ejecta, ATg is ejecta cooling 
from eruption to ambient temperature, cl latent heat of 
crystallisation. Mg = mass flux of erupted material)
Qtot 118±84 423+226 Qtot = Qnonerupt + Qerupt» 
where
Qnonerupt = Qrad + Qconv + Qcond + Qnegas 
and
Qerupt -  Qegas + Qejecta
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Current areal contraetion of the crater, probably an effect of magma cooling at a shallow 
depth indicates the intrusion model is most likely at Vulcano, with heat flux from this 
cooling body fuelling the surface activity.
Observations at Stromboli during 1995 defined two types of explosive eruption: 
pyroclast-laden eruptions ejecting pyroclasts and gas to heights of 50-300 m, and gas jet 
eruptions expelling incandescent gas flares up to 50 m. Data from the University of Udine 
summit seismic station give a mean rate for both types of explosive event of 8.8 explosions 
per hour between 1992 and 1996, varying between 1-2 and >30 (R. Carniel, personal 
communication). Our own vent temperature measurements gave a maximum temperature of 
940 °C, and triangulation gave a vent diameter of 4 m. Using these parameters and the 
150+90 kg s 'l time-averaged gas flux for Stromboli in a model for gas flow through 
rough pipes 1 gives a magma surface depth of 6001350 m.
As at Vulcano, we use these measured and derived parameters to constrain the 
magmatic system which drives persistent activity. For a steady-state system, such as 
Stromboli, which displays persistent magmatic activity at the surface, the intrusion model 
can be rejected and the dyke and cumulate models must be adapted to take into account 
direct connection of the magma system to the surface. At Stromboli, magma at a shallow
F ig u re  D2. Three schematic models fo r  a steady-state degassing magma system. In the 
dyke (a) and cumulate (b) models, a sealed or blocked pipe is connected to a magma 
chamber. Buoyant, volatile rich magma rises from  the chamber up the pipe. Above the 
saturation depth gas is exsolved from  the magma and lost to the surrounding system. Gas 
and heat rise to be released at the surface. Denser degassed magma sinks back down the 
conduit. This convection cools the magmatic system, eventually leading to the formation o f 
dykes or cumulates. In the dyke model, chamber magma (taken to be 1200 °C, 0 % 
crystals) is assumed to release its gas, cool to 900 °C and crystallise 45 % before 
emplacement; the magma's remaining heat is lost from the dyke in situ, and is not released 
through the active crater. In the cumulate model, convecting magma releases gas and 
progressively cools (to 900 °C), depositing crystalline cumulates within the chamber; hence 
all o f the available latent heat is released to the remaining chamber magma. In (c), the 
intrusion model, all magma cools to 250 °C and crystallises fully in place.
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level is connected to the surface via a system of linked, open conduits. Linkage is apparent 
from our continuous thermal observations of the high temperature gas plume above these 
vents, which show reduced gas flux from non-erupting vents whenever another vent 
erupts, the effect lasting for the exact duration of the e r u p t i o n T h a t  this relationship is 
instantaneous and occurred during all observed eruptions shows that certain vents must be 
linked directly to the same shallow source. This shallow source is in turn linked to a deeper 
chamber (Figure D3).
Qnon-erupt from Stromboli's linked shallow system is more than an order of 
magnitude greater than Qerupt (Table D l). To maintain Qnon-erupt, 860 kg s'^ must be 
intruded as dykes within or beneath the edifice, equivalent to injection of 22 km^ during the 
2000 years that persistent activity has been observed. This compares with a total edifice 
volume of 230 km^. Alternatively, 640 kg s"^  of cumulates must be formed, equivalent to 
emplacement of 16 km^ of cumulates in 2000 years. Both estimates have errors of ±55 %. 
Such endogenous growth of Stromboli has previously been postulated^3, and our estimate 
of 0.004 - 0.016 km^ yr^ is in good agreement with two existing estimates, based on
F ig u re  D3. Schematic model fo r  the magma system at Stromboli. Buoyant, volatile rich 
magma rises from  a deep (10-15 km) chamber evident from  geochemical and seismic 
data^’^ "^ . Gas rises to form  a foam layer at the roof o f a shallow (<1 km deep) chamber^^. 
Effusive vents fo r  the 1975 and 1985-1986 eruptions located 100-120 m^kl3,14 jyelow the 
active craters indicate feeding from  this shallow source. The shallow source could equally 
be a dyke or a widening o f the main feeder conduit. The 4 x  10^ m^ collapse pit form ed  
after the 1985-1986 effusive eruption^^ may approximate typical shallow source volume. 
Collapse o f the foam  layer feeds gas slugs which rise up subsidiary conduits to drive 
explosive activity at the surface^^. Pyroclast-laden and gas je t eruptions occur. The latter 
are characterised by lower energy explosions, carrying little or no pyroclasts, and are 
separated by periods o f continuous high temperature gas release. Vents rarely exhibiting 
eruptions may be connected directly to the main feeder pipe or to a separate source, in 
which case lower gas flux or formation o f a frozen cap on the magma column could explain 
the low frequencies o f  eruptions. Degassed magma descends, and is emplaced as dykes (a) 
or cumulates (b) at depth. This necessitates convection in the main feeder conduit, as 
envisaged or by the rise o f buoyant spheres through the sinking m e d i u m ^  ^ 2 2
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Appendix D
magma sulphur budgets, for intrusive or sub-edifice growth
Our calculations indicate current activity at Stromboli can be modelled by internal or 
sub-edifice growth by dyking and/or cumulate formation. This occurs within a system 
where a deep chamber is linked, by two-way conduit flow, to a high level chamber, located 
at <1 km depth, to which a number of vents are linked (Figure D3).
Using Vulcano and Stromboli as worked case studies, we show how thermal and 
gas flux measurements can be used to constrain an active magma system. Such constraint 
is an essential step in understanding the operation of an active volcano and potential 
eruption hazard. Variations in any of the measured parameters will have implications for 
the operation of the system and thereby hazard posed. Principles on which the three 
schematic steady-state models are based have been kept simple and general to allow 
application to volcanoes with similar feeder systems and activity including, fumarolic (e.g. 
Kudriavy and Nisyros) and crater lake systems (e.g. Poas and Ruapehu) or degassing 
conduit systems (e.g. Etna and Masaya).
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